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PEEF AC E.

The follomng work consists of descriptions of new species of organic

remains from the Lower and Middle Silurian rocks, with re-descriptions,

and, in some instances, additional details and illustrations of a few that

were previously published either in the annual reports of the Survey or

in the scientific journals of the Province. It has been prepared from time

to time, according as the new forms were discovered, or as more perfect

specimens of those already known were procured. The only systematic

arrangement, therefore, that could be followed, was to group the descrip-

tions together in a series of articles. The first portion, consisting of

twenty-four pages, was issued in November, 1861,—the second, pages 25

to 56, in January, 1862,—the third, pages 57 to 168, in June, 1862,

—

the fourth, pages 169 to 344, in February, 1865, while the remainder,

completing the volume, will bear date herewith. The first twenty-four

pages, and also 57 to 72, have been reprinted with some alterations, the

substance of which is specified by Mr. Billings in the appendix on

page 419. The figures were all drawn from nature by Mr. H. S. Smith,

the artist of the Survey, and engraved on wood by Mr. J. H. Walker

of this city.

W. E. LOGAN.
Geological Survey Office,

Montreal, October, 1865.









GEOLOGICAL SlIKVEY OF CANADA.

Paleozoic Fossils.

Nov. 1861.*

I. On some new or little-hnown species of Loiver Silurian Fossils from
the Potsdam Group (^Primordial Zone'). By E. Billings, F.G.S.

The fossiliferous rocks on the north shore of the Straits of Belle Isle,

from which a portion of the species hereinafter described were procured,

consist of the following in descending order :

—

1. Limestones.—Reddish and greenish-coloured limestone, varying in some places to

grey, with some red and green shale. The fossils are Paleeophycus incipieiis, Arckeo-

cyathus Atlanlicus, A. profundus^ Obolus Lahradoricus, Obolella chromatica, 0. ? cin-

guhifa, OleneUus Vermonlana^ O. Thompsoni, Conocephalites miser, Bathyurus parvulus,

B. senectus, Salterella rugosa, S. pulchella, and S. obtusa. There are, besides these, two

species of Orthis and one of Orthisina, and numerous fragments of trilobites, ajjparently

of several undescribed forms. The thickness of these limestones is 141 feet.

2. Sandstones.—Grey, red and reddish-grey sandstones, the lower beds holding peb-

bles of white quartz from the size of a pea to one or two pounds in weight. The only

fossil observed is Scolithus linearis. Thickness 231 feet.

These rocks rest upon the Laurentian, and their fossils show them to be

of the age of the Potsdam group. They were examined bj Mr. J. Rich-

ardson during the past summer.

Another exposure of rocks of the same age occurs about three miles

east of Phillipsburgh in the County of Missisquoi, and extends south into

the State of Vermont, where it is largely developed, and constitutes the

Red sandrock of the geologists of that state. During several visits made

to this exposure last summer, I could find no fossils on the Canadian side

of the boundary-line, but several important localities occur in the imme-

diate neighbourhood in Vermont. At one of these, 11 mile east of

Swanton, a number of species have been found by the Rev. J. B.

Perry and Dr. G. M. Hall of that town. These gentlemen are engaged

in making a careful geological examination of the rocks and fossils of

* The following twenty-four pages were reprinted in 186-i. See Preface.



their neighbourhood, and have requested me to describe the new species

collected by them. At this localit}'- Palaopliycus incijAcns, Obolella

cingulata, Olenelhis Vermontana and 0. Thomjjsoni occur in the black

slates conformably interstratified with the sandstones and magnesian lime-

stones which constitute the principal mass of the formation. It Anil be

observed that several other species are also found here ; but the prevailing

forms are the four above mentioned, and, as they are most abundant in

the limestones of the Straits of Belle Isle, there can be little doubt that

the two deposits, altliough 860 miles distant from each other, are of the

same age. The occurrence of Scolithus linearis and the general aspect

of the fossils, also show that these rocks must be very nearly, if not

exactly, in tlie same geological horizon with the Upper Primal sandstones

and slates of Pennsylvania.

PLzVNT^.

Scolithus linearis. (Hall.)

Scolithus linearis.—{Rail.) PaL, N. Y. VoL I, PI. I. Figs. 1, a, b, c.

This species occurs at Anse au Loup in the sandstone, but I have not

detected it in the limestone of that locality. The form differs from tlie one

which is so common in the Potsdam sandstone of Canada in being larger

and straighter. It is perfectly identical with that of the Upper Primal

sandstone of Pennsylvania, and also with that of the Potsdam sandstone

of Tennessee. (Formation III of Prof. Saiford.)

Pal^ophycus incipiens. (N. sp.)

Description.—This species consists of elongated straight or slightly

curved stems from half an inch to three-fourths of an inch in width. The

transverse section is irregularly oval, with two acute edges, but it is prob-

able that this flattened form is due to compression. Although numerous

specimens lying in the rock were examined, no indication of branching

was observed. The specimens are usually from four to six inches in length,

but some are more than one foot. They occur abundantly on the surface

of certain strata, and the specimens from Anse au Loup are perfectly iden-

tical with those which abound in tlie slates near Swanton in Vermont,

holding Conocephalites, Olenellus Thonipsoni, 0. Vermontana, kc.

Localltij and Formation.—Anse au Loup, on the north shore of the

Straits of Belle Isle ; sandstone of the Potsdam group. Also 1^ mUe

east of Swanton, in the State of Vermont, in rocks of the same age.

Collectors.—J. Richardson, Ilcv. J. B. Perry, and Dr. G. M. Hall.



PaL^OPHYCUS COiSTGREGATUS. (N. Sp.)

Description.—Stems cylmdrical, from one to four lines in diameter, often

crowded together in such abundance as to completely cover the surface of

the rock. They lie across each other in every direction, and appear to be

so interlaced that Avhere very thick the same stem can seldom be traced

for more than one inch in length. They are either straight or crooked,

and sometimes present sudden slight enlargements of the diameter, giving

them a somewhat nodulose aspect.

Locality and Formation.— One mile south of the boundary hne, on the

road leading from Moor's Corners in St. Armand to Saxe's ^lills in High-

gate, Vermont. In the thin beds of the Potsdam group. Red sandrock

formation of Vermont.

Collector.—E. Billings.

PROTOZOA.

In the limestone at Anse au Loup there are numerous fossils which

from their radiated structure have the aspect of true corals, and yet in

pohshed sections seem to possess the poriferous organization of sponges.

I shall therefore leave it an open question as to which of the two divisions

they should be referred. There appear to be two closely allied genera,

but for the present I shall place all the species in one.

[Since the above was written I have, in 1864, ascertained by treating

a sihcified specimen of A. Minganensis with acid that it contains numer-

ous silicious spicula, and these fossils must, therefore, be classified among

the extinct tribes of sponges.]

Genus Archeocyathus. (N. gen.)

Greneric characters.—Turbinate simple or aggregate ; cup deep. The

internal structure, so far as can be made out, consists of an inner wall

constituting the inner surface of the cup, and an external wall or epitheca

enveloping the Avhole. Between the two walls there are numerous radia-

ting septa, the interseptal spaces being filled with poriferous or cellular

tissue. It is highly probable that the inner wall is permeated by pores

communicating with the interseptal tissue.

[The radiating septa are, in A. profundus, perforated with small pores.

The spicula found in A. Minganensis are slender, fusiform, slightly

curved, acute at both extremities.]

In A. Atlanticus the radiated structure is not so well defined as it is

in the others, but still it can be observed in the polished sections. In



A. 'profundus the septa are -svell developed, and give to tlie fossil the aspect

of a Petraia or Zajjhrentis. It may be that these two species should be

placed in different genera ; but as there are numerous fragments of what

appear to be intermediate forms, it would seem to be the better course to

group them together in the first instance.

Archeocyathus profundus. (N. sp.)

.4. Minganensis, pars, as published in 1861.

Fig. 1. Fig. 2. Fig. 3.

Fig. 1.—The slender base of attachment. Fig. 2.—A longitudinal section through

the base of the cup of a woi'n specimen
;

a, a transverse section of a fragment where

the diameter of the cup is 3h inches, showing the radiating septa between the outer and

inner walls. Fig. 3.—A transverse section across the base below the bottom of the

cup.

Fig. 4.—Fragment of an individual which is 3J inches in diameter, showing the

annulations and the septal striae.



Descrijjtion.—Elongate, turbinate, more or less curved, the basal one

or two inches slender, then rapidly expanding to a diameter of from one

to four inches, then becoming cylindrical. The form is that of a large

Cyatlioi^hyllum or Zaphrentis. The cavity of the cup extends in depth

nearly to the base. The radiating septa are thin and closely crowded

together, there being eight or ten in the width of three lines. The

surface is annulated by strong rough ridges from three to six lines distant

from each other, the intervening furrows being two or three lines deep.

The inner wall of the cup is exceedingly thin, apparently less than half a line.

In none of the specimens is the outer wall preserved except in spots,

and there only partially. The large individuals appear to have attained

a length of more than one foot with a diameter of from two to four inches.

In 1861 I referred this species to A. 3Imganensis, but further exami-

nation induces me to regard it as distinct. The latter is more deeply

and distantly annulated, and, besides, it occurs in a higher geological

position than does the former, having been found only in the Calciferous

formation.

Locality and Formation,—Anse au Loup, on the north shore of the

Straits of Belle Isle ; limestone of the Potsdam group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

Archeocyathus Atlanticus. (N. sp.)

Fig. 5.

Fig. 5.—a, a fragment of this species ; &, a transverse section ; c, a longitudinal section

of the same.



Description.—The only specimen of this species in the collection is a

fragment four inches and a-half in length, fourteen lines in diameter at the

larger and nine lines at the smaller extremity. "WHiere the diameter is

eleven lines the cavity of the cup is four and a-half lines across, and the

space between the walls three lines. Of the radiating poriferous septa

there are about sixty ; they are so irregular that it is only in certain places

in finely polished sections that the radiated structure can be detected. On
one side where the specimen is weathered the structure presents the

appearance of a rather compact cellular tissue. The form appears to be

elongate conical, gradually tapering, the surface marked by wide shallow

encircling oblique annulations, from three to six lines distant from each

other. The outer wall does not seem to be poriferous, but this appearance

may be due to the crystalline condition of the rock into which it is

converted.

Locality and Formation.—Anse au Loup, on the north shore of the

Straits of Belle Isle ; limestone of the Potsdam group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

BRACmOPODA.

Obolus Labiiadoricus. (N. sp.)

Fig. 6.

Fig. 6.—Dorsal valve of 0. Lahradoricus.

Description.—Dorsal valve sub-circular, the hinge-line straight and

equal to about three-fourths the width of the shell ; rather strongly and

uniformly convex, most prominent at one-fourth the length from the beak,

the latter small, neatly pointed, scarcely distinct from the cardinal edge.

Surface with fine concentric strife, which converge slightly on approaching

the cardinal edge 15 to 20 in one line, and also with a few coarser con-

centric undulations of growth, the whole crossed by minute radiating

striae just visible to the naked eye. The shell is black and friable hke

that of a Idngula. Length, 5^ lines ; Avidth, about 6 lines.

Ventral valve unlmown.

Locality and Formatiori.—Anse au Loup, on the north shore of the

Straits of Belle Isle. Limestone of the Potsdam group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.



Genus Obolella. (N. gen.)

G-eneric characters.—Shell ovate circular or sub-quadrate, convex or

plano-convex. Ventral valve with a false area which is sometimes

minute and usually grooved for the passage of the peduncle. Dorsal

valve either with or Anthout an area. Muscular impressions in the ventral

valve four ; one pair in front of the beak near the middle or in the upper

half of the shell, and the others situated one on each side near the car-

dinal edge. Shell calcareous. Surface concentrically striated, sometimes

with thin extended lamellose ridges.

In general form these shells somewhat resemble Obolus, but the arrange-

ment of the muscular impressions is different. In Ololus the two central

seal's have their smaller extremities directed downwards, and convero-ino;

towards each other ; but in this genus the arrangement is exactly the

reverse.

The three species in which I have seen the muscular impressions are

the following:

—

1.— 0. chromatica,—hereinafter described. In this species the central

muscular impressions are divergent beloAv.

2.—A species which occurs in the well-known deposit of limestone near

Troy in the State of New York. This is probably Avicala ? desquamata.

(Hall) (Pal. N. Y., vol. I, p. 292, plate Ixxx, fig. 3.) In two specimens of

this species Avhich I have before me the scars are in the upper part of

the valve and diverge below. The small scar on each side close to the

margin is visible.

3.—A small species from the Potsdam sandstone of the St. Croix

River in the Western States, Avhere it occurs associated with the Primor-

dial trilobites described by the late eminent geologist. Dale Owen. In

this the central scars are close together, one on each side of the median

line and parallel.

The genus appears to be closelj'^ allied to Obolns, but sufficiently dif-

ferent, on account of the disposition of the muscular impressions, to be

classified as distinct therefrom.

Obolella chromatica. (N. sp.)

Fig. 7.

Fig. 7. Obolella chromatica.—a. Ventral valve ; b. dorsal ; d. interior of one of the

valves, supposed to be the ventral, showing the muscular impressions ; c. outline

restored from detached valves.
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Description.—Broad-oval, the rostral extremity obtusely pointed, front

broadly rounded, greatest width a little below the middle ; both valves

rather strongly and uniformly convex, most tumid at about one thii-d the

leno-th from the beak. Ventral valve more acute above than the dorsal,

beak depressed below the greatest elevation of the shell, slightly elevated

above the margin, with a small area beneath it which is inclined backward

at an angle which varies from 45° to 60°. Dorsal valve with an obtusely

rounded umbo, the beak scarcely distinct from the cardinal edge and not

elevated above the margin. Surface with fine concentric stride or small

minutely rugose ridges of growth of variable size, from 4 to 8 in one line,

often smooth from exfoliation, or wearing. Colour of the shell in the red-

dish limestone a honey yellow, in grey limestone greyish ; when exposed

to the weather becomes white and minutely fibrous.

Lensrth and breadth about three lines.

In some specimens the ventral valve is depressed convex, the beak

beins: on a level Avith the greatest elevation of the shell. The shell is

thick and strong, and when well preserved, breaks with a granular fracture.

When weathered, a tendency to fibrous exfoliation is manifested.

This species is closely allied to the form that is found so abundantly in

the Troy limestone, but the muscular impressions in that one are rather

closer together and nearer the beak. (At least they are so in the speci-

mens in my possession.)

Many of the specimens are a little more obtuse in the upper half than

those figured. The individuals are exceedingly numerous and difter little

in size.

Locality and Formation.—Anse au Loup, on the north shore of the

Straits of Belle Isle. In limestone of the Potsdam group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

Obolella (Kutorgina) cingtjlata. CN. sp.")

Fig. 8. Fig. 9- Fig. 10.

Fig. 8.—Ventral (?) valve of O. cingulata. Fig. 9.—Cast of interior of ventral valve.

Fig. 10.—Dorsal (?) valve.
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Description.—Hinge-line straight, a little less than the greatest width

of the shell ; sides straight or slightly convex for ahout one half the

length ; anterior angles obtusely rounded ; front margin either uniformly

convex or with a small portion in the middle somewhat straight. Great-

est width a little in front of the middle. Ventral valve strongly and uni-

formly convex, most tumid ahout the middle ; beak depressed below the

greatest convexity of the shell ; cardinal edges straight or gently concave,

diverging from the beak at an obtuse angle. Area unknown. Dorsal

valve somewhat flat, most elevated at the beak, in front of which, along

the middle of the shell, there is a wide shallow concavity extending to the

front margin ; on each side of the beak, descending with a somewhat flat

slope to the cardinal angles ; area unknown, apparently half the height of

the ventral area and nearly at right angles to the plane of the margin.

Beak erect, obtusely pointed, forming the most elevated part of the shell.

Surface with strong concentric sub-lamellose ridges which do not converge

to the beak but terminate on the cardmal edges, their course conforming

to the margin of the shell. Four or five ridges in the Avidth of one line.

Length of largest dorsal valve seen 6| lines, greatest width 8 lines.

Length of largest ventral valve in a straight line from back to front

7 lines, width 10 lines. The proportional length and width appear to

vary. The apical angle of the ventral valve also varies, being in some

specimens much more pointed at the beak than in the one above figured.

Specimens of all sizes occur from 3 lines in width upwards.*

Locality and Formation-—Anse au Loup, on the north shore of the

Straits of Belle Isle. In limestone of the Potsdam group.

Also abundantly in the condition of casts li mile east of Swanton in

Vermont.

Collectors.—:i. Richardson, Dr. G. M. Hall, and Rev. J. B. Perry.

* Since the above was written, I have examined many casts of the interior of this

species, and am inclined to the opinion that it is generically distinct from Oholella

chromatica. From the very considerable elevation of the beak the dorsal valve must

have an area and probably a foramen. In one specimen there are two large oval

impressions faintly impressed, but still distinctly visible. There is no trace of the

lateral scars ; and the form, notwithstanding the characters of the surface, conveys the

idea of an Orthisina. Should, upon further examination, my suspicions turn out to be

well founded, I shall call the genus Kutougina, after the celebrated European naturalist,

KuTORGA. It is not quite certain which is the ventral or which the dorsal valve.
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Orthisina festinata. (N. sp.)

Fig. 11. Fig. 1^

Fig. 11.—Ventral valve and side view of 0. festinata.

valve. Fig. 13.— Camcrella antiquata.

Fig. 13.

Fig. 12.—Area of ventral

Description.—Subquadrate or semioval, hinge-line equal to the greatest

width of the shell. Ventral valve sub-pyramidal, beak elevated, surface

with a straight or slightly convex slope in all directions to the margin,

area triangular, a little inclined backwards, foramen about as wide as

high, closed by a convex deltidium which is perforated at the beak.

Dorsal valve nearly flat. Surface with angular bifurcating ribs, five or

six in the width of two lines at the margin, crossed by fine concentric

strife, of wliich there are from seven to ten in one line.

Width on hinge-linge from 10 to 15 lines ; length about a third less

than the width. Height of beak of ventral valve from two to three lines.

Both valves show longitudinal undulations radiating from the beak to

the margin.

This s^Decies closely resembles some of the ordinary forms of the genus,

but differs internally from any known to me in the Second Fauna in the

absence of the dental plates, no traces of whicli can be perceived in the

casts.

Locality and Formation.—li mile east of Swanton m Vermont.

Potsdam group.

Collectors.—Dv. G. M. Hall, and Rev. J. B. Perry.

Cameuella antiquata. (N. sp.)

Fig. 13.

Description.—Ovate or subcircular, beaks obtusely pointed (as seen in

the cast), both valves moderately or rather stronglj'- convex. Surface

with from 8 to 10 small rounded ribs which do not reach quite to the

beaks.
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Some of the specimens are proportionally more elongated than others.

The front margin appears to be always broadly rounded, and the greatest

width at about one-fourth the length from the front margin.

Length from 4 to 6 hnes ; width either equal to or a little less than

the length.

This species resembles C. varians of the Chazy, but is more numerously

ribbed.

Locality and Formation.—1^- mile east of Swanton, Vermont, in the

Potsdam group.

Collectors.—Rgy. J. B. Perry, and Dr. G. M. Hall.

Other species of Braciiiopoda.

In addition to the above there are in the sandstone of Vermont, 1 mile

south of the Province line, two other species, one of which appears to be

an OrtJiisina, about the same size and shape as 0. festinata, but more

finely ribbed, and an Orthis, somew-hat like 0. perveta of the Chazy.

At Anse au Loup there are also two species of Orthis, and apparently

one Orthisina, all different from the Vermont species.

CRUSTACEA.

Olenellus TnoMPSONi. (Hall.)

Olekus Thompsoni, (Hall) llth Reg. Rep. N. Y., p. 59. 1859.

Barranpia TH0MPSONI, (Hall) 13//; Reg. Rep. N. Y., p. 116. 1861.

Paradoxides Thompsoni, (Emmons) Man. of Gcol. p. 280. 1860.

Paradoxides Thompsoxi, (Barrande) Bui. Geo. Soc. France. 2d series, Tol. 18,

p. 276. 1861.

A well preserved head of this species was collected in the limestone at

Anse au Loup.

Olenellus Vermontana. (Hall.)

(T^e references for this species are ike same as P. Thompsoni.')

Several very good specimens of the glabella and head were collected

in the limestone of Anse au Loup. It seems to be more abundant there

than P. TJiompsoid.

CONOCEPnALITES MISER.

Fig, 14.

Description.—Glabella elongate, conical, very convex, most elevated

at about the mid-length, slightly narrowed at the neck segment, widest in
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the middle, narrowly rounded in front, well defined all round by the

dorsal furrows. Neck segment strongly convex and bearing a short

broad-based spine directed upwards and 1 )ackwards. Neck furrow extend-

ing all across ; the posterior glabella furrow well defined across, forming

an obtuse angle backward in the median line ; median glabellar furrow

also rmming across, but not so strongly defined as the posterior ; anterior

furrows extending one-third across.

Length of glabella, 2 lines ; wddth in the middle, about half the length.

There is no described species to which this one bears any close relation

on account of the jjeculiar character of the posterior and median furrows

running quite across the glabella.

Locality and Formation.—Anse au Loup, on the north shore of the

Straits of Belle Isle, in limestone of the Potsdam group.

Collector.—J. E-ichardson.

CONOCEPHALITES AdAMSII. (N. Sp.)

Fig. 14. Fig. 15. Fig. IG. Fig. 17. Fig. 18.

Fig. U.—Conocephalitcs miser. Fig. lo.—C.Jdamsli. Fig.lQ.— C. Teucer. Fig. 17.

— C. Vulcanus. Fig. 18.— C. urenosus.

CoNOCEPUALiTES.

—

Adams. SUUman's Am. Jour, of Science, 2nd series, vol. 5, p. 109,

May, 1848.

CoNOCEPHALiTKS.—BiLLiNGS. In same Journal, 2nd series, toI. 32, p. 232, Sept. 1861.

Mso in Can. Nat. and GeoL, vol. 6, p. 324, Aug., 1861.

Description.—Head broad, semicircular, moderately convex
;
glabella

oblong-conical, nearly two-thirds the whole length of the head, the front

obtusely rounded or somewhat straight, the anterior angles narrowly

rounded, the sides nearly straight from the anterior angle to the neck

furrow, just in advance of which is the widest part. The neck furrow

well defined all across ; the glabellar furrows indistinct, the dorsal furrow

is well defined all round the glabella. The cheeks are moderately tumid :

a line drawn across the glabella about the mid-length Avould pass through

the eyes. The distance of the eye from the dorsal furrow is equal to the

greatest width of the glabella ; the eye appears to be very small. The

margin in front of the glabella is equal in width to about one-third the

whole length of the head ; it is bordered by an obtuse narrow elevated

rim, just within whicJi is a groove, which is more deeply impressed on each
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side than directly in front of the glabella, there being at this place a gently

convex elevation resembling that which occurs in Barrande's species, Q.

Suheri and C. coronatus. The ocular ridge is -well defined where the

surface is preserved, but is rarely visible in the sandstone casts. Most of

the specimens are distinctly carinate along the median line of the crlabella.

It is possible that there maybe a median tubercle on the neck se'^-ment

but none of our specimens have this part sufficiently well preserved to

shew it.

The following are the dimensions of a specimen of the average size :

Length of head 5 lines ; length of glabella 3i lines
; greatest width of

glabella 2 lines ; width of glabella at front 1-^ line ; distance of eye from

side of glabella 2 lines.

Dedicated to Prof. C. B. Adams, late State Geologist of Vermont.

Locality and Formation.—Highgate, Vermont, in the Potsdam group,

about a mile east of the Highgate Springs.

Collectors.—Rqy. J. B. Perry, Dr. G. M. Hall, and E. Bilhngs.

CONOCEPHALITES TeUCER, (N. Sp.) ?

> Fig. 16.

Compare C. Billingsi.—(Shumard.) Silliinan^s Am. Jour, of Science. 2d Series,

vol. 32, p. 220. Sept. 1861.

Description.—Head semi-oval
;
glabella conical, convex, well defined all

round by the dorsal furrows, about two-thirds the whole length of the

head, widest just in advance of the neck furrow, sides gently convex, front

neatly rounded, neck furrow well defined all across
;
posterior furrows

commencing at about one-half the length of the glabella, and running

inwards and backwards nearly to the neck furrow and one-third across

;

median furrows curved backwards, and extending one-fourth across ; an-

terior furrows short ; ocular ridges Avell defined ; front margin one-third

the whole length of head, with a well defined groove running across, in

front of which there is an elevated marginal rim, which rises with a flat

slope upwards and forwards ; the groove across the margin is situated at

about one-fourth the distance from the front of the glabella to the elevated

edge of the rostrum ; the cheeks are moderately tumid ; the neck segment

is well developed, with a small median tubercle scarcely the fourth of a

line in height, and in some specimens seems to be absent altogether.

Thorax of 13 or 14 segments ; axis strongly defined, cylindrical ; side

lobes about one-third wider than the axis.

The pygidiuni is very small, being, scarcely one-sixth the length of the

thorax. The only specimen in which it has been observed attached to the
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thorax is not sufficiently well preserved to enable me to describe it in

detail.

The following are the measurements of two of the specimens :—Length

of head 43^ luies ; length of glabella 3 Imes, width, just in advance of neck

furrow, 2^ lines, and at one-third the length from front margin 2 hues.

In a specimen consisting of the thorax and pygidium the whole length

is six lines, of which the pygidium occupies apparently a little less than

one line. Width at first segment 5^ lines ; width of axis at same place

I2 line ; width at anterior margin of pygidium about 3 lines.

The position of the eye is not shewn in any specimen that I have seen,

but from the width of the portions of the fixed cheeks which remain, it

must be distant from the dorsal furrows nearly the width of the glabella.

This species appears to be closely allied to the one above cited from

Shumard's paper, so far as the characters of the glabella are concerned.

As however the proportions are a little different, I shall dispose of it as

above until I can have an opportunity of submitting a specimen to Dr.

Shumard.

Locality and Formation.—1^ mile east of Swanton in Vermont, in the

slates of the Potsdam group.

Collectors.—^^^. J. B. Perry, Dr. G. M. Hall, and Sir W: E. Logan.

CONOCEPHALITES VULCANUS. (N. Sp.)

Fig. 17.

Description.— Head broad, moderately convex; glabella obtusely

conical, with the neck segment triangular and extended backwards in the

m.ddle ; neck furrow not extending across, being interrupted by a strong

carina which runs along the median line ; dorsal furrow all round, but

not sharply defined. Front margin about one-third the length of whole

head with a projecting rim, and a transverse groove situated two-thirds

the distance from the front of glabella. Cheeks moderately convex

;

ocular ridge well defined ; a line drawn across the head a little in advance

of the mid-length of the glabella, would pass through the eyes ; the latter

distant from the glabella at least half the whole length of the head. No
indications of glabellar furrows visible.

Length of head, 4*^ lines ; of glabella, including the backward project-

ing angle of the neck segment, 3 lines ; width of glabella just in advance

of neck furrow, 2J lines ; distance of eye from glabella, 2i lines.

This species differs from C. Adamsi, in the character of the neck

furrows, and in the greater proportional width of tie glabella.

It was found aloni^ with C. Adamsi in the same beds.
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CONOCEPHALITES ARENOSUS. (N. Sp.)

Fig. 18.

Bescrijjtion.—Glabella conical, about three fourths the length of the

head, convex, well defined by the dorsal furrows all round, neck furrow

all across, posterior glabella furrows represented by obscure indentations

which appear to be directed obliquely backwards from near the mid-

length to near the neck furrow ; there appear to be no median and ante-

rior furro-\7S. Front margin with an elevated rostrum and a transverse

groove, the latter passing at about one third from the front of the gla-

bella. Ocular ridge well defined.

Length of head Sg- lines ; of glabella 2^ lines ; width of glabella at

base If line ; at one third the length from front 1^ line.

Another head is 4J lines in length.

The characters of the impressions taken to be the posterior glabella

furrows are not well ascertained.

Locality and Formation—In thin bedded, flaggy sandstone by the

side of the road leading from Moore's Corners in St. Armand to Saxe's

Mills in Highgate, Vermont, about one mile south of the Province line.

Potsdam group.

Collector.—E. Billings.

Bathyurus senectus. (N. sp.)

Fig. 19. Fig. 20. Fig. 21.

Fig. 19.—Head of B. senectus. Fig. 20.—Supposed pydigium of the same. Fig. 21.

—

B. parvulus.

Descrij^tion.—Glabella sub-cylindrical, clavate, strongly convex, one

fourth wider at the front margin than at the neck segment, sides nearly

straight, front obtusely rounded and presenting a strong convex elevation,

neck furrow extending all across, three pairs of glabella furrows repre-

sented by small but distinct and obtuse indentations in the sides. Fixed

cheeks rather strongly convex. Eyes of moderate size, semicircular ; a

line drawn across the head at about one third the length of the glabella

from behmd would pass through them, and they are distant from tlie side

of the glabella about the width of the neck segment. The front of the

head is surrounded by a narrow border which appears to be flat ; there

appears to be some evidence of a spine on the neck segment.
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The pjgidium found in the same fragment of stone with one of the spe-

cimens of the gUibella of this species is in all general characters that of a

Bathyurus. It is semicircular, convex, axis cylindrical, strongly convex,

terminating behind with an abruptly rounded descent, six annulations, the

first three or four most strongly defined. The lateral lobes have four

segments each, separated by strong rounded furrows ; there is a narrow

entire margin all round with a distinct groove inside, which appears how-

ever to be interrupted at the end of the axis.

The dimensions of the most perfect specimens are as follows :

—

Glabella,—length 3^ lines ; width at neck segment 1^ line, at the

front 2 lines ; distance of the eye from the side of the glabella l^^ line.

The eye appears to be about f of a line in length.

Pygidium,—length 3 lines ; Avidth at anterior margin 5J lines ; width

of axis 1 line.

Locality and Formation.—Anse au Loup, on the north shore of the

Straits of Belle Isle. Limestone of the Potsdam group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

Bathyurus parvulus. (N. sp.)

Fig. 21.

Description.—Glabella cylindrical, strongly convex, much elevated

above the fixed cheeks, uniformly arched from the front margin for half

the length backwards, very shghtly narrower at neck segment than at

front margin, sides straight, nearly parallel, and distinctly defined by the

dorsal furrows. Neck furrow extending all across, posterior glabellar

furrows indicated by a barely perceptible indentation on each side, no

anterior furrows. Front of head surrounded by a narrow flat margin.

Eyes distant from the sides of the glabella about the width of the neck

segment.

On a side view the head has a convexity equal to about one quarter of

a sphere. Length of head 2f lines ; width of glabella Ih line ; width of

the flat border surrounding the front of the head about ^ of a line.

A line drawn across the head at about one third of the length from the

posterior margin of the glabella would pass through the centres of the

eyes. The eyes appear to be about ^ of a line in length.

This species differ from B. senectus in the almost total absence of

gla1)ellar furroAvs ; and in the nearly equal width of the glabella through-

out its whole length.

Locality and Formation.—Anse au Loup, on the north shore of the

Straits of BcUc Isle. In limestone of the Potsdam group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.
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Genus Salterella. (N. gen.)

G-eneric Characters.—Small, slender, elongate-conical tuLes, consisting

of several hollow cones placed one Avithin another, the last one forming the

chamber of habitation of the animal. The cross section of these tubes is

circular or subtriangular, and they are either straight or gently curved
;

the surface is concentrically or longitudinally striated.

I think these fossils, although no doubt allied to Serpulites, sufficiently

different therefrom to constitute a distinct genus. Their structure is so

compact that they are seldom found compressed, while all species of

Serjjulites are almost invariably in that condition, shewing that they con-

sist in general of something more like a membraneous sack than a hard

shelled tube.

This genus is dedicated to J. Wo Salter, Esq., Palaeontologist of the

Geological Survey of Great Britain.

Salterella rugosa. (N. sp.)

Fig. 22.

Fig.—22. A piece of Limestone with S. rugom.

Description.—This httle species is straight, conical, tapering uniformly

to an acute point. Length from two to four lines, the greater number of

the specimens being under three lines ; diameter at large extremity one

line in a specimen four lines in length ; the smaller ones are often a little

more obtuse. Aperture circular, equal to alwut three-fourths the whole

diameter. It is not certain that in any of the specimens observed the

surface is preserved ; they all appear to be divested of the outer covering,

and exhibit four to six imbricating sharp annulations in the length of one

line, the edges towards the larger end. These are doubtless the exposed

edges of the several sheaths of which the tube is composed. They are

usually straight, but some are slightly curved.

This species must be closely allied to Serpulites 3Iacullocld (Salter),

but upon an average tliey are smaller than those figured by Salter in the

Jour. Geol. Soc. Vol. XV, PI. la, fig. -U.

B
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Locality and Formation—Arise au Loup on the north shore of the

Straits of Belle Isle, m limestone of the Potsdam group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

Salterella pulchella. (N. sp.)

Description.—Elongate, conical, gently curved, six to eight lines in length

and from one line to one and a-half in Avidth at the aperture. Surface

ornamented with small encircling striae just visible to the naked eye.

This species is larger than S. ruffosa, always a little curved, not so

abundant, and when weathered does not present the sharp imbricating

annulations of that species.

Locality and Formation.—Same as S. rugosa, but apparently not in

the same bed, as the two species are not found together in the same frag-

ments of rock.

Salterella obtusa. (N. sp.)

Description.—Six to eight lines in length ; diameter at aperture about

three lines. The transverse section is always sub-triangular, and in some

of the specimens one side appears to be flat like a Theca, and I Avould refer

it to that genus only that the tube is composed of successive layers.

None of the s[)ecimcns are perfect, but the form is sufEcicntly different

from that of the other tAvo to indicate a distinct species.

Locality and Formation.—Same as the preceding, but not associated

with S. rugosa, although it occurs in the same fragments of rock with

S. pulchella.

2.— On some new species of Fossils from the Calciferous Chazy, Black

Jliver, and Trenton Formations.

Genus EosPONGiA. (N. gen.)

AsTYLOSPONGiA (pars).—(Roemer). Die Silurische Fauna des Westlichen Tennessee,

p, 7, 1860.

Generic characters.—Sub-globular, pyi-iform or sub-hemispherical

sponges, not free, with an internal arrangement of pores (sometimes reti-

culated), radiating irregularly from the central axis ; cup of variable

depth.

Dr. Ferdinand Roemer, in his beautiful work on the Silurian Fauna of

Western Tennessee, has described three genera of Silurian sponges,

—

Astylospongia, Palceomanon, and Astraospongia. The first of these, he

says, consists of free sponges ; hence the generic name. We have several
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species in the Lower Silurian rocks of Canada, which were evidently

attached and not free. Most of the specimens have a well developed

pedicle. Some of the others, which exhibit no pedicle, evidently attached

themselves while young to some cylindrical body and grew around it. We
have several with the stalk of a crinoid passing quite through either in the

centre or a little on one side. Others are perforated through the centre

as if they had grown around some upright slender body, which has dis-

appeared during the natural process of fossihzation. Those with the stalks

of crinoids passing through them could not have been free, and the others

with the central perforation appear to be of the same species. The struc-

ture and general form does not differ from those which exhibit perfect

evidence of a pedicle. I propose therefore to separate the species here

mentioned from Asiylospongia, and arrange them under the name of

Eospongia.

I shall place a new species from the Trenton limestone, corresponding

in form to Roemer's A. inciso-lohata in Astylospongia.

EOSPONGIA ROEMERI. (N. Sp.)

Description.—Elongate, pyriform or club-shaped ; the internal structure

in polished sections shows numerous circular tubes, those in the central

part of the mass the largest.

The best preserved specimen that I have observed is 5^ inches in

length and 3 inches in diameter at two inches from the top. The

larger extremity is rounded, with a small depression 1 inch wide, and

half an inch in depth in the centre. It tapers gradually from 3 inches to

a diameter of Ih inch at the small end where it is broken off. The pores,

as shewn in a polished transverse section, are from ^ a line to 2 lines in

diameter.

Dedicated to Dr. Ferdinand Roemer.

Locality and Formation—Mingan Islands, Chazy hmestone.

Collectors.—J. Richardson, Sir W. E. Logan.

EoSPONGIA VARIANS. (N. Sp.)

Description.—This species is depressed turbinate, expanding from the

obtulely pointed pedicle to a width of from two to three inches, at a height

of from one to two and a-half inches. The upper margin is obtusely

rounded. The width of the cup is about one-third of the whole diameter,

and about a-half or three-fourths of an inch deep, rounded at the bottom,

and with a thick rounded margin. The greatest width of the species is in

general near the top, but in those which have grown around the stalk of a
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crinoid there is a depression below as well as above, so that it is often diffi-

cult to say which is the cup or wliich tlie base. The transverse polished

section shows numerous radiating tortuous channels, often branching, from

half to one line in diameter, and usually distant once or twice their Avidth.

The vertical section shows other channels ascending and sloping outwards.

The weathered surfaces are irregularly striated with obscure rounded often

interrupted radiating ridges of from ^ to 1 line Avide.

Some of the specimens are nearly flat, but in general they are obscurely

turbinate or very depressed pyriform.

Locality and Formation.—Mhigan Islands, Chazy limestone.

Collectors.— Sir W. E. Logan, J. Richardson.

ASTYLOSPONGIA PARVULA. (N. Sp.)

Description.—Small, gub-globular, the sides grooved by from five to

seven deep furrows, which divide it hito as many lobes. The furrows are

about half the width of the lobes. There is no trace of either a cup or a

pedicle at either extremity. The individuals are from |^ to | of an inch

in diameter.

This species is of the same form as Roemer's A. inciso-lobota, with the

exception of the absence of the central depression or cup. It is also less

than half the diameter of that species.

Locality and Formation.—City of Ottawa. Trenton limestone.

Collector.—E. Billings.

LiNGULA PeRRYI. (N. sp.)

Fig. 23.

Fig. 23.

—

Lingula Pcrryi. Dorsal valve.

Description.—Dorsal valve triangularly oval, the front margin gently

convex or nearly straiglit, the anterior angles broadly rounded, the apex

obtusely pointed ; the sides from the apex for one half the length, or a

little more, gently convex or somewhat straight and diverging at an angle

of about G0°. The beak is rounded, prominent and situated about ^ of a

line from the margin of the apex. The most convex part of the shell is

at about one filth the length from the beak ; from this point the surface

descends Vrith a uniform gentle and very slightly convex slope in all dii-ec-
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tions to the front margin and anterior angles and half of the sides ; in the

posterior or upper half with an abrupt slope, becoming concave on each

side of the beak. Surface ornamented with fine lamellose ridges distant

from eacli other two or three in one line.

Loigth of specimen lines
;
greatest width, at one fourth the length

from front margin, about 8 lines.

The shell appears to be smooth between the lamellose concentric stride,

but in more perfect specimens finer striae may exist. The striae become

more crowded in the upper part, where they curve round to the beak.

This beautiful Lingula has somewhat the appearance of Lingula Belli

of the Chazy Limestone. That species however usually exhibits three

flat slopes, one to the anterior margin and one to each side.

Dedicated to the discoverer. Rev. J. B. Perky, of Swanton, Vermont.

Locality and Formation.—Limestone at Highgate Springs, Vermont,

apparently of the age of tlie Black River.

Collector'—Rev. J. B. Perry.

LiTUiTES Farnswortiii. (N. sp.)

Fig. 24.
'

Description.—Tube very slender, forming about three complete Avhorls

;

section circular or very nearly so ; siphuncle small close to the shell in

the median line on the outer or ventral side ; septa gently arched and

numerous ; chamber of habitation deep.

Li the best-preserved specimens the first two whorls are in contact, and

make a coil one inch across. The whorls then commence to separate,

and become more and more distant until at the completion of the third

the distance is from l^ to 2i inches. Where the whole spire is 4^ inches

across, the diameter of the aperture is one inch ; at 3^ inches it is 9 lines.

There are usually from 8 to 12 septa in half an inch, but the distance is

variable in the same specimen. In the one figured there are 5 ^r6 in half

an inch in the latter part of the second and commencement of the third

whorl, but farther on towards the outer chamber there are 12 or 15 in the

same distance. The siphuncle is about | of a line in diameter, and about

the same distance from the shell. The chamber of habitation appears to

be three or four inches deep. No part of the free portion is straight, the

curve continuing, although becoming gradually less, quite to the aperture.

Surface of shell unknown.

Tliis species differs from all known American species in being more

slender, and in having more numerous septa.

Dedicated to the discoverer. Dr. P. J. Fahnswortii, M.D., Phillipsburgh,

Canada East.
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Fig. 24.

Fig. 24.

—

Liluiles Farnaworthi. Since tiie above Avas engraveil, better specimens have

been received. Tlie ligiire does not show the many close septa near the outer cliam-

ber, Avhich can be made out, although indistinctly, in the specimen.

LocaUty and Foi'mation.—Phillipsburgli in the County of Missisquoi,

Canada East. In the u[)per part of the Calcifcrous saudrock.

Collectors—Dr. P. J. Farnsworth, E. Billings.



LiTUITES IMPERATOR. (N. Sp.)

Description.—A^eiy large, the coiled portion alone being lOi inches

across. The first two whorls are 2i inches and the first three 42- inches

across. The first three are coiled in contact ; after which the whorls

begin to separate, and at the completion of the fourth are distant about

i of an inch. The last whorl is then produced nearly in a straight line

for about 2 inches, after which (in the only specimen collected) it is not

preserved. The dorso-ventral diameter of the tube where broken off is

almost 4^ inches. The distances of the septa vary greatly. In the com-

mencement of the third whorl there are three in one inch, but they gradu-

ally become more distant until at the end of this whorl there are only two

in one inch. The distance then diminishes, and at the middle of the

fourth whorl there are four m one inch. (These measurements relate to

the outer side.) Beyond this they are not seen, but the siphuncle is pre-

served to the end of the fourth whorl, and shows the traces of nine septa

in the last inch. The siphuncle is exposed in the specimen in two places,

both in the fourth whorl. In the first quarter of the length of this Avhorl

it is concealed. In the second quarter it is laid bare for a length of Sc-

inches. It is here 4 fines in diameter, and its position is, as nearly as can

be, central. In the last quarter of the whorl there is another exposure of

about 4 inches, its diameter being five lines, and its position, where last

seen, 2^ inches from the ventral or outer margin, and 1^ inch from the

dorsal or inner margin. The position therefore of the siphuncle in this

species varies m difierent parts of the same individual. This agrees Avith

Barrande's observations on Orthoceras mundum, in Avhich the siphuncle

passes from one side to the other in such a maner that ten or twelve

species might be made out of different fragments of the same individual

specimen, provided the position of the siphon were alone to be taken into

account and the species described by different observers without a know-

ledge of their connection.*

The only specimen collected is firmly imbedded in the limestone matrix,

and is w^orn away so as to exhibit a complete section along the plane of

the coil, showing all the whorls and the siphuncle as above mentioned.

The character of the surface cannot thus be observed. But judging from

the appearance of the shell as seen in the section the last whorl is crossed

by wide shallow undulations, but no traces of these can be seen on the inner

wdiorls, where the shell is also visible.

Locality and Formation.—Phillipsburg in the County of Missisquoi,

Canada East. In the upper part of the Calciferous Sandrock.

Collector.—Dr. P. J. Farnsworth,

* Bahrandk. Iu Bronn's Neues Jafirbuch, 1859, p, 608.
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Ampyx Halli. (N. sp.)

Fig. 25.

Fig. 25.—Ampyx Halli. a, head
;

b, pygidium; c, side view of the head.

Description.—Head somewhat triangular or semioval. Glabella enlon-

gate oval, terminating in front with an acute elevated rostrum, the length

of which is not known, and truncated behind by the neck furrow, narrowly

convex and rather sharply carinated along the median line. Glabellar

furrows represented by two obscure indentations on each side, the poste-

rior at a httle less than one line from the neck segment, and the anterior

about two lines ; the latter are deep pits situated in tlie dorsal furrow or

just in the angle formed by the junction of the base of the glabella with

the fixed cheeks. The neck segment is a flat plate inclining upwards and

backwards at an angle of about 45°. The neck furro^v is well defined all

across the whole width of the head, being least distinct in passing over

the posterior part of the glabella.

Pjj'gidium semioval with a flat border all round abruptly bent down at

nearly a right angle. Axis conical, moderately convex, extending the

whole length and causing a slight projection in the posterior margin.

Side lobes nearly flat, witli five or six flat ribs each with a fine pleural

groove extending the whole length. On the axis there appear to be ten

or twelve closely crowded annulations occupying five sixths the length,

the apex being apparently smooth. On approaching the margin the side

ribs seem to curve a little forAvards. Length of head, excluding the ros-

trum, 3^ lines, measured along the base of the glabella. Width of glabella

at neck segment 1^ line, and just in front of the anterior pits 2 lines ; ele-

vation at neck segment less than one line, and at front of head, so far as

seen, about 2 lines. These measurements refer to the largest head seen.

No perfect head has been collected, and I cannot therefore give the

length of the rostrum or moveable cheeks.

Dedicated to Dr. G. M. Hall, M.D., of Swanton, Vermont.

Locality and Formation.—St. Dominicpie, in the County of Yamaska,

Canada East, and at llighgate Springs in Vermont. In the Chazy Lime-

stone.

Collectors.—Dr. G. M. Hall, Rev. J. B. Perry, and J. Richardson.
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(January, 1862.)

LiTUiTES Apollo. (N. sp.)

Description—Coil 5 or 6 inches across ; the first 2i whorls in contact,

after which they gradually separate so that at the completion of the third

whorl they are 1 inch distant from each other. The diameter of the coil

is then about 6 inches and the tube about 1^ inches in the lateral diame-

ter of the transverse section, in the dorso-ventral a little less. In the

third whorl there are about five septa to the inch. The surface is marked

by numerous shallow concave undulations which curve backwards from

the umbilicus and make a deep retral sinus on the ventral aspect. The

ridges of the undulations are narrowly rounded and not so wide as the

concave grooves between them ; the latter are 2 or 3 Unes in width.

Siphuncle unknown.

This species somewhat resembles L. undatus Pal. N. Y. Vol. 1. p. 52.

PL 13, figs. 1. la, but the tube does not taper quite so rapidly and is not

flattened on the ventral side as it is in that species, the transverse section

being nearly circular and rounded on the ventral as on the lateral

aspect.

Locality and Formation.—Mingan Islands, Calciferous formation and

also apparently in the Chazy.

Collectors.—Sir W. E. Logan, J. Richardson.

LiTuiTES Palinueus. (N. sp.)

Description.—The coil in the largest specimen seen is 41- inches across

and consists of about five whorls very compactly inrolled, each deeply

indented by the ventral side of the one next preceding. The transverse

section of the tube (with the exception of the indentation on the dorsal

side made by the preceding whorl) is nearly circular. The diameter at

about the end of the fifth whorl varies from 11 to 15 lines. The septa in

the only specimen in which they have been observed are (in the third

whorl) five or six to the inch. Surface and siphuncle unknown.

Of this species I have seen only one specimen that shews any part of

the free portion of the tube. The separation commences about the middle of

the fifth whorl. The length of the produced free portion is not known.

No other species known in our rocks is so compactly coiled as this, there

being about i of the diameter of each whorl overlapped and concealed by

the one next succeeding.

Locality and Formation.—Mingan Islands, Calciferous formation.

Collectors—Sir W. E. Logan, J. Richardson.
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Nautilus Pomponius. (N. sp.)

Description—The specimen on which this species is founded consists of

the first three whorls, the remainder to the aperture not preserved. These

are very compactly inrolled, and form a coil 3 inches across. The tube

rapidly expands in the transverse diameter, being at least 2 inches wide at

the completion of the third whorl while in the dorso-ventral diameter at

the same place it is only 1| inches. There are four septa to the inch on

the outside of the third whorl but the second whorl shows six or seven in

the same length. The siphuncle is 2 lines in thickness and with its centre

about three Unes from the shell on the ventral or outer side of the

whorls.

In this species the tube differs from that of any other known to me in

the lower limestones in its rate of expansion laterally ; the transverse

section being oval and the lateral diameter being at least one foui'th grea-

ter than the dorso-ventral.

Locality and Formation.—Phillipsburgh in the County of Missisquoi,

Canada East. In the upper part of the Calciferous formation.

Collectors.—Dr. P. J. Farnsworth, E. Billings.

Oethoceras Menelaus. (N. sp.)

Description.—Shell of medium size, tapering at the rate of IJ lines to

the inch ; section transversely broad-oval or nearly circular ; septa from

10 to 12 to the inch where the diameter is from 10 to 15 lines ; siphuncle

cylindrical, excentric, between 2 and 3 lines in diameter where the shell

is from 10 to 15 hues, its centre distant from the margin about once and

a half its own thickness. Surface unknown.

The transverse section appears to be broad-oval in all the specimens

that I have seen but I am not certain but that this feature is due to pres-

sure. The siphuncle is a cylindrical tube a little dilated where the septa

are attached to it and in most of the chambers (in the specimens observed)

slightly constricted between the septa.

This species is allied to 0. Murrayi but differs therefrom in being more

nearly circular in the transverse section ; in having more numerous septa

and the siphuncle more distant from the margin. It seems to be rare.

Locality and Formation.—Wolfe Island near Kingston ; Pointe Claire

on the Island of Montreal, and the fifth and sixth lots in the ninth conces-

sion of the township of Tyendenaga. Black River limestone.

Collectors.—^Mr. A. T. Drunmiond of Kingston, A. Murray and E
BiUings.
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Orthoceras perparvum. (N. sp.)

DescrijJtion.—Lengtli 8 or 4 inches ; clianueter at the last septum about

3 lines ; section cu-cular ; siphuncle very small and very nearly central

;

septa gently concave, about one line distant, the last three or four much
closer together. The chamber of habitation is 1 inch in length and tapers

slightly from the last septum towards the aperture which is ^ a hue nar-

rower than the diameter at last septum. Surface unkno-\vn but the cast

of the interior of the chamber of habitation shews a number of very obs-

cure annulations. Fragments of this species resemble Cyrtoceras exigimm

but the chamber of habitation is twice the depth and the shell does not

taper so rapidly. No perfect specimen has been seen but from the frag-

ments that have been collected I think this species must be 3 or 4 inches

in length, and is probably curved towards the smaller extremity.

Locality and Formation.—PaUideau Islands. Northern part of Lake
Huron. Black River limestone.

Collector.—A. Mui'ray.

HoLOPEA Pyrene. (N. sp.)

Fig. 26.

Description.—Obliquely turbinate ; spire depressed conical ; whorls

about three, ventricose, with a deeply impressed suture, crossed by deep

concave undulations which give to the shell a strongly varicose appear-

ance.

The only specimen seen is imperfect consisting of only the apex and

2| whorls the base of the shell being imbedded in the rock. Width of

the part seen 9 lines ; width of the undulations about two lines. The

form is much like that of H. ohliqua (Hall) but the deeply furrowed sur-

face shews that it is a very distinct species.

The aspect of this species is very like that of the undulated forms of

Platyceras and in fact no difference between the genera Platyceras and

Holopea has ever been pointed out.

Locality and Formation,—Paquette Rapids, on the River Ottawa.

Black River limestone.

Collector.—Sir W. E. Logan.

Holopea Nereis. (N. sp.)

Description.—Shell turbinate ; spire conical ; apical angle from 75° to 80°

;

whorls about four, uniformly ventricose (in the cast of the interior) except
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m tlie upper part where there is an angular inflection towards the suture

giving an obscurely turreted form. When the shell is preserved this

angulation is not so apparent and the suture is indistinct or enamelled.

Aperture oval, somewhat effuse below, the upper half of the inner side

foiTued by the penultimate whorl, the lower half by the columella.

Length of largest specimen seen 16 lines, width of last whorl about 12

lines. One small perfect specimen is in length 7 lines ; width at the aper-

ture 5 hues ; length of the aperture 3 lines.

The casts of this species can always be distinguished from those of H.
ohliqua by the obtuse shoulder-Hke angulation on the upper side of the

whorl. This in a large specimen is about two lines wide at the aperture.

When the shell is preserved the suture is seldom visible the surface being

contmuous from one whorl to another.

Locality and Formation.—Trenton hmestone, Ottawa ; near L'Orignal

and on the Island of Montreal. Black River Hmestone at Paquette

Rapids (Ottawa River).

Collectors.—Sir W. E. Logan, R. Bell, J. Richardson, E. Billings.

HOLOPEA LaVINIA.

Descrijjtioyi.—Ovate, whorls four or five, depressed convex, the body

whorl large equal to about | the whole length. In the cast of the interior

the suture is distinct but not very deep. The apical angle is about 80°

and in consequence of the moderate convexity of the upper whorls the

spire has a somewhat smooth conical appearance only sHghtly notched

in the outlme by the depressions of the sutures.

Length about li inches ; width at body whorl 1 inch.

This species is closely related to JI. ovalis of the Calciferous formation.

The deep suture of that species gives to the cast a turreted form while in

this the spire is more evenly conical.

Locality and Formation.—Twenty-fifth lot in the 5th concession of the

township of Admaston. Trenton limestone.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

HoLOPEA Proserpina. (N. sp.)

Description.—Shell very large, about four inches Avide at the base and

apparently the same in height. AVliorls about four, moderately ventricose,

the last one a httle more than one half the whole length of the shell. Sur-

face Avith fine lines of growth of variable size, six to eight in one fine.

The specimens are all imperfect.^ The body whorl is very large and

appears to be most ventricose at the base ; above, sloping to the suture.
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Tlie form is very like that of Cyclonema Hageri but much larger. M
turgida has the suture more deeply impressed.

Locality and Formation.—Phillipsburgh in the County of Missisquoi,

Canada East. In the upper part of the Calciferous formation.

Collectors.—Dr. P. J. Farnsworth and E. BiUings.

Cyclonema Hageri. (N. sp.)

\

Fig 26. Fig. 27. Fig. 28,

Fig. 26.

—

Holopea Pyrene. Fig. 27.

—

Cyclonema Hageri. Fig. 28.

—

C. Montrealensis.

Description.—Shell large, obliquely conical ; whorls four, ventricose

towards the base, somewhat depressed in the middle ; suture moderately

deep. The apical angle appears to be between 80° and 90°. Surface

with strong angular ribs or undulations of growth from half a line to two

lines apart becoming more prominent mth age. These are crossed by

fine spiral ridges from half a line to one line distant.

Height of specimen 2| inches ; width at base 2 mches. The body

whorl is at least | the whole length.

This species much resembles in form C. 3Iontrealensis but is twice the

length and breadth.

It is dedicated to A. D. Hager, Esq., of the Geological Survey of Ver-

mont, who discovered the only specimen I have seen.

Locality and Formatio7i.—Smith's Quarries, Montreal. Trenton lime-

stone.

Collector.—A. D. Hager, Esq.
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Cyclonema Montrealensis. (N. sp.)

Fig. 28.

Description.—About one inch in length and breadth ; whorls about three,

moderately ventricose, most prominent in the lower half; suture rather

deep. Aperture ovate, somewhat effuse below, the upper half of the inner

side formed by the penultimate whorl. Surface with fine sharp crowded

lines of growth just visible to the naked eye. These are crossed by

stronger spiral lines four or five in the width of one fine with one or two

smaller between each of the larger.

Length of the most perfect specimen seen 12 lines ; width 11 fines

;

height of aperture 8 lines ; width of aperture 6 lines.

This species is about the size of C. Halliana, (Salter) but the whorls

are less ventricose and the surface is more closely striated.

Locality and Formation.—Island of Montreal. Trenton fimestone.

Collectors.—Sir W. E. Logan, J. Richardson.

Pleurotomaria Eugenia. (N. sp.)

Fig. 30. Fig. 31. Fig. 32.

Fig. 29.

—

Pleurotomaria Eugenia. Fig. 30 view of the underside. Fig. 31 she-n-ing

the aperture. Fig. 32.—P. Arachne shewing the spire and band.

Description.—Obtusely sub-lenticular ; spire depressed conical ; apical

angle varying from 115° to 125°
; whorls about four, gently convex above

near the suture, and concave in the outer one third, the margin surrounded

by a flat spiral band placed obhquely on the edge of the outer margm and

sloping upwards and inwards. Under-side of whorls strongly and uni-

formly ventricose ; uml)ilicus closed. Aperture subquadrate ; upper side

somewhat straight ; outside forming an angle of about 100° with the upper

at the margin but below the margin uniformly curved down to the middle

of the lower side which is somewhat straight and sloping obliquely upwards

in the inner half; inner lip obsolete or excessively thin and attached to

the surface of the penultimate whorl. Width 9 or 10 lines ; height about

I of the width ; band | of a line wide at the aperture but gradually dimi-

nishing towards the apex.
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Tliis species is closely allied to P. Helena of the Hudson River formation

but differs in being much smaller and in having the upper side of each

whorl gently convex on the inner side and concave on the outer side

whereas in P. Helena the whole of the upper side of the whorl is gently

concave.

It differs from P. calcifera and P. rotuloides in having the umbilicus

closed.

Locality and Formation.—Campement d'Ours, near the Island of St.

Joseph, Lake Huron. Black River limestone.

Collectors.—A. Murray, R. Bell.

Pleurotomaria Arachne. (N. sp.)

Fig. 32.

Description.—Shell small, turbinate ; whorls three or four, ventricose

spirally carinated ; apical angle about 75°. There is a broad spiral band

situated with its upper edge about the middle of the whorl ; above this and

only separated from it by a sharply elevated thread-like carina there is a

second very narrow but well defined concave band, above which the whorl

is gently concave for about two thirds the distance to the suture ; and in

the remaining third to the suture there is a spiral row of small elevated

imperfect varices which give to this part of the shell a peculiar nodulose

appearance. The suture is deeply canaliculate. Under side of body whorl

moderately ventricose. There is a small umbilicus. Aperture oval some-

what effuse below.

Sm-face with elevated sharp-edged lines of growth, distinctly visible to

the naked eye, from eight to ten m the width of one line. On approach-

ing the suture every two or three of these unite into one in order to form

the short varices which are situated near the suture. They also unite in

the same manner on the lower part of the last whorl as they approach the

umbilicus.

Length from 5 to 10 lines. The most perfect specimen examined is 5

lines in length and 4 lines in width at last whorl including the -width of the

aperture. The latter is 2^ hues in height and 2 lines wide. The larger

spiral band is 1 line wide at the aperture and the smaller about ^ of a line.

There are three narrow sharply elevated carmae, one bordering the lower

side of the larger band ; another separating the two bands and a third

bordering the small band on the upper side.

Locality and Formation.— Pointe Claii-e ; Paquette Rapids ; and

Murray Bay. Black River limestone.

Collectors.— Sii- W. E. Logan, Dr. J. W. Dawson, E. Billings.
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Pleurotomaria Amphitrite. (N. sp.)

Description.—Shell very large, trochoid, conical, with a flat base. The

specimen consists of the body whorl and a portion of the one next above it.

Although imperfect there is sufficent to shew that this is a smoothly conical

flat-based species belonging to that group of w^hich P. Ramsayi of the

Calciferous formation is an example. The basal margin is narrowly rounded,

the lower side of the body whorl flat and at a right angle (or very nearly

so, to the vertical axis of the shell. The upper side of the whorl is gently

convex, or nearly flat for a short distance from the aperture and then gra-

dually becomes gently concave. Judgmg from this form, the spu-e is most

probably an uniformly tapering cone. As the lower side of the body whorl

forms an angle of about 60° with the upper side the apical angle would

also be about 60°. There is evidence of a wide umbihcus.

Surface with fine crowded sublamellose striae curving backwards so as

to form an acute angle in passing over the margin. Width of the base 4

inches.

This fine shell is alHed to P. Ramsayi^ but is nearly four times as wide

at the base.

Locality and Formation. — South point of Large Island, Mingan

Islands. Chazy or Black River.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

MuRCHisoNiA Vesta. (N. sp.)

Fig. 33.

Fig. 33.

—

Murchisonia Vesta.

Description.—Elongate, acutely conical, apical angle apparently from

20° to 30° whorls from six to nine, moderately ventricose with an incon-

spicuous flat spiral band a little below the middle. Surface with fine

striae in the upper part of the whorl curving backwards to the spiral band

and in the lower part curving forwards.

The largest specimen seen is a fragment consisting of three whorls 1

J

inches in length, apparently belonging to an individual which if complete

would be about 2\ inches in length ; width of spiral band about 1 line
;

fragments of smaller individuals are common.
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band not in the middle but a little below the middle of the whorl.

Locality and Formation.—Phillipsburgh in the County of Missisquoi,

Canada East. In the upper part of the Calciferous formation.

Collectors.—Sir W. E. Logan, Dr. P. J. Famsworth, E. Billings.

MUKCHISONIA HyALE. (N. Sp.)

Description.—Short, turbinate ; spire conical ; apical angle about 80°
;

whorls four or five, ventricose with a concave spiral band about the middle.

The body whorl is large and uniformly ventricose, most prominent about

the middle. The upper whorls are small and imiformly ventricose in the

cast. Surface with fine strige and a few obscure undulations. These

curve backwards at an angle of about 45° to the axis of the shell until

they reach the spiral band, below which they at first curve forward and

then become more vertical.

Length of a specimen of four whorls about 1^ inches ; width at base

nearly the same ; width of spiral band on the last whorl nearly 2 lines.

The only specimen seen is about the size and somewhat of the shape of

JEimenia Erigone. In that species, however, the small whorls are slightly

concave above the spiral band but in this they are convex. The band in

this species is not so broad, the last whorl is also not so prominent at the

base. The manner in which the striae curve backwards shews that this

species has the outer lip notched and it is therefore most probably a Mur-

chisonia.

Locality and Formation.—Philhpsburgh in the County of Missisquoi,

Canada East. Upper part of the Umestone. In beds holdmg fossUs

approaching in aspect to these of the Chazy or perhaps the Black River

limestone.

Collector.—Dr. P. J. Farnsworth.

MURCHISONIA HeRMIONE. (N. Sp.)

Description.—Spire conical, apical angle about 75°
; whorls about four,

ventricose, with a strong convex spiral band in the middle, above which is

a wide shallow concave band and a similar one below. Between the

upper concave band and the suture the whorl is gently convex or nearly

flat ; below the lower concave band the body whorl is evenly ventricose.

The convex band running all the way to the apex gives a strongly angu-

lated appearance to the whorls. The above is the form as seen in a cast

of the interior. A small portion of the shell remaining on the body whorl
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shews a number of small rounded spiral ridges from

apart crossed by very fine but distinct lines of gi-owtb.

tliat much of the shell is ornamented in this way.

i a hne to 1 line

It seems probable

Fig. 34. Fig. 35.

Fig. 34.

—

Murchisonia Hermione, front view of a cast of the interior. Fig. 35. poste-

rior view of the same specimen a. a portion of the surface a little enlarged.

Length of specimen 2^ inches ; width of body whorl and aperture 2

inches ; height of aperture 1J inches ; width of the same about 1 inch.

Locality and Formation.— South point of Large Island, Mingan

Islands. Chazy or Black River.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

Murchisonia Procris. (N. sp.)

Description.—Short, conical, very like a small M. hellicincta but more

obtuse. Whorls five or six, uniformly and rather strongly ventricose

;

apical angle about 50°. Aperture oval somewhat effuse below. Surface

with fine but very distinct lines of growth which have a rugose aspect,

from six to eight in the width of one line. About the middle of the whorl

there is what appears to be a wide flat spiral band bounded on the lower

side by a very distinct thread-like ridge. The upper side of the supposed

band is not distinguishable in the specimen owing to the imperfection of

the shell.

Lengtli of specimen 1 inch ; width of last whorl including aperture 7

lines ; width of aperture 4^ lines ; height of the same 5^ lines.

Locality and Formation.— Paquette Rapids on the River Ottawa.

Black River limestone. Rare.

Collector.—E. Bilhngs.
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EuNEMA CERiTHioiDES. (Salter.)

- EuNEMA CERITHIOIDES.—(Salter.) Figures and descriptions of Canad-

ian organic remains. Decade 1 p. 30.

Fig. 36. Fig. 37.

Fig. 36.

—

Eunema cerithioides, two views of the same specimen. This figure does not

shew the spiral band with sufficient distinctness.

Fig. 37.

—

E. Erigone,

Description.—Spire acutely conical, apical angle about 30°
; "whorls

about seven, slightly convex in the lower half and concave in the upper

half ; body whorl ventricose beloAV ; aperture oval, a Httle effuse below

;

outer Hp thin ; inner lip absent. Surface with fine but distinct lines of

growth which in the upper half of the whorl are curved gently backwards

and in the lower half sHghtly forward. A little below the middle of the

whorls there is a very obscure flat spiral.band.

Length of the only specimen collected 9 lines ; width at body whorl 3i

lines ; length of the aperture '2^ lines ; width of the same 2 hues.

Locality and Formation.— Paquette Rapids on the River Ottawa.

Black River limestone.

Collector.—Sir W. E. Logan.

EuNEMA Erigone. (N. sp.)

Fig. 37.

Description.—Turbinate, obtusely conical ; apical angle about 80°

;

whorls four or five, ventricose, with a flat spiral band about the middle
;

suture in the cast deep. The body whorl is most ventricose near the base

and moderately convex above to the suture. Li the upper whorls there

is a shallow concavity just above the flat spiral band. The aperture

appears to be obtusely oval. Length of specimen IJ inches ; width at the

aperture about 1 inch ; the body whorl occupies about half the whole

length ; width of spiral band on last whorl 2 fines. Surface unknown.
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Of this species I have seen only one specimen and that is a cast of the

interior. At first sight it might he taken for a species of Holopea hut

owing to the spiral band it more probably does not belong to that genus.

Locality and Formation.—Near L'Orignal. Black River limestone.

Collector.—R. Bell.

SUBTJLITES PARVULUS. (N. Sp.)

Description.—Shell small, fusiform, much curved below the middle.

Spire of four or five whorls, the last one rather more than half the whole

length ; whorls depressed convex, almost flat ; suture not deep. Length

about 1 inch ; width at about the mid-length 5 hues. Surface unknown.

The greatest width is about the middle or a Httle below. From this

point the shell tapers in both directions, with a rounded slope to the apex and

with a broad rounded curve in the base of the last whorl. The side

opposite the aperture forms in outHne a regular arch from the apex to the

lower extremity of the aperture. The height of this arch measured in the

middle is a little greater than the width of the shell. The sutui-e is so

slightly impressed that when the shell is preserved the spire must be a

nearly smooth cone.

There is a species very like this in the limestones of the south side of

the Straits of Belle Isle.

Locality and Formation.— Paquette Rapids on the Ottawa River

;

and near L'Orignal. Black River limestone.

Collectors.—E. BiUings, R. Bell.

Genus Metoptoma, (Phillips.)

Metoptoma (Phillips).

—

Geology of Yorkshire Part, 2. p. 223, 1836.

Qeneric characters.—Shell univalve, patelliform, more or less conical

;

apex anterior, either erect or incurved forwards. External surface either

smooth or horizontally or vertically striated or ribbed. Internal surface

either smooth or with a cresccntiform row of small circular or oval mus-

cular impressions open towards the anterior extremity.

Prof. Phillips confines this genus to such as have " the face under the

apex " truncate. There is, however, as is well shewn by our specimens a

gradation between those Avith the aperture oval or circular and those which

have it straight in front and curved at the sides and posterior margin.

These shells are referred by some to Cajndus and by others to Patella

both of which names have been used by me also. But we have now two

species from the Quebec group which shew that the muscular impressions
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do not form one continuous scar as in these two genera but consist of a

number of small isolated cavities.

It may be that when the internal characters of Phillips' species become

well known, these Lower Silurian forms will be referred to a different

genus, but until we have some evidence of a generic difference it would

not be safe to give them a separate designation. In all external

characters they are identical with the Carboniferous forms.

Metoptoma Niobe. (N. sp.)

Fig. 38. Fig. 39.

Fig. Z8.-~-Metoptoma Niobe. a, side view, b, view of upper side.

39.

—

M. Nycteis. a, side view ; b, tieW of upper side.

Description.'—Oval, subcorneal, apex much elevated, almost directly

above (but a Uttle behind) the anterior margin
;
posterior margin somewhat

narrowly rounded ; sides gently convex ; anterior extremity more narrowly

rounded than the posterior.

On a side view the outline of this shell is subtriangular ; the base

and anterior extremity straight and forming an angle with each other

only a little less than 90°
; the dorsal outline very gently curved from the

posterior margin for half the length, beyond which it is not known.

The apex is not preserved in the only specimen collected but judging

from the straightness of the portion of the anterior extremity that remains

it is probably not incurved and forms the most elevated point of the shell.

Surface apparently with fine concentric strige. Length 1-1 lines ; width

9 lines ; height so far as is known 5 lines, but judging from the shape it is

probably G or 7 lines in a perfect shell.

Locality and Formation.—PhUlipsburgh, in the County of Missisquoi,

Canada East. In the upper part of the Calciferous formation.

Collector.—E. Billings.
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Metoptoma Nycteis. (N. sp.)

Fig. 39.

Description.—Ovate, uniformly rounded posteriorly, sides gently convex,

anterior extremity more narrowly rounded than the posterior. On a side

view the greatest elevation is at about one-third or one-fourth the whole

length from the apex ; the latter small, acutely rounded, a little over-

hanging the base and depressed below the greatest elevation about three-

sevenths the whole height of the sheD. From the most pronunent point

the outline is gently and uniformly ciu'ved to the front margin, from the

same point descending with a shorter cui've to the apex.

Length at the base, from 12 to 16 lines
;
greatest width a little behind

the middle, from 9 to 12 lines
;
greatest elevation, from 5 to 7 lines ; height

of apex above base, 3 or 4 lines. Surface unknown.

Locality and Formation.—Mingan Islands. In the upper part of the

Calciferous formation.

Collectors.—Sir W. E. Logan, J. Richardson.

Metoptoma Eubule. (N. sp.)

Description.—Ovate, posterior margin broadly rounded, greatest width

at about one third or one fourth the length from the posterior margin,

from which point the sides are somewhat straight and convergmg so as to

form an obtuse angle of about 110° at the apex. The shell is rather

strongly convex, most elevated in the middle or a little behind the middle

and the apex incurved nearly down to the plane of the lateral margin.

Surface only imperfectly known, apparently marked with somewhat rugose

concentric lines of growth. Length 13 lines ; width 14 lines; height 7

lines.

This species resembles M. Nycteis, but is comparatively much broader

behind, and has the apex not so much elevated.

Locality and Formation.—Phillipsburgh, in the County of Missisquoi,

Canada East. Upper part of the limestone. In beds holding fossils

approaching in aspect to those of the Chazy or Black River limestone.

Collector.—P. J. Farnsworth.

Metoptoma Orithyia. (N. sp.)

Fig. 40.

Description.—Acutely conical, apex much elevated, base ovate, the

margin broadly rounded anteriorly, sides in the anterior half gently round-

ed, in the posterior half slightly concave and the posterior margin narrowly

rounded. The outline in a side view is subtriangular, the apex a httle in
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front in the middle, the anterior slope gently concave or nearly straight

and the posterior gently convex. The posterior part of the shell is a httle

compressed and there is a wide shallow concave depression running from

the apex to the base near the posterior edge. Surface unknown. Height

about 1 mch, length of base 11 Imes, greatest width 7 lines.

Fig. 40. Fig. 41.

Fig. 40.

—

Metoptojna Orithyia. a, form of the base; 6, side view.

41.

—

M. Trentonensis. a, view of the upper side ; b, side view.

Loeality and Formation.—Phillipsburgh, in the County of Missisquoi,

Canada East. In the upper part of the Calciferous formation.

Collector.—E. Billings.

Metoptoma Erato. (N. sp.)

Description.—Elongate, oval, posterior margin uniformly rounded ; sides

very gently convex : anterior extremity narrowly rounded or pointed, form-

ing an angle of about 90°. The shell for the greater part is uniformly

convex ; on approaching the apex compressed at the sides, forming

a narrowly rounded or siibcarinate umbo. The greatest elevation

is in the anterior half of the shell ; the apex is obtusely pointed and

depressed so that its position is at about half the whole height of the

shell. The outhne in a side view gently concave at the anterior extremity

beneath the apex, while above it is uniformly curved from the apex to

the posterior margin. Surface nearly smooth but shewing indications of

concentric striae.

Length 11 lines ; width 7 lines ; height 3 hues.

Of this species I have seen only three specimens. Two of these seem

to be slightly unsymmetrical or have the apex not quite in the median line.

It is closely allied to 31. Nycteis, but is smaller and more depressed.

Locality and Formation.— Paquette Rapids, on the Ottawa River.

Black River limestone.

Collector.

-

-E. Bilhngs.
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Metoptoma Trentonensis. (N. sp.)

Fig. 41.

Beseription.—Shell small, nearly circular, anterior margin obtusely

rounded or subtruncate ; convex most elevated a little in advance of the

middle. The apex varies somewhat in its position. In some specimens

it is directly over the anterior margin, and in such it is depressed below

the greatest elevation of the shell. In others it is a little behmd the

anterior margin or nearly central, in which cases it sometimes forms the

most elevated point. The shell is thick and the surface marked with fine

striae and often with irregular tumid ridges of growth. The form in some

is perfectly circular but in others the anterior margin is nearly straight

beneath the apex, or very gently rounded showing an approach to the

regularly truncated species. The individuals vary little in size being in

general 5 or 6 lines in length and breadth and 2 or 3 lines in height.

This species is more abundant in individuals than any other known in

GUI* rocks but apparently confined to particular localities.

Locality and Formation.—Chevrotiere and Island of Montreal. Trenton

limestone.

Collectors.—Sir W. E. Logan, J. Richardson.

AvicuLA Hermione. (N. sp.)

Fig. 42.

Fig. 42.

—

Avicula Hermione.

Description.—Ovate, front margin broadly rounded, convex, most pro-

minent in the upper half. Beaks small, closely incurved, umbo narrowly

convex but not so much elevated as the middle of the shell. Hinge line

and wings unknown. Surface ornamented with strong concentric striae
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of variable size usually 6 or 8 in 1 line, but in some places only 3 or 4.

These are crossed by small threadlike radiating ridges of which there are

5 or 6 in the width of 2 lines about the middle of the shell.

Length 2 inches ; width about the middle 1^ inches.

This species is allied to A. elliptica (Hall) but differs in being more

convex and pointed above and also in having the surface reticulated by

both radiating and concentric striae.

It seems to be very rare, only one imperfect specimen having been

found.

Locality and Formation.—Montreal. Trenton limestone.

Collector.—E. Billings.

CONOCARDIUM IMMATURUM. (N. Sp.)

Fig. 43.

Fig. 43.

—

Conocardium immaturum, enlarged.

Description.—This little species is from 2i to 4 lines in width on the

hinge-line and li to 2i in length measured from the umbones to the ven-

tral margin. The body of the shell is subtriangular, ventricose, the ven-

tral margin rounded, the posterior angle about one fifth more remote from

the umbones than the anterior, the umbonial angle acute, apparently 20°

or 30°. The anterior wing is triangular compressed, its dorsal margin

convex, forming with the anterior margin an angle of about 45°. At the

junction of the lower margin of the wing with the ventral margin of the

body of the shell there is an obtuse notch, in consequence of the curvature

of the two margins mentioned. The posterior wiag is small slender and

cyUndrical at its extremity but towards the body of the shell it rapidly

expands into a broad base occupying about i the length of the posterior

side of the body of the shell. The lunbones are small but distinctly eleva-

ted above the hinge line. The beaks are closely iucurved.

Surface covered with fine radiating ribs, just visible to the naked eye.

Of these, 10 can be counted on the anterior wing and about double the

same number on the body.

The following are the dimensions of the most perfect specimen observed.

Width on hinge line including both wings 2i lines ; from the umbones to

extremity of anterior wing 1^ lines ; from the umbones to extremity of

posterior wing 1 line ; from umbones to ventral margin IJ lines ; width

D
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of ventral margin li lines ; the anterior ventral angle is about i of a line

more remote from the umbones than the posterior angle.

None of the specimens examined are quite perfect, and it seems pro-

bable that in some the posterior vnng may be proportionally a little larger.

In the one figured, a piece appears to have been broken oflf.

D. D. Owen has figured a small species, under the name of Pleurorhjn-

chus antiqua, in his Report on the* Geology of Wisconsin and Iowa, PI. 2

B. Fig. 19. His figure shows the body of the shell and the anterior wing,

but not the posterior siphonal wing. Judging from so much as is exhibited,

the ventral margin of the body of the shell does not project so far below

the lower margin of the anterior wing as it does in this species. Owen

found his specimen in the Lower Silurian rocks at Lower Fort Garry, on

the Red River, in the Hudson Bay Company's territory.

It may be that tliis species belongs to an undescribed genus, but until

the interior can be seen, we are compelled to place it in Conocardium on

account of its external characters.

Locality/ and Formation.— Paquette Rapids, on the Ottawa River.

Black River limestone.

Collectors.—Sir W. E. Logan, E. Billings.

MoDiOLOPSis Meyeri. (N. sp.)

Fig. 44.

Fig. 44.

—

Modiolopsis Meyeri.

Description.—Transversely sub-ovate, alated posteriorly, rather strongly

vcntricose. The umbones are a little flattened and the beaks strongly in-

curved. From the umbones a strong oblique gibbosity extends diagonally

downwards and backwards, bccommg obsolete'near the lower posterior angle.

The hmgc line is straight and about half the whole transverse length of

the shell. The posterior half of the dorsal margin is elevated into a rather

prominent rounded alation, thence descending with an uniform gentle curve

to the posterior extremity, which is narrowly rounded and confined to the

lower half of the shell. Ventral margin gently convex ; anterior extre-

mity small, about one-seventh the whole transverse length.
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The length from posterior to anterior extremity is about 2 inches

;

from greatest elevation of dorsal margin in the posterior half to ventral
margin, 1 inch ; from umbones to ventral margm, f of an inch.

Differs from M. Modiolaris in its greater gibbosity, and from M. Gres-

neri in the convex ventral margm, and absence of a byssal sinus.

Locality and Formation.—City of Ottawa. Trenton limestone.

Collector.—E. Billmgs.

MoDiOLOPSis Gesneri. (N. sp.)

Fig. 45.

Fig. 45—a, View of right valve and h, hinge line of M. Gesneri.

Description.—Transversely elongate, arcuate, ventricose in the poste-

rior half; a wide, shallow byssal sinus extending from the umbones to the

ventral margin where it occupies the posterior two-thirds of the anterior

half of the shell. Umbones somewhat flattened by the byssal sinus ; beaks

closely incurved ; dorsal margin from the umbones to within about one-

fourth of the whole length from the posterior extremity gently arched, or

nearly straight, and nearly parallel with the ventral margin ; then des-

cending with a gentle curved slope to the posterior extremity, which is

narrowly rounded ; ventral margin, with the exception of the concave

curve caused by the byssal sinus, nearly parallel vai\\ the dorsal. Anterior

extremity small, about one-sLxth of the whole transverse length of the

sheU. Surface with concentric ridges of growth of variable size, four or

five in one line, with stronger ones sometimes two or three lines apart.

Transverse length, 2| inches ; from the umbones to ventral margin, 10

or 12 lines.
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Differs from M. Modiolaris in being more ventricose in the posterior

half, and in having a more deeply impressed byssal sinus, and in having

the dorsal and ventral margins more nearly parallel.

Locality and Formation.—City of Ottawa, Trenton limestone ; also at

the Petite Chaudiere Rapids, two miles from Ottawa, in the Black Eiver

limestone.

Collectors.—J. Kiehardson, E. Billings.

MoDiOLOPSis Maia. (N. sp.)

Fig. 46.

Description.—Small, transverse, ventricose
;
posterior extremity obliquely

truncated ; umbones somewhat flattened ; beaks small, closely incurved,

almost in contact with each other. Dorsal margin behind the um-

bones straight, gradually ascending until about one third of the whole

transverse length from the posterior extremity, forming an obtuse angle of

about 120° with the posterior margin which descends with a gently curved

slope to the posterior angle, the latter obtusely rounded and situated in

the ventral third of the shell. Ventral margin nearly straight in the pos-

terior two thirds narrowly curved upwards at the posterior angle, more

broadly curved up to the anterior angle which is narrowly rounded and

situated a little below the middle of the shell and projecting about i the

whole transverse length in front of the umbones. A wide, very shallow

byssal sinus extends from the beak obliquely backwards to the ventral mar-

gin, the middle i of the length of which it occupies. A strong umbonial

gibbossity runs diagonally backwards and downwards, becoming obsolete

just before reacliing the posterior ventral angle. Between this and the

posterior extremity of the hinge line there is a concave slope. The grea-

test gibbosity is about the mid-length of the shell and nearer the dorsal

than the ventral margin.

Surface not well exliibited in the specimen observed but shewing a few

concentric lines of growth.

Transverse length 6 lines ; umbones to ventral margin 3 lines ;
poste-

rior extremity of hinge line to ventral margin 3i lines.

Locality and Formation.—East of Blue Point, Lake St. John, on the

Saguenay. Trenton limestone.

Collector.—J. Richardson.
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MoDiOLOPSis Nais. (N. sp.)

Fig. 46. Fig. 47.

Fig. 46.

—

Modiolopsis Maia. a, right valve ; b, hinge line.

47.

—

M. Nais. a, right valve ; b, hinge line.

Description.—Shell, small, oblong, dorsal and ventral margins straight

and nearly parallel, posterior extremity slightly wider than the anterior?

obHquely and rather abruptly truncated with a moderate curvatui'e.

Anterior margin sloping from the umbones at an angle of about 130°
; ante-

rior extremity about i the whole transverse length, narrowly rounded and

situated just below the middle. Umbones small, slightly flattened by the

nearly obsolete byssal sinus ; beaks small, closely incurved but not in con-

tact. The valves are moderately ventricose and the umbonial ridge

scarcely prominent, the slope from it to the dorsal margin even, gently

convex with a barely perceptible concavity just at the posterior dorsal

angle.

Surface with rather strong sublamellose concentric ridges of growth,

with finer ones between.

Transverse length 5 lines ; umbones to ventral margin 2J lines ; slightly

more extended posteriorly ; depth of both valves 2 lines.

Locality and Formation.—Paquette Rapids, on the Ottawa River.

Black River limestone.

Collector.—Sir W. E. Lo£]:an.

Modiolopsis Adrabtia. (N. sp.)

Description.—Sub-triangular, 2 or 3 inches in transverse length, gra-

dually tapering from the umbones to the posterior extremity, wliich is

pointed or narrowly rounded. Ventral margin straight, gradually curved

upwards at both extremities ; anterior margin somewhat straight, descend-

ing with an oblique slope below the middle to the narrowly rounded ante-

rior extremity, forming an angle of between 60° and 70*^ with the ventral

margin. Umbones inconspicuous, somewhat flattened ; beaks small, closely

incurved ; valves only moderately ventricose, usually rather compressed.

Surface with numerous rounded concentric undulations, two or three in one

line.
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Transverse length of best specimen 2^ inches ; umbones to ventral

margin 15 Imes.

This species differs from most others of this genus in tapering to a nar-

rowly rounded posterior extremity, and in its undulated surface.

Locality and Formation.—St. Joseph's Island, Lake Huron. Black

Eiver limestone.

Collector,—A. Murray.

• Ctenodonta abrupta. (N. sp.)

Fig. 48. Fig. 49.

Fig, 48.— Ctenodonta ubrupta. «, left valve ; b, posterior extremity ; c, hinge line.

49.

—

Cyrtodonta Leucothea.

Description.—Sub-triangular, ventricose, umbones large, beaks closely

incurved, the posterior extremity abruptly truncated. In the outline, the

anterior and posterior dorsal margins form a right angle (very nearly)

with each other. The anterior extremity is broadly rounded and is placed

altogether in the lower half of the shell. The ventral margin is usually

rounded, but is sometimes nearly straight in the posterior half. The poste-

,rior ventral angle is small, narrowly rounded, and -near the ventral margin ;

ligament short and very prominent. Surface with concentric lines of

growth of variable size, some of them rather fine.

Width, 6 or 7 lines ; length from umbones to ventral margin, 5 or 6

Imes ; depth of both valves, 4 Hues.

In the above description I have called the side on which the ligament is

placed, the posterior extremity, although it is very abruptly truncated and

the beaks seem to curve towards it.

Locality and Formation.— Paquctte Rapids, Ottawa River. Black

River limestone. Also in the Trenton, at the City of Ottawa.

Collectors.— Sir W. E. Logan, E. Billings.

Cyrtodonta Leucothea. (N. sp.)

Fig. 49.

Description.— Shell small, rhomboidal, greatly alated and abruptly

truncated posteriorly. Umbones depressed, convex ; beaks closely incui'ved

but scarcely in contact. Dorsal margin behind the umbones straight, in
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front of the umbones also nearly straight or gently concave, the umbonial

angle about 135°
;
posterior extremity broader thj^i the anterior, gently

rounded, nearly at right angles with the dorsal ; ventral margin nearly

straight for three-fourths the whole length, narrowly curved upwards at

each extremity. Anterior margin consisting of the portion of the dorsal

margin in front of the umbones above mentioned. From the umbones a

prominent broad gibbosity extends obliquely downwards to the lower pos-

terior angle, between this gibbosity and the posterior dorsal angle a gentle

slope becoming perceptibly concave on approaching the angle. Surface

nearly smooth.

Width of dorsal margin, from umbones to posterior dorsal angle, 2 lines;

from mnbones to anterior ventral angle, li lines ; length of ventral margin,

3 luies ; of posterior margin, 2f lines ; depth of both valves, 2 lines.

Locality and Formation,—Paquette Rapids, on the River Ottawa.

Black River limestone.

Collector.—Sir W. E. Logan.

LiNGULA PrOGNE. (N. Sp.)

Fig. 50. Fig. 51.

Fig. 50.

—

Lingula Progne. a, dorsal valve ; b, ventral valve.

51.

—

L. Kingstonensis. a, dorsal valve ; b, ventral valve.

Description.—Shell oblong-oval ; both valves gently and uniformly con-

vex ; front margin broadly rounded or somewhat straight ; anterior angles

rounded ; sides and the anterior two thirds of the length with the exception

of the anterior angles straight or gently convex, parallel ; in the posterior

third converging with a slightly convex slope to beaks. The ventral valve

is somewhat pointed at the beak with an apical angle of about 70°
; the

apex of the dorsal valve is obtusely rounded. Surface with concentric

undulations, more numerous in some specimens than in others. In addition

to these there are fine concentric striae and longitudinal radiating lines,

the latter not visible at all on some of the specimens mitil the surface is

partially exfoliated. Colour black, shining.

Length 5 or 6 lines ; width about f of the length. A specimen found

at Montreal 9J lines in length and 5 lines in width appears to belong to

this species.
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All of the specimens that have come under my observation are more or

less flattened by pressure, but the true form of the shell appears to he

gently and uniformly convex.

Locality and Formation.—Montreal, in the Trenton limestone. Colling-

wood, in the Utica Slate.

OoUectors.—Sir W. E. Logan, A. Murray, J. Richardson.

LiNGULA KiNGSTONENSIS. (N. Sp.)

Fig. 51.

Description.—Ovate or sub-pentagonal ; anterior angles rounded ; front

margm somewhat straight or gently convex ; sides nearly straight and par-

allel fi'om the anterior angles until within one third the length from the

apex, then converging with a gently convex slope to the beaks ; apex

acutely rounded ; apical angle about 90°. Surface with a smooth glisten-

ing aspect, and marked by minute concentric undulations of the shell.

Colour dark brownish-black. Length from 2i lines to 6 lines ; width

a little variable, from | to f the length,

Somewhat resembles L. Huronensis but is smaller and more compressed

and does not exhibit the three flat planes of that species. It is more

closely allied to L. Progne from which it differs in being proportionally

shorter and broder. The specimens examined are nearly all flattened by

pressure but some of them which preserve the natural fonn very nearly

appear to be uniformly depressed convex.

Locality and Formation.—Long Island near Kingston. Black River

limestone.

Collectors. -J. Richardson and Mr. A. T. Drummond of Kingston.

LiNGULA BrISEIS. (N. Sp.)

Fig 52. Fig. 53. Fig. 54.

Fig. 52.

—

Lingula Briseis. a and 6, views of two specimens.

53.

—

L. Philomela.

54.

—

L. Cobour^ensis. a, view of ventral valve. 6, longtiudinal section.
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Description.—Elongate, conical ; anterior angles rounded ; front margin

nearly straight or gently convex ; sides somewhat straight and parallel in

the lower half, then converging with a very moderate curve to the beaks

;

apex acutely rounded. Both valves appear to be very slightly convex and

with a slight barely perceptible concavity near the sides. Surface when

perfect to the naked eye nearly smooth and with a ghstening lustre ; imder the

lens shewing very fine longitudinal striae ; these become more apparent when

the shell is partially exfoliated. There are also numerous obscure undu-

lations of growth. One of the valves shews m the cast of the interior a

strong groove along the median Hne sometimes extendmg nearly the whole

length of the shell. Colour of shell light brown.

Length of largest specimen seen 9 lines ; width at one fourth the length

from the base 5 lines at one fourth the length from the apex 3§ lines.

Specimens from 5 lines up to 9 lines in length occur associated together

in the same locality.

This species resembles L. Progne but is of a more nearly conical shape,

the side commencing to converge towards the apex from a point about the

middle or a httle below.

Locality and Formation.—Near OHvier's Mills on the River Bayonne.

Lower part of Trenton limestone.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

LiNGULA Philomela. (N. sp.)

Fig. 53.

Description.—Very elongate, oval ; width a little less than half the

length ; front margin rather narrowly rounded with a small space in the

middle straight or sinuate ; sides for about two thirds the length straight

or very gently convex ; the apical extremity appears to be obtusely angu-

lar but this still remains doubtful as no specimens with this part

perfect have been collected. The shell is rather strongly convex, most

prominent at or about the mid-length. There is shallow concave sinus extend-

ing all along the median line from near the apex to the front margin.

Surface with fine crowded imbricating striae of variable size, the smaller

just visible to the naked eye and the larger partaking of the nature of

squamose interruptions of growth. Colour in the black limestone black.

A specimen in grey limestone shewing the interior in a state of exfoliation

is fight greyish-brown, but this may be owing to some circumstance in the

fossilization of the shell.

Length 16 lines ; width 7 lines.

Locality and Formation.—Montmorenci Falls, and Island of Montreal.

Trenton limestone.

Collectors.—Sir W. E. Loo;an, J. Richardson.
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LiNGULA COBOURGENSIS. (N. Sp.)

Fig. 54.

Description.—Almost regularly oval
;
greatest width about the middle

;

length one-fourth gi'eater than the width ; anterior extremity uniformly

rounded ; apex obtusely angular ; both extremities sub-equal ; sides gently

convex. Both valves are moderately convex, and one of them has some-

times an irregular furrow extending from near the beak along the median

line for one-half or three-fourths the length. Colour, dark brown, with

some shades of light brown or yellow
;
general aspect smooth and shining,

with fine concentric undulations of growth, which become fine, elevated,

sharp, closely crowded stride, on each side of the beak ; longitudinal striae

are visible on some specimens.

Length, about 1 inch ; width, about f of an inch ; depth of both valves,

3 or 4 hues. Smaller specimens occur associated with the larger.

Although the specimens appear to be abundant, I have never seen one

with the beaks entire. L. obtusa (Hall)is a smaller shell, wider in front

and of a black colour.

Locality smd For7natio7i.—Cobourg, Trenton limestone. Also at Col-

lingwood, in the same formation.

Collectors.—T. Devine, Esq., Crown Lands Dept., Mr. J. F. Smith,

Toronto, R. Bell.

LiNGULA Daphne. (N. sp.)

LiNGULA ATTENUATA, (Hall,) Pal. N. F., Vol. 1, p. 94, PI. 30, figs la 16, Not L. atteii'

uata, (Sowerby.)

Description.—Shell ovate, broadest in the anterior half, moderately

pointea in the rostral half; front margin uniformly rounded ; sides in the

lower half gently convex, and in the upper somewhat straight or slightly

curved and converging to an angle of between 60° and 70° at the apex.

The valves are uniformly convex, the greatest tumidity being in the upper

half. Surface with fine concentric striae and occasionally minute vmdula-

tions of the shell resembling striae to the naked eye.

Length, from 4 to 8 lines ; width varying from | to f the length.

This species has been referred to L. attenuata, Sowerby, but it diffei'S

therefrom in having the front uniformly rounded. In the English species

the front margin is nearly straight in the middle, and the sides in the lower

half also nearly straight and parallel.

Locality and Formation.—Montreal. Trenton limestone.

Collectors.—Sir W. E. Logan, J. Richardson.
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DisciNA Circe. (N. sp.)

Fig. 55. Fig. 56.

Fig. 55.

—

Discina Circe. Fig. 56.

—

D. Pelopea.

Description.—Circular ; lower valve witli the apex central or very nearly

so ;
peduncular groove acutely oval, extending from the apex about two-

tliirds the distance to the margin. The foramen is probably situated at

the outer extremity of the groove, but it cannot be seen in the specimen

examined. The upper valve (supposed to be that of this species,) has the

apex situated about one-third the semi-diameter from the margin. In both

valves the apex is smooth.

Siu-face with rather strong, sub-lamellose concentric striae, which become

more distant and coarser from the apex outwards. At the margin there

are four or five ridges in 1 luie, but next to the apex double that number

in the same space. The ridges are somewhat irregular, being in some

places slightly undulated, and occasionally branched, two or more running

into one. The grooves are rather wider than the ridges, and the lamellose

aspect of the latter appears to be due to their beuig more abruptly elevated

on the inner side, or the side towards the apex than on the outside.

Width of the specimen of the lower valve examined, 9 lines ; length of

peduncular sulcus, 3i lines ; width of same, ^ a line. Another specimen

(an upper valve) is 7 lines wide.

The lower valve is depressed, conical, and appears to have been about

2 lines in height, but as it is somewhat distorted by pressure, the true

elevation cannot be determined. The upper valve seems to be less convex

than the lower.

The species described by Prof. Hall, imder the name of Orhicula lamel-

losa, (Pal. N. Y., Vol. 1, p. 99, pi. 30, figs. 10 a 5,) appears to be a

smaller and more finely striated species. It may be that the figui'es repre-

sent a young individual of this species ; but, at all events, the name pro-

posed by Prof. Hall cannot be retained, as it was pre-occupied by another

and very distinct species, D. lamellosa. (Brod. Zool. Proc. 1833, p. 124.)

This species also resembles D. Forbesii (Davidson,) a Wenlock lime-

stone species, but difiers in having the apex of the lower valve central,

instead of eccentric.
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Locality and Formation.—Belleville, Trenton limestone. Also Flat

Point, Lake St. John, in the same. formation.

Collectors.—E. Billings, (Belleville), J. Richardson, (Lake St. John.)

DisciNA Pelopea. (N. sp.)

Fig. 56.'

Description.—Upper valve circular, depressed conical. Apex about

half the semi-diameter from the posterior margin. Surface -with fine con-

centric striae when perfect, but when partially exfoliated, smooth and places

polished shining. Colour, black ; width, 6 lines. Lower valve unknown.

This species is about the size and shape of D. lamellosa, (Hall) but

has the apex rather nearer the margin. It differs from D. circe in the

same character, and also in being smaller and not so strongly striated.

Locality and Formation.—Montreal. Trenton limestone.

Collector.—Sir W. E. Logan.

Trematis Montrealensis. (N. sp.)

Fig. 59.

Fig. 57.

—

Trematis Montrealensis. Lower valve, shewing the small penduncular

notch.

58.

—

T. Ottawaensis. Upper valve.

59 — T. Huronensis. a, lower valve ; 6, longitudinal section, shewing the

curvature of both valves ; c, a portion of the surface enlarged.

Description.—Lower valve transversely broad, oval, depressed, convex,

nearly flat ; foramen consisting of a very small notch in the posterior mar

gin ; surface with a few concentric striae and undulations ; shell, jet black

and where not striated, presenting a pohshed, shming appearance.

Width of specimen, 7 lines ; length, 5 lines ; height, about 1 line.

The greatest convexity is at about one-third the diameter from the pos-

terior margin.

Of this species we have only a single valve. The anterior margin, for

about half a line in width is abruptly bent down, and it is not certain that

this is the result of accident.
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T. Terminalis has the lower valve more elevated and a deeper notch

for a foramen ; T. Huronensis has the lower valve concave.

Locality and Formation.—Montreal. Trenton hmestone.

Collector.—Sir W. E. Logan.

Trematis Ottawaensis.

Fig. 58.

Description.—Nearly circular ; length a little greater than the width
;

upper valve moderately and uniformly convex, most elevated about the

middle ; apex small, obtusely pointed, slightly elevated, marginal. Surface

with fine, radiating striae, which increase by interstitial addition, sometimes

closely crowded together, in which case there are ten or twelve in the

width of one line ; occasionally more distant, or from four to eight in one

line. The intermediate grooves are divided into square compartments by

cross ridges, which connect the radiating ridges, but are not continuous,

those in one groove not corresponding in position with those in the adjacent

grooves, so as to form uninterrupted concentric lines. In specimens with

the striae closely crowded together, only the radiating lines are distinctly

visible, but the others can always be detected in goodspecimens, on close

examination.
j

Length, from 12 to 15 Hnes ; width a little less than the length. Lower

valve unknown.

The species figured by Prof. Hall, under the name of Orhicula filosa

resembles this, but has the surface much more finely striated and not reti-

culated. This is also a larger species.

A large number of specimens of this species were found in one spot 4

or 5 yards m extent, in a thin stratum of argillaceous shale between beds

of Trenton limestone at Ottawa. None of them were perfect, and they

appeared to be all of the same value.

Locality and Formation.—City of Ottawa. Trenton limestone.

Collector.—E. Billings.

Trematis Huronensis. (N. sp.)

Fig. 59.

Description.—Obtusely oval. Lower valve gently concave ; foramen a

deep triangular notch in the posterior margin, extending inwards a little

more than half the distance to the centre. Upper valve, moderately con-

vex, most elevated in the posterior half, with a small rounded beak, in-

curved down to the plane of the posterior margin. Surface with fine very
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obscure radiating striae, ten or twelve in the width of one line, crossed by

fine concentric striae about the same distance apart. This arrangement of

the striae gives to the surface a finely punctuated aspect.

Length, 6 or 7 lines ; width, 5 or 6 lines.

The shell is thin and of a light brown or dun colour. When a httle

worn, it has a smooth, ghstening appearance, and the punctui-es and striae

are then scarcely visible.

Trematis cancellata (G. B. Sowerby,) must be closely alhed to this

species. It is thus described :
" Shell orbicular, very flat, bemg more

gibbous near the posterior extremity ; surface covered with close-set, ele-

vated lines radiating from the apex, which are crossed by the elevated

Imes of growth, so that the entire ' surface has a finely reticulated appear-

ance ; the fissure m the ventral valve is small and close to the hinge

;

shell very thin ; length and breadth, | of an inch." (Sharpe, Jour. Geo.

Soc, Vol. 4, p. 69.) I have not seen Sowerby's origuial description and

figure, bnt from the above it would appear that T. cancellata has a small

foramen, while T. Suronensis has a large one, and also the radiatmg and

concentric striae not elevated.

Locality and Formation.—Pallideau Islands, Lake Huron. Black

River limestone.

Collector.—A. Murray.

Genus Arthroclema. (N. gen.)

Cfeneric characters.—The only species of this genus at present known

consists of a cylindrical jointed stem w^th several long slender branches

which are also usually jointed. The surface exhibits numerous small oval

pores resembling those of Ptilodictya.

These fossils have somewhat the appearance of species of Ptilodictya.

but differ in having the stems cylindrical instead of compressed.

Generic name from " arthron'' a joint and " Jclema" a twig.

Arthroclema pulchella. (N. sp.)

Fig. 60.

Description.—The central or principal stem of this species is from 3 to

6 inches in length and from ^ a line to 2 lines in thickness. The joints

are distant from 2 to 4 lines from each other. There are two branches to

each joint situated exactly opposite to each other on the opposite sides of

the main stem. These also send off smaller branches from their opposite

sides, the whole being arranged in one plane like the mid-rib and vcms of a

leaf. The yomig branches are not jointed but the full grown ones are.
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The pores are oblong-oval about six in the length of one line. In general

there^is, on'each side of the joint, an enlargement of the stem, the segments

in such cases having somewhat the form of an houi-glass.

Fig, 60.

Fig. 60.

—

Arthroclema pulchclla. A specimen of the usual size partly imbedded in

stone ; a, enlargement of one of the joints of the main stem and of

a portion of one of the branches.

Locality/ and Formation.—Trenton limestone, City of Ottawa,

near Peterborough, Canada West.

Collectors,—E. Billings and W. Rogers.

Also

Stromatopora compacta. (N. sp.)

Description.—This species forms small sub-globular masses, from 1 to 2

inches m diameter. The concentric lamellae are thin and closely packed

together, there being in some specimens from 6 to 12 layers in the thick-

ness of 2 lines.

This species differs from 8. rugosa in bemg much smaller and more

compact. It occurs m'localities where S. rugosa is not found, but at Pa-

quette Eapids it is associated with that species in the same beds.

Locality and Formation.—Island of Montreal, and Paqucttc Hapids, on

the Ottawa river. Black River hmestone.

Collectors.- -Sir W. E. Logan, J. Richardson.
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Serpulites dissolutus. (N. sp.)

Description.—This species is usually from 2 to 3 inches in length, and

from li to 3 lines in width at the larger extremity. The form is elongate,

slender, tapering to an acute point, generally pressed quite flat, often

showing on each side an elevated wire-like margin, running the whole

length, as if twoof the opposite sides of the tube were thicker and stronger

than the other two. In such specimens there is an irregular depression

llong the middle, between the two thickened margins. Colour, jet black,

shining ; surface apparently smooth.

The best preserved specimen that I have seen is 2^ inches in length, and

If lines in width at the larger extremity. Another specimen with a por-

tion of the smaller extremity broken off is 2f inches in length ; 3i lines

wide at the larger and 1 line wide at the smaller (broken) extremity.

This specimen, when perfect, must have been a Httle more than three

inches in length.

This species is often found in slender, hair-like, jet-black, shining frag-

ments, consisting of the separated thickened sides of the tube. No per-

fectly entire specimens have been collected.

Locality and Formation.— Montreal, Ottawa, Lachine, Naquareau.

Trenton limestone.

Collectors.—Sir W. E. Logan, J. Richardson, E. Billings.

Bathyurus Smithii. (N. sp.)

Description.—The specimen upon which this species is founded consists

of the glabella and the greater part of the fixed cheeks of a minute trilo-

bite, discovered by Mr. J. F. Smith, of Toronto, two or three years ago,

in the neighborhood of Peterborough, C.W. The glabella is obtusely conical,

strongly convex, most elevated in the middle, separated from the cheeks

by a deep dorsal furrow, which runs all round ; front margin obtusely

rounded ; sides gently convex ; neck furrow extending all across. Cheeks

moderately tumid. Eyes at about the mid-length of the head, and distant

about half the width of the glabella from the dorsal furrow.

Length of glabella, 1 line ; width of the same, a little more than half a

line ; length of eye, apparently about i of a line.

On account of the rather great convexity of the glabella, this species

resembles a Menocephalus. I refer it to Bathyurus^ provisionally.

Locality and Formation.—Peterborough. Black River limestone.

Collector.—^Iy. J. F. Smith.
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8.— On some New Species of Fossils from the Quebec growp.

1.

—

Synchronism of the Point Levis Limestones.

As there has been a good deal of discussion, with much diversity of

opinion, on the subject of the geological age of the rocks at Point L^vis

it may not be out of place, here, to revicAv the evidence upon which the

position assigned to them in the recent publications of the Survey, is

founded. The question is intimately connected with the characters of the

Fauna of the Potsdam group, and I shall therefore, in the first place, give

a list of the papers relating thereto, with the species described in each.

1847.

—

Prop. J. Hall described Scolithts linearis, Lingula i^rima,

and L. antiqua. The first of these was stated to occur in the Potsdam
sandstone of the valley of Lake Champlain, " in the partially altered sand-

stone of the same age, at the base of the Green Mountains, in Adams,
Mass.," in New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Maryland, Virginia, and Tennessee.

The two species of Lingula were found in New York. (Pal. N.Y., vol. i.)

1851.

—

Dr. H. a. Prout described Grraptolithus Hallianus, from the

Potsdam sandstone of Wisconsin. (Am. Jour. Sci. (2) xi, p. 187.) This

species has been since referred, by Prof. J. Hall, to the genus Bendro-

graptus.

1851.

—

Sir W. E. Logan read a paper before the Geological Society

of London " On the Occurrence of a Track and Foot-prints of an Animal

in the Potsdam sandstone of Lower Canada." He stated that his " atten-

tion was first drawn to the track by Mr. Abraham, then editor of the

Montreal Gazette, who duly appreciated its possible geological importance,

and inserted a notice of it in his daily journal." (Jour. Geo. Soc, vol.

vii, p. 247.)

1852.

—

Prof. R. Owen described and figured the tracks above men-

tioned under the names o^ Protiehnites septem-notatus, P. octo-notatus,

P. latus, P. multinofatus, P. lineatns and P. alternans. As to the

aflSnities of the creature which made the tracks, he says the Limulus
" comes nearest to his idea of the kind of animal which has left the im-

pressions on the Potsdam sandstone." (Jour. Geo. Soc, vol. viii,p. 214.)

1852.

—

Dr. D. D. Owen described Orbicula prima, Lingula a77ipla,

L. pinnaformis, Dikelocephalus Minnesotensis, D. Pepinensis, D. Minis-

caensis, P. loivensis, D. granulosus, Loncliocephahis Chippewaensis^

L. hamulus, Crepicephalus Wisconsensis, C 3Iinniscaensis, and Menoce-

phalus Minnesotensis, from the Potsdam sandstone of Wisconsin. He also

cites with doubt Oholus Apollinis, L. antiipia and L. p>'>'i'>na with Orthis

and Crinoidal stems from the same beds. (Geol. Rep. on Wisconsin,

Iowa and Minnesota.)

E
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1859.—J. W. Salter described ConocejyJialites antiqitatus from " a

cast in a brown sandstone, said to be a bouldered fragment from Georgia."

(Jour. Geo. Soc, vol. xv, p. 554.)

1860.

—

Dr. B. F. Shumard announced the discovery of the Potsdam

sandstone and Calciferous sandrock or their equivalents in Burnet county,

in the State of Texas, and described one species, ( Orthis Coloi-adoensis,')

from the former. (Trans. Acad. Nat. Sci., St. Louis, vol. i, pp. 627,

672.)

1860.

—

Sir W. E. Logan described and figured a track in the Pots-

dam sandstone under the name of Climactichnites Wihoni. This track

was discovered by Dr. James Wilson of Perth. (Can. Nat. GeoL, vol.

V, p. 279.) Dr. J. W. Dawson has described and figured the various

tracks of Limulus on the sand of the existing sea-beaches, showing very

clearly that both Protichnites and Climactichnites may be the tracks of

crustaceans. (Can. Nat. Geol. vol. vii, p. 273.)

1860.—F. H. Bradley described Conocephalites minutus from the

Potsdam sandstone at Keeseville, N. Y. He also reported the occurrence

of the cast of a Pleurotomaria and a crinoidal joint in the same beds.

(Am. Jour. Sci. (2) xxx, p. 241.)

1861.

—

Dr. B. F. Shumard described from the Potsdam of the locality

in Burnet county in Texas, above mentioned, Discina microscojjica, Cam-

erella (sp. ?), Cajndus (sp. ?) Agnostus Coloradoensis, Arionellus

(^Bathyurus) Texanus, A. (^Bathyurus) planus, Conocephalites depressus,

C. BilUngsii and BikelocejjJiahis, Roemeri. (Am. Jour. Sci. (2) xxxii, p.

213.) In this paper Dr. Shumard mentions the previous discovery, by Dr.

Ferd. Roemer, of trilobitcs in Texas which had been referred by Barrande

to the fauna of the Primordial zone. I have not access to Roemer's work

at present, or I would notice his species here.

1862.

—

Dr. F. V. Hayden and F. B. Meek gave an account of their

discovery of the Potsdam sandstone around the Black Hills and other

localities along the eastern side of the Rocky Mountain range. They

described Oholella nana, Tlieca (^Pugiunculus) gregarea and Arionellus

Oweni from the Black Hills and Big Horn Mountains. They also cite

species either identical with or closely allied to Lingida prima and L.

acuminata, from the same localities. (Am. Jour. Sci. (2) xxxiii, p. 73,

Jan. 1862 ; alsoProc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., Dec. 1861, p. 435).

1862.

—

Dr. B. F. Shumard revised several of D. D. Owen's species,

and also described Dikelocephalus latifrone, Arionellus bifurcatus, and

Conocephalites minor from the Potsdam of Wisconsin. He also made the

first announcement of the occurrence of the genus Agnostus in this forma-

tion. The species noticed by him " appears to be identical with or at least
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very nearly allied to" A. Orion which occurs at Point Levis. (Trans.

Acad. Sci.', St. Louis, vol. ii, May, 1862).

1863.

—

Prof. J. Hall revised a number of the above named species

from the Potsdam sandstone of Wisconsin, and described the following neAv

ones : Lingida Winona, L. Moisa, L. Aurora, Discina mntilis, Obolellat

poUta, Orthis Pepina, Platyceras j^rimordialis, ^uom^yJialKs vaticinus

Theca primordialis, Serpulites Marchisoni, Dikelocej^halus limhatus D.
spiniger, D. 3Iisa, D. Osceola, Conocephalites Eos, G. Perseus ; 0. Shu-

mardi, C. nasutics, C. Oioeni, C. JEryon, 0. anatinus, C. Pattersoni

C. hinodosus, O. Winona, O. diadematus, C. optatus, 0. nactus, Clia-

rioceplialus Whiffieldi, Illcenurus quadratus, Triarthrclla Auroralis

Agnostus Josepha, A. p)arili8, A. disparilis, Aglaspis Barrandei,

Pemphigaspis hullata, and Amphion matutina. The new genera of

trilobites described in this paper are Pempliigasins Aglaspis, Triarthrella,

Illcenurus, ChariocejyJmlus and Ptychaspis. In the last of these is placed

Owen's two species, Pikelocephalus Minnesotensis and P. granulosus. All

the species are illustrated by excellent figures. (16th Reg. Rep.)

1864.

—

Prof. A. Winchell, of Michigan, described Orthis Barahuen-

sis, Straparollus ( pidieta) primordialis, PleurotomariaAdvena,Ptyclias-

pis Barahuensis, Palceophycus articulatus, and P, informis, from the

Potsdam sandstone of Sauk County, Wisconsin. He also reports from the

same locality, Scolithus linearis, D. 3Iinnesotensis and D. Pejnnensis.

In addition to the above. Prof. Hall has described from the Potsdam
group in Vermont Olenellus Vermontana, 0. Thompsoni and Bathynotus

Kolopyga. There will also be found in this work the following twenty-two

species,

—

Scolithus Canadensis, Palceophycus incipiens, P. congregatus,

Archeocyathus Atlanticus, A j^rofimdus, Oholus Lahradoricus, Oholella

chromatica, 0. {KutorgincC) cingulata, Orthisina festinata, Camerella

antiquata, Conocephalites miser, C. Adamsi, C. Vulcanus, C. Teucer,

C. arenosus, Bathyurus senectus, B. pa7-vulus, B. vetulus, B. perp)le.vus,

Salterella rugosa, S. pidchella, and S. obtusa.

There are also in Canada certain beds, at present considered to form

the upper layers of the Potsdam, which hold Lingula acuminata, Ophileta

compacta, Pleurotomaria Canadensis, and a small orthoceratite. It may
be that these beds should be placed in the base of the Calciferous, and,

therefore, in the following comparisons the fossils they hold will not be

taken into account.
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Assuming that the above are all the described species of this series of

rocks, the fauna of the Potsdam as at present known would appear to con-

sist of

—

Plantae, 6 species.

Protozoa, 2 "

Graptolitidse, 1 "

Brachiopoda, 21 "

Gasteropoda, 5 "

Annelida, 5 "

Crustacea, 67 "

107

The six species of Plantse are supposed to be fossil sea-weeds, and there

can be no doubt that at least four of them are ; but as to the two species of

Scoliihus there is much difference of opinion. By some they arc thought

to be casts of annelide-burrows, and by others fucoids. Much further of

observation is required to determine the affinities of these obscure but very

remarkable fossils. The two species of Archeocyathus may possibly belong

to an extinct order of corals, but for the present they are placed among

the Protozoa. The Graptolitidse, Brachiopoda, Gasteropoda, and Anne-

lida are mostly of genera or sub-genera, which have a great vertical

range, and can scarcely be made available to determine, by their generic

relations, the age of any geological horizon, although certain species of

each genus may be confined to, and characteristic of, particular groups of

strata. In the following comparisons, therefore, they will not be taken

into account further than to notice that none of the species are as yet

known to ascend into the Calciferous formation. The trilobites belong to

the following genera

:

Aglaspis, 1 species.

Arionellus 4 "

Bathyurus 4 "

Bathynotus 1
"

Charioce'phalus 1
"

Conoccphalites 23 "

Crepicephalus 2 "

Dikelocepbalus 10 "

Menocephalus 1
"

Lonchocephalus 2 "

Olenellus 2 "

Ptychaspis 1
"

Triarthrella 1
"

The above constitute the dominant family of the trilobitic

fauna of the Potsdam.

Agnostus 4 "

Amphion 1

lUccnurus 1

Pemphigaspis 1

Proticlinitcs ^
"

Climactichnites 1 "

6T
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In the above list, I have left all the species in the genera to which they

were originally referred by their authors respectively. Some alterations

have been proposed by Prof. Hall and Dr. Shumard, which will no doubt

be adopted either wholly or in part. Without objecting to any of these

changes, it seems the better course, for the present, to admit D. D. Owen's

four genera, until more perfect specimens can be procured.

On a comparative examination of all the genera in the above list it will

be seen, that Agnostns, Ulcemirus and Pempliigaspis are peculiar types,

and, in their organization, stand apart, as it were, from all the others.

Amphion is a well defined genus, now, for the first time, found in rocks

so ancient as the Potsdam, although it occurs in the Calciferous, and is

known in Bohemia, by a single species (J.. Lindauri, Barr.) in the lowest

beds characterized by the second fauna. These four genera are repre-

sented, so far as at present known, in the Potsdam by only seven species,

and constitute but a small portion of the whole fauna of the period. We
may also set aside Protichnites and Olimactichiites, becavise they consist

only of tracks, and we know too little about them to form any idea of

the affinities of the family to which they belong.

After making the deductions, above mentioned, there remain thirteen

genera, and these all belong to one great family, which appears to have

attained its greatest development in the Potsdam period, and to have

gradually dechned afterwards, until the era of the Trenton limestone, when

it became extinct. The difierent generic groups, of which this family is

composed, are most closely allied, and run into each other in such a man-

ner as to render subdivision almost impossible, showing that they all had

one common origin. There appear to be, furthermore, innumerable varie-

tal passages between the species, while, in certain localities, the individuals

occur in such vast multitudes, although always in fragments, as to consti-

tute of themselves the principal mass of the rock. The aspect of

the family is that of a portion of the first fauna of Barrande, and it seems

probable that it existed in a period somewhat later than that of the large

species of Paradoxides, which form so striking a feature in the Primordial

zone of Europe. In Bohemia, Sweden, Wales and Spain, some of the

genera do indeed occur in the rocks of that ancient horizon, but they do

not constitute the principal and dominant section of the fauna. In the

Potsdam, on the other hand, thirteen out of seventeen genera (excluding

the genera founded on tracks), and fifty-three out of sixty species, belong

to this family, while the individuals are so exceedingly numerous that they

perhaps furnish ninety per cent, of the whole.

Without noticing the Calciferous formation, for the present, we may

proceed next to the examination of the fauna of the Quebec group. In

the table shewing the succession of Canadian rocks, on page 20 of the
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Geology of Canada, this group is divided into the Sillerj and Levis forma-

tions. The Sillery, consisting of a vast deposit of sandstones and slates, has,

as yet, furnished only two species of fossils,—a small Lingula^ too imper-

fectly preserved to be determined, and Obolella p-etiosa. The L(5vis for-

mation holds a large, intej-esting and well marked fauna, which persistently

maintains the same combination of types, and consequently exhibits the

same aspect along a chain of exposures extending from Newfoundland to

Vermont, a distance of nearly 1000 miles. The same rocks have been

traced through Vermont into New York, and will, perhaps, yet be found

to continue on to the Gulf of Mexico. The formation, however, in its

extension into the United States has, as yet, furnished only a few frag-

mentary fossils. The localities in Canada, where organic remains abound,

are of limited extent, and widely separated from each other, although they

all occur in the same line of outcrops. The perfect identity of the species

which are common to exposures so far apart as are Cow Head in New-

foundland, and Point L^vis and Phillipsburgh in Canada, is truly wonder-

ful ; while the rock specimens, whether of slate or limestone, are often abso-

lutely indistinguishable from each other by any lithological characters.

From this formation we have 219 described species, distributed as follows :

Zoophyta 1 species.

Graptolitidffi 53 "

Brachiopoda 28 "

Lamellibranchiata 2 "

Gasteropoda 42 "

Cephalopoda : 20 "

Crustacea "(S
"

219

In the above, I have not' included any of the Newfoundland fossils

except those which occur in the slates and limestones at Cow Head. The

rocks of this locality are precisely of the same age as those of Point Ldvis
;

but the other fossiliferous exposures, such as those at Portland Creek,

Table Head, Point Rich, and Pistolct Bay, hold a somewhat different,

although closely related, fauna. They may well be placed in the Quebec

group, but not in the Levis formation. The Quebec group, in fact, con-

sists of several formations differing from each other lithologically and

palaeontologically, and yet forming a connected series. In the Ldvis for-

mation, the following genera of trilobites occur :

Arlonellns 2 species.

Balbyurus 12 "

Bathyurelliis G "

Conocephalites 1 "

Dikelocephalus 1' "

Menoceplialus 3 "

Lojranellus 1 "
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The above belong to the dominant family of the trilobitic

fauna of the Potsdam.

Agnostus 3

Amphion 5

Ampyx
Asaphus

Cheirurus

Endymionia . .

.

Holometopus.

.

Harpes

Harpides

lUffinus

Nileus

Lichas

Remoplenrides

Shumardia . . .

.

73

In this list I have placed all the species in the genera to which they

were originally referred, except the species of Zioganellus, which was

described as an Olenus. The two species of Arionellus may possibly

belong to Prof. Hall's newly proposed genus Ptychaspis. In the genus

Bathyiirus there are two species, {B. conicus and B. Cordai,^ which evi-

dently have the characters of Owen's genus CrejncejjJialus. In Dihelo-

cephalus Sesostris, we have also a form which I consider to be perfectly

congeneric with B. Miniscaensis, one of the types of Ptychas^ns. Meno-

cephalus is not recognized by Hall and Shumard among the fossils of the

Potsdam sandstone of Wisconsin, where the specimen on which Owen
proposed the genus was procured. Crepicephalus is also placed by them

in ConocepJialites^ where, indeed, it is perfectly admissible, provided the

great extension given to this latter genus be sustained. I think, however,

the number of species is becoming so great that, sooner or later, Conoce-

phalites will be broken up into a number of genera. Be this as it may, we

have, in the L^vis formation, the leading generic types of the dominant

family of the Potsdam trilobites, although (in accordance with the views

of different authors) not all under the same names. All the species (39

in number) that I have referred to Arionellus, Bathyurus, Bathyurellus,

CcnocejyJiaUtes, Dikelocephalus, 3Ienocephalus and Loganellus, belong to

that family. Comparing the trilobitic fauna of the Potsdam with that of

the Levis formation, we thus find that in the former, thirteen out of seven-

teen genera, and fifty-three out of sixty species ; and in the latter, seven

out of twenty-one genera with thirty-nine out of seventy-three species

belong to the same zoological group. This shows that, while this peculiar

type of trilobites strongly connects the two faunae, during the period of

the Ldvis formation it was on the decline.
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Passing now to the upper part of the Lower Silurian we may, for our

present purpose, regard the Chazj formation as being characterized by a

distinct fauna ; but the Black River, Birdseye, Trenton, Utica Slate, and

Hudson River, should all be grouped together. The fauna of this latter

series may be called the Trenton fauna, as it attains its greatest develop-

ment in that formation.

In the Chazy fauna the dominant family of the Potsdam trilobites is

reduced to a single genus and species

—

Batliyurus Angelini. The genus

Aonjyhion also passes from the Potsdam to the Chazy, but is not known

above that formation m this country.

In the Trenton fauna the dominant family of the Potsdam is repre-

sented by only two genera (^Bdthyurus and Triarthrus). The latter has

not been found below the Trenton ; but it, nevertheless, is a genus of the

primordial type. Barrande has placed it in his third family, which includes

Paradoxides, Ay^ionellas, Co720cep7iaUtes, Olenus, &c. (Systeme Sil-

urien, p. 340.) In Canada we have four species of this genus, all in the

Utica slate, T. Beckii, T. spinosus, T. glaber and T. Canadensis. The

first of these is found, in New York, in the Trenton as well as in the

Utica slate. Of the three species of Batliyurus, two (i?. Smithi and B.

extans') occur in the Black River limestone ; while the third {B. spiniger)

is common to the Black River and Trenton.

In order to save space the generic relations of the several trilobitic

faunae above noticed may be abbreviated as in the following lists.

Trenton Fauna.

Asaphus, 10 ; Acidaspis, 2 ; Bathyurus, 3; Bronteus, 1 ; Calymene,

3 ; Cheirurus, 3 ; Dalmanites, 3 ; Encrinurus, 1 ; Harpes, 3 ; IllaBUus, 7 ;

Lichas, 1 ; Proetus, 1 ; Triarth7-us, 4 ; Trinucleus, 1. Total, 43.

Chazy Fauna.

Asaphus, 2 ; Amphion,ll ; Ampyx, 1 ; Bathyurus, I ; Cheirurus,

3 ; Harpes, 1 ; Ilkx^nus, 6 ; Lichas, 1 ; Remopleuridcs, 1 ; Sphnerexochus,

1. Total, 18.

Levis Fauna.

Agnostus,3;Amphlon,5;Ampyx,l;Arionellus,2; Asaphus,

4; Bathyurus, 12; Bat/iijurelh(s,6 ; Cheirurus, 8 ; Conocephal-
ites, I ; Dikelocephalus, 1

4

; Endymionia, 1 ; Ilolometopus, 1 ;
Har-

pes, 1 ; Harpides, 1 ; Illaenus, 5 ; MenocephaluSf 3 ; Nileus, 1 ;

Lichas, 1 ; Remopleuridcs, 1 ; Shumardia, 1 ; LogmicUus, 1 ; Cre-

picephalus; Ptychaspis; Bathynotus. Total, 73.
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Calciferous Fauna.

Asaphus, 1; Amphion,2; Bathyurus, 6; Bathyurellus, 2 ;
Do-

licJiometopus, 3. Total, 14.

Potsdam Fauna.

Agnostus, 4; AgSaspis, 6 ; Amphion, S ; ArlonelBus, 4;

BathyL3rus,4; Bat^ynotus,!; ChariocepSialus, h CEamac-
tjchnites, I ; Conocephalites, 23; CrepicephaSus, 2;

Dikelocephalus, !0; liidsnurus, I ; MenocephaBus, I ; Lon-

choeephalus,2; ©Ser6eS8us,2; Pemphigaspis, h Protich-

nites, 6; Ptyc^aspis, I ; TrEarthrelSa, I- Total, 67.

In the above lists the genera printed in black-letter are those that occur

in the Potsdam ; those in italics belong to the primordial type, but have

not yet been found in the Potsdam. All the others are members of the

second fauna of Barrande, except, indeed, Endymionia and Shumardia,

which are new genera, whose geological range is as yet undetermined.

Cre2ncep7ialus,PtycJiaspis and Bathynotus are placed in the L^vis faunae,

but with their number not indicated, because the species are included in

Likelocevhalus and Bathyurus. The lists show, so far as the proposition

can be demonstrated by genera alone, that the true place of the L6vis

formation is between the Potsdam and the Trenton groups, not below the

Potsdam, as is still maintained by some observers.

If we examine how far these several faunae are connected together

by species, we find :

—

1. Not a single species of the large fauna of the Potsdam is known to

pass upwards.

2. Of the Calciferous fauna, four species QAsapJius canalis, Amphion

Salteri, Bathyurus Gordai and B. conicus) pass upwards into the

L^vis formation. And one of these (^A. canalis) ascends into the Chazy.

3. Of the Levis fauna, two species (^A. canalis and Cheirurus proli-

ficus') pass upwards into the Chazy.

4. One trilobite only QAsajjhus platycephalus), and that doubtfully

identified, is common to the Chazy and Trenton. It is also worthy of

notice that the peculiar group of the genus Cheirurus, with a spine on

the head, has only been found, in America, in the L^vis formation, and

in the Chazy, (see C. perforator, p. 275 ; C. Glaucus and C. Satyrus,

p. 323.) And further that the genus Remopleurides has, as yet, been

found in America only, in the same two formations.

Proceeding, next, to the other orders and classes, such as the Brachio-

poda. Gasteropoda, Cephalopoda, &c., it is quite clear that the Ldvis

fauna is, upon the whole, distinct from all the others, although a few

species are common to it and the Calciferous, or to it and the Chasiy.
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The Calciferous species, which are certainly found in the Levis formation,

are Lingula MantelU, Camerella calcifera, and Fliurotomaria calciftra.

There are, besides these, a few which I do not consider to be positively

identified with Calciferous species, but which, nevertheless, in such speci-

mens as have been collected, agree so well with the figures in the Pal. N,

Y., that it would be unsafe to give them new names. They have been

referred by me heretofore to Ojjhileta imiangulata, 3Iaclurea matutina,

M. sordida and Holpea dilucula.

Of Chazy species we find, at Phillipsburgh, the plates of a Cystidean,

which I cannot distinguish from those of Palceocystites tenuiradiatus, a

peculiar and remarkable fossil, and highly characteristic of the Chazy

limestone. It is, probably a distinct species, but in detached plates it is

imposssible to point out any difference. Camerella varians is also common

to the Chazy and Ldvis faunae. The remarkable genus Calathium is re-

presented in the L^vis formation by C. pannoswn, and in the Chazy by

C. Canadensis. This genus commences in the Calciferous, and runs up

to the Chazy. Ste^iopora fibrosa can scarcely be mentioned as a charac-

teristic fossil, but it is found in beds below the L^vis, and passes upwards

to the upper Silurian. There are no species common to the L^vis and

Trenton faunae, except the one last mentioned.

It will be seen by referring to Art. 6, p. 207 and its continuation,

p. 361, that in Newfoundland the L^vis formation does not there imme-

diately overlie the true Calciferous, but is separated therefrom by two

other series of strata of considerable importance. The first of these, con-

sisting of Divisions I, K, L, M, is 1084 feet in thickness, and holds a fauna

which is, upon the whole, distinct from that of the Levis formation. The

trilobites are :

Eathyurus 2 species.

Bathyurellus 1 "

Asaphus 1 "

Illaenus 2 "

Ampbion 1 "

7

Of these, Asaplms canalis and Ampldon Baro'andei occur in the L6vis

formation. Orthis Electra is also found in these beds ; but all the other

fossils are either new species, or species that occur in the Chazy and Cal-

ciferous. Overlying this series of strata is another 277 feet in thickness,

with a different fauna, the details of which will be found at the place cited.

Then follows 700 feet of sandstone, overlying which is the Ldvis formation,

at Cow Head. It would thus appear that the rocks at Point Ldvis not

only overlie, but, also, when the series is complete, are at least 2000 feet

above the true Calciferous. That so many trilobites belonging to the
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dominant type of the Potsdam should occur in such a horizon appears to

me to be a most extraordinary fact. Judging from the fossils alone, I

should say that the L^vis formation immediately succeeds the Calciferous,

but the physical evidence seems to show that such is not the case.

2.

—

Descriptions of New Species of Fossils.

In a paper published in the Canadian Naturalist and Geologist, vol. v,

p. 201, August, 1860, I made a provisional division of the specimens in

which the fossils were first found at Point L^vis, and designated them

simply as limestones Nos. 1, 2, 3 and 4. I think it advisable to retain

these divisions here, but it is quite clear that they all belong to the same

series of beds. No. 1 is a peculiar greyish-white limestone and holds a

number of species that have not been discovered in any locahty except at

Point Levis. Sir W. E. Logan has shown that there are nme bands of

the limestone and that my Nos. 1 and 3, belong to his band No. 3, and

also that his No. 4 includes my No. 2. There are sevei-al species common

to these two bands, but a great deal more must be done in the way of col-

lecting fossils at Point Levis before all the questions that have arisen with

regard to the fauna of that locality can be satisfactorily disposed of.

The following is Meek and Hayden's description of Oholella nana.

" Obolella nana." (Meek and Hayden.)

" Shell very small, subcircular, or transversely suboval, moderately con-

vex, rather thick ; front broadly rounded ; sides more narrowly rounded.

Beak of dorsal valve short and obtuse. Ventral valve proportionally a

little longer than the other, about as long as wide, and having a slightly

more prominent beak ; without a distinct mesial ridge within ; scars of

adductor muscles ? located behind the middle and diverging towards the

front. Surface marked by a few concentric furrows ; exfoliated specimens

showing small obscure regularly disposed radiating strise on the inner

laminae.

" Length of dorsal valve, 0-15 inch ; breadth of do., 0-17 inch ; con-

vexity, 0-15 inch. Length and breadth of ventral valve of a smaller spe-

cimen, each 0-14 inch.

" In first sending on to the Academy a description of this little shell, we

had referred it Avith doubt to the genus Obolus, stating, at the same time,

that its muscular scars, so far as they could be made out from the only spe-

cimen we had seen showing the interior, seemed to present diftbrences from

the type of Eichwald's genus. Since seeing Mr. Billings's figures of his
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genus Obolella, recently published, we are fully satisfied that he is right

in separating these shells from the genus Oholus.

" Our species is so closely allied to Obolella cliromatica of BilUngs, the

type of the genus, (see " New species of LoAver Silurian Fossils, page 7,)

that we were inclined to regard it as specifically identical until we had an

opportunity to compare it with specimens of Mr. Billings's species, kindly

sent us by him. On comparing it with these, we find it is more convex,

and proportionally broader, while its concentric markings are stronger.

The substance of its shell is also thicker, and differs in showing radiating

strige on the inner laminre of exfoliated specimens.

" Locality and Position.—Central portions of the Black Hills, from the

Primordial or Potsdam sandstone."

Obolella pretiosa. (N. sp.)

a I

Fig. 61. Fig. 62. Fig. 63.

Fig. 61.

—

Obolella pretiosa.—a. Ventral valve of a small specimen; b. dorsal valve

of a specimen of the average size.

62.

—

0. desiderata.—a. Cast of the interior of what is supposed to be the

ventral valve ; b. cast of interior of dorsal valve.

63.

—

O Ida. —a. Dorsal, and b. ventral valve.

Description.—Transversely broad oval ; width greater than the length
;

front margin broadly rounded ; lateral margins more narrowly rounded

than the front
;
greatest width about the middle, or a little below ; beak

of ventral ? valve minute, pointed, apparently not depressed below the

greatest elevation of the shell ; apical angle very obtuse, about 150
;

cardinal slope straight, or sometimes gently concave on each side of the

beak, for a length equal to one-fourth or one-third the whole Avidth of the

shell, and then imperceptibly becoming curved round to the lateral margins.

The other valve only differs in outline by having the apex more obtuse.

Both valves are moderately and uniformly convex ; the greatest elevation

being about the middle, or a little above it. Surface with very fine

squamose concentric striae. In some of the specimens a few radiating

striae are visible. These, however, may be in some instances due to dis-

tortion, as the shell is very thin.

Some of the specimens are inequilateral, or have the umbo and beak a

little on one side of the median line, and thus present the aspect of a small

lameUibranchiate shell.
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Length from 2 to 3 lines ; widtli usually about one-fourth or one-fifth

greater than the length. The specimens are often much distorted, and
sometimes nearly circular ; but all the well-preserved individuals that have
come under my observation are transversely sub-elliptical, the width beino-

greater than the length.

This species differs from 0. cliromatica^ 0. Ida, and 0. desiderata

in its proportions, and from the first of these particularly in having a thin

instead of a thick shell. In this latter character also it differs from 0.

nana (Meek and Hayden). On comparison of specimens, I cannot see

any difference between this species and one figured by Dr. Emmons in his

American Geology, PI. I, fig. 10, the size, proportions, and surface char-

acters being precisely the same, so far as I can judge. The Viro-inian

species, as may be seen by Emmons' figure and also by specimens in my
possession, is (like ours) sometimes inequilateral. It occurs in Auo-usta

County, Virginia, in soft-whitish grey slates associated with graptolites.

Locality and Formation.—Our species occurs in the greenish and olive-

colored slates near the bridge of the Grand Trunk across the Chaudiere,

and also in similar slates, but of a darker color, at Cape Rouge, above

Quebec. These slates are interstratified with the Sillery sandstones,

which are at present classified as the upper part of the Quebec group,

but the question as to whether such is their true position or not, is

considered an open one. The only fossils found in the Sillery, up to the

present time, are this species and a small Lingula which will be described

as soon as good specimens can be procured.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

Oeolella desiderata. (N. sp.)

Pig. 62, a, b.

Description.—Shell small, moderately convex. Ventral valve ovate

;

greatest width a httle in front of the middle ; front angles and margin

uniformly rounded, the front margin sometimes with a portion in the

middle straightish ; the upper half slightly narrowed towards the beak.

Dorsal valve nearly circular.

Length and breadth from 3 to 4 lines.

The specimens that have been collected are all, with the exception of

three or four, pressed quite flat. Those not distorted by pressure show a

moderate amount of convexity, the greatest elevation being at about one-
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third tlie length from the beak. The beaks appear to be depressed down

to a level with the hinge line, but upon this point there jet remains some

uncertainty.

From some nearly perfect casts of the interior, the following characters

can be made out. In one of the valves (supposed to be the ventral), a

strong rounded groove commences just beneath the beak, and runs along

the median line to about the centre of the shell. On each side of the

principal groove is a large ovate muscular impression, extending from near

the mid-length of the shell a little more than half way to the beak. These

impressions are bounded and distinctly defined at their lower extremities

by the two small diverging grooves above mentioned. Their outer and

upper margins are distinctly defined. In the rostral part of the shell

there are two small grooves which take their origin close to the beak, one

on each side, and run towards the front, diverging to the outside of the

upper part of the two large muscular impressions. The characters of the

interior of the dorsal valve are somewhat similar to those of the ventral

valve, but the median groove is shorter, and there is a thickening of the

shell just below the beak, which presents the appearance of a false area

inside of the cavity of the umbo. It is probable that the two small grooves

above mentioned are connected with the small muscular impressions,

which, in O. chromatica, are distinctly seen outside of the two larger.

The condition of our specimens, however, is such, that this point must

remain open for further investigation.

This species difiers from 0. chromatica in the form of the muscular

impressions, which are larger and nearer the median line. 0. i^retiosa

is of a different form, the width being greater than the length. 0. Ida

is much smaller, more convex, and not so nearly circular. 0. nana

(Meek and Hayden), Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci., Philadelphia, vol. 13, p. 435,

Dec. 1861, is also wider than it is long.

The two large muscular impressions in this species appear to converge

towards the front in some of the specimens, as in the genus Obolus, while

in 0. cliromatica they diverge. But, notwithstanding this difference, the

laro-e size of tliese scars, and the general aspect of the shell, appear to be

sufiicient to authorise us to place it in Oholella.

Locality and Formation. — Point Ldvis ; in the graptolitic slates,

Quebec group.

Collectors.—'^vc W. E. Logan, J. Richardson.
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Obolella Ida. (K sp.)

Fig. 63, a, b.

Description.—Shell small, obtusely ovate, greatest width at or a little

in front of the middle, abruptly narrowed to the beaks, sides and front

margin uniformly rounded, the front slightly less convex than the sides.

Both valves equally and rather strongly convex, most elevated at about

one-third the length from the apex, thence sloping with a gentle curve to

the sides and front margin, abruptly descending on each side of the beak

and umbones. Ventral valve slightly more pointed above than the dorsal

;

umbo narrowly convex ; beak apparently depressed to the level of the

lateral margin. Dorsal valve obtusely angular or narrowly rounded at

the beak, the latter not visibly distinct from the cardinal edge ; umbo
obtusely convex. Surface with a somewhat shining aspect, with a very fine

concentric stride ; a few radiating striae are visible on two of the specimens.

Shell apparently very thin.

Length of a perfect ventral valve, 2 lines ; width. If- lines. The length

and width of the dorsal valve, are about equal.

This species somewhat resembles a Lingnla^ but in general its aspect is

so much like that of an Obolella^ that although the internal characters have

not been observed, I think it best to refer it to the latter genus. It is

one-third smaller and not so thick-shelled as 0. chromatica, and differs

from that species in having the beaks depressed down to the level of the

lateral margin instead of a little elevated.

It differs from 0. jjretiosa in having the umbones more tumid, the beaks

not so sharply pointed, in its greater convexity, smaller size, and less pro-

portional width. 0. desiderata is larger, and more obtuse in the rostral

half. 0. nana (Meek and Hayden) is proportionally broader.

Locality and Formation.—Point Levis. In limestones Nos. 1 and 3,

Quebec group.

Collector.—Sir "VY. E. Logan, J. Richardson, and R. Bell.

LiNGULA Irene. (N. sp.)

Fig. 64. a, b.

Description.—Nearly circular or very broadly ovate ; beak small and

apparently acute ; apical angle about 90°. Sides for about one-fourth the

length next the beak straight or very nearly so, sometimes slightly concave

and occasionally with a barely perceptible convex curve. In the anterior

two-thirds, the sides and front margin are uniformly curved so as to give

to the front part of the shell a circular contour. Surface with fine but
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distinct subsquamose concentric striae, of whicli there are from six to ten

in the -width of one line. Length of largest specimen seen, 7 lines
; width,

6^ lines. Another specimen is 5-^- lines in length, and 5^ in width.

Fig, 64. Fiar. 65.

Fig. 64.

—

Lingula Irene.—a. Specimen found in a boulder of magnesian limestone

near Montreal, supposed to be from the calciferous sandrock

;

b. Specimen from the graptolitic slates, Point Levis.

Fig. 65.

—

L Quebecensis.—Three specimens of different sizes.

The specimens in the slate at Point Ldvis are usually pressed quite flat,

but some of them show a considerable amount of convexity in the upper

half. A single valve from the Calciferous sandrock at the eastern end of

the Island of Montreal is rather strongly convex, especially on the umbo.

It is 7 lines in length, and 6^ in width, its proportions, contour, and sur-

face characters being precisely like those of the largest specimen from

Point L^vis.

This resembles L. curfa of the Trenton limestone and Utica slate, but

is proportionally broader.

Locality and Formation.—Point L^vis ; in the graptolitic slates of the

Quebec group. A specimen not distinguishable specifically from those of

Point L{3vis was found by Mr. Ramsay in a boulder of the Calciferous

sandrock near the city of Montreal.

Collectors.—Mr. Ramsay, J. Richardson, J. Weston.

Lingula Quebecensis. (N. sp.)

Fig. 65. a, b, c.

Description.—Shell large, elongate-oval ; extremities nearly equal

front margin narrowly and uniformly rounded ; sides very gently convex
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apex obtuse, slightly angular in the ventral and broadly rounded in the

dorsal valve. In perfect specimens both valves are moderately convex,

most elevated in the upper half, especially along the middle, for a short

distance from the beak, about one-fourth of the width next the margin on

each side of the umbones compressed. Surface with fine concentric striae,

from eight to ten in the width of one line.

Length from 15 to 18 lines ; width from 10 to 12 lines.

The above description relates to the specimens collected in the black

graptolitic slates at the water's edge, a short distance below the ferry at

Point Levis ; but in the thin-bedded limestones interstratified in the slates

on the road-side near the ferry-landing, others were collected of a smaller

size, but with precisely the same form and proportions. The largest found

at this locahty is 12 lines in length and 8 lines in width. Numerous

smaller ones, from 3 to 10 lines in length, occur along with the larger, in

the same beds. At present I believe all of these belong to the same

species ; but should a separation hereafter be deemed advisable, it is

proposed to retain the name L. Quebecensis for the larger form, which is

associated with the graptolites.

This species resembles L. quadrata, but is more nearly oval, and

proportionally not so broad.

Locality and Formation.— Point Levis. In the graptolitic slates and

thin-bedded limestones of the Quebec group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

Lept^na sordida. (N. sp.)

Fig. 66. Fig. 67.

Fig. 66.—Lept(Bna sordida.—a, Ventral and b, dorsal aspects.

67.—i decipiens.—a, Ventral and b, dorsal aspects ; c, interior of

dorsal valve.

Description.— Shell small, obtusely semi-oval; length equal to about

five-sixths of the Avidth; cardinal angles either rounded or slightly

projecting
; sides either straight or slightly convex, and either parallel or

only very slightly converging in the upper half of the shell ; front half

broadly and uniformly rounded.

Ventral valve strongly and uniformly convex, or depressed hemispheri-

cal ; a small portion at the cardinal angles compressed. Area very laro-e,

forming an obtuse angle with the plane of the lateral margin.

p
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Dorsal valve gently concave ; area slightly inclining forwards, forming

with the area of the other valve an angle of about 100°.

Foramen of ventral valve about as wide as it is high, the apical third

closed by a thin deltidium. Area of the dorsal valve crossed by a groove

as in L. decipiens.

The surface of this species appears to be smooth, but as all the specimens

are silicified it is possible that this may be the result of some circumstance

in the process of fossilhzation.

Width about 3 Imes, length 2J lines. Many of the specimens are a

little larger.

Locality and Formation.—Point Ldvis. In the upper part of the

limestone No. 2, Quebec gi-oup.

Collectors.—Sir W. E. Logan, J. Richardson, R. Bell.

Lept^na decipiens. (N. sp.)

Fig. 67. a, b, c.

9

Descrij)tion.—Shell rather small, about the size of i. sericea, semi-oval,

widest on the hinge-line, usually narrowed from the cardinal angles forward

;

front margin rounded; length from two-thirds to three-fourths of the width.

Ventral valve convex, somewhat flattened in the upper half; umbo narrow

and slightly elevated, the convexity extending therefrom gradually widening

towards the front ; the cardinal angles compressed and sometimes slightly

reflected ; front half curved towards the dorsal valve with a rounded slope.

The area is rather large, somewhat concave, forming an obtuse angle with

the plane of the lateral margin. Foramen triangular, usually open, but

sometimes with a rudimentary deltidium over a small part at the beak.

Dorsal valve concave, with a distinct mesial sinus commencing at the

beak and gradually widening forward, becoming obsolete before reaching

the front margm. Area well developed, flat, rather more than one-third

the width of that of the ventral valve, forming a right angle with the

plane of the lateral margin.

Interior of ventral valve with a well-defined ridge running all round,

parallel with and at about one-third the length of the shell from the margin.

The dental plates are rudimentary, and seem to converge towards each

other, thus exhibitmg a tendency to form a small chamber in front of the

beak.

Interior of dorsal valve with a semicircular ridge similar to that of the

ventral valve, but apparently a little nearer the margin. In some speci-

mens a mesial ridge extends from near the foramen towards the front, termi-
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nating at the semicircular ridge with a strongly elevated projection. At
the hinge-line there is a sort of foramen passing between the dental soc-

kets and forming a concave groove across the area nearly to the beak.

On each side of this foramen there is a small projection similar to those

that are seen in the dorsal valve of Oi'this. It is barely possible that

these these may represent the divaricator processes, but at present I am
mclined to the opinion that they do not. I think the muscles were attached

to the surface at the bottom of the groove which passes between them.

Surface with fine strige alternating ui size exactly as in Stropliomena

alternata.

Width from 4 to 6 lines. Length from 3 to 4 lines. Area of ventral

valve from | to § of a line in height at the foramen.

Locality and forrnation.—Point Levis. In the upper part of lime

stone No. 2, Quebec group.

Collectors.—Sir W. E. Logan, J. Richardson.

Orthis gemmicula. (N. sp.)

Fig. 69. Fig. 70. Fig. 71.

Fig. 68.

—

Orthis gemmicula; a, b, c, three views of a specimen enlarged. The

small figures show the natural size.

69.

—

0. Tritonia ; a, dorsal valve ;
b, interior of the same.

70.— 0. orthambonites ; a, b, c, ventral, dorsal and side views.

71.—0. Euryone; a, b, ventral valve.

Description.—Shell very small, transversely oblong or semioval j hinge

Ime equal to or a little greater than the width of the shell ; cardinal

angles either rectangular or slightly produced, forming small acute ears
;

sides either straight or gently convex, and subparallel or converging to-

wards the front; front margin either rounded, straight or sinuate, and

often with a deep notch in the middle. Ventral valve very convex, most

elevated in the upper half and along the middle, where it is often obtusely

carinated, descending with a gently concave or somewhat flat slope to the

sides ; cardinal angles compressed ; beak small, pomtcd, depressed to

about half the height of the valve ; area about half the height of the valve,

forming with the plane of the lateral margin an angle of about 110°
;

foramen scarcely so wide as high ; dorsal valve convex with a deep

angular sinus which divides the valve into two tumid lobes. Surface when
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very perfect with fine concentric striae crossed by stronger radiating

striae which give to the shell a beautifully cancellated appearance ; when

not perfect, either smooth or with only the radiating striae.

Width from 1 to 1^ lines ; length from ^ to | less than the width.

This is the smallest species of Orthis known in the Lower Silurian

rocks of Canada. Numerous perfect single valves and a few with both

valves connected were procured by treating fragments of limestone hold-

ing the silicified fossils with acid. The form varies somewhat after the

manner of 0. Lynx, being sometimes transversely oblong with the sides

subparallel and often narrowed towards the front, and with or without

short ears at the cardinal angles. The front is often rounded, but in gen-

eral it is either somewhat straight or with a wide angular notch in the

middle crossed by the deep mesial sinus of the dorsal valve. In the fora-

men there is seen in several of the specimens a projection which seems to

be a large divaricator process, but in others this is not seen.

Locality and Formation.—Point L^vis, In the upper part of the lime-

stone No. 2, Quebec group.

Collectors.—Sir W. E. Logan, J. Richardson.

Orthis Tritonia. (N. sp.)

Fig. 69. a, h.

Description.—Dorsal valve transversely sub-elHptical, hinge-line nearly

equal to the greatest width of the shell, cardinal extremities rounded but

somewhat angular, sides gently convex, anterior angles broadly rounded,

front margin very gently convex. The shell is moderately convex, most

elevated at about one third the length from the beak, compressed near the

cardinal angles ; beak small, incurved down nearly to the plane of the

margin ; umbo broadly rounded, projecting a little over the hinge-line.

Surface"* with angular bifurcating ribs, several times divided between the

umbo and the front margin, becoming very fine on approaching the cardi-

nal angles, from four to six in the width of two fines at the front margin.

There is a very obscure mesial depression, which scarcely afiects the con-

tour of the surface but is still perceptible, running all the way to the beak,

on approaching which it becomes attenuated to a single impressed line.

The area is small, consisting simply of the thickness of the shell ; the fora-

men wide but very low.

In the interior of the valve the anterior pair of occlusor muscular im-

pressions consist of two small but deep pits of an oval shape, one line in

length and half a line in width, situated close to the median fine and about

their own length from the beak. Above each of those are two very small
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pits which may represent the posterior pair. There is no divaricator

process, the umbo being simply hollowed out into a triangular cavity, to

the bottom of which the muscles for opening the valve were attached.

Length 5 lines ; width 7 lines.

Ventral valve unknown.

Of this species we have only a single but very perfect dorsal valve. It

resembles the dorsal valve of 0. pUcatella, but is not so convex. It dif-

fers from 0. pectenella and 0. suhquadrata in external aspect, while in

the interior it exhibits no divaricator process. I know of no species in

the Lower Silurian rocks which has the muscular impressions situated so

near the hinge-line.

Locality and Formation,—Point L^vis. In the upper part of the lime-

stone No. 2, Quebec group.

Collectors.—Sir W. E. Logan, J. Richardson.

Orthis orthambonites. (Pander.)

Orthis Calligramma, var. Orthambonites. Murchison and De Verneuil. Geol. Rus.

Vol. II. p. 207, PI. XIII. fig. 8.

Fig. To. a. b, c.

Description.—Shell rather small, coarsely ribbed, semioval or suborbi-

cular ; ventral valve convex, and dorsal valve nearly flat ; hinge-line

straight and nearly equal to the greatest width of the shell ; front angles

and margin broadly and nearly uniformly rounded ; sides in the upper

half of the shell somewhat straight or gently convex. Ventral valve

strongly convex, most elevated in the upper half; beak incurved down

nearly to the level of the plane of the lateral margin ; umbo prominent

neatly rounded, overhanging the hinge-line ; cardinal angles somewhat

compressed ; area small, concave, not extending the whole width of the

shell ; foramen small, about as wide as it is high. Dorsal valve nearly flat,

gently convex in the upper half, sloping to the cardinal angles and front

margin, with a wide barely perceptible mesial sinus ; area small, nearly

at a right angle to the plane of the margin ; foramen small, extending to

the beak ; the latter scarcely distinct from the hinge-line. In the inte-

rior of this valve the margin all round the front and lower half of the sides

is deeply crenulated by the coarse ribs. In the upper half there is a low

obtuse mesial ridge which on approaching the foramen divides, a branch

going to each of the crural processes. In the foramen there is a thin

plate-like divaricator process. The occlusor muscular impressions are

small and situated close to the mesial ridge in the upper half of the valve.
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Surface of each valve "with from fourteen to eighteen strong undivided

ribs separated by deep furrows equal to them (the ribs) in width.

Width of dorsal valve about 3i lines ; length of the same about 3 lines.

Owing to the projection of the umbo, the ventral valve has the length and

width more nearly equal.

The specimens agree so nearly with the figures of 0. calligramma, var.

Orthamhonites, in the work above cited, that I have no hesitation in refer-

rino- them to that species. In Russia it occurs in the orthoceratite lime-

stone abundantly in the neighbourhood of St. Petersburgh.

LocaHty awe? Formation.—Pomt L^vis. In the upper part of lime-

stone No. 2, Quebec group.

Collectors.—Sir W. E. Logan, J. Richardson, R. Bell.

Okthis Euryone. (N. sp.)

Fig. 71. a, b.

Description.—Shell small, semi-oval ; hinge line equal to the greatest

breadth of the shell ; cardinal extremities rectangular or nearly so ; sides

straight, gently convex or gently concave, and either parallel for about one

fourth the length or slightly converging ; front angles and front margin

forming a uniform broadly rounded curve ; a small portion in the middle

of the front margin sometimes straight. Ventral valve strongly and uni-

formly convex, not caruiated along the middle ; a small portion at the car-

dinal angles compressed ; umbo large, broadly convex, overhanging the

hinge line ; beak very small ; area small, lying nearly in the plane of the

lateral margin, in most specimens rather strongly concave ; foramen narrow,

its width less than the height. Surface with from twenty-five to thirty-

five small but very distinct ribs. Dorsal valve nearly flat, Avith a wide

shallow mesial sinus extending from the front margin two-thirds the length

of the shell.

Width, 3 Unes ; length, 2^ lines.

This species differs from 0. orthamhonites in having the ventral valve

more broadly convex, and in having nearly double the number of ribs. It is

more abundant than that species, and the individuals differ very Httle from

each other either in size or form.

Locality and Formation.—Point L<3vis ; in the upper part of limestone

No. 2, Quebec group.

Collectors.—Sir W. E. Logan, J. Richardson, R. Bell.
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Orthis Electra. (N. sp.)

PARVA?—Billings, Can. Nat. Geol., vol. 6, pp. 312, 315, 346.

a I c

Fig. 72. Fig. 73. Fig. 74.

Fig. 72.

—

Orthis Electra,—a, b, Ventral and side views of a specimen with the

valves in place ; c, view of a detached ventral valve ; d, view of

a dorsal valve.

73.— Hippolyte,—a, b, c. Different views of a small specimen ; d, e,f,

a large specimen restored from detached valves.

74.

—

O Evadne,—a, b, c, d, Different views of a specimen.

Description.—About the size and nearly of the shape of 0. perveta

(Conrad), to which species it is closely allied. Shell semi-oval or suborbi-

cular
;
greatest width about the mid-length ; cardinal angles a little more

than 90°, rarely rectangular, sometimes appearing to be slightly rounded
;

hinge-line usually a little less than the greatest width of the shell ; sides

gently convex, sometimes straight for a short distance below the cardinal

angles ; anterior angles rounded ; front margin usually convex, but some-

times with a portion in the middle straight. Ventral valves strongly and

narrowly convex along the middle in the upper half, descending with a

somewhat flat or gently convex slope to the sides and cardinal angles, the

latter not much compressed. The front half of the valve becomes more

broadly convex, but in general the carination, which commences at the

beak, can still be perceived, although nearly obsolete. Beak small, only a

little projecting over the hinge-lme, depressed to about one third the

height of the shell ; area small, at its base forming an angle of a little

over 100° with the plane of the lateral margin, strongly concave in the

upper part ; foramen small, about as wi^le as it is high.

Dorsal valve very gently convex, with an indistinct wide shallow mesial

sinus, which in some specimens is scarcely perceptible. Area small, form-

ing an obtuse angle with the plane of the lateral margin ; foramen small

but well defined to the very point of the beak ; the latter scarcely distinct

from the cardinal edge.

In the interior of the ventral valve the muscular impressions are not

distinguishable in any specimen that I have seen, but just in front of the
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umbonial cavity there is a strong oval or subcircular callosity about 1 line

in width in shells which are 3 or 4 lines in length. Above this the um-

bonial cavity is deeply excavated and the dental plates scarcely at all

developed. In the interior of the dorsal valve a lower obtuse ridge runs

along the median line from the foramen for half the length of the shell

forward, when it becomes obsolete. No divaricator process can be seen

in the foramen of any specimen observed, although tliis part appears to be

perfectly preserved in many of the detached valves examined.

Surface covered with fine bifurcating striae from six to eight in the width

of one line.

Width from 3 to 6 lines ; length about -^ or ^ less than the width.

As before mentioned, this species is very closely allied to 0. perveta^

the geological position of which appears to be about the Chazy, Black

River, and the base of the Trenton limestones. The only differences that

can be made out from a comparison with specimens from Tennessee and

the figures given by Hall in the Palaeontology of New York, are, that in

0. perveta the dorsal valve is more convex than it is in 0. electra, and the

beak of the ventral valve not so depressed, while at the same time it is

more extended. At present I have no means of comparing the interiors

of the two species. When such a comparison can be made, should no

greater differences be disclosed than are afforded by the external charac-

ters, I would be disposed to unite the two under one name. The specimens

of 0. perveta from Tennessee vary greatly in form and convexity, and yet,

in all, the dorsal valve is more convex that it is in 0. Electra: The

European species 0. parva is also most closely aUied to 0. Electra^ only

differing therefrom, so far as can be determined by comparison with figures,

in having the beaks more strongly incurved. Its geological position must

be very nearly the same.

These species belong to a group of finely striated Orthides, which made

its appearance in the beginning of the Silurian period, and flourished in

all the after geological ages up to the Carboniferous.

Locality/ and ForTnation.— Point L^vis. The specimens from which

the description was drawn up are silicified shells, procured in the upper

part of limestone No. 2. But in the white, grey, and yellowish masses

which hold the greater number of the species of trilobites, a species

resembling this occurs rarely, but not suflSciently well preserved to enable

us to say whether or not it is the same.

Collectors.—Su* W. E. Logan, J. Richardson, R. Bell.
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Orthis Hippolyte. (N. sp.)

Fig. 73, c, b, c, d, e,f.

Description.—Sub-quadrate, Mnge-line equal to the greatest width of the

shell ; cardinal angles rectangular, or a little obtuse, sometimes slightly

rounded ; sides in the upper one-third, straight, or gently convex ; front

angles and margin broadly rounded. Ventral valve strongly convex in

the small, and moderately so in large specimens ; more or less carinated

along the middle, with a flat slope towards the sides
;
greatest elevation

about the middle or a little above ; beak depressed to about half the height

of the shell ; area of moderate size, formuig an angle of about 125° with

the plane of the lateral margin ; foramen rather small. Dorsal valve

gently convex in the upper half, with a broad, shallow mesial sinus

extending from the front margin to the umbo, a flat slope to the cardinal

angles ; area almost linear ; beak scarcely distinct from the cardinal edge.

Surface with moderately strong, angular, radiating, bifurcating ribs,

three or four in the width of one hne at the front margin, becoming finer

towards the cardinal angles ; usually, one, two, or three small ones in the

spaces between the larger, which do not reach the beak.

Width, from 3 to 6 lines ; length from one-fifth to one-third less than the

width.

This species is allied to 0. ortliamhonites, but it has the ribs always

sub-divided, and it varies greatly in size. It is also more distinctly

carinated along the middle.

Locality and Forynation.—Limestone No. 2, at Point L^vis. Also in

the upper part of the limestone at Phillipsburgh.

Collectors.—Sir W. E. Logan, J. Richardson.

Orthis Evadne. (N. sp.)

Fig. 74. a, b, c, d.

Description.—Subquadrate ; hinge-line straight, equal to the greatest

width of the shell ; sides in the upper two thirds nearly straight, or gently

convex ; front angles rounded ; front margin rounded, or with a portion in

the middle equal to half the whole width nearly straight. Ventral valve

moderately convex, greatest elevation a little in front of the middle, the

upper half somewhat flat and sloping to the hinge-line, the front half the

most convex, the surface descending from the middle to the front margin

and sides with an abruptly rounded slope ; umbo very slightly elevated
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above the general surface ; area of moderate size, flat, extending to the

cardinal angles, forming with the plane of the lateral margin an obtuse

angle of about 135°
; foramen open to the beak, about as wide as high.

Dorsal valve gently convex-, with a wide shallow mesial depression extend-

ing to the beak ; area half the size of that of the ventral valve ; inter-

rupted in the middle by a double divaricator process similar to that of

Leptoe7ia sericea; forming with the ventral area an angle of about 90°.

Surface of the specimen not well preserved, but it appears to have a

number of fine distinct ribs with smaller ones between as in S. aUernata,

the whole crossed by numerous rugose concentric squamae of growth.

Length of the specimen 4| lines ; width 5| lines ; height of the ventral

area of the foramen f of a line.

Of this singular species only a single specimen with the valves attached

has been collected. The ventral valve is remarkably like that of a Lep-

tcena or jStrophomena, but the dorsal valve is that of an Orthis externally,

while the place of the foramen is occupied by a divaricator process which

has so far as it can be seen the structure of the same organ in L. sericea.

It seems to belong to a group connecting Orthis with /Strojyhomena.

Locality Siud Formation.—Point Levis. In the upper part of limestone

No. 2, Quebec group.

Collectors.—Sii' W. E. Logan, J. Richardson, R. Bell.

Orthis Mycale. (N. sp.)

Fig. 75. Fig. 76.

Fig. 75.

—

Orthis Mycale.—b, Dorsal valve ; a, muscular impression enlarged.

76.

—

Eudocia.—a, Ventral view ; 6, side view ; c, interior of ventral

valve.

Description.—Shell transversely semi-oval, proportionally very wide
;

hinge-line equal to the greatest Avidth of the shell ; cardinal angles

somewhat acute, about 75°; sides straight, gently convex or gently concave

for about half the length, then gradually curved round to the front margin,

which is gently rounded or straight in the middle. Ventral valve mode-

rately convex, with the cardinal angles largely compressed ; beak depressed

below the greatest height of the shell ; area small, forinmg with the plane
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of the lateral margin an angle of about 130°; foramen about as wide as

high. Dorsal valve moderately convex, largely compressed at the cardinal

angles, a wide, shallow mesial sinus extending to the beak ; umbo incon-

spicuous ; foramen wide, triangular, and without a divaricator process ; area

almost linear, lying nearly in the plane of the lateral margin. Surface

with fine bifurcating ribs, 4 or 5 m the width of one line, with usually a

much finer one between each two of the larger.

Width 5 lines ; length 3 lines.

This species is much broader than 0. Mectra, and has the dorsal valve

more convex.

Locality and Formation.—Point Levis ; in the upper part of limestone

No. 2, Quebec group.

Collectors.—Sir W. E. Logan, J. Richardson.

Orthis Eudocia. (N. sp.)

Fig. 76. a, b, c.

Description.—Semi-oval ; hmge-line equal to the greatest width of the

shell ; cardinal angles apparently rectangular ; sides somewhat straight,

and sub-parallel for two-thirds the length ; front angles and margin

uniformly rounded. Ventral valve gently convex
;
greatest height in the

upper half, sloping with a slightly convex descent to the sides and front

margin ; beak nearly of the same height as the shell, very shghtly

depressed ; area moderate, flat, extending to the cardinal angles, forming

with the plane of the lateral margins an obtuse angle of about 120°

;

foramen large, extending to the beak. Dorsal valve flat, with a sUght

concavity in front of the beak, along the middle. Surface with fine striae

of unequal size, about 8 in the width of one line, at the front margin ; of

these, usually about three are much stronger than the others.

Width 8 lines ; length of ventral valve 7 lines ; height of area at the

beak li fines. The doi'sal valve is a little shorter than the ventral.

Closely allied to 0. tricenaria, from which it difiers only in having the

ventral valve less elevated, and the sm-face finely striated, instead of

coarsely ribbed.

Locality and Formation.—Point L^vis ; in the upper part of limestone

No. 2, Quebec group.

Collectors.—Sir W. E. Logan, J. Richardson.
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Genus Stricklandia. (Billings.)

Stricklandia, (Billings) Canadian Naturalist and Geologist, Vol.4, p. 434, April, 1859.

Rennsel^kia, (Hall) pars. Twelfth Annual Report of the Regents of the State of New
York, p. 39, October, 1859.

This genus was proposed by me, in the work above cited, to include

such shells as those known in England under the names of Pentamerus

lens, P. liratus, and P. loevis. They differ from Pentamerus in having

the valves usually sub-equal, and no longitudinal septa or triangular

chamber in the interior of the dorsal valve. Both valves have an area,

but in the dorsal it is usually linear, or only slightly exceeding the thick-

ness of the substance of the shell in height. The ventral valve has usually

a concave mesial sinus more or less developed, and the dorsal valve a

mesial fold corresponding thereto. The hinge line in some of the species,

such as in S. loevis and iS. microeameruSy have the hinge line straight and

much extended.

Among the brachiopoda found in the limestone nodules of Point L^vis

there are two species which have all the internal characters of this genus.

The form is also the same, except that in one of them, S. AracJme, the

area of the ventral valve is so much developed as to give the whole shell

the external appearance of an Orthis. It has, however, the mesial fold

and sinus, and the shell exhibits a tendency to vary, by the extension of

the middle of the front margin, which is also a pecuharity of the typical

species. De Verneuil has described in the Geology of Russia, vol. 2, p.

129, PI. 2, fig. 1 a-g, a species vmder the name of Spirifer Tcheffkini,

which appears to me to be a Stricklandia , and to stand between S. Arachne

and S. brevis. The surfaee is reticulated in nearly the same way, and the

form (in a general sense,) is similar, with the exception that the ventral

area is very slightly developed, or almost linear. Judging from the exter^

nal characters alone, for the interior is not described, I should say that S.

Tcheffkini belongs to Stricklandia. Should this surmise turn out to be

well-founded, then these three : S. Arachne, S. Tcheffkini, and S. brevis

will fonn a very complete series, leading to S. lens, S. Gaspcnsis and

others, which constitute the bulk of the genus. I strongly suspect that

Carrierella Calcifera should be referred to Stncklandia.
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Stricklandia ? Arachne. (N. sp.)

Fig. 77. Fig. 78.

Fig. *I1.— Stricklandia Arachne ; a, ventral view; h, side view; c, ventral valve of

another specimen of a somewhat different form
; </, interior of c. All these figures en-

larged two diameters.

Fig. 78.

—

SI Arethusa; c, interior of a portion of the ventral valve; b, interior of

part of the dorsal valve.

Description.—Semi-elliptical or sub-rhomboidal, hinge line equal to or

greater than the width of the shell ; sides converging towards the front, and

either straight or gently convex ; front margin rounded, or with a por-

tion in the middle straight. Ventral valve strongly convex, sub-pyramidal,

greatest elevation a little in front of the beak ; a faint mesial sinus along

the middle, not reaching the beak ; area rather large, slightly concave,

forming an angle of about 100° with the plane of the lateral margin

;

foramen triangular, its width at the base equal to the height. Dorsal

valve depressed, convex, with an obscure mesial elevation ; area about one-

fourth the size of that of the ventral valve ; foramen open to the beak.

Surface with obscurely rounded ribs, five or six in the width of one line,

these are separated by fine, sharp furrows, and crossed by distinct concen-

tric striae, from six to eight in the width of one line, giving to the surface

a reticulated appearance.

The largest specimen seen is 3 lines wide and 2 lines in length.

In the interior of the ventral valve there is a small triangular chamber

beneath the beak, supported by a short mesial septum. In the interior of

the dorsal valve there is no mesial septum.

Locality and Formation.—Point L^vis ; in the upper part of limestone

No. 2, Quebec group.

Collectors.—Sir W. E. Logan, J. Richardson.

Stricklandia Arethusa. (N. sp.)

Fig. 78. a, h.

Description.—Of this species we have only discovered some fragments,

but these are quite sufficient to show that it is distinct from any that has

been heretofore described. The form appears to be semi-elliptical, both
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valves moderately convex ; the hinge line straight and sometimes two

inches wide ; surface smooth. The area of the ventral valve is about one

line in height at the beak ; The foramen triangular, and about as wide as

it is high. In the interior there is a small triangular chamber just in front

of the foramen, with an obtuse tooth on each side. The area of the dorsal

valve is somewhat smaller than that of the ventral, and the foramen is

nearly of the same size. In front of the foramen there are two indistinct

ovate muscular impressions, one on each side of the median line, with a

sUghtly developed mesial septum between them. These scars are longitu-

dinally striated, and there are some faint indications of subdivision of

each. They, no doubt, represent the two pairs of occlusor scars of the

generality of the brachiopoda.

The specimens are silicified, and were procured by dissohdng nodules of

limestone in hydrochloric acid. Several of the fragments obtained in this

way show that all the front half of both valves is very thin and fragile,

and that in one, most probably the ventral valve, there is a shallow rounded

mesial sinus, with a corresponding elevation in the dorsal. This species

appears to be allied to Stricklandia (Pentamerus) microcamerus (M'Coy),

and appears to be preserved in the same way, ^. e., only the parts around

the beak and hinge line remaining. I have specimens of what appear to

be portions of the two valves of M' Coy's species, and although the two

seem to be closely alhed, yet ours has the muscular impressions in the

dorsal valve much larger.

Locality and Formation.—Point L^vis ; in the upper part of limestone

No. 2, Quebec group.

Collectors.—Sir W. E. Logan, J. Richardson.

«

GASTEROPODA.

Genus Metoptoma. (Phillips.)

In my paper on the fossils of Point L^vis, in the Canadian Naturalist

and Geologist, vol. 5, these shells were referred to Patella, and afterwards

to Capulus : I tliink it more probable that they belong to Metoptoma. A
number of other undescribed species are known to me in the Lower

Silurian rocks of Canada.

Metoptoma Melissa. (N. sp.)

Description.—Shell obliquely conical, the base uniformly broad oval, a

little narrower at the front than at the posterior margin, tapering from the
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base upwards to the apex, which in the cast is acute, erect and situated at

about one-third the length from the anterior margin. Surface unknown.

Length of the specimen at the base, 9 hues ; width, 8 hues ; height,

Si lines.

Locality and Formation.—Point L^vis. In hmestone No. 2, Quebec

group.

Collectors.—J. Richardson, R. Bell.

Metoptoma Hyrie. (N. sp.)

Ctrtodonta.—(Billings.) Canadian Naturalist and Geologist, vol. 5, p. 201.

a b

Fig. 79.

Fig. ?9.

—

Metoptoma Hyrie.—a, View of the upper side ; b, side view.

Description.—This species is almost identical with M. Nycteis, described

and figured at page 37, 38, of this series of papers. The only difference

is that the beak is incurved down nearly to the plane of the lateral mar-

gin, whereas in M. Nycteis it is elevated about two-thirds the whole height.

The form is an uniform oval, narrowed to an acutely rounded point at the

beak ; sides gently convex
;
posterior margin broadly rounded

;
greatest

width about the middle, or a little nearer the beak. On a side view the

outline is nearly regularly arched from the beak to the front, the greatest

height being a little nearer the beak than the mid-length. Surface un-

known.

Length of large specimen, 21 Imes ; width, 14 lines ; height, 9 lines.

The specimens vary somewhat in their proportions.

Locality and Formation.— Point L^vis ; in limestone No. 2, Quebec

group.

Collectors.—Sir W. E. Logan, J. Richardson, R. Bell, T. Weston.
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Metoptoma Orphyne. (N. sp.)

Description.—This species, like 31. Melissa., is almost completely con-

ical, but more obtuse. The base is oval, slightly more narrowed in front

than behind. Apex erect, acute, and a little in advance of the centre.

The surface of the cast exhibits eight or nine shallow concave undulations

running round the shell, parallel with the plane of the base, each about

one line wide.

Length, 12 lines ; width, about 9 lines ; height, 8 lines.

Locality and Formation.—Point Levis ; in limestone No. 2, Quebec

group.

Collector.—R. Bell.

Metoptoma Augusta. (N. sp.)

Description.—Shell irregularly conical, the anterior side flattened, and

the posterior rounded. Apex a little in advance of the middle, and appa-

rently a little curved backwards. The flattened anterior side gives to this

species the aspect of a large Calceola. The front margin is not preserved,

but appears to have been nearly straight, the sides gently convex, and

posterior margin broadly rounded. Surface unknown.

Length, li inches ; width, H inches ; height, 13 lines.

I am not quite sure that this is a symmetrical species. Only about half

of the specimen is preserved, and the flat anterior side does not appear to

be at a right angle to the longitudinal axis of the shell.

Locality and Formation.—Point L^vis ; in limestone No. 2, Quebec

group.

Collector.—T. Weston.

Metoptoma Venillia. (N. sp.)

Fig. 80.

Fig. Q^.—Metoptoma Venillia.—Side view.

81.

—

M anomala.'—a, Side view; ft, view of the upper side.
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Description.—Conical ; base ovate ; uniformly rounded at the sides and

posterior margin slightly narrowed from the middle to the front. Apex

nearly central, situated a little in advance of the middle. Surface of the

cast vertically marked with obscure concave furrows about one line wide.

Length of base, 9 lines ; width, 8 lines ; height, 11 lines.

This species has nearly the form of M. Melissa, but it can be easily re-

cognised even in fragments by its sulcated surface. The furrows run from

near the apex straight to the base.

Locality and Formation.—Point L^vis ; in limestone Nos. 1 and 2,

Quebec group.

Collectors.—E,. Bell, J. Richardson.

Metoptoma anomala. (N. sp.)

Fig. 81. a, b.

Description.—The base of this species is oblong and pentagonal, one

extremity, supposed to be the anterior, straight, and at a right angle to

the sides, the latter nearly straight or gently concave, and parallel or

nearly so for two-thirds the length ; when, forming an obtusely rounded

angle, they converge to meet in a rounded point in the middle of the

posterior extremity. The apex is situated at about one-third the length

from the posterior margin, and from this point the anterior portion of the

shell is roof-shaped, obtusely carinated, and descending with a flat slope to

the sides. On a side view, the outline ascends to the apex with a straight

slope, at an angle of about 45° with the plane of the lateral margin ; from

the apex forwards it descends with a concave slope for half the whole

height, and, just before reaching the anterior margin, becomes parallel

with the base. Surface unknown.

Length 8 lines ; width 5 lines ; height at the apex 3 lines ; height at

front margin 1| lines.

Locality and Formation.—Point L^vis ; in hmestone No. 2, Quebec

group.

Collectors.—J. Richardson, R. Bell.
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Pleurotomaria vagrans. (N. sp.)

Fig. 82.

Fig, 82.—-Pleurotcmaria vagrans.—View of the upper side ; a, transverse sec-

tion of the spire. In the principal figure, the band is too wide.

Description.—Discoidal ; spire nearly flat ; whorls four or five, slender,

gradually increasing in size, on the upper side gently and nearly uniformly

convex, a narrow spiral band on the outer edge which is obtusely angular

;

outside of whorls gently convex ; lower side narrowly rounded along the

middle , umbihcus wide, extending to the apex. The last whorl is sepa-

rated from the others, and produced singly to a length of four or five

inches, gradually losing its curvature as it increases in length. Surface

with fine striae, and a few obscure undulations curving backwards from the

suture outwards. Width of the uncoiled portion of the spire when

consisting of four whorls, 15 fines ; width of outer whorl 3i fines ; width

of last whorl at four inches from the spire, 5 lines ; depth about 4 fines.

Locality and Formation.—Pomt L()vis ; in limestone No. 2, Quebec

group.

Collectors.—Sir W. E. Logan, J. Richardson, R. BeU.
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Pleurotomaria Postumia. (N. sp.)

Description.—Discoidal ; spire varying from gently convex to flat, or

even a little concave ; whorls five or six, very slender, very slightly

convex on the upper side; outer edge very acute and a little turned

upwards ; outer and lower side gently convex and forming an angle of

from 60° to 80° with the upper side ; lower side rounded, and sometimes

obtusely carinated along the middle ; umbilicus very wide, extending to

the apex. Surface unknown.

Width of a specimen of six whorls 18 lines; width of last whorl 3
lines ; depth about the same.

Locality and Formation.—Point Levis ; in limestone No. 2. Also, at

Phillipsburgh in limestone of the same age. Quebec group.

Collectors.—Sir W. E. Logan, R. Bell, Dr. J. B. Farnsworth.

CEPHALOPODA.

Orthoceras Autoltcus. (N. sp.)

Description.—Section circular, tapering at the rate of about 1| lines to

the inch. Septa moderately concave, from eight to ten in one inch.

Siphuncle about one line in diameter, marginal, m contact with the shell.

This species is common, but always found in fragments. It appears to

be about 1 foot in length, and 1^ inches in diameter at the larger extremity.

It is slightly curved, as are most of the Orthoceratites in the Chazy and

Calciferous formations. The siphuncle is small and lateral, in contact with

the shell on the side of the convex curvature. The chamber of habitation

seems to be deep, for in a small specimen only 7 lines in diameter it is 1

inch in length, and, besides this, a portion seems to be broken away. The

larger extremity exhibits a number of broad, shallow annulations, which

cross the shell obhquely, and in some specimens seem to be interrupted on

the side of the convex curve. Surface markings of shell unkno\>Ti.

Locality and Formation.—Point L^vis ; in limestone No. 2. Quebec

group.

Collectors.—Sir W. E. Logan, J. Richardson, R. Bell.
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CRUSTACEA.

Genus Shumardia. (N. gen.)

Creneric Characters.—Head semicircular, with a convex, sub-cylindrical

glabella ; no eyes visible in the only species known. Pygidium about as

large as the head, with a prominent cylindro-conical axis ; side lobes and

axis more or less distinctly ribbed. Thorax unknown.

The only species of this genus known to me is a minute trilobite, evi-

dently allied to the genus Agnostus, from which it differs in having the

pygidium regularly ribbed like an Asaphus or Calymene.

This genus is dedicated to the eminent American palaeontologist and

geologist, Dr. B. F. Shumard.

Shumardia granulosa. (N. sp.)

Fig. 83.

Fig. 83.

—

Shumardia granulosa, enlarged four diameters, a, the head ; b, the

pygidium.

Description.— Minute, ovate. Head nearly semicircular, length a

little more than half the width, strongly convex. Glabella irregularly

sub-cylindrical, broadly rounded in front, three-fourths the whole length

of the head, with a large tubercle on each side at the anterior extremity,

and a very minute one on each side next to the neck furrow, the latter

extending all across. Dorsal furrows on each side of the glabella very

deep, and angular at the bottom as far as the large anterior tubercles

;

around these and the front of the glabella, not so deep, yet still distinctly

defined. From the middle of the front of the glabella, a well defined

angular furrow runs straight forward to the middle of the anterior margin

of the head. In the bottom of this furrow there appears to be a small

triangular tubercle, which gives to the glabella, in some specimens, but

not in all, the appearance of having a projecting angular pomt in the

middle of its front margin. The two large tubercles mentioned seem to

be simply a lateral expansion of the anterior one-fourth of the glabella,

making its width at this place one-third greater than it is at the mid-length.
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•The neck segment is well defined and prominent. Cheeks exceedingly

convex, most elevated along the middle or along a line half way between

the glabella and the margin. The neck furrow extends all across the

cheeks at the posterior margin.

Pygidium semi-oval, narrowly rounded behind, very convex, about as

wide as the head, but one-third longer ; axis acutely conical, strongly

convex about three-fourths the whole length and a little less than one-third

of the whole width, well defined all round by the dorsal furrows. The

axis is divided into six segments, the anterior of which is subdivided by a

small furrow which runs across it and extends into the anterior segment of

the side-lobes. In the side-lobes there are five segments, the last one

sometimes obscurely defined : these do not extend quite to the margin.

Surface of both head and pygidium covered with small granular tuber-

cles, more distinctly developed in some individuals than in others. Some

specimens of the pygidium have a space all round the margin smooth.

Length of head about 1 line ; width about If lines. Length of

pygidium 1^ lines. These measurements refer to the largest specimens

seen. Li many the proportional length and width difier a little from the

above.

The pygidium and head have never been seen in connection, but several

of each occur together in the same small specimen of stone, and it seems

therefore almost certain that they belong to each other.

Locality and Formation.—Point Levis. Li the thin-bedded limestone

interstratified in the graptoUtic slates, Quebec group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

Genus Endtmion. (N. gen.)

G-enerie Characters.— In the only species of this genus at present

known, the head is semi-oval and convex
;
glabella ovate, convex, with a

large elongate, oval tubercle on each side. The facial suture appears to

terminate at the posterior angle or just outside of it, and running forward

to cut the anterior margin on a line passing through the middle of the

cheek, parallel with the longitudinal axis of the body. On this point,

however, there is yet some doubt, as the moveable cheek has not been

seen, and what appears to be the facial suture may be a fracture. Thorax

distinctly trilobed ; axis convex ; side-lobes flat ; six or seven segments

;

the pleurae with a well-defined groove crossing them diagonally outwards

and downwards. Pygidium semi-oval, distinctly trilobed, with the axis

and side-lobes divided into segments by well defined furrows.



This genus is allied to both Trinudeas and Ampyx. From the former

it differs in the absence of the punctured border of the head ; from the

latter, in the form of the glabella, which has a large tubercle on each side,

and is destitute of a rostrum.

Endymion Meeki. (N. sp.)

Fig. 84.

Fig. Q^.-—Endymion Meeki, enlarged two diameters.

Description.—Broad oval ; length to width about as 5 is to 4. Head

transversely semi-oval
;
glabella convex, depressed semi-cylindrical in the

posterior half of the length, then expanding to twice the width of the

neck-segment, front obtusely rounded
;
glabellar furrows represented by

two obscure indentations on each side, of which one is situated at about

the mid-length, and the other half-way between this and the neck-segment.

Neck furrow extending all across. Neck segment convex, and well defined.

On each side of the glabella there is an elongated fusiform lateral lobe or

large tubercle, separated from the main body of the glabella by the dorsal

furrows, which are moderately deep. These lateral lobes are also sepa-

rated from the cheeks by a furrow distinctly defined, but broader than the

dorsal furrows. The anterior extremities of the lobes are acute, and situ-

ated on a line drawn across the glabella at about one-fourth of the length

from the front margin thereof. The posterior extremities are a Httle tnmca-

ted by the neck furrow. The glabella is about four-fifths the whole length

of the head. The cheeks are moderately tumid, and crossed at the base

by the neck furrow, which runs nearly out to the posterior angle, and then

seems to turn forward as if it were continued all round the head.

Thorax distinctly trilobed, with six segments visible in the specimen, it

remaining doubtful whether or not there is a seventh situated where a

fracture crosses the body, just behind the first segment next the head.

Axis of thorax semi-cylindrical, very convex, a little wider in the middle

than at the extremities ; less than one-tliird the whole width of the body.

Side lobes, as far as seen, flat. Pleural groove crossing the pleurae out-

wards and downwards in the outer tliird of the length, gradually becoming

parallel with the posterior side, and then curving slightly forwards.



Pygidlum semi-oval, apparently about one-third the length of the head

;

the axis convex, acutely conical, and of five segments. Side-lobes flat,

with three obscure furrows, which do not reach the margin. The pygidium

seems to have a smooth border abruptly turned down all round, but this

remains doubtful. Surface smooth. About the middle of the glabella

there is a small rounded tubercle.

Length of specimen, 5 lines. Width at posterior margin of head, about

4 lines. Length of head, 2i lines. Length of thorax. If lines. Length

of pygidium, about 1 line.

In the specimen, the glabella and the whole of the left cheek are very

perfect. A fracture crosses the thorax, just behind the first segment, and

it is barely possible that in this place there was a segment which is not

preserved. My own impression is, that there are only six segments. The

axis is perfect, except at the fracture. The left side lobe is also perfect,

•with the exception of the ends of the pleurae, where some obscurity exists.

The right cheek, the greater part of the right side of the thorax and py-

gidium, are not preserved.

This species is dedicated to the excellent American palaeontologist, Mr.

F. B. Meek.

Locality and Formation.—Point Levis ; in the upper part of limestone

No. 2, Quebec group.

Collectors.—Sir W. E. Logan, J. Richardson.

HOLOMETOPUS AnGELINI. (N. sp.)

Fig. 85.

Fig. 85.

—

Holometopus jingelini.—a, Side view of head ; b, a nearly perfect head.

Description.—Head semicircular, moderately convex, length about equal

to half the width. Glabella five-sixths of the length of the head, narrow,

and depressed cylindrical, with the sides parallel to the posterior half, then

gradually enlarging to twice the width at the front, which is broadly

rounded ; anterior angles of glabella rather obscure, but apparently acute-

ly rounded. The sides of the glabella are separated from the cheeks by

the deep dorsal furrows, which are obscurely angular at the bottom and

wide above ; they extend as far as the anterior angles, but do not run

round the front. Cheeks tumid; eyes small, apparently crescentiform,

situated about their own diameter from the posterior margin, and about the
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same distance from the side of the glabella. Neck furrow extending all

across the base of the glabella. The facial suture in its course in front of

the eye at first curves a little outwards and then forwards, cutting the an-

terior margin of the head on a line drawn parallel with the longitudinal

axis of the body, a little outside of the eye. Surface smooth.

Length of head of largest specimen seen, about 2| lines. Length of

glabella, 2| lines. Width of head, 5|- lines. Diameter of the eye, | of a

line.

The posterior angles and margin of the head are not preserved.

This species closely resembles IT. Umbatus (Angelin), but that species

has the anterior angles of the glabella broadly, instead of acutely rounded.

Locality/ and Formation.—Point L^vis ; in the upper part of limestone

No. 2, Quebec group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

4.

—

New jSpecies of Fossils from different parts of the Lower, Middle

and Upper Silurian Rocks of Canada.

ScoLiTHus Canadensis. (N. sp.)

Description.—This species consists of numerous cylindrical or irre-

gularly prismatic stems, (or rather the cavities in the rock once occupied

by such stems,) from one to two Unes in diameter, and from one to six

inches in length, and either straight, or more or less curved. In some

specimens several of the stems are in contact with each other, and when

this is the case and the stems have an angular shape they very much
resemble the coral Tetradium. The larger stems are more often straight

than the smaller. The true Scolithas linearis is generally larger, and the

stems straight and parallel with each other. I have seen no specimens of

that species in our Canadian rocks, although it does occur in the lowest red

sandstone in Labrador, on the north shore of the straits of Belle Isle ; to

which place our survey has extended. In the Canadian species the indi-

viduals are usually irregularly scattered through the rock, lying in all

directions.

Locality and Formation.—Townships of Landsdo^vne and Bastard, Ste.

Genevieve Island, near Ste. Anne, Bcauharnois, and at various other

localities in the upper part of the Potsdam formation. I have also col-

lected this species on the east side of Snake Mountain, in Vermont.

Collectors.—Sir W. E. Logan, A. Murray, J. Richardson, R. Bell, E.

Bilhngs.
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Pal^ophtcus Beverletensis (N. sp.)

Fig. 86.

Fig. 86. Palceophycus Beverleyensis.

Description.—In this species the stems are in general from two to 2J

lines in thickness, cylindrical or sub-angular, and either straight or more

or less curved, crowded together in great profusion on the surface of the

strata, and crossing each other in all directions. The stems appear to be

simple, or not branched, throughout their whole length, but upon this point

there is some doubt, as occasionally two or more may be seen joining in

such a manner that they suggest the idea of branching, although it cannot

be distmctly ascertamed. It is at all events certain that where a stem is

well preserved and stands out in fuU relief, no appearance of division can

be seen. It is only where they are closely crowded together that they

seem to be subdivided. Some of the stems can be traced a length of 6

or 8 inches, and they retain the same thickness throughout. They appear

to have been long, slender, soft marine plants, which by some cause were

thrown down upon the surface of the strata in tangled masses, and there

petrified.

On comparmg this species with P. congregatus (see p. 3) the difierence

can be seen at the first glance. In that species the stems vary greatly in

thickness, and are generally crooked, instead of gracefully curved.

Locality and Formation.—Near Beverley in the townsliip of Bastard.

In the upper part of the Potsdam sandstone, associated with Lingula acu-

minata, Ophileta compacta, Pleurotomaria Laurentina, and fragments of

small Orthoceratites.

Collectors.—B.. Murray, R. Bell.
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PALiEOPHYCUS FUNICULUS. (N. Sp.)

Description.—This species consists of long, slender, cylindrical wire-

like stems, about IJ lines in thickness, gently curved and sparsely scat-

tered about the surface of the strata. Sometimes they are found in

considerable numbers lying across each other, but never in such dense

reticulating layers as those formed by P. Beverleyensis and P. Beauhar-

noisensis. Single stems one foot or more are often seen without any others

near them, and being, when not distorted by pressure, very nearly cylin-

drical, they somewhat resemble a round, smooth crinoidal column.

Locality and Formation.—Edwardstown, near Norton's Creek Mill, in

the County of Napierville. Calciferous formation. It also occurs near

L'Orignal, in the County of Prescott, in loose slabs.

Collectors.^—3 . Richardson, E. Billings.

PALiEOPHYCUS OBSCUKUS. (N. Sp.)

Description.—This species consists of cylindrical, rod-like stems, usually

from i to I of an inch in thickness. They are usually straight, and found

in broken pieces from 3 to 12 inches in length, being most common in the

thin beds of shale between the strata of hmestone. They are sometimes

more or less crooked, but never, so far as I have observed, gracefully

curved. They very much resemble in size and form P. tubularis (Hall),

Pal. N.Y., vol. i., pi. 2, fig. 1, and may possibly be the same species.

At present I think them difierent, and propose to name them as above,

provisionally.

Locality and Formation.—City of Ottawa. In the Trenton limestone.

Collectors.—J. Richardson, E. Billings.

Pal^ophycus Beauhaknoisensis. (N. sp.)

Description.— This species is evidently alUed to P. Beverleyensis,

differing therefrom principally in the greater size and more rigid aspect of

the stems. These vary in thickness from 1 to 4 lines, but the most

common size is from 2 to 3 lines. They are either straight or slightly

curved, nearly cylindrical, somewhat angular, often with one or more deep

longitudinal grooves. They cover large surfaces of the rock, crossing

each other at all angles. Some of the stems can be traced to a length of

two feet. They often appear to be somewhat flattened, and show some

indications of branching at an acute angle.

Locality and Formation.—Beauharnois. Calciferous sandrock.

Collectors.—Sir W. E. Logan, J. Richardson.



Genus Licrophycus. (N. gen.)

Generic Characters.—Composed of numerous elongated sub-cylindrical

stems springing from a common root, the stems either remaining single or

sending off branches at an acute angle.

The genus ButhotrepMs (Hall) should, I think, be confined to those

fucoids which consist of a central principal stem, more or less branched

above, as in B. antiquata, B. subnodosa, &c. The species which form

tufts consisting of a number of stems rising from a single root, appear to

be sufficiently different to constitute a distinct genus.

Licrophycus Ottawaensis. (N. sp.)

Pig. 87.

Pig. 87.

—

Licrophycits Oitawaensis.

Description.—This species consists of elongated slender flexible stems,

springing from a common root, and dividing into numerous branches, which

are given off at a very acute angle. The stems are from 1^ to 2 lines in
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thickness, and gently curved from the centre outwards, forming a tuft

from 4 to 8 inches m height and about the same in the greatest width.

In the best preserved specimen observed, the original stem is cylindrical,

and about 4 lines in thickness at the base, where it is broken off. At IJ

inches ia height, it is 9 lines in diameter, and here consists of a bundle of

from 20 to 30 stems closely aggregated into one solid cylindrical mass.

The stems then separate and curve gracefully outwards, forming a tuft 7

inches wide at the height of 4 inches. The length of the whole is about

T inches. The stems have a smooth sub-cylindric aspect, and appear to

have been of a succulent or soft structure, so that, when thrown down and

buried in the sediment, they were pressed and partly blended into each

other.

This is a very striking, easily recognized, and persistent species. Speci-

mens from Ottawa, where it is most abundant, may be identified at the

first glance with those from Peterboro.

Locality and Formation.—City of Ottawa, Peterboro, and Belleville.

Trenton limestone.

Collectors.—E. Billings, M. Rogers.

LiCROPHTCUS MINOR. (N. Sp.)

Fig. 88.

Fig. 88.

—

Licrophycus minor.

Description.—In this species the stems are about one line in thickness,

branchmg at an acute angle, straight or curved. Length, 3 or 4 inches

;

width, across the whole tuft, from 1^ to 2 inches. It is closely alHed to

L. Ottawaensis, but is much smaller, and in general the branches are

straighter, and appear to have been of a more firm consistence, as they

are not so much compressed.

Locality and Formation.—City of Ottawa ; in the Trenton limestone.

Collector.—E. Billings.
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Lyckophycus Hudsonicxjs. (N. sp.)

Description.—This species forms large fan-shaped tufts one foot wide,

consisting of long, branched, cylindrical, usually much curved stems from

2 to 3 lines in thickness. It resembles L. Ottwaensis, but difiFers in the

greater flexibility of the stems, the effect of which is to produce wide

straggling expansions instead of compact tufts.

Locality and Formation.—Manitouwaning Bay, Lake Huron ; in the

upper part of the Hudson River group.

Collector.—R. Bell.

LiCROPHYCUS HiLTONENSIS. (N. Sp.)

Description.—This species consists of numerous sub-cylindrical straight

or curved stems, which spring from a common root, and are many times

branched above. The original stem divides close to the root into several

branches, each of which as it increases in length gives off new branches

at an acute angle, the new ones suddenly becoming of the thickness of the

old ; the latter usually more or less curved. The stems are in general

about half an inch in thickness. At five inches from the base fourteen

stems can be counted in one specimen on the surface of the rock, occupy-

ing a width of seven inches. The length of this group is nine inches.

This species closely resembles JB. succulens (Hall), Pal. N. Y. vol. 1,

PI. 22, fig. 2a, but the stems are twice the size. The species figured on

PI. 21 of the same work as an undetermined Palaeophycus appears to be

a fragment of this species.

Locality and Formation.—Near Hilton Village, Island of St. Joseph,

Lake Huron. Black River and base of the Trenton.

Collectors.—A. Murray, R. Bell.

RusoPHYCUS Grenvillensis. (N. sp.)

Description.—This species is found in the form of irregular oblong-ovate

(»• depressed hemispherical masses, one end usually divided into two parts

by a furrow of more or less depth. The whole mass is generally crossed

by numerous undulating wrinkles, which have a direction transverse to

that of the furrow. The more common dimensions are from 3 to 4 inches

in length, and from 2| to 3^ in width, but occasionally specimens occur

much larger and also smaller. One of these is 9^ inches by 5^, and in
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addition to the principal groove exhibits two or three other obscure farrows

on each side. This may constitute a distinct species.

This curious fossil is evidently generically identical with that figured by

Prof. Hall in the 2nd vol. Pal. N. Y., PI. 9, under the name of Rusophy-

cus bilobatus, but differs therefrom specifically in being proportionally

shorter, while the furrow does not run the whole length, as it does in the

Clinton species.

Locality and Formation.—Head of the Grenville Canal ; in the Chazy

sandstone.

Collector.—Sir W. E. Logan.

ZOOPHYTA.

Petkaia aperta. (N. sp.)

Fig. 89. Fig. 90.

Fig. 89.

—

Petraia aperta.—a, Side view ; 6, interior of cup.

90.—P angulata.—a and b, Two views of this species.

Description.—Corallum simple, turbinate, short, widely expanding; cup

deep, broadly concave in the bottom, with a distinct septal fossette on one

side. Radiating septa from 100 to 150. Surface with a few annulations

of growth, and finely marked with the longitudinal septal striae, of which

there are from 5 to 7 in the width of one line. The specimens are from

4 to 6 lines in height, and from 8 to 12 Imes in width at the margin.

Depth of the cup about half the height. The pomt of attachment is very

nearly central.

In the 1st vol. of the Paleontology of New York, PI. 12, Prof. Hall

has figured two species mider the name of Streptelasma profunda. It is

possible that the specimen represented by his fig. 4, on the plate quoted,

may be an individual of this species, but the figure does not exliibit any

indications of a cup, or any external characters to prove that it belongs to

this genus, or indeed that it is a coral at all. The other five figures are

sections of a species of Petraia. He describes P. p>roftmda as having

the cup extending nearly to the base of the coral, and having from 36 to

60 radiating septa. In the Black River limestone in Canada, there is a
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species wliich agrees very well with Prof. Hall's description, but it is de-

cidedly distinct from the one for which I now propose the name P. aperta.

This latter has over 100 radiating septa.

Locality/ and Formation.—Paquette Rapids, on the river Ottawa;

Black River limestone.

Collector.—E. Billings.

Petraia angulata. (N. sp.)

Fig. 90, a, b.

Description.—Of this species we have only three small specimens. They

are irregularly conical, moderately curved, expanding from an acute point

to a width of seven lines at a height of about eight lines, acutely angu-

lated on the side opposite the concave curve. Surface with a few obscure

annulations of growth, and besides engirdled with numerous smaller ob-

scure lines, from four to six in one line. The cup appears to be about

four lines deep in a specimen eight hnes in length. There appear to be

three or four septal striae on the outside in the width of one hne. The

specimens bemg imbedded in stone, the number of the septa cannot be

ascertained.

The distinctive character of this species consists m its acutely angular

shape.

Locality and Formation.—West end of Anticosti ; Hudson River group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

Petraia pygmea. (N. sp.)

Fig. 91. Fig. 92.

Fig. 91.

—

Petraia pygmea.—A small slab of limestone with several specimens

of this species, with some other fossils, imbedded in its surface.

92.

—

P lutuscula.—a, Side view ;
b, longitudinal section.
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Deseription.—Yerj small, elongate, conical, slender, slightly curved,

often in more than one direction ; radiating septa alternating in size, about

fourteen of the larger with an equal number of the smaller, at the mar^
of individuals of the average size. Surface with a few obscure undulations

of growth. Cup moderately deep.

Length, from 3 to 4 lines ; width of the cup at the margin, about 1

line ; depth of the cup, from i to I of a line.

This little species occurs in immense numbers in the Middle Silurian on

the Island of Anticosti.

Locality and Formation.—Challoupe River, Anticosti ; division 4,

Middle Silurian.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

Petraia latuscula. (N. sp.)

Fig. 92, a, b.

Description.—Corallum of medium size, short, turbinate, nearly straight

slightly curved towards the base, expanding to a width of from 8 to 10

lines in a length of from 5 to 8 lines, then becoming cylindrical or nearly

so. Cup rather deep. Radiating septa, as indicated by the external

markings, about 50. Surface with a few obscure imdulations of growth

;

the longitudinal striae representing the septa are usually obscure, but in

some specimens distinctly marked.

The most abundant specimens are from 5 to 10 lines in length, and from

8 to 10 lines in width at the margin. In one specimen 13 lines in length,

the width of the cup is 10 lines and the depth 5 lines.

Locality and Formation.—The Jumpers, Anticosti ; division 4. Mid-

dle Silurian.

Collector.—J. Richardson.
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Zaphrentis Canadensis. (N. sp.)

Petraia Canadensis.—Report on the Geology of Canada, now in the press,

p. 2U8, fig. 205.
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Fig. 93.

Fig. 93.

—

Zaphrentis Canadensis.—a, side view ; b, longitudinal section, shewing

the form of the cup and internal structure; c, transverse section

of one half of a specimen just above the bottom of the cup.

Description.— Corallum turbinate, more or less curved, often nearly

straight, expanding to a width of from 1 inch to li- inches in a height of

3 or 4 inches. Cup from | to 1 inch in depth, the bottom flat or irregu-

larly convex, and its width (at the bottom) equal to three-quarters of the

whole diameter. Radiating septa at the margin of the cup in a specimen 3i
inches in length and \ inch in diameter, about 150, alternating in size.

In the same specimen, the radiating septa close to the bottom of the cup

extend inwards 2 lines from the outer wall, the latter being 1 line in

thickness. In a longitudinal polished section, all the central portion is

seen to be filled by transverse diaphragms, three or four in two lines.

Surface with a few obscure undulations of growth, and, when worn, with

distinct septal striae.

The specimens are numerous, and vary in their length, diameter, and

amount of curvature ; some are strongly curved in the lower, and straight

in the upper half. The septal fossette has not been observed, and it is
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therefore doubtful whether or not it belongs to the genus. Young speci-

mens I of an inch in length, and also the smaller extremities of the adult,

are destitute of transverse diaphragms.

This species in its external characters verj much resembles Petraia

rustica (Billings), Report for 1857, and is found associated with it in the

same beds. The internal structure at once shows it to be distinct. I

referred it to the genus Petraia, and it is figured under that name in the

work cited at the head of this description, judging it to be distinct from

P. rustica on account of the form of the cup ; but since that part of the

work was printed I have had specimens spHt by a lapidary, and find that

it more probably belongs to Zaphrentis.

Locality and Formation.—Drummond Island, Lake Huron. Hudson

River group.

Collector.—A. Murray.

Amplexus cingulatus. (N. sp.)

Description.— Corallites very elongate, cylindrical, varying from 3 to

8 lines in diameter, annulated at various distances by prominent usually

sharp-edged rings of growth, with concave spaces between. Radiating

septa from 50 to 80, according to the size of the corallite, extending

inwards about one-sixth of the diameter. The inner area occupies full

five-sixths of the whole diameter ; the transverse septa or tabulae thin,

slightly undulating, from 5 to | of a line apart. Surface with about two

longitudinal septal striae in one line, the ridges between which are often

divided by a smaller stria.

The annulations are distant from each other from 2 to 14 lines, the most

common distance being about half an inch. They are usually sharjvedged,

but often in the younger corallites they are either obtusely rounded or

represented by mere enlargements of the diameter of various foims and

distances.

This species appears to be gregarious, as great numbers are found on

the same slabs of limestone, lying across each other in aU directions and

broken into fragments from 1 to 4 inches in length.

Locality and Formation.—Ance a la Barbe, Bay of Chaleurs. Middle

, Silurian.

Collector.—Sir W. E. Logan.
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Ptychophtllum Canadense. TN. sp.)

Description.—Corallum large, obtusely pedicillated, the base turbinated

for a height of one or two inches, then abruptly expandmg so as to form a

wide circular horizontal disc, from four to eight inches in diameter. Ra-
diating septa from eighty to one hundred. These are closely crowded

together at the centre of the fossil, but become more widely separated as

they recede towards the margin. At 2i inches from the centre in one

specimen they are 2i lines apart ; at four inches in another larger indivi-

dual they are 3| lines distant from each other. Judging from the cast of

a cup of this species, the septa must be elevated a little above the surface

of the disc ; the intervening spaces being slightly concave. In several

specimens the base, instead of sho-\ving an acute point of attachment, is

excavated into a cup-like cavity, | of an inch in depth. The central por-

tion of the upper side seems to be only slightly elevated above the general

surface of the widely expanded disc. The under side of a large specimen

which is somewhat worn is covered with numerous concentric flexuous

raised lines, three or four in the width of one line. In another it is smooth

as if protected by a dense epitheca.

Locality and Formation.—South-west point, Anticosti ; in division 4,

Middle Silurian. Associated with Pentamerus ohlongus.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

Cyathophyllum Pennanti. (N. sp.)

Description.—Forming large colonies from 2 inches to 2 feet in diame-

ter, consisting of long, slender, often straight corallites, 4 or 5 lines in di-

ameter. The young appear to bud from the side of the adult, and also in

some instances from the cup. The surface of the corallites is in general

somewhat smooth, but in colonies which have had a disturbed growth it is

more irregular, being annulated with obscure accretion ridges, and present-

ing occasional swellings or enlargements of the diameter. In some there

are a few lateral projections which connect the contiguous coraUites, as in

the genus Eridophyllum. In the transverse section there are seen about

60 radiating septa, one half of which seem to reach very nearly to the

centre. In the longitudinal section, the transverse diaphragms in the

central half form, with the radiating septa, a tissue of square or oblong

cells. In some places where the transverse diaphragms alone are visible,

the cells are greatly elongated horizontally. The outer vesicular area is

filled with oval or irregularly reniform cells, with curved sides, and some

acute angles, from 4 to 8 cells in the width of one line.
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This species must be closely allied to the well known C. articulatam of

the Upper Silurian rocks of Europe, but differs therefrom in not being so

strongly annulated, and in exhibiting a tendency to form connections be-

tween the corallites by the development of small radiciform projections, as

in the genus Eridopliyllam.

The colonies are large, and when split open, the long, slender, cylindri-

cal, and parallel corallites (which are always in contact with each other or

very nearly so,) present an aspect very like that of some species of De-

vonian corals from Canada West, such as Diphyphyllum arundinaceum.

Locality and Formation.—L'Anse a Gascon, Bay of Chaleurs : Middle

Silurian.

Collector.— Sir W. E. Logan.

Cyathophyllum Wahlenbergii. (N. sp.)

Description.—Corallum aggregate, growing in colonies one foot or more

in diameter ; composed of numerous long cyhndrical corallites, three or

four lines in diameter, and either closely crowded together or separated

from one to four lines. The young branch from the sides of the adult,

and are at first very slender, but reach the full size at a length of one or

two inches. The corallites are annulated with numerous irregular constric-

tions, often with sharp-edged elevations between. There appear to be

about 60 radiating septa, which do not quite reach the centre. In weath-

ered specimens the interseptal spaces are seen to be divided into oblong or

square cells by very thin transverse septa.

Resembles 0. articulatum (Wahlenberg), but is a smaller species. It

is larger, and more strongly annulated than C. jiexuosum (Lonsdale).

Locality and Formation.—East Point, Anticosti ; in division 3, Anti-

costi group, Middle Silurian.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

Cyathophyllum pelagicum. (N. sp.)

Description.—Corallum aggregate ; forming large colonies, from 6 to 15

inches in diameter, consisting of long slender cylindrical corallites, 3 or 4

lines in thickness, closely crowded together. Radiating septa about 60,

of an alternating size, the small reaching \ and the larger § tlie distance

from the outer wall to the centre. Central area about one-third the whole

diameter ; crossed by thin, often flexuous, transverse diaphragms, of which

there arc 2 or 3 in one line. The inner Avail is thin, and tlic radiating

septa seem to be abruptly terminated by it. The young coralhtcs bud from
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the side of the adult, and gradually attain their full size. Surface with

fine transverse striae of different sizes, usually five or six in one line,

crossed by obscure septal striae.

The inner wall is excessively thin, and in some individuals appears to be

absent altogether ; but in many it is distinctly visible. The size of the

inner area varies, as it does in all species of this genus, but in general it

is one-third the width of the corallite.

Locality and Fomation.—Becsie River Bay, Anticosti ; in Division 2,

Anticosti group, Middle Silurian.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

Cyathophyllum interruptum. (N. sp.)

Description.—Corallum apparently simple, turbinate, curved, gradually

expanding to a width of 1^ inches in a length of 5 inches; irregularly

anniilated by sudden constrictions and expansions of growth, from f to 1^

inches apart. The transverse section, where the diameter is 1^ inches,

shows about 120 radiating septa, which seem to reach half-way to the cen-

tre. On the outside, where the surface is a little worn, the septal striae

are well indicated, and the interseptal spaces divided into square compart-

ments by the transverse diaphragms. There are about 3 septal striae in

1 line. The cup appears to be about | of an inch deep, and at the bottom

about I the whole diameter of the fossil. The internal structure in the

longitudinal section cannot be made out in the specimens observed, being

obscured by crystallization.

This species somewhat resembles O. truncatum (Linnaeus), but is more

deeply annulated. The rings on the upper side project at about a right

angle from the side, sometimes ^ an inch, and gradually slope on the lower

side to the narrowest part of the next constriction below, so that the indi-

vidual is constructed as if several corallites had been set into each other.

Locality/ and Formation.—L'anse a le Barbe, Bay of Chaleurs, Middle

Silurian.

Collector.—Sir W. E. Logan.

Cyathophyllum Anticostiense. (N. sp.)

Description.—Corallum rather large, cylindro-turbinate, slightly curved

at the base. Cup irregularly conical, its depth about half the diameter of

the corallite ; the Avails thick ; the margin effuse or obtusely rounded, the

inner surface of the cup descending with a convex slope from the outer

edge inwards. In the longitudinal section the inner area is about one-third
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the whole diameter ; the tabulae thin, much undulated, three or four in the

width of one line ; the outer area filled with small cells, which curve up-

wards and outwards, the rows leaving the inner area at an angle of 45° or

somewhat less, and cuttmg the outer surface at an angle of from 60° to

90°, or thereabout. There are from 120 to 150 radiating septa, most of

which reach the inner area. In worn specimens the surface is stongly sul-

cated longitudinally by the septal striae, and the transverse walls of the

cells which fill the intermediate spaces are seen closely crowded together,

there being four or five in one line. They present the pecuhar zigzag ar-

rangement seen in most species of Heliophyllum.

In size this species resembles C. angustum (Lonsdale) , but in that spe-

cies the vesicular tissue forms on the surface, where seen in the interseptal

spaces, "regular square cells," whereas, in this, they form zigzag transverse

lines.

Length, from 4 to 8 inches. Diameter of cup, from 2 to 2| inches.

Locality and Formation.—South-west Point, Anticosti ; in Division 4,

Anticosti group. Middle Silurian.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

Cyathophyllum Euryone. (N. sp.)

Description.—Turbinate, curved at the base, expanding to a diameter

of one inch at the height of from one to one and a half inches, then be-

coming cylindrical ; radiating septa about one hundred ; cup with a flat or

gently convex bottom, which is in width about half the whole diameter
;

inner area full half the whole width, with flat or convex tabulae ; outer

area with the cells ascendino; in lines which meet the exterior at an ande

of about 45°
; the vesicles acutely oval, from one to one and a half lines

in length, with a thickness of one-third or one half a line. Surface, in a

worn specimen, strongly sulcated by the septal striae, of which there are

four or five in one line.

Of this species I have seen only one specimen, of which the length is

3 inches, and the diameter 1 inch.

It occurs in the same formation with O. Anticostiense^ but differs there-

from in the form of the cup, which has a flat bottom instead of being

conical ; and also in the greater diameter of the inner area.

Locality and Formation.—The Jumpers, Anticosti ; in Division 4, An-

ticosti group. Middle Silurian.

Collector.—J. llichardson.
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Cyathophyllum Eriphyle. (N. sp.)

Description.—Corallum simple , elongate , cylindro-turbinate, large . Cup

rather deep, conical. Inner area about one-third the whole diameter,

with the transverse septa well defined but undulating, in some places nearly

in contact, and in others separated from half a line to one hne or a little

more. Outer area with large acutely-lentiform cells sloping upwards and

outwards, from three to six hnes in length. Surface with a thin epitheca,

the edges of the septa shewing, as it were, through it, about one line

distant from each other, and often with what appear to be one or two

smaller septa between each two of the larger. There are also numerous

annulations of growth, of various sizes, the larger distant from four to

nine lines from each other, and each being slightly more prominent on its

upper than on its lower edge. Fine transverse annulating strise, from six

to eight in one line, are also visible where the surface is well preserved.

The radiating septa are not distinctly visible in the specimens, but they

appear to be about a line apart at the margin.

Length from 4 to 10 inches. Diameter from 2 to 2| inches.

This species differs from both 0. angustum and C. Anticostiense in the

greater size of the vesicles composing the internal structure.

Locality and Formation.—Anse a la Vieille, Bay of Chaleurs. Middle

Silurian.

Collector.—Sir W. E. Logan.

Cyathophyllum nymphale. (N. sp.)

Description.—Corallum turbinate, curved at the base, expanding to a

width of three inches in a length of two and a half. Cup shallow,

concave, with a small projection in the middle, indicating the inner area.

Radiating septa, as indicated by the sulci on the exterior, about one

hundred. Inner area well defined in the longitudinal polished section,

about one-sixth the whole diameter ; the tabulae very thin and numerous,

apparently five or six in one line. The outer area consists of an exceedingly

compact vesicular structure, the largest cells being scarcely half a line in

length. Outer surface with strong convex longitudinal ribs about one line

in width, the sulci separating them, sharply rounded or angular at the

bottom.

The only specimen of this species that I have seen is of a remarkable

shape. On one side of the cup the margin curves downwards, and on the

other, upwards. It is barely possible that the concave extremity which I
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have called the cup may be the base, the small projection in the middle

being the point of attachment. In that case, this species would be a

Ptychoi?]iyllum, The supposed base is worn away in the specimen, so that

this point cannot be determined at present. The extraordinary compact-

ness of the internal structure separates this from an}- described species

from the Silurian rocks of America.

Locality and Formation.—Anse a la Vieille, Bay of Chaleurs. Middle

Silurian.

Collector.—Sir W. E. Logan.

Cyathophyllum Pasithea. (N. sp.)

Description.—The specimen upon which this species is founded is cylin-

drical, 21 lines in length and 10 lines in diameter. In the longitudinal

section, the inner area is 3|^ lines in diameter, filled with large cells, the

tabulae being very thin and not extending across but irregularly coalescing,

thus forming acutely lenticular vesicles, from 1 to 3 lines in length,

arranged in curvmg lines, the convex side towards the base of the corallite.

In the outer area the vesicular tissue is very fine, but distinct, and

indicated in the polished section by two sets of Imes, one curving upwards

and the other downwards, crossing each other nearly at a right angle.

There are six or seven lines in the width of one line, and the cells are on

an average about one-sixth of a Ime across. In the transverse section

there are seen about 70 radiating septa, which extend about two-thirds of

the way to the centre. The surface is longitudinally marked with distinct

ridges, about three in one line, separated by fine deep sulci. It is also

transversely annulated by strongly projecting rings of growth, most promi-

nent and angular on their upper sides. Of these there are six in the

length of 21 lines.

This species differs so widely from all the others described in this paper,

that a comparison is scarcely necessary. Owing to the peculiar construc-

tion of the cells in the outer area, that is to say, curving downwards as

well as upwards, I suspect that it will turn out to be a Heliophyllam.

Locality and Formation.—Anse a la Vieille, Bay of Chaleurs. Middle

Silurian.

Collector.—Sir W. E. Logan.

Cystiphyllum maritima. (N. sp.)

Description.—The only specimen of this species I have seen is turbinate,

gently curved, 2^ inches in length, and about the same in width at the
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upper extremity. Surface annulated with several deep undulations of

growth, and longitudinally striated with very distinct septal sulci, about

four in the width of one line in the upper half, and five or six towards the

smaller extremity. The cup is about f of an inch in depth, obtusely

conical, and distinctly sulcated on the inside by the septal striae. In a

longitudinal polished section, the structure appears to be very compact, or

composed of very small cells, two or three in the width of one line, but

owing to the peculiar state of preservation of the specimen these cannot

be well observed.

I have some doubts whether this species should not be referred to the

genus Cyathophyllum, since the strongly striated surface of the cavity of

the cup would indicate that the radiating septa are more fully developed

than they are in Cystiphyllum. The species to which it bears the nearest

resemblance is C. G-reyi (Edwards and Haime) from the Wenlock lime-

stone at Dudley. It appears to be a larger and more strongly striated

species than that, and therefore I shall give it a distinct name for the

present, provisionally.

Locality and Formation.—Anse a la Vieille, Bay of Chaleurs. Middle

Silurian.

Collector.—Sir W. E. Logan.

Strombodes gracilis. (N. sp.)

Fig. 94.

Fig. 94.

—

Strombodes gracilis.

Description.—Corallum in large masses, consisting of cells from 2 to 3

lines in diameter, most of them pentagonal. Cup about 1 line in depth,

with an irregularly rounded central style i line in height, and one-third

or one-half the whole width of the corallite. There appear to be 80 or 40

septal striae on the inner side of the cup.

Resembles 8. diffluens (Lonsdale) but is much smaller.

Locality and Formation.— Manitouwaning, Lake Huron. Middle

Silurian.

Collector.—A. Murray.
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BRACHIOPODA.

LiNGULA Canadensis. (N. sp.)

Fig. 95. Fig. 96.

Fig. 95.

—

Lingula Canadensis.— a, Dorsal (?) valve ; b, portion of surface enlarged

96.—i Forbesi.

Description.—Shell large, oblong, sub-pentagonal ; front margin gently

convex or nearly straight ; anterior angles narrowly rounded ; sides

straight, and nearly parallel for about two-thirds the whole length, then

converging to the beaks ; apical angle about 130° ; cardmal edges on each

side of the beak nearly straight. The valves are moderately convex,

most tumid in the upper half, descending to the sides and front margin

with three flat slopes. Surface with fine, thread-like, elevated, longitudinal

ridges, five or six in the width of one line at the front margin ; these are

crossed by much finer concentric ridges, ten or twelve in one line, which

are continued over the longitudinal ridges, and give to the surface a

minutely nodulose appearance.

Length about 1^ inches
;
greatest width, at the anterior angles about 1

inch, and at the posterior angles about 1 line less.

This species resembles in form, surface characters, and geological

position, the large L. tenuigranulata (McCoy). That species is, however,

proportionally a little longer, and is, besides, much more finely striated,

there being twenty-six longitudinal strige in the width of one line.

Locality and Formation.— Anticosti, Black Pomt. Hudson River

group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.
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LiNGULA FORBESI. (N. Sp.)

Fig. 96.

Description.—Elongate, oval ; front narrowly and regularly rounded;

sides gently convex ; apex somewhat acutely rounded. Both valves are

rather strongly and uniformly convex. Surface with fine concentric

striae.

Length of specimen of average size, 9 lines ; width about 5 lines.

Locality and Formation.—English Head, Anticosti ; Hudson River

group. And also at Junction Cliff, Anticosti ; in Division 1, base of the

Middle Silurian.

Collector.—S . Richardson.

Genus Strophomena.

The following descriptions are copied from a paper published in the

Canadian Naturalist and G-eologist, Vol. V., February 1860 :

—

In the Silurian rocks of Canada and the neighboring countries, there

are many species or varieties of that group of the genus /Strophomena

of which /S. alternata may be regarded as the typical form. These are all

closely related, and yet exhibit such differences that only those naturalists

who entertain wide views upon the subject of the value and significance of

specific distinctions, would feel inclined to unite them vmder one common

name. The forms of this group most common in the Lower and Middle

Silurian rocks are, S. alter7iata, S. incrassata, S. deltoidea, S. earnerata,

S. tenuistriata and some others to be described hereafter in this paper.

The first of these ranges from the Chazy hmestone upwards perhaps to

the Niagara rocks, but is most abundant in the Trenton limestone and

Hudson River group. It is also very widely distributed, as it occurs in

all parts of the Continent, where the last two formations have been recog-

nized, and is also found in the Lower Silurian in England and Ireland.

S. incrassata has exactly the same form as some of the varieties of S. alter-

nata but is never, as far as I have been able to ascertain, more than half

the average size of this latter species. It seems to be confined to the

Chazy and the Black River limestone or the lower part of the Trenton, and

has therefore, a geological distribution different from that of *S'. altertiata,

a fact which would appear to constitute an additional ground for classi-

fying it as a distinct species. S deltoidea is a Trenton hmestone form

abundant in certain localities, but not generally distributed. Thus in the
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State of New York, according to Professor Hall, "it abounds at Trenton

Falls and at Sugar River in Lewis County," but "is scarcely known as

occurring in the Champlain valley.''* In Canada it is found at Lachine and

at several other places, but there are hundreds of good exposures of the

rock in the Province that have been carefully examined, where not a single

specimen has been seen, although in all the localities S. alternata is more or

less common. /S. eamerata occurs at one spot in the vicinity of Ottawa, biit

I have never met with it elsewhere. S. tenuistriata may be collected in

the hard black limestone around the base of the mountain of Montreal,

particularly in the neighborhood of the McTavish monument, and also at

Ottawa and two or three other places, but does not occur at all in the ma-

jority of the localities of the Trenton limestone. These three species, there-

fore must have been capable of existing in certain places only, on the bot-

tom of the ocean during the period of the accumulation of this rock, while

S. alternata flourished everywhere. Whether or not, therefore, they are

to be regarded as distinct species, this much at least seems probable, that

they were by some peculiarity in their habits or in their organization, un-

fitted for so wide a range through the seas as that enjoyed by S. alternata.

The question, whether or not these supposed species are really distinct,

cannot be answered until naturalists shall have discovered some general

law of life by an appeal to which they may in all cases determine what is

a species as distinguished from a mere variety. It is scarcely necessary

to state that such a law if it do exist at all may remain unknown to man

for ages, and in the meantime nearly all determinations of species from

varieties where the forms are very closely related may be regarded as not

positively established. The physical geologist is more interested in the

results of investigations which show that certain forms are confined to par-

ticular geological horizons than in those, whose sole object is to determine

the exact zoological relations of such forms. If it be true, for instance,

that that particular form of the genus called Stropliomena incrassata is

confined to the limestones lying next under the Trenton in the fossiliferous

series, it makes no difference to the geologist, whether it be in reality a

distinct species of itself or only a variety of some other species. Its value

to him as a guide, while tracing out the geographical distribution of these

Rocks, is not at all affected by the zoological (question. In demonstrating

the physical structure of the country, he can reason upon varieties with as

much safety as upon true species, provided that such varieties are confined

to and consequently characteristic of particular portions of the geological

edifice. It is therefore, of great importance, not only to ascertain to what

* Palaeontology of New York, vol. 1, p. 107.
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particular level each variety is confined, but also to determine whether or

not such species as range through several formations exhibit any and what

change in form on passing from one group of rocks to another. Should it

be hereafter proved that the supposed species above quoted, constitute on

purely zoological grounds, but one extensive and variable species, still it

would be convenient for geological purposes to have a separate name for

each variety that can be shewn to be characteristic of a particular geo-

logical horizon.

Before entering upon the description of the new species, I shall give a

general account of such characters as are common to all the forms of the

group typified by iS. alternata.

Strophomena alternata. (Conrad.)

In all the forms of this important type, the convexity of the ventral

valve has a peculiar contour which may be seen not only in the Lower

Silurian but also in the Upper Silurian and even in such Devonian species

as S. Pattersoni, S. inequiradiata, S. demissa, S. concava. That part of

the valve which is usually called the visceral disc occupies all the central

region of the shell and terminates in a point at the beak. Just in front of

the beak it forms a more or less well defined low rounded umbo on each

side of which there is a flattened or sub-concave depression extending

obliquely outwards to the margin just in front of the cardinal angles.

These latter are usually reflected or a little curved upwards from the plane

of the lateral margins. The visceral disc is somewhat flattened, gently

convex or only slightly elevated throughout the greater part of its extent.

In the upper half of the shell it is bounded by the depressions that have

been mentioned as existing between the umbo and cardinal angles, but in

front and at the sides it terminates where the shell begins to be bent down

to form the deflected margin which runs all round the edge and becomes

obsolete on approaching the cardinal angles. This margin varies in width

from one-twelfth to two-thirds the whole length of the shell and therefore

the disc in some of the varieties occupies nearly the whole superficies of

the valve, but in others, less than half. In the very young shells in most

of the specimens that I have seen, there is no deflected margin and occa-

sionally adult individuals may be found, which on a side view give the out-

line of an uniform flattened arch from beak to front. In by far the

greater number of specimens however the deflected margin is well defined.

The contour of the front of the visceral disc varies according to the form

of the deflected margin and is thus either broadly rounded or more or less

pointed. In *S'. rhomboidalis, which also belongs to this group, the front of

the disc, and its sides also, are often nearly straight.
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The dorsal valve is jflat or only gently concave beneath the visceral disc

of the ventral valve, but all round, its curvature conforms to that of the

deflected margin.

In the true S. alternata the areas of the ventral and dorsal valves are

inclined towards each other at an angle varying from 75° to 80°, but this

angle never amounts to 90°. It will be observed that in some of the new

species hereinafter described it is greater than 90°.

The surface in most of the species exhibits two sets of radiating striae,

the larger of which are about one-twelfth of a line wide in large specimens,

and the smaller half that size, from one to ten of the smaller between

each two of the larger, the more common numbers being from three to

five. Sometimes also the shell is marked with a series of concentric

wrinkles.

Of the above characters, those which are confined to the upper half of

the shell such as the form of the beak, the umbo, the concave depressions

or hollows on each side of the umbo, and the reflected cardinal extremities,

are common to all the species, and in order to avoid repetition will not be

particularly dwelt upon in the followmg descriptions. The radiatmg striae

are also very constant in the aspect they present. The only parts which

appear to afford permanent variations of much value are the front of the

visceral disc, the deflected margin and the hinge Une, The proportional

length and breadth of the shell seems also to be of much importance

especially if accompanied by a variation in two or three of the other cha-

racters.

Strophomena nitens. (Billings.)

Strophomena nitens.—Canadian Naturalist and Geologist, vol. 5, p. 53, Feb. 1860.

Fig. 97.

Fig. 77.

—

Strophomena nitens. a, is a section showing the curvature and obtuse angles

formed by the inclination of the areas.

Description.—Transversley semi-oval, sides somewhat straight for one

third or a little more of the length from the cardinal angles, and slightly

bonverging towards each other ; front angles broadly rounded ; front mar-

gin gently convex or nearly straight for about one third the width in the

middle portion. Width on hinge-line from nine to twelve lines. Length

from six to eight lines.
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The beak, umbo depressions on each side of the umbo and cardinal

angles of the ventral valve the same as in S. alternata. The deflected

margin forms an angle of between 100° and 110° with the general plane

of the visceral disc, and occupies on the median line (in all the specimens

I have seen) from one third to nearly one half the whole length of the

sheU.

The dorsal valve is quite flat, or even a little concave, just in front of

the beak, but elsewhere curved to correspond with the ventral valve.

The area of the ventral valve lies nearly in the plane of the lateral

margins, and the area of the dorsal valve forms with it an angle of about

95°. The height of the area of the ventral valve at the foramen is three

fourths of a line in a specimen nine lines wide, and of the dorsal valve

about one third of a line. Foramen of ventral valve partly closed by a

V-shaped deltidium, the lower open part of which is closed by the strongly

projecting deltidium of the dorsal valve.

The width of the foramen, is about equal to its height.

The surface is the same as in S. alternata, and, when a little worn pre-

sents a smooth shining silken lustre.

When compared with S. mcrasmta, S. alternata, S. deltoidea, S. cam-

erata, or ;S'. tenuistriata, it will be seen that this species is shorter in

proportion to the width than any of them, and also that the inclination of

the areas towards each other difiers in forming an obtuse instead of an

acute angle.

Locality and Formation.—This species occurs at Charleton Point,

Anticosti, in the upper part of the Hudson River group.

Collector.—J. Hichardson.

Strophomena Ceres. (Billings.)

Strophomena Ceres.—Canadian Naturalist aiid Geologist, vol. 5, p. 54, Feb. 1860.

Description.—Semi-oval, sides rather straight and a little converging

for one third their length ; front angles and margins broadly rounded.

Width on hinge line twelve to fifteen lines ; length ten to twelve lines.

The ventral valve varies greatly in the amount of its convexity. In

some specimens it is depressed convex, and these have almost precisely

the aspect of the more flattened forms of *S'. alternata. Others are slightly

convex, nearly hemispherical, uniformly arched from beak to front, no

devected margin distinct from the visceral disc, the latter occupying the

whole of the shell, except a small triangular space at the hinge-angles.

Between these two extremes there are individuals which present all the
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intermediate degrees of convexity, and some in which the deflected margin

can be detected Avith a width equal to half the whole length of the shell.

The surface is the same as that of *S^ alternata.

The area of the ventral valve is one line high in a specimen fourteen

lines wide, and Ues very nearly in the plane of the lateral margin. The

foramen is as wide as high, and closed by a strongly convex deltidium,

the lower margin of which is concave to admit the equally convex

deltidium of the dorsal valve, whose area is almost half a line wide and

forms an obtuse angle of between 90° and 100° with that of the ventral

valve. The beak of the ventral valve exhibits in some specimens a small

round perforation.

This species differs from S. nitens in being in general a little longer

proportionally, larger, and more uniformly convex, with scarcely a distinct

deflected margin. In *S'. nitens the length is in general only two thirds of

the width, but in this species it is always over five sixths.

The angle formed by the inclination of the areas being obtuse instead

of acute furnishes the only character as far as I can ascertain by which it

can be separated from S. alternata.

Locality and Formation.—Charleton Point, Hudson River group, and

also at East Point in the Middle Silurian, Anticosti.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

Strophomena Leda. (Billings.)

Strophomena Leda.—Canadian Naturalist and Geologist, vol. 5, p. 55, Feb. 1860,

Fig. 98. Fig. 99.

Pig. 98.

—

Strophomena Leda with a portion of the hinge area of the ventral

valve enlarged to shew the striated teeth.

99.—A specimen without ears supposed to be of the same species.

Description.—Shell rather small and thin, semi-oval, the front and front

angles regularly rounded, sometimes a little narrower at the base of the

ears than at one third the length from the hinge line, the latter usually

exceeding the greatest width of the shell, and forming projecting spiniform

ears. Width excluding the ears, five to nine lines ; length five-sixths of

the width ; ears one line and a half in length each, in a well preserved speci-

men five lines wide.
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The ventral valve is in the small specimens, depressed convex and nearly

uniformly arched from beak to front ; the umbo well defined, but the concave

depressions on each side rather obscure ; no deflected margin. The large

specimens (nine lines wide) are sometimes strongly convex. Dorsal valve

concave, its curvature corresponding to that of the ventral valve. Surface

as in S. altemata.

Area of ventral valve half a line in height in a specimen seven lines

wide, lying nearly in the plane of the margin, apparently a little sloping

outwards, forming an angle of about 100° with that of the dorsal valve,

which latter is scarcely one-fourth of a line wide. Foramen not distinctly

observed but apparently wider than high.

The detached and empty ventral valves exhibit two rather large trian-

gular hinge teeth, one on each side of the foramen, covered with striae on

the outside in a manner similar to that of the area of those species to which

Professor Hall has given the generic name of Stropliodonta.

The spiniform ears are often either broken or worn away.

Varieties.—Several specimens nine lines wide without ears, and others

of the same size strongly convex, and with an indistinct deflected margin,

occupying from one-third to one-half the length of the shell, appear to

belong to this species.

The species when the ears are broken away has exactly the appearance

of S. altemata, only that it is never more than half the size. The charac-

ters of the hinge areas and teeth taken together with the small size and

hinge ears, are abundantly sufficient to show that it is distinct from aS'. alter-

nata. It is a longer shell than S. nitens, and is in general destitute of a

deflected margin. It is smaller, thinner and less convex than S. Ceres.

Locality and Formation.—Anticosti, in strata situated from 800 to 1000

feet above the base of the Middle Silurian, and 250 feet below the rocks

containing Pentamerus ohlongus.

Collector.—J. Richardson.
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Stophomena Philomela. (Billings.)

Strophomena Philomela.—Canadian Naturalist and Geologist, Vol. V., p. 56, Feb. 1860.

Fig. 100. Fig. 101.

Fig. 100.

—

Strophomena Philomela.

101.—The same with a mesial fold.

Description.—Shell rather large ; hinge line exceeding the greatest width,

forming short rounded ears ; sides gently concave, converging towards each

other; front margin and angles regularly rounded, sometimes with a pro-

jecting lobe in the middle. Width on hinge line from eighteen to twenty

four lines. Length from two-thirds to four-fifths the width.

In the ventral valve the umbo and depressions on each side are well

defined and exactly like those of the convex form of *S'^. alternata. The

visceral disc is moderately and broadly convex ; the deflected margin from

one-fourth to one-third the whole length of the shell, passing into the disc

with a short rounded curve. Dorsal valve with the curvature corresponding

to that of the ventral valve.

The area of the ventral valve is a little more than half a line in height

at the foramen in a specimen two inches wide, and it inclines a little out-

wards apparently forming an angle of from 160° to 170°, with the plane

of the lateral margins. The foramen appears to be almost completely closed,

but this character has not been ascertained with certainty owing to the

imperfection of the specimens examined. The hmge teeth are striated as

in *S'. Leda. The area of the dorsal valve is almost linear, or at the most

not half the width of that of the ventral valve.

The surface does not dififer from that of S. alternata , so far as I have

been able to ascertain.

Varieties.—One specimen has been found associated with the others of

this species in which the length and breadth are almost equal. It has no

ears, although it is longer in proportion to the width, and yet it docs not

appear to differ sufl&cicutly to constitute a distinct species. Another
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specimen has a rounded fold in the front margin which becomes obsolete

at one third the length of the shell.

This species by its projecting ears, narrow areas, and striated hinge

teeth is most closely related to S. Leda, from which it difiers in being

four times the size. It has so much of the aspect of S. alternata^ that at

present we have no means of distinguishing it from that species without an

examination of the hinge area and teeth.

Locality and Formation.—Middle Silurian, Anticosti, associated vdth

Pentamerus ohlongus.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

The above four species, S. nitens, S. Oeres, S. Leda, and S. Philomela

are closely allied to ^S'. alternata. The three foUowing have the ventral

valve concave, and belong to a very different group, of which /S. filitexta

(Hall) may be regarded as a typical form.

Strophomena fluctuosa. N. s.

Strophomena pluctdosa.—Can. Nat. and Geol., Vol. V., p. 57, Feb. 1860.

Fig. 102.

Fig. 102.

—

Strophomena fluctuosa. a, section, the dotted line represents the plane of the

lateral margin, and it is drawn to shew that the area of the concave or ventral
valve is at a right angle to it.

Description.—Triangular, or semi-oval, usually widest at the hinge-line

and more or less narrowly rounded, pointed, trilobed, or nasute in front.

Dorsal valve convex, the visceral disc being in general equal to one
third the supei-ficies of the whole valve, nearly flat, the remainder abruptly

curved down all round so that the lower half of the length of the shell is

sometimes at right angles with the upper half. The cardinal angles more
or less compressed and often a little reflected, usually forming angular or
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narrowly rounded ears. Ventral valve concave, the curvature correspon-

ding to that of the dorsal valve.

Area of dorsal valve lying in the plane of the lateral margin, about one

third of a line high. Area of ventral valve forming a right angle with the

marginal plane, in large specimens one line or a little more in height at the

beak, and gradually decreasing towards the extremities of the hinge-line.

Foramen of ventral valve triangular ; the width at the base somewhat

exceeding the height, completely closed by a convex deltidium, the basal

margin of which is rendered a little concave by the convex margin of the

similar deltidium which closes the foramen of the dorsal valve.

Surface with a set of fine rounded elevated radiating striae distant from

each other usually about half a line, sometimes a little less and occasionally

one line. Between each two of these there are from two to ten much finer

strise; the whole crossed by fine crowded concentric luies. In most of

the specimens the whole of the upper half of the shell is covered with short

undulating wrinkles, which sometimes have a concentric arrangement and

often form concentric rows converging from the hinge-line towards the

centre of the shell, crossing each other. The specimens from the Trenton

limestone are usually without these undulations, but in those from the

Hudson River group this character is prominently exhibited.

This shell is somewhat variable in its characters. The visceral disc of

the dorsal valve is sometimes confined to a small area around and in front

of the beak and along the hmge-line, and in such cases the deflection takes

place at one fifth or one fourth the length from the beak. Occasionally a

broad rounded elevated mesial fold extended into a linguiform projection

of the middle of the front margin gives to the dorsal valve a trilobate

character. The area of the ventral valve is in general at right angles to

the plane of the lateral margins, but sometimes it slopes a little forward.

In some the hinge-line is greatly extended, the cardinal extremities forming

projecting triangular ears.

Width on hinge-line from one inch to one inch and a half Length variable,

from two thirds of the width to four fifths or a little more.

Stroiyliomeyia deltoidea (Conrad) has the ventral valve convex and may

be always distinguished from this even when the hinge-line cannot be seen

by the small rounded umbo close to the beak. S. camerata and S. tenuis-

triata (Conrad) have also the ventral valve convex. (See Plate 31 A,

Vol. I. Pal. N. Y.)

Locality and Formation.—Trenton limestone, City of Ottawa, rare
;

more common in the Hudson River group, Anticosti.

Collectors.—E. Billings, J. Richardson.
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Strophomena Thalia. N. s.

SsROPHOMENA Thalia.— Can. Nat. and GeoL, Vol. V., p. 5Y, Feb. 1860.

a b

Fig. 103.

Fig. 103.

—

Strophomena Thalia, a. longitudinal section ; b, ventral aspect.

Description.—Semi-oval or subtriangular, often narrowly rounded or

somewhat pointed in front, hinge-line usually greatly exceeding the width

of the shell, and forming with the sides an angle of from 70° to 80°.

Width at hinge-line from one to two inches, length about five eighths the

width.

Dorsal valve moderately convex, depressed towards the cardinal angles,

which are a little recurved ; umbo flat. On a side view the outline forms

a gentle and nearly uniform curve from the front for about four fifths the

length, when it descends with a flat slope to the beak, which it reaches at

an angle of from 45° to 60°.

Ventral valve concave, the greatest depth about the middle or a little

nearer the beak.

Area of ventral valve moderate, forming an angle of about 100° with

the plane of the margin, its height in a specimen two inches wide, one line
;

foramen triangular, closed by a convex deltidium, its width at the base

about one fifth greater than the height. The beak is not perforated in

any specimen that I have seen. Area of dorsal valve nearly in the plane

of the margin, its width about one third of that of the ventral valve.

Surface with moderately coarse radiating striae, which increase both by

bifurcation and interstitial addition, usually unequal but sometimes uniform

in size, from ten to fifteen in the width of two lines, crossed by excessively

fine crowded concentric lines.

This species is aUied to S. fluctuo.m, but differs in having the areas of

the ventral and dorsal valves inclined at an angle which is rather less than

a right angle. In its outline it forms nearly an uniform arch instead of

being abruptly bent like jS. fluctuosa.
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The dorsal valve of S. recta (Conrad) is said to have a slight mesial

depression, while the ventral valve is flat. S. plano-convexa (Hall) has

also a shght mesial depression in the dorsal valve, and is flat or even a little

convex in front of the beak of the ventral valve, where this species is

concave. It has also a perforated beak, and an area more approximated

to the plane of the lateral margins than it is in *S'. Thalia. The three

species are, however, notwithstandnig these difierences, closely related.

Locality and Formation.—City of Ottawa, Trenton hmestone.

Collector.—E. Billings.

Strophomena Hecuba. N. s.

Strophomena Hecuba, Can. Nat. and Geol., Vol. V. p. 60, Feb. 1860.

Fig. 104.

Fig. 104.

—

Strophomena Hecuba, dorsal valve.

Description.—Subtriangular with usually a linguiform projection in

front. Width on hinge-lme about tAvo inches ; length varying from a little

less to a little more than the width.

Dorsal valve very convex, nearly regularly arched from beak to front,

only a small space at the hinge extremities compressed, the whole of the

remainder of the shell exceedingly ventricose, usually a rounded fold in

front which becomes obsolete at one fourth the length, area subUnear,

scarcely half a hne in width in the largest specimens.

Ventral valve depressed convex near the beak, and concave all round

near the margin, area a])out one line wide and forming an angle of al)out

115° with the plane of the lateral margins. Foramen not observed.

Surface marked with fine radiating stria) ten or twelve in the width of

one line, every third, fourth or fifth pne of which is twice the size of the

intermediate fine ones. The whole surface is besides (in most specimens)
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ornamented mtli indistinct concentric wi*inkles from one fourth of a line

to two lines in width. There are probably fine concentratic stride, although

I have not, (owing to the partially exfoliated state of the specimens ex-

amined) been able to detect them.

This species varies considerably in the amount of the convexity of the

dorsal valve and in the size of the mesial fold in front. Some have a wide

flat space in the umbonial region, and in such, on a side-view, the outline

of the shell rises from the beak at an angle of about 45° only, while in

others, which are more ventricose, this angle is full 60° with the plane of

the margin.

Sometimes the sides are strongly compressed, so that the shell becomes

subcylindrical and greatly produced in front, the length exceeding the

width. In some specimens the striae are nearly all of the same size, but

in general they alternate as in the finest marked specimens of jS. alternata

Resembles S. Thalia, but that species has the ventral valve concave

nearly to the beak. It is more uniformly gibbous than C.fluctuosa.

Locality and Formation.—Anticosti, Hudson River group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

The following species are considered to be either new or closely allied

to some that are not very well known among American collections :

—

Strophomena Julia. (N. sp.)

Fig. 105.

Fig. 105.— Strophomena Julia.—a, Ventral view; 6, side view, enlarged two
diameters.

Bescrijytion.—Shell small, transversely oblong, greatest width at the

hinge-line ; sides somewhat straight ; front angles obtusely rounded ; front

margin straight or gently convex. Ventral valve convex ; the front

margin and the anterior half of the sides abruptly curved down to form a

deflected border, the length of which is equal to one-third of the whole

length of the shell. The visceral disc, or all that part of the shell which

is not included in the deflected border, is gently convex, most elevated in
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the middle, somewhat flattened at the cardinal angles. Beak scarcely

distinct from the cardinal edges, a Httle depressed below the greatest

height of the shell, perforated by a well-defined circular aperture. Area

proportionally rather large, flat, nearly at right angles to the plane of the

lateral margins, slightly overhanging the hinge-line. Foramen apparently

as wide as it is high, closed by a convex deltidium. Dorsal valve flat, all

except the margin, which is curved to correspond with the ventral valve.

Surface Avith about 30 fine, but distinct, radiatmg stri?e, about one-half of

which reach the umbo ; the intervenmg flat spaces with much finer striae,

just visible to the naked eye. A small space on the umbo is smooth, and

much of the remainder of the shell covered with small irregular undulations.

Width of a ventral valve, on the hinge-line, 7 lines ; length about 4

lines. Width of a dorsal valve of another specimen, 6 lines ; length 3i

lines.

Of this species only two detached valves have been collected. It is

evidently closely allied to Leptcena Loveni (De Verneuil, Bui. G-eol. Soc.

France, 2d series, vol. v., p. 339, pi. 4, fig. 5), but is proportionally

broader, and differs greatly in the curvature of the valves, as may be

seen by the figures above given. L. Loveni has also a deep sinus in the

middle of the front half of the ventral valve, and a corresponding fold in

the dorsal.

Locality and Formation. — The Jumpers, Anticosti. In Division 4,

Anticosti group. Middle Silurian.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

Strophomena imbrex. (Pander.)

Fig. 106.

Fig. 106.

—

Strophomena imbrex ?

—

a, Ventral valve ; b, side view of one of the

forms of this species.

Remarks.—This species only differs from Strophomena alternata in the

curvature of the valves and in the surface characters. The visceral disc
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is gently convex and shaped like that of S. alternata, but the shell is

usually suddenly bent, and the deflected margin greatly, produced

often at a right angle to the upper part. The length of the margin and

the angle of curvature vary extremely. The surface is covered with fine

rounded or sub-angular striae, which are always more or less flexuous. In

some, they are of a. uniform size all over ; in others, they alternate in

size, and have from two to six smaller between each two larger. These

are crossed by fine concentric striae, and often the visceral disc exhibits a

number of obscure concentric undulations, as in S. deltoidea. The shell

has a silken lustre, in certain conditions of preservation. Our specimens

agree so nearly with the descriptions of S. imbrex^ that for the present it

would not be advisable to give it a new name. S. camerata (Conrad)

appears to *be the same species, only smaller and found at a lower horizon,

i.e., in the Trenton.

Locality and Formation.—This species occurs in great abundance at

Cape Robert, Anticosti; in the Hudson River group. It is there

associated with S. Hecuba.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

Strophomena antiquata. (Sowerby.)

Fig. 107.

Fig. 10*r.

—

S. antiquata. a, dorsal, and 6, ventral views.

Remarks.—This species belongs to the resupinate group along with

S. filitexta and S. planoconvexa. The ventral valve is gently concave,

and the dorsal as gently convex. The surface exhibits several concentric

squamose ridges of growth, and is covered with strong rounded and rugged,

often flexuous radiating ridges, which increase both by subdivision and

intercalation. Between these larger ridges there are from two to six

smaller radiating striae, the whole crossed by very fine concentric lines

and irregular undulations of the shell.

It is with much doubt that I refer our specimens to this species. I

have not access to any detailed description except that given by McCoy
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in the British Pal. Foss., and he makes no mention of either the concen-

tric stride or the fine radiating lines between the large ridges.

Locality and Formation.—Prinsta Bay, Anticosti. In Division 3, Anti-

costi group ; also at the Forks of the Chatte River in Gasp^.

Collectors.—J. Richardson, A. Murray.

Strophomena recta. (Conrad.)

Strophomena recta (Conrad). Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia, Vol. I, p. 332, 1843.

Lept.s:na recta (Hall). Pal. N. Y., Vol. I, p. 113, PI. 31, B, Figs. 6, a, b.

Fig. 108. Fig. 109.

Fig. 108.

—

Strophomena recta, a, side view , b, ventral view ; c, portion of

face enlarged.

109.

—

S.
.

subtenta. Dorsal valve supposed to be of this species.

Description.—Semielliptical, both valves nearly flat, hinge-lme equal to,

a Uttle greater, or a httle less than the width ; sides somewhat straight

for about half the length, and either parallel or slightly converging for-

wards ; all the front half of the sheU uniformly rounded, sometimes only

gently convex or somewhat straight in the middle of the front margin.

Ventral valve shghtly convex in the umbouial region, and elsewhere flat

or gently concave ; beak scarcely distmct from the carduial area, shghtly

depressed below the umbo ; area of medium size, flat, extenduig the whole

length of the shell, forming an obtuse angle of from 110" to 135*^ with

the plane of the lateral margin ; foramen . triangular, width at the base

greater than the height, closed by a convex dcltidium which does not quite

reach the hinge-line, but has its lower margin concave. Dorsal valve uni-

formly very depressed convex or nearly flat, shghtly concave at the car-

dinal angles and with a barely perceptil)le mesial dei)ression along the

middle, which commences very near the beak and extends one third or

one half the length of the shell ; beak veiy small and minutely elevated
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above the cardinal edge ; area varying in size, jfrom less than one haL' '. <

nearly equal that of the ventral valve.

Surface with j&ne rounded slightly crenulated radiating striae of diflferent

sizes, the smaller coming in by implantation at various distances from the

beak. In some specimens the striae are more nearly of one uniform size

than in others ; at the front margm there are usually four of the larger

and four or five of the smaller striae in the width of one line. When the

surface is perfectly preserved, it is seen to be beautifully cancellated by

fine apparently squamose striae, which are undulated shghtly upward in

passing over the ridges. There appear to be fi:'om ten to twelve concen-

tric striae in the width of one fine.

Width of largest specimen collected 1 inch ; length 9 lines ; height of

ventral area 1 line.

Both Com'ad and Hall describe the two areas as bemg nearly equal.

In only one of our specimens is the dorsal area preserved, and in that it is

about one fourth the width of the ventral area. The specimen figured in

the 1st vol. of the Palaeontology of New York has a width on the hinge-

line about equal to twice the length of the shell. In none of ours is the

length more than two thirds the width. Notwithstanding these differ-

ences, I venture to refer ours to Conrad's species, as in all other respects

they agree with the figures and descriptions.

This shell is closely allied to S. pecteii, and may yet be found to be con-

nected therewith by intermediate forms. On examining a large number

of good specimens of S. pecten, I find that that species varies a good deal.

In some of the individuals the radiatmg striae are straight in all parts of

the shell. In others, those in the middle ^re straight, but those near the

cardinal angles more or less convex. The concentric striae also vary in

fineness from ten to twenty in the width of one fine. The curvature of

the ventral valve also varies, it being in some individuals gently convex

all over except near the cardinal angles, and in others convex at the

umbo and concave all round. The proportions vary, the hinge-line being

often much extended and the shell narrowest towards the front, or it is

equal to or even a little less than the greatest width. The area of the

dorsal valve is sometimes nearly equal to that of the ventral, but often

less than half the size. The ventral valve is always depressed convex

or nearly flat, but never concave except near the cardinal angles. It

almost always exhibits a mesial depression exactly like that of S. recta.

Not only does S. pecten agree with S\ recta in the form of the valves

and characters of the surface, but it varies in the same way, and the two

species must be regarded as not only congeneric, but even as most closely

allied, if not absolutely identical. The only dificrcnce exhibited by our
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specimens is that in S. rectus the deltidium of the ventral valve extends

down nearly to the hinge-line, and thus almost entirely closes the foramen,

while in S. pecten it only closes a small portion at the apex.

Some of the specimens of S. jyecten have a minute perforation in the

beak of the ventral valve, and there are indications of a similar aperture

in jS. recta.

The Russian species 0. asmusi (De Vemeuil) , figured and described

in the Geology of Russia, seems to be closely allied to *S'. recta.

Locality and Formation.—This species has only been found at one

locahty in Canada, as far as I am aware,—the top of the Barrack Hill in

the city of Ottawa, in the upper beds of the Trenton limestone.

Collector.—E. Billings.

Strophomena subtenta. (Com-ad.)

Strophomena subtenta. (Conrad.)

Lept^na scbtenta. (Hall.) Pal. N. Y., vol. 1, p. 115, pi. 31b, fig. 9 a 6.

Fig. 109.

JRemarJcs.— This species occurs at Anticosti, in the Hudson River

group, rarely, only three detached valves having been collected. It is a

resupinate form, with a gently convex dorsal valve, and the surface

marked by fine romided radiating striae increasing in number by implanta-

tion several times between the beak and the front margin, and crenulated

by fine concentric striae. The hinge-hne and cardinal angles are strongly

corrugated by six or seven short obhque wrinkles. The form and surface

markings correspond very nearly with the figures and description given in

the work cited. Conrad's specimens were from Cincinnati, most probably

from the Hudson River group, and ours is found in the same formation,

associated with an abundance of Rliyncli07iella capex, so numerous in

rocks of this age in the Western States.

Locality and Formation.— EngHsh Head, Anticosti. Hudson River

group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

Strophomena Arethusa. (N. sp.)

Description.— Of this shell only three separated valves have been

collected, and, although somewhat distorted, and pressed nearly flat, the

remarkable characters of the surface show them to be distinct from any

described species of the Silurian rocks of America. The form is semi-
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elliptical ; hinge-line equal to the greatest width of the shell ; cardinal

angles rectangular or nearly so ; sides straight or gently convex, and

parallel in the upper half; all the front half of the shell broadly rounded.

Width 10 lines ; length 8 lines.

The shell is very thin and fragile. The surface is covered with minute

closely-crowded radiating strias, barely visible to the naked eye. Under

the glass there appear to be about 20 of these in the width of one Hne.

They are slightly undulated ; the new ones come in by implantation, and

the whole are crossed by extremely minute concentric striae. The striae

are of a miiform size, and so small that to the eye the shell appears at first

sight to be smooth. On account of the distorted condition of the specimens,

I camiot determine which valve is the convex one, but it appears to be the

ventral.

Locality and Formation—Observation Cape, Anticosti. Hudson River

group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

Orthis Iphigbnia. (N. sp.)

a b

Fig. 110.

Fig. 110.

—

Orthis Iphigenia.—a, Ventral view ;
b, side view.

Description.—Transversely sub-elhptical ; hinge-line one-third shorter

than the greatest width of the shell ; cardinal angles rounded ; sides

irregularly or imiformly rounded
;
greatest width about the middle or a

little in front thereof; front margin broadly rounded or very gently

convex. Ventral valve depressed convex, greatest elevation on the umbo

just in front of the beak, descending with a flat or gently concave slope to

the cardinal angles ; the central region either gently convex, flat, or gently

concave ; a wide concave shallow mesial sinus, which usually terminates

abruptly at from 1| to 3 hues from the front margin ; area small, about

half the width of the shell, slightly concave, and a Uttle overhanging the

hinge-lhie ; umbo with its most elevated point distant from the beak a

little less than the height of the area; beak small, depressed about one-third

below the most elevated point of the shell, scarcely distinct from the
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cardinal edge ; foramen triangular, its width at the hase ahout equal to

the height. Dorsal valve moderately and uniformly convex ; a small

portion at the cardinal angles compressed and often slightly reflected ; area

a little less than that of the ventral valve, overhanging the hinge-hne
;

umbo small, obtusely rounded ; beak forming a small elevation upon, but

scarcely distinct from the cardinal edge.

Surface with sub-angular radiating striae, 5 or 6 lq the width of 2 lines

in the middle of the shell, and about 4 at the front margin. These striae

are subdivided at about one-third the length from the beak, and again at

about two-thirds.

Width of a large specimen 1 inch ; length | of an inch ; width of the

area 6 lines ; height of the same 1 hne.

It will be seen from the details given in the above description, that this

species is most closely allied to 0. subquadrata, and perhaps should be

regarded in the light of a variety thereof. There are, however, certain

difierences which are very persistent, although not great. In 0. subquadrata

the dorsal valve has always a mesial sinus, and the ventral, a mesial fold
;

the area is always more than one half the width of the shell ; the most

elevated point of the ventral valve is distant from the beak a little more

than the height of the area, and the shell is somewhat larger. In this

species there is a sinus in the ventral valve, instead of a fold, and the

dorsal valve is uniformly convex or exhibits no sinus ; the area is about

one-third the whole width, and the greatest elevation of the ventral valve

is nearer the beak than it is in 0. subquadrata. This latter species ranges

from the Trenton to the Hudson River 'group, but 0. Ipliigenia occurs

only in the Trenton.

Locality and Formation.—City of Ottawa ; Trenton hmestone.

Collectors.—E. Billings ; A. T. Drummond, Esq., of Kingston.
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Okthis porcata. (McCoy.)

Orthis porcata (McCoy). Silurian Fossils of Ireland, p. 32, PI. 3, Fig. 14, 1846. Also
in the British Palaozoic Fossils, p. 223, PI. 1, h, Figs. 41, 42, 1851-55.

Orthis inplata (Salter). Memoirs of the Geol. Surv. of Great Britain, Vol. 2, p. 372,

PL 27, Fig. 3, 1858.

Fig. 111.

Fig. 111.

—

Orthis Porcata. a, ventral, and b, side view.

Description.—Shell varying from a medium to a large size ; semi-

elliptical or subquadrate ; hinge-line equal to or a little less than the

greatest width ; cardinal angles rounded or rectangular ; sides gently

convex or straight and subparallel ; all the front half of the shell miiformly

rounded, sometimes a portion in the middle of the front margin nearly

straight. Ventral valve somewhat flat ; the beak strongly elevated, usu-

ally a wide shallow concavity extending from the umbo to the front mar-

gin, where it is often nearly as wide as the whole shell ; a flat, gently

convex or gently concave slope from the umbo to the cardinal angles. In

some specimens, the middle portion of the shell, instead of being gently

concave, is either flat or gently convex. The most elevated point is usu-

ally from half a line to one line from the beak ; the latter small, scarcely

distinct from the cardinal edge and depressed a little below the umbo.

The area is large, and very nearly equal to the Avidth of the shell in those

specimens which have the cardinal angles rectangular, and somewhat

shorter when they are rounded ; it is also either flat or gently concave,

and the upper part slightly overhangs the hinge-hne. The foramen is

triangular, open to the beak, its width at the base about equal to the

height. Dorsal valve uniformly convex, varying greatly in the amount of

its gibbosity, the cardinal angles flattened and usually a little reflected

;

greatest elevation a little above the middle ; umbo obtusely rounded

;

beak small, scarcely distinct from the cardinal edge ; area one half the

size of that of the ventral valve, with a wide triangular foramen open to

the beak, and having in the middle a strong divaricator process : it is

either flat or gently concave, and sUghtly overhangs the hinge-line.
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The surface in most of the specimens is covered with strong radiating

striae, which are twice and sometimes thrice divided before reaching the

margin. In the middle of the shell there are about six striae in the width

of two lines, and at the margin about four. Those at the cardinal angles

are sometimes a httle smaller, and often a little larger than the others.

The usual width is from 12 to 18 lines ; length about one fourth less

than the width. Height of the ventral area from li to 2 lines.

The principal difference between this species and 0. subquadrata con-

sists in the more uniform and greater convexity of the dorsal valve, and in

the absence of a mesial fold and sinus.

Some of the specimens are much more coarsely ribbed than others,

having only three ribs to two lines at the front margin, and four or five in

the middle of the shell. In very perfect specimens fine concentric hnes

of growth are obscurely visible crossing the radiating ridges.

Locality and Formation.—Trenton limestone at Ottawa and near

L'Orignal ; also at Anticosti in the base of the Anticosti group. Middle

Silurian. This species also occurs in the Bala group in numerous locali-

ties in Wales and Ireland.

Collectors.—E. Billings, R. Bell, J. Richardson.

Orthis retrorsa. (Salter.)

Orthis retrorsa (Salter). Memoirs of the Geol. Surv. of Great Britain, Vol. 2, p. 373

PI. 27, Fig. 3, 1858.

Orthis Carleyi (Hall). 13th Rep. Reg. N. Y., p. 120, January 1861, dated April 10th

1860.

Fig. 112. Fig. 113.

Fig. 112.

—

Orthis retrorsa (Salter), a, dorsal, and b, side view.

Fig. 113.—The same species from Cincinnati (O. Carleyi, Hall). It is undoubtedly

identical with the English species, and also with the Ottawa species, only a little

larger.

Description.—This species only differs from 0. porcata in having the

area of the ventral valve inclining forward, instead of overhanging the

hinge-line. The specimens collected at Ottawa are much smaller than
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those figured in the works above cited, but are in every other respect spe-

cifically identical. The area varies much in its size and in the amount of

its inclination.

Locality and Formation.—City of Ottawa ; Belleville ; and near

L'Orignal. It also occurs at Cmcinnati in Ohio, in the Hudson River

group, and at numerous lecalities in Wales, in the Bala group.

Qollectors.—^\v W. E. Logan, R. Bell, E. BiUings.

Orthis Maria. (N. sp.)

Fig. 114.

Fig. 114.

—

Orthis Maria, a, yentral view ; b, side view ; c, view of the front margin.

Description.—Transversely oblong ; hinge-line equal to or a Httle less

than the greatest width ; cardinal angles either rectangular or moderately

rounded ; sides gently convex and subparallel ; anterior angles rounded
;

front margin with a portion of the middle usually straight. Ventral

valve irregularly depressed pyramidal, with a deep rounded mesial sinus

which becomes obsolete before reaching the beak ; the lattei> small,

pointed, not incurved, scarcely distinct from the cardinal edge, and form-

ing the most elevated point of the valve. From the beak to the cardmal

angles the shell descends with a flat or sometimes gently concave slope.

Area rather large, its height at the beak equal to one eighth of its

length, shghtly concave, nearly at a right angle to the plane of the mar-

gin, but shghtly overhanging the hinge-line. Dorsal valve rather strongly

convex, with its front much elevated in the middle by a large rounded

mesial fold which becomes obsolete at the umbo ; cardinal angles com-

pressed and shghtly reflected ; umbo large, obtusely rounded, overhang-

ing the hinge-luie ; beak very small but distinct, situated on the cardinal

edge and not elevated ; area about one third the size of that of the ventral

valve, lying nearly in the plane of the margin, slightly concave and some-

times a little overhangmg the hinge-line. Foramen of ventral valve tri-

angular, its width at base about two thirds the height, apparently open to

the beak, but this point not clearly ascertained. Surface with rather fine

radiating striae, 3 or 4 in the width of a line at the middle of the front
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margin
;
gradually becoming finer towards the cardinal angles, one half

rimning all the way to the beak, and the other half dying out at from a

half to two thirds the distance. Width of average-sized specimen 9 lines

;

length 6 lines ; height of area of ventral valve 1^ lines.

The front margin is usually straight in the middle, but sometimes it is

rounded as in the specimen above figured.

Locality and Formation.—Gramache Bay, Anticosti. In Division 1,

Anticosti group ; Middle Silurian.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

Orthis Laurentina. (Billings.)

Orthis Ladrbntina (Billings). Report G. S. C. for 185Y, p. 297.

6

Fig. 115.

Pig. 115.

—

O. Laurentina. a, ventral valve; b, area ; c, side view.

Description.—Semielliptical, broader than long in the proportion of

about seven to five ; hinge-line straight, slightly exceeding the width of

the shell ; the dorsal valve flat, very slightly convex, the most elevated

point being at the beak, a perceptible depression along the middle ; car-

dinal area low, triangular, inclining backwards at an angle of 100°, or a

little more, to the plane of the lateral margin ; foramen partly closed.

Ventral valve convex, most elevated at one third the length from the

beak, which is small, pointed and depressed about one third below the

greatest height of the valve ; cardinal area rather large, triangular, some-

what concave, extending to the beak, but closed by a convex deltidium

all but a small triangular space at the base. Surface with from twenty

to twenty-five prominent, subangular radiating ridges, which gradually

enlarge from the beak to the base, separated by the same number of

sulci equal to the ridges in breadth and depth, two ridges in one line at

the front margin. Some of the specimens are obscurely subcpadrate.

Width of large specimen seven lines ; length five lines ; height of ventral

area at the beak 1^ lines ; width of foramen at the base § of a line.

This species is closely allied to both 0. tricenaria and 0. disparalis.

Indeed these three would be by some good naturalists all united. The

only differences that I can perceive are that this species is smaller than
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0. tricenaria and has the foramen partly closed. 0. disparalis has a

more erect beak. I think them all one species ; but as others would not,

and as this name has got into use, I shall retain it for the present.

Locality and Formation.—Junction Cliff, Anticosti. In Division 1,

Anticosti group ; Middle Silurian.

Collector.—^J. Eichardson.

Orthis Merope. (N. sp.)

4^ f

Fig. 116.

Fig. 116.

—

Orthis Merope. a, ventral view ; b, area ; c, side view.

Description.—Shell small ; width at the hinge-line twice the length

;

cardinal angles acute, from 60° to 70° ; sides and front margin forming a

regular semielliptical curve. Ventral valve pyramidal, most elevated at

the beak, thence sloping nearly uniformly in all directions to the sides and

margin ; area large, at right angles to the plane of the margin, sometimes

inclining slightly forward or backward ; foramen large, extending to the

beak. Dorsal valve nearly flat, with an obscure mesial sinus. Surface

with from 25 to 30 strong, angular undivided ribs.

Width 3 lines ; length li lines.

Locality and Formation.—City of Ottawa. In the lowest beds of the

Trenton limestone.

Collector.—E. Billings.

Genus Porambonites. (Pander.)

The following species is placed in the genus Porambonites provisionally.

Its internal characters are very similar to those of Rhynclionella, but ex-

ternally it differs in having an open foramen in each valve and the beaks

nearly equal. In these two latter characters it agrees with Porambonites,

from which again it differs in having the shell ribbed and the surface not

pitted.

A small generic group might be made to include P. Ottaivaensis and

the two species figured in the Geology of Russia under the names of

Sjpirifer rectus and S. Panderi.
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PORAMBONITES OtTAWAENSIS. (N. Sp.)

Fig. 117.

Fig. 111.—Porambonites Ottawaensis. a, b, c, rf, Dififerent views of a specimen
j

e, interior of ventral valve
; /, interior of dorsal valve

; g, side

view of a specimen, which, being empty, shows the form of the

oral arms.

Description. — Ovate or sub-triangular ; valves of nearly an equal

length ; apical angle about 90° ; sides straight for a little more than

one-half the length from the beaks, in the front half rounded ; front

margin gently convex, or with a portion in the middle either straight or

concave, according as it is affected by the mesial fold and sinus. Ventral

valve convex, most elevated at one-fourth the length from the beak ; a

concave mesial sinus commences at the front margin and extends in some

specimens nearly to the umbo, in others dying out at two-thii'ds the length

of the shell ; area small, scarcely one-third the width of the shell, strongly

concave, overhanging the hinge-line ; beak small, incurved down to one-third

the greatest elevation of the valve ; foramen triangular, its width about

equal to its height. The form of the dorsal valve is similar to that of the

ventral, but it is a Httle larger, and has a mesial fold which in general is

only slightly elevated ; area not quite so high as that of the ventral valve,

and lying nearly in the plane of the margin, but a little curved over the

plane ; foramen triangular, open to the beak. On each side of the umbo

both valves are abruptly deflected, so that they descend to the margin at

a right angle. Surface on the umbo and flat space on each side, smooth

;

three obscurely angular ribs on the mesial fold and two on the sinus ; from

three to five ribs on each side ; none of the ribs reach the beaks. A few

squamose zigzag concentric strias are visible.

In the interior of the ventral valve, the dental plates form two thin

vertical septa, extending about one-fourth or one-third the length of the

shell. The teeth are well developed. The umbo between the dental

plates is hollow quite to the beak, as in Rhynehonella. There is no trace

of a dcltidium.

In the interior of the dorsal valve, the bases of the oral arms consist of

two short plates, concave on their upper, and convex on their lower sides.
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They are separated from each other by a narrow fissure which extends

quite to the beak. Beneath, they are supported by two very shghtly

developed vertical and parallel plates. From their anterior extremities

two slender calcified oral processes extend about one-fifth the length of

the shell, curving upwards nearly to the inner surface of the ventral valve.

In the cavity of the umbo there is no divaricator process, as there is in

Orthis.

This species is closely allied to P. rectus (Pander) = Spirifer rectus

(Be Verneuil) in the geology of Russia, but is not so numerously ribbed.

The specimens are about 6 lines in length, and the same in width.

Locality and Formation.—Pauquette Rapids, on the River Ottawa.

Black River limestone.

Collector.—E. BilHngs.

Rhynchonella fringilla. (N. sp.)

Fig. 118.

Fig. 118.—Rhynchonellafringilla.—a, Side view ; &, dorsal view.

Description. — Shell large, strongly convex, transversely elliptical,

greatest width about the middle, length about one-eighth less than the

width. Ventral valve convex, with a wide concave mesial sinus, which

extends to the umbo, bordered on each side by two or three ribs more

prominent than the others, 4 or 5 strong depressed convex ribs in the

sinus, and from 8 to 10 on each side ; beak closely incurved down to

the umbo of the dorsal valve, a smooth space on each side next to the

hinge-hne. Dorsal valve a little larger than the ventral, Avith an obtusely

rounded umbo, and the beak deeply buried beneath that of the ventral

valve ; a large depressed convex mesial ridge extending from the umbo to

the front, where it elevates the margin ; 4 or 5 ribs on the mesial elevation,

those on the outside sometimes subdivided at about half their length intc

2 or 3 ; on each side of the mesial ridge there arc from 8 to 10 ribs.
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Length 15 lines, width IT lines, depth of both valves 13 lines.

Very numerous small specimens from 6 lines in length and upwards,

occur with the larger.

This species is closely alhed to R. eapax (Conrad), Hudson River

group, being of nearly the same form and size. That species, however,

has only 5 or 6 ribs on each side, ornamented by concentric striae, while

this has 8 or 10 smooth ones.

Locality and Formation.— Gull Cape, Anticosti. In Division 4,

Anticosti group, Middle Silurian.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

Rhynchonella Anticostiensis. (Billings.)

Fig. 119.

Pig. 119.—Rhynchonella .Anticostiensis.—a, b, c, Different views of a specimen.

Description.— Sub-pentagonal ; apical angle about 80° ; sides nearly

straight or shghtly convex for rather more than half the length from the

beak, then curving to the edge of the mesial sinus ; front nearly straight

for the breadth of the sinus ; side view, oblong ; front, dorsal and ventral

sides nearly straight ; umbo of dorsal valve abruptly cui'ved in to the base

of the beak of the ventral valve, which is conical, erect, and scarcely

incurved. Ventral valve with a deep mesial sinus becoming obsolete at

two-thirds the length from the base ; dorsal valve with a strong mesial

elevation which, on approaching the umbo, disappears, and is succeeded

by a scarcely perceptible sinus, which continues to the summit. Surface

with 18 or 20 radiating angular ridges, crossed by close zigzag imbricating

striae ; 3 ribs in the ventral sinus, and 4 on the dorsal mesial elevation.

Length 7 lines, width near the front 6 lines.

This species resembles Atrypa suhtrigonalis (Hall; Palaeontology of

New York, vol. 1, pi. 33, fig. 12), but has a larger and more erect beak,

while the side view exhibits a broadly truncated base, with the dorsal and

ventral outlines more nearly straight.

Formation and Locality.— Hudson River group. EngUsh Head,

Anticosti.

Collector.—J. Richardson.
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Rhynchonella glacialis. (N. sp.)

Fig. 120.

Fig. 120.

—

Rhynchonella glacialis.—a, Side view ; b, dorsal view.

Description.—Shell rather large, transversely elliptical, greatest width

about the middle, length about one-eighth or one-ninth less than the width.

Ventral valve varying from moderately to strongly convex, most prominent

in the upper half; umbo narrow, sub-carinated ; beak small, closely incurved

down to the imibo of the dorsal valve ; mesial sinus wide, concave, extending

to the umbo. Dorsal valve about equal to the ventral in the amount of its

convexity ; beak hidden beneath that of the ventral valve ;
umbo divided

by a narrow sinus, which commences under the beak of the ventral valve,

and, extending about one line therefrom, gradually divides, the branches

being obscurely indicated all the way to the front, on either side of the

mesial ridge ; the latter convex and moderately elevated at the front

margin, becoming obsolete near the umbo, on which its place is occupied

by the sinus above mentioned. Surface of both valves with somewhat

obscure bifurcating ribs. On the dorsal valve there are two or three ribs

in the sinus at the umbo which are extended on to the mesial ridge, and

subdivide into from 6 to 8 before reaching the front. The ribs on each

side and also on the ventral valve divide in the same way, becoming less

conspicuous towards the front. In perfect specimens the surface also

exhibits some concentric striae near the front, but in general the ribs have

a smooth aspect.

This species is allied to B. fringilla, and occurs along with it in the

same beds, but differs from it ui its somewhat smaller size and divided ribs.

The young of the two species differ in the same respects.

Locality and Formation.— Gull Cape, Anticosti. In Division 1, An-

ticosti group ; Middle Silurian.

Collector.—J. Richardson.
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Genus Athyris. (McCoy.)

This genus, as originally described by McCoy and D'Orbigny, consists

of a large and important assemblage of species ranging from the Middle

Silurian up to the Permian inclusive. It appears to be capable of sub-

division, and accordingly several generic names have been proposed for

the various sub-groups. The arrangement that I follow is that published

by Davidson in his Introduction to the classification of the Brachiopoda.

According to this, Athyris stands for that group of imperforate species

which has A. tumida for the type, and is precisely equal to Meristella

(Hall), proposed in 1861. Spirigera includes the perforated group

with 8. concentrica for the typical form.

If Professor Hall's suggestions be followed, then Spirigera must be

suppressed altogether and Athyris take its place, and thus stand as the

generic name of a group of shells for which it is decidedly inappropriate.

I cannot see the least reason whatever for this change, except that it

would make a vacancy for Prof. Hall's genus Meristella. If we follow

Davidson, there can be no misnomer, for both Athyris and Spirigera

will stand for groups for which they are in no way iaappropriate, and no

injustice will be done to either McCoy or D'Orbigny.

Athyris umbonata. (N. sp.)

Fig. 121. Fig. 122.

Fig. 121.

—

Athyris umbonata. a, dorsal, and i, side view.

122.

—

A. Prinstana. a, dorsal, and b, side view.

Description.—Elongate ovate ; sides usually forming a continuous gen-

tle curve from the umbo of the ventral valve to the front margin, some-

times a little angulated at the hinge extremities; front margin either

rounded or with a small portion in the middle straight. Ventral valve

strongly convex, forming a continuous curve from beak to base, spiral in

the upper half, gently curved in the lower. Umbo large, rounded, very

prominent. Beak abruptly incurved down to the umbo of the dorsal
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valve. There is usually a faint indication of a mesial sinus in this valve,

which however only amounts to a flattening of the shell along the middle

of the lower two thirds. Dorsal valve moderately convex, most elevated

at one third the length from the beak ; umbo obtusely rounded, beak con-

cealed; hinge-line curved but distinct for two thirds the whole width.

Surface smooth or with many obscure accretion ridges ; in a few individ-

uals these latter are strongly developed, but in general the aspect is that

of a smooth shell. Length from 6 to 9 lines , width varying from two

thirds to eight ninths of the length.

This species is more elongated than A. Prinstana, and has the umbo

of the ventral valve more strongly developed. The two species appear to

be connected by intermediate hnks ; but in a large number of specimens

two groups can be selected having upon the whole a distinct specific

aspect.

Both are allied to the several species of this group found in the Clinton

and Niagara rocks of New York, and especially to A. naviformis (Hall),

which differs in being radiately striated and in having a deep mesial

sinus.

Locality and Formation.—Junction Cliff, Anticosti. In Division 1,

Anticosti group ; Middle Silurian.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

Athyris Prinstana. (N. sp.)

Fig. 122. a, b.

Description.— Shell subcircular, moderately convex, smooth ; apical

angle about 105°
; cardinal slopes straight or nearly so for one fourth the

length of the shell, greatest width about the middle or a Httle in front

thereof ; sides gently convex ; front rather more narrowly rounded than

the sides. Ventral valve evenly convex, most elevated in the upper half;

the outline thence to the beak forming a smooth spiral curve ; a somewhat

straight or gently convex slope to the front margin ; umbo large rounded

;

beak small, closely incurved, very nearly if not absolutely in contact with

the umbo of the dorsal valve. Dorsal valve uniformly depressed convex,

most elevated at about one third the length from the beak ; umbo small,

rounded ; hinge-line nearly straight and equal to about two thirds the

whole width of the shell. Surface smooth. Length 7 lines ; width about

the same ; depth of both valves 5 lines.

Locality and Formation.—Prinsta Bay, Anticosti. In Division 1,

Anticosti group ; Middle Silurian.

Collector.—J. Richardson.
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Athyris Julia. (N. sp.)

Fig, 124.

Fig. 124.

—

Athyris Julm. a, dorsal, b, side, and c, ventral view.

Description.—Shell of medium size, moderately convex, subovate'

greatest width a little in front of the middle ; sides rounded ; front margin

truncated ; apical angle about 90°
; cardinal slopes straight for nearly one

third the length of the shell. Ventral valve moderately convex, most

elevated about the middle, thence uniformly arched to the beak, more

abruptly curved to the front margin. Umbo small, prominent; beak

pointed, incurved over the hinge-line, but not m contact with the umbo of

the dorsal valve ; a wide, flat, shallow mesial sinus which indents the ante-

rior one fourth. Dorsal valve imiformly convex all over except a short

flat mesial elevation in front. Surface with a smooth polished aspect, but

when closely examined exhibiting numerous obscure concentric striae.

Length of specimen 7 liaes ; width the same ; depth of both valves

5 lines.

Locality and Formation.—The Jumpers, Anticosti.

Anticosti group ; Middle Silurian.

Oollector.—J. Richardson.

In Division 4,

The following species with its varieties are referred to the genus

Athyris provisionally. The shell structure resembles that of Atrypa reti-

cularis, but the muscular impressions are more like those of Athyris than

those of Atrypa. In some polished sections I have detected traces of

internal spiral appendages, but have not ascertained their position. Should

it be found that they are situated as in Atrypa, it may become necessary

to refer this species to that genus. The fossil called (by Prof. Hall)

Orthis erratiea belongs to the same group, and so do, most probably,

Rhynchonella modesta and M. recurvirostra.
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Athyris Headi. (N. sp.)

Fig. 125. Fig. 126. Fig. 127.

Fig. 125.

—

Athyris Headi. a, dorsal view ; 6, side view of a specimen of the typical

form. Fig. 126.

—

a, dorsal view ; b, side view of a specimen from Lake St. John (var.

A. borealis). Pig. 12l.^a, dorsal view; 6, side view of a specimen from Anticosti

var. A. Anticostiensis).

Description.—Broad oval or sub-pentagonal ; both, valves convex ; sides

and front margin occasionally somewbat straight. Ventral valve rather

strongly convex, most elevated about the middle or a little above ; beak

closely incurved, in contact with the umbo of the dorsal valve ; umbo

somewhat carinated ; an obscure mesial sinus which is usually so slightly

impressed as to constitute only a flattening of the shell extends from tbe

front margin to within one third of the length from the beak, where it

becomes obsolete ; on each side of the sinus the sheU descends with a

somewhat flat slope to the sides. Dorsal valve not so convex as the ven-

tral ; often with an obscure mesial sinus.

Surface with fine rounded radiating ridges, closely crowded together, of

a nearly uniform size, from eight to ten in the width of two lines.

Length about 10 lines ; width a little less than the length.

This species is dedicated to the late John Head, Esq., by whose unfor-

tunate death science has sustained a grievous loss.

Locality and Formation.—On the south shore of the St. Lawrence

opposite Three Rivers. Hudson River formation.

Collectors.—J. Head, Esq., J. Richardson.

Varieties op Athyris Headi.

Var. A. Borealis, Fig. 126. This form is found on Lake St. John, on

the River Saguenay. It difiers from the typical form in beiag more elon-

gate-oval and ui having a more tumid umbo. ' Hudson River formation.

Collected by J. Richardson and R. Bell.

Var. A. Anticostiensis. Smaller than the typical form, more nearly

circular and with a more tumid umbo. Occurs in the Hudson River for-

mation near EngHsh Head, Anticosti. Collected by J. Richardson.
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Camerella Ops. (N. sp.)

Fig. 128.

Fig. 128.

—

Camerella Ops.—a, Dorsal, b, side view.

Description.—Sub-globular, transversely sub-elliptical, greatest width a

little in front of the middle, sides rounded, front margin undulated by the

coarse ribs and mesial sinus. Ventral valve very convex, strongly tumid

in the upper half ; umbo large, rounded ; beak incurved down beneath

that of the opposite valve ; mesial fold obscure, extending to the umbo
with a shallow, wide, obscure sulcus on each side. Dorsal valve smaller

than the ventral, most convex in the upper half; beak small, not incurved,

but depressed below the greatest elevation of the shell ; a small area

beneath it, inclining outwards at an obtuse angle with the plane of the

margin ; mesial sinus deep, rounded in the bottom, becoming obsolete at

about two-thirds the length of the shell, an obscm-e rounded fold on each

side. Surface with a smooth aspect, but, when closely examined, exhibiting

numerous fine undulating concentric striae. There are a few obscure

undulations, indicating ribs at the front margin.

Locality and Formation.—The Jumpers, Anticosti. In Division 4,

Anticosti group ; Middle Silurian.

Collector,—J. Eichardson.
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LAMELLIBRANCHIATA.

Cyrtodonta Harrietta. (N. sp.)

Fig. 129.

Fig. 129.

—

Cyrtodonta Harrietta.—Right valve.

Description.— Transversely oblong; dorsal and ventral margins sub-

parallel
;

posterior extremity broadly and nearly uniformly rounded

;

anterior extremity short, narrowly rounded, occupying only the ventral

half of the height of the shell, its most projectmg point extending only

about one-twelfth the whole transverse length of the shell beyond the

umbones. Ventral margin slightly concave ; dorsal margin most elevated

at a little more than one-third the length of the shell from the posterior

extremity ; most projecting point of the posterior extremity a Httle below

the half height of the shell. Beaks small, spirally incurved forwards

down to the hinge-luie nearly; shell strongly convex in the umbonial

region, most prominent at about one-fourth the length from the umbones ;

the most convex region extends from the umbones obliquely backwards

and downwards ; a wide shallow byssal sinus in the anterior two-thirds of

the length, shghtly sinuates the ventral margin, and becomes obsolete at

one-half the height of the shell. Surface unknown.

Transverse length 21 lines ; height at the umbones 11 lines ; at the

most elevated point of dorsal margin 12 lines ; depth of single valve 7

lines.

Locality and Formation.— English Head, Anticosti.

group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

Hudson River
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Cyrtodonta Emma. (N. sp.)

Fig. 130.

Fig. 130.—Cyrtodonta Emma.—Right valve.

Description.—Transversely elongate, ovate, slightly narrowed from the

umbones backwards. Anterior extremity occupying the lower two-thirds

of the height, rounded, and projecting a little more than one-sixth of the

whole transverse length in advance of the umbones
; posterior extremity

rounded, with indications of an oblique truncation in the upper half.

Dorsal and ventral margins sub-parallel, but slightly converging backwards.

Beaks, as is apparent by the cast of the interior, closely incurved, umbones

rather strongly convex, slightly flattened by a shallow byssal sinus, which

extends to the ventral margin and renders the same gently concave. The

greatest convexity of the shell is at one-third the length, or a little more,

from the anterior extremity. The dorsal margin is shghtly compressed in

its posterior half.

Surface of shell unknown, but probably conceniaricaUy striated. The

casts of the interior shew some strong concaA^e or sub-angular concentric

wrinkles on the umbones, and curving round in front of them.

Transverse length 18 lines ; height at the umbones 9 lines ; at the

posterior extremity of the hinge-line, 7 lines ; depth of a single valve 5

lines.

Locality/ and Formation.— English Head, Anticosti. Hudson River

group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

Cyrtodonta ponderosa. (N. sp.)

Description.—Oblong, oval, somewhat sub-rhomboidal, dorsal and ventral

margins sub-parallel ; the hinge-line straight with a well-dcflned area,

sometimes two Imes in width ; the posterior half of the margin forms a

rounded obtuse angle (130° to 145°) with the hmge-line, then straight

but declining a little downwards for a length a little greater than that of

the hinge-line when it forms another rounded angle of about 150° (the
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measure varying a little) with the posterior edge, which is somewhat

straight or gently curved to the most projecting point of this extremity.

Ventral margin gently convex or straight for half the length in the middle

portion, curving upwards to the posterior extremity, and anteriorly ascend-

ing with a broad, rounded curve ; anterior margin descending abruptly to

meet the curve of the ventral margin. Sometimes a small anterior ear,

but in general the outhne from the umbones downward shows no interrup-

tion. Umbones not very large, rounded ; beaks incurved, sometimes in

contact, and sometimes 1 or 2 hnes apart. From the umbones a broadly

rounded gibbosity runs obliquely to the lower posterior angle.

Surface concentrically marked with strong sub-lamellose hnes of growth,

often rugose towards the posterior extremity. Shell always very thick

and ponderous.

An average-sized specimen is 2 inches in length and 4 in width. The
proportions vary somewhat, some being shorter and more nearly oval than

others.

Locality and Formation.—Cape Smyth, Lake Huron. Hudson River

group.

Oollector.—R. Bell.

Cyetodonta Hindi. (N. sp.)

Fig. 131.

Fig. 131.— Cyrtodonia Hindi, a, right valve ; 6, dorsal view.

Description.—Obhquely ovate, or sub-rhomboidal, tapering from the

middle to a narrow rounded point at the posterior extremity, strongly ven-
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tricose in the anterior half ; beaks closely incurved ; a sharp umbonial

ridge running from the beak nearly to the posterior extremity ; from this

ridge the surface descends with a concave slope to the hinge-line and

dorsal margin ; hinge-line straight, with a well-developed concave area.

The anterior extremity is small and rounded ; the ventral margin strongly

convex in the anterior half and somewhat straight behind.

Of this fine new species I have seen only the one figured.

Dedicated to the discoverer, Prof. H. Y. Hind, of Trinity College,

Toronto.

Locality and Formation.—Near Toronto ; Hudson River group.

Collector.—?mi. H. Y. Hhid.

Ctenodonta Iphigenia. (N..sp.)

Fig. 132.

Fig. 132.

—

Ctenodonta Iphigenia. Right valve.

Description.—Transversely sub-ovate ; umbones a little behind the

mid-length ; anterior extremity large and broadly rounded ; from the um-

bones the shell tapers to a narrow, rounded posterior extremity which

occupies the lower one third next the ventral margin. The greatest con-

vexity is a little in front of the middle. A portion of the ventral margin

in the posterior two thirds of the length is gently concave. The umbones

are somewhat flattened by a wide shallow byssal sinus which descends to

the ventral margin. There is a somewhat sharply angular umbonial ridge

running from the beaks to the posterior extremity. Between this ridge

and the hinge-line there is an elongated imperfect lunette. The beaks

appear to be closely incurved. Surface unknown.

Transverse length about 1 inch ; distance from the umbones to the

ventral margin half an inch.

Of this species we have only a single specimen,—a right valve. It

resembles C. nasuta, but differs from that species by having a strong pos-

terior umbonial ridge.

Locality and Formation.—Cape Smith, Lake Huron ; Hudson River

formation.

Oollector.—R. Bell.

"
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GASTEROPODA.

Metoptoma Alceste. (N. sp.)

Fig. 133, a, b.

Description.—Shell conical or sub-pjramidal ; base sub-ovate or sub-

circular, broadly rounded in front, sides gently convex, anterior margin

\nth. a small space in the middle nearly straight. Apex at about one

fifth the length from the anterior margin, much elevated, the anterior side

gently convex or nearly flat with a strong rib running from the apex to the

middle of the front margin. This is the appearance of the fossil as seen

in the cast of the interior, no specimens with the shell preserved having

been collected.

Length of base of large specimen 13 lines ; width about the same

;

height 14 lines. In some specimens the greatest width is about one third

the length from the anterior margin, but in others it is a little in advance

of this position.

The rib in this species resembles that so frequent in species of BeUe-

rophon, and it may be that the side which is called anterior in these de-

scriptions is the posterior side.

Locality and Formation.—English Head, Anticosti ; in the Hudson
River group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

Metoptoma Estella. (N. sp.)

Fig. 133. Fig. 134.

Fig. 133.

—

Metoptoma Alceste. a, side view ; b, anterior view.

134.

—

M. Estella. a, side, and b, vertical view.

Description.—Base very nearly circular, length slightly exceeding the

width ; apex pointed, depressed or slightly incurved so that the point of it
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is almost vertically above the middle of the front margin. On a side view

the outline from the middle of the posterior margin to the apex forms

almost a complete quarter of a circle with a tendency to become spiral on

approaching the apex. Beneath the apex the outline is concave to the

middle of the front margin. The form of the shell is a cone with the apex

incurved.

Length 6 lines ; width about 5^ lines ; height 3 lines.

Locality and Formation..—English Head, Anticosti; Hudson River

group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

Pleurotomaria Elora. (N. sp.)

Fig. 135. Pig. 136.

Fig. 135.

—

Pleurotomaria Elora.

136.—P. Galtensis,

Description.—Spire conical, rather strongly elevated; whorls in the

cast depressed convex on the upper side, with a sharp-edged margin all

round, just within which there is a slight concavity, most distinct on the

last whorl. Base nearly flat ; umbilicus about one third the whole width,

deep, extending to the apex.

Width of a specimen of the average size 18 lines ; height 10 lines.

There are from four to six whorls.

Locality and Formation.—Elora ; Guelph fonnation.

Collector.—R. Bell.

Pleurotomaria Galtexsis. (N. sp.)

Fig. 136.

Description.—Shell in the cast depressed conical, sub-lenticular ; apical

angle about 100°. Whorls from four to six, nearly flat on the upper side,

gently convex on the inner and very slightly concave near the outer side.

Margin aU round angular. Under side strongly convex. Umbihcus small,

about one fifth the whole width in the cast. Aperture rounded on the

lower side, concave on the inner side, and nearly straight above.
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Width 14 lines ; height about 10 lines.

Locality and Formation.—Gait ; Guelph formation.

Collector.—R. Bell.

Pleurotomaria Deiopeia. (N. sp.)

Description.—Shell obtusely conical ; apical angle about 90°
; whorls

about four, with a narrowly rounded outer margin, above which they are

gently convex or somewhat flat all the way to the suture. On the under

side the body whorl is gently convex. The suture is deep, and the upper

whorls project a little over those below them. Surface beautifully orna-

mented with fine angular revolving ridges, of which there are five or six

in the width of one line. These are crossed by finer lines, which curve

backwards to the outer edge, crossing obliquely and producing a rhom-

boidal cancellation. There appears to be a rounded band on the outer

edge of the whorls, with a gentle concavity just above it.

Height 15 lines ; width about 20 lines ; height of body whorl 8 lines.

Locality and Formation.—Elora ; in the Guelph formation.

Collector.—&. Bell.

MuRCHisoNiA Xanthippe. (N. sp.)

Fig. 137. Pig. 138. Fig. 139,

Fig. 137.

—

Murchisonia Xanthippe, drawn from a gutta-percha cast.

138.—Af. Vitellia, do. do.

139.—ilf. Estella, do. do.

Description.—Spire acutely conical ; apical angle from 40° to 50° :

"whorls six or seven, acutely angular along the middle (screw-shaped), the
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last one large, and, including the aperture, nearly one half the whole

length of the shell. The most projecting part of each whorl is just about

the middle ; above this mesial angulation the surface of the shell descends

with a gently concave or nearly flat slope directly to the suture ; below

the angulation the slope is similar to that above, but appears to be more

nearly flat. On the body whorl the angular edge is bevelled on its upper

surface by a narrow flat spiral band about one tliird of a line in width, so

situated that it slopes upwards and inwards. This whorl is more concave

on the upper side than the others. Below the margin there is a wide

shallow concave band about two lines in width, but so slightly depressed

as to be scarcely distinguishable. The body of the whorl below the mar-

gin is large and obtusely conical, and the aperture appears to have been

caniculated or efiuse at the lower angle. Surface unknown, but probably

finely striated. The aperture is not preserved in the specunen, but it is

evidently large, straight or gently concave on the upper side, and with the

outer lip moderately convex.

Length about 18 lines ; width of body whorl about 10 lines.

This group belongs to the Lower Silurian group of Mtirchisonia, of

which M. perangulata of the Black River limestone is the type.

Locality and Formation.—Gait. Guelph formation ; Middle Silurian.

Collector.—E. Billuigs.

MURCHISONIA VlTELLIA. (N. Sp.)

Fig. 138.

Description.—Spire conical, apical angle about 60°; whorls 5 or 6,

strongly ventricose, obtusely angular, and with a flat spiral band along the

middle ; above the band descending with a flat or very slightly concave

slope for three-fourths the distance to the suture ; in the remaining

one-fourth very gently convex ; suture deep ; below the band moderately

and uniformly convex. The upper whorls appear to become regularly

convex, both above and below the band. The band is gently concave or

nearly flat, and its plane is nearly parallel with the longitudinal axis of the

shell. Surface with fine striae curving backwards above, and forwards

below the band. Aperture unknown.

Length of the only specimen collected about 18 lines. Width of the

last whorl 16 fines.

Locality and Formation.— (jdM. In the Guelph formation; Middle

Silurian.

Collector.—E. Billings.
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MURCHISONIA ESTELLA. (N. Sp.)

Fig. 139,

Description.—Spire very acutely conical, elongated, slender, screw-

shaped ; whorls numerous, angulated a little below the middle ; above the

angular edge descending with a flat or slightly concave slope about two

thirds the distance to the suture, just before reaching which there is a

barely perceptible convexity ; suture deep. Below the angulation the

slope is flat all the way to the suture. The angular edge is apparently

sharp, and if there be a band it must be a very narrow one.

A fragment consisting of 15 whorls is 18 lines in length ; 5^ lines wide

at the larger and 1 line at the smaller extremity. Another specimen con-

sisting also of 15 whorls is 17 lines in length, b\ lines at the larger and

1 line at the smaller extremity. The dimensions of these two (the only

ones collected) are therefore the same. The angulation is situated a

little above the lower third of the length of the whorls.

This species is allied to M. longispira (Hall), Pal. N. Y., Vol. 2,

p. 345, PI. 83, Fig. 2, a, but is more acutely angular in the whorls.

Locality and Formation.—Gait. In the Guelph formation ; Middle

Silurian.

Collectors.—E. Billings, R. Bell.

MURCHISONIA MyLITTA. (N. Sp.)

Fig. 140. Fig. 142.Fig. 141.

Fig. 140.—Murckisonia Mylitta.

141.—M. Hercyna.

142.

—

Holopea Harmonia.

Description.— Shell short; whorls 4 or 5, ventricose, with a narrow

spiral band a little above the middle on the last. Above the band the
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surface descends with a flat slope to the suture ; below the band the

whorls are uniformly ventricose. The last whorl appears to be about

two-thirds of the whole length of the shell. The band has a distinct but

narrow carination on its upper side. Surface nearly smooth, but, on a

small portion of the shell which remains, very fine striae are visible. The

band, as indicated in the cast, is narrow and shghtly concave.

Length about 1 inch ; width about 8 lines ; width of the band on the

last whorl about | of a line.

The surface resembles a short M. hellicincta, from which it differs in

the form of the whorls, by being flat above the band. The shell is thin,

and the band not visible on any of the whorls except the last, in the only

specimen collected.

Locality and Formation.— Elora. In the Guelph formation; Middle

Silurian.

Collector.— B.. Bell.

MURCHISONIA HeRCTNA. (N. Sp.)

» Fig. 141.

Description.— Conical ; apical angle about 65°; whorls 5 or 6, some-

what flat. Base nearly flat ; outer edge of body whorl narrowly rounded

;

upper side of whorls flat or very slightly concave along the middle ; the

spire is slightly turretted, the lower edge of each whorl projecting a little

over the upper edge of the one next below it. Umbilicus very small in

the cast, and when the shell is preserved it must be nearly if not entirely

closed. Surface, judging from a small portion of the shell remaining,

with fine strige, which curve gently backwards from the suture to the

lower edge of the whorl. The upper whorls appear in the cast of some of

the specimens, to be gently convex, instead of flat.

Locality and Formation.— Gait. In the Guelph formation.

Collector.— E. Billings.

HoLOPEA Harmonia. (N. sp.)

Fig. 142.

Description.— Shell turbinate ; apical angle about 80°; whorls 3 or 4,

the last one with a wide flat band along the middle, equal to a little more

than one-third the whole height of the whorl ; above the band the shell

ascends with a gently convex or nearly flat slope to the suture. On the

under side the last whorl is gently convex, and the base of the shell is

thus somewhat flat. The upper whorls are apparently gently convex or

flattened, but they are not well preserved in the only specimen collected.
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Surface with fine obtusely-angular strise, six or seven in the width of one

line, making a sigmoid curve backwards until the bottom of the last whorl

is attained, when they turn a little forward and run into the umbilicus.

The latter is not seen in the specimen, but it must be small.

Length 8 lines ; width 9 lines.

Locality and Formation.—Gait. In the Guelph formation ; Middle

Silurian.

Collector.— J. Richardson.

HOLOPEA GUELPHENSIS. (N. Sp.)

Fig. 143.

Fig. 143.

—

Holopea Guelphensis.

Description.— Shell turbinate ; apical angle about 80°
; whorls 3,

uniformly ventricose, the last one large ; aperture elhptical, its height

about one-fifth greater than its width ; umbilicus small, its width in the

cast being about one-fifth the width of the aperture. Surface unknown.

Length about 1 inch ; width of last whorl, including the aperture, 9

lines. The two apical whorls occupy about one-sixth of the whole length.

Locality and Formation.— Gait. In the Guelph formation ; Middle

Silurian.

Collector.—A. Murray.

Holopea Gracia. (N. sp.)

Description.—Shell turbinate ; apical angle about 90°
; whorls four,

moderately and nearly uniformly ventricose, most prominent at about the

lower third ; suture not very deep. Length 13 lines ; width 12 lines.

The body whorl occupies about one half the whole length of the shell.

Umbilicus and surface unknown.

This species very closely resembles II. Cruelphensis, but differs there-

from in having the body whorl proportionally not so large, while the most

convex part of all the whorls is in the lower one-third, instead of in the

middle.

Locality and Formation.—Gait. In the Guelph formation; Middle

Silurian.

Collector.—E. Billings.
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Stkaparollus Hippolyta. (N. sp.)

Fig. 144. Fig. 145.

Fig. 144.

—

Straparollus Hippolyta. a, view of the spire; b, front view.

145.

—

S. Daphne.

Description.—Shell small, sub-discoid ; whorls about three, the apical

two being very small ; suture deep. Height from 3 to 4 lines ; width

from 6 to 8 lines. The whorls are miiformly rounded above, below, and

on the outside. In some specimens they appear to be a little flattened

vertically. The second whorl is elevated about half its own height above

the body whorl. The two apical whorls are just visible above the second

on a side view. As the whorls are nearly cylindrical but a little flat-

tened vertically, the aperture must be transversely oval. In a specimen

7 lines wide, the width of the aperture, as shown in a cast of the interior,

is 3 lines, and its height about 2i lines.

Locality and Formation.—Gait. In the Guelph formation; Middle

Silurian.

Collectors.—R. Bell, E. Billings, J. Richardson.

Straparollus Daphne. (N. sp.)

Fig. 145.

Description.—Obtusely conical ; apical angle about 100°
; whorls six

or seven, very slender, and, as shown in the cast of the interior, very

nearly cylindrical. UmbiUcus very wide, showing aU the whorls quite to

the apex. Height of largest specimen seen about 6 lines ; width about

9 lines; thickness of last whorl in a specimen 8| lines wide and showing

5 whorls in the umbilicus, 2| lines.

This species has only been found in the condition of casts of the interior,

and it is not quite certain what is the form of the whorls on the outside of

the spire. As seen in the umbiUcus, they are uniformly rounded on the

inner and lower sides, and a little depressed vertically so that the form of

the aperture must be transversely ovate.

Locality and Formation.—Gait. In the Guelph formation; Middle

Silurian.

Collectors.—A. Murray, R. Bell.
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CEPHALOPODA.

Orthoceras Darwini. (N. sp.)

Description.—The only specimen of this species collected is 3| inches

in length ; section apparently transversely oval ; lateral diameter at the

larger extremity about 2 inches, at the mid-length 1\ inches, and at the

smaller extremity 1 inch. The dorso-ventral diameter at the smaller

extremity is 9 lines, but at the larger, in consequence of the imperfection

of the specimen, it cannot be ascertained. In 2\ inches of the length

there are 19 septa. These appear to be nearly flat or only gently con-

cave. The siphuncle appears to be monihform, 2 lines in thickness, and

with its centre 6 lines from the dorsal and 3 lines from the ventral margin.

The surface of the cast is longitudmally sulcated by obscure furrows about

1 hne apart, showing that the shell itself must be marked in a similar

manner. The specimen is slightly curved.

It is not certain to what extent the transversely ovate form of the sec-

tion of this species may be due to compression. From the fact that the

septa do not appear to be distorted, I think the measurements above

given indicate the natural proportions.

Locality and Formation.—New Hope. In the Guelph formation;

Middle Silurian.

Collector.—E. Billings.

Orthoceras Selwini. (N. sp.)

Description.—This specimen is 3 inches in length ; lateral diameter at

the larger extremity 14 lines ; at the smaller 9 Unes ; the dorso-ventral

diameter seems to be a little less, but one side of the specimen is imper-

fect. In a length of 3 inches there are 24 septa. The siphuncle appears

to be monihform ; the inflations between the septa discoid, and 4 lines in

diameter ; the centre of the siphuncle 3 hues from the ventral margin.

Locality and Formation.—Gait. In the Guelph formation; Middle

Silurian.

Collector.—R. Bell.

Cyrtoceras Lysander. (N. sp.)

Description.— Shell elongate, shghtly curved, and very gradually

tapering. Section transversely ovate ; septa varying from moderately

to rather strongly concave, from 15 to 20 in one inch ; siphuncle about a

line in diameter, and almost in contact with the shell on the ventral side ;

chamber of habitation apparently more than 1 inch in depth ; surface
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,. Fig. 146.

Pig. 146.

—

Cyrtoceras Lysander.—a, Side view of a fragment ; b, d, transverse

sections, showing some diflference in form ; c, a portion of the

ventral side ground down to the siphuncle.

with fine engirdling undulations, 3 or 4 in one line, so obscurely developed

that, on a superficial glance, the shell seems to be somewhat smooth.

A fragment of this shell 18 lines in length tapers about | of a line.

The relative proportion of the dorso-ventral and lateral diameters of the

section is somewhat variable. The following are the measurements of the

sections of several fragments apparently belonging to difierent individuals

:

9$, 7| ; 9,7; 8, 6^ ; 8i, 6^. In these figures the larger number is the

lateral diameter, and the smaller the dorso-ventral. In some fragments

the ventral side is narrowly rounded along the middle, but in others it is

like the dorsal side gently convex.

Locality/ and Formation.— Cape Smyth, Lake Huron. Hudson River

group.

Collector.— R. Bell.

Cyrtoceras Orodes. (N. sp.)

Description.—Section nearly circular, the dorso-ventral diameter

shghtly greater than the lateral. Aperture 15 lines in diameter ; shell

at 9 lines from the aperture, li lines in diameter; depth of chamber of

habitation 9 lines. The septate portion of the specimen is 21 lines in

length measured on the ventral side, and in that distance there are 12

septa. The specimen is so gently curved that in a length of 30 lines the

arch formed by the ventral outline is only 5 lines in height in the middle.

This shell differs from C. Orestes in being more gently curved, and in

having the aperture expanded.

Localitt/ and Formation.—New Hope. In the Guelph formation;

Middle Silurian.

Collector.—E. Billings.
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Phragmoceras Hector. (N. sp.)

Fig. 147.

Fig. 147.

—

Phragmoceras Hector, a, side view of the specimen ; b, view of the

cast of the interior.

Description.—Chamber of habitation large, sub-bemispberical but lat-

erally compressed so that at the last septum the dorso-ventral diameter is

20 lines to a lateral diameter of 15 lines. The first 2| inches of the ven-

tral contour is curved to a radius of about 18 lines. The chamber of habi-

tation is 14 lines in depth. The septa are about 3 lines distant on the

ventral, and 1| lines on the dorsal aspect. In the cast of the interior

the ventral lobe of the aperture leaves a large ovate protuberance about

6 lines across. The dorsal lobe is about 7 fines in length and 2| lines in

width, and extends quite to the dorsal margin.

Locality and Formation.—New Hope. In the Guelph formation;

Middle Silurian.

Collector.—E. Billings.

AscocERAS Newberryi. (N. sp.)

Description.—Shell small, ovate, apex narrowly roimded ; contracted

towards the aperture
;
greatest diameter a little above the middle of the

septate portion, at which point the lateral diameter is greater than the

dorso-ventral in the proportion of 10 to 8. There are, apparently, three

septa. The first of these crosses the back of the shell about two lines

above the apex ; then traverses the side, proceeding obUquely upwards at

an angle of about 45° to the longitudinal axis, and crosses the ventral
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Fig. 148,

Fig. 148.

—

Ascoceras Newberryi. a, b, side views of two different specimens.

at four lines above the apex. The other two are first seen on the side,

where they seem to be combined and originate from the first in a single

suture ; thus united, they ascend the side about four Imes, curving

shghtly backwards : they then separate gradually, and at eleven lines

above the apex turn abruptly forwards and cross the ventral side, the

greatest distance between them being just at the turn, where they are

separated one line. The aperture is not preserved in any of the speci-

mens collected.

This description is founded on the most perfect specimen seen, of which

the above Fig. 148, a, is a view of the right side, a little restored. The
other three specimens are more or less worn and distorted. From these

it seems that aU three of the septa are united, or in some way so concealed,

in the suture described as the first septum, that they cannot be seen in

perfect specimens. The siphuncle is seen in the base or apex of two of

the specunens, not quite half way between the centre and the dorsal

margin. It is about 1 line in diameter.

Length of the best preserved specimen 12 lines ; dorso-ventral diameter

at the point where the septum crosses the ventral side 7 lines, and at the

most ventricose part below 8 lines. Greatest lateral diameter 10 lines.

This specimen is from Enghsh Head, Anticosti.

Another specimen from Gemache Bay (fig. 000, b) is a little longer,

and as it is a little worn both on the dorsal and ventral sides, the proportions

appear to be somewhat diiferent ; but when perfect they must be very

nearly the same. It will be seen by the figure (6) that the upright

sutures at first separate, and then seem to unite again. This might

constitute a specific difference ; but on account of the worn condition of the

specimen, the markings arc very obscure, and this appearance may be

deceptive.

In form, this little species resembles A. Canadense, from which it differs

greatly in the course taken by the first septum across the ventral side.
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This species is dedicated to the eminent American geologist and palge-

ontologist, Dr. J. S. Newberry.

Locality and Formation.—English Head, Anticosti ; on the south side

of the St. Lawrence, opposite Three Rivers ; and also at Point Rich,

Lake Huron. In the Hudson River group. The specimen represented

by fig. 148, 6, above, is from Junction Cliff, Anticosti, in Division 1, base

of the Anticosti group, Middle Silurian. It is not quite certain that this

latter is of the same species.

Collectors.—J. Richardson, R. Bell.

Additional speciesfrom various localities.

Cyrtia Myrtea. (N. sp.)

a

Fig. 149. Fig. 150.

Pig. 149.

—

Cyrtia Myrtea.—a, Ventral view ; 6, view of the area ; c, side view.

150.

—

Charionella Hyale. a, side, and b, dorsal view.

Description.—Ventral valve pyramidal, much elevated ; area large,

flat, at right angles to the plane of the margin ; beak acutely pointed, not

incurved ; foramen narrow, closed aU the way to the beak by a strongly

convex deltidium ; a shallow mesial sinus, which is gently concave,

commences at the front margin, with a width equal to a little more than

one-third the length of the hinge-line, and runs all the way to the beak,

where it diminishes to a point. The dorsal valve is sub-elliptical ; cardinal

angles shghtly rounded ; sides gently convex and converging towards the

front margin ; the latter with a gentle concavity in the middle, formed by

the mesial sinus ; area small, lying in the plane of the margin. This

valve is gently convex, with an obscure depressed convex mesial fold.

Surface with fine radiating strise, about 8 in the width of one line.

Width on the hinge-hne 7 lines ; length of dorsal valve 5 fines ; height

of ventral area 4 fines.

Locality and Formation.—South-west Point, Anticosti. In Division 4,

Anticosti group, Middle Silurian.

Collector.—J. Richardson.
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Charionella ? Hyale. (N. sp.)

Fig. 150, a, b.

Description.— Ovate, both valves about equally convex; length one-

eighth greater than the width ; apical angle about 100° ; cardinal edge on

each side of the beak gently concave or nearly straight ; sides gently

convex
;
greatest width about the middle or a little above it ; front margin

rounded. Ventral valve moderately convex, most elevated in the upper

half ; umbo narrow, obtusely sub-carinate ; beak small, only shghtly

incurved, with apparently a perforated apex, and a deltidium below it.

Dorsal valve uniformly depressed convex, with indications of an obtuse

carination along the middle. Surface unknown.

Length of largest specimen collected 8 lines ; width 7 lines ; depth of

both valves 4 lines.

The specimens are all in the condition of casts, and as there are no

indications of a hinge-plate, I have referred the species to Charionella,

provisionally.

Locality and Formation.— Gait. In the Guelph formation; Middle

Silurian.

Collectors.—J. Richardson, R. Bell.

Genus Trimerella. (N. gen.)

Crenerie Characters.—Shell large, ovate or circular ; valves moderately

or strongly convex ; beaks solid and transversely striated, as in the genus

Obolus. Interior of each valve with three longitudinal septa of variable

length which support a horizontal flat or concave plate. In the surface of

this plate the muscular apparatus was either wholly or in part attached.

On each side there appears to be a small ovate muscular impression, as in

Obolus. Surface of the shell with concentric accretion ridges or striae.

Shell thick.

This genus is allied to Obolus, from which it differs in the possession of

the longitudinal septa.

Trimerella grandis. (N. sp.)

Description.—Shell large, ovate, greatest width a little in advance of

the mid-length ; sides gently convex, front margin broadly or uniformly

rounded ; apical extremity apparently obtusely pointed. Both valves

moderately and uniformly convex
;
greatest tumidity a little above the

middle ; umbo of dorsal valve broadly rounded. Judging from some of
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Fig. 151.

Fig. 151.

—

Trimerella grandis. a, cast of interior of the supposed dorsal valve

;

6, other side of the same cast, showing the characters of the inte-

rior of the ventral ? valve.

the impressions, the ventral valve has a flat, solid, transversely-striated

area forming an obtuse angle with the plane of the lateral margin. Sur-

face of shell with obscure concentric accretion ridges.

Length of large individual about 3 inches ; width about 2| inches.

The casts of the interior of this species vary greatly in the length of the

conical projections between the septa. Although not common, they have

been found of aU sizes from the length of 8 to 36 lines. The specimen

above figured is one of the various forms. It yet remains to be ascer-

tained how many species there may be.

Locality/ and Formation.—Gait ; New Hope and Elora. In the Guelph

formation ; Middle Silurian.

Collector.—J. Richardson, J. Dalgleish, R. Bell, E. Billings.

Trimerella acuminata. (N. sp.)

Fig. 152.

—

Trimerella acuminata.

Remarks.—The fragment figured below appears to belong to a distinct

species, difiering from T. grandis in having the apical extremity much

more pointed, and the longitudinal septa running all the way to the beak.

The specimen is too imperfect for description, and it is figured under the

above name only provisionally. It occurs with T. grandis.
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Obolus Galtensis. (N. sp.)

Fig. 151. Fig. 152.

Fig. 152.

—

Obolus Galtensis.

Description.—Ovate, both valves moderately convex ; sides gently, and

front margin broadly rounded ; apical extremity of ventral valve 70°

;

greatest width a little below the middle. The area of the ventral valve is

flat, with a concave groove along the middle ; and while in one specimen

it lies nearly in the plane of the margin, in another it slopes a little

outwards.

The largest specimen seen is 25 lines in length and 18 in width.

Locality and Formation.—Gait. In the Guelph formation; Middle

Silurian.

Collectors.—E. Billings, R. Bell.

Orthoceras Piso. (N. sp.)

Description.— Section circular, taperuig eight lines in a length of five

inches ; septa moderately concave, about twelve to the inch ; siphuncle

moniliform, dilated, between the septa, to a diameter of about 1^ Imes, its

centre distant about three lines from the margin, where the diameter of

the fossil is 10 lines. The shell is preserved on the specimen, and appears

to be quite smooth, but this may have been caused by cleaning it from the

adhesive shale in which it was found imbedded. It is most probably

marked with fine engirdling striae.

The specimen is 5 inches in length ; width at the larger extremity 14

lines, and at the smaller 6 lines.

Locality and Formation.—Cape Smyth, Lake Huron. In the Hudson

River group.

Collector.—K. Bell.
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Pleurotomaria ? Viola. (N. sp.)

Description.—A cast of the interior consisting of five whorls is twenty

three lines wide at the base and eighteen lines in height ; umbilicus nine

lines wide, and on inside exhibiting all the whorls quite to the apex.

The whorls are sub-cylindrical, gradually increasing in size ; transverse

section showing the form of the aperture elliptical, the width about one

fourth greater than the height. Width of the aperture about eight lines
;

height six Unes.

It is difficult to say whether this fossil should be called a Pleurotomaria

or a Murckisonia. The cast resembles a short Murcldsonia with slender

cylindrical whorls and a very wide umbihcus. On the outer side there is

some appearance of an angulation, as if there were a band on the margin

of the shell.

Locality and Formation.—Gait ; in the Guelph formation.

Collector.—E. Billino;s.

Pleurotomaria Valeria. (N. sp.)

Description.—Large, conical ; whorls five or six, very gradually in-

creasing in size, with a sharp-edged margin all round. On the upper side,

as nearly as can be ascertained from the cast, the whorls have an obtusely

rounded angulation at about one third their width from the outer edge
;

above this angulation they are flat or gently concave to the suture ; below

it, also flat, and descending with an abrupt slope to the outer edge. The
latter presents a sharp angle of about 90°. Just below it a gently con-

cave band about one and a-half lines wide. The remainder of the under

side of the whorls is gently convex, uniformly rounded into the umbilicus.

The aperture, as shown m the cast, is transversely ovate, depressed con-

vex above and below, narrowly rounded on the inside and angular on

the outside. Umbilicus about one half the whole width.

Width 28 lines ; height 15 lines ; width of umbilicus 14 fines ; width

of aperture 9 lines ; height of the same 6 lines.

This shell somewhat resembles P. Mora, but differs in being angulated

on the upper side of the whorls.

Locality and Formation.—Gait ; in the Guelph formation.

Collector.—E. BiUings.
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Pleurotomaria Agave. (N. sp.)

Fig. 153. Fig. 154.

Fig. 153.

—

Pleuroiomarm Jgave.

154.

—

F Dryope. a and 6, different views of tlie same specimen.

Descriptio7i.—Lenticular, with an acute margin ; apical angle from

125^ to 145° ; whorls three, forming a nearly smooth slope from the apex

to the margin. On the upper side the last whorl is gently concave in the

outer half, or two-thirds of the width, and slightly convex or flat ahove ;

in some specimens the concavity occupies the whole width ; upper whorls

gently convex or flat ; apex generally rounded. The margin in the last

whorl is thin, sharp, and a little turned upwards. On the underside the

whorls are convex, most prominent a little within the mid-width where

they are obtusely rounded angular. Umbilicus a little more than one-

third the whole width, exposing the rounded inner edges of all the whorls

to the apex. A})erture rhomboidal. Surface with fine striiie curving

backwards to the margin.

Width of an average specimen 22 lines ; height 10 lines ; width of

last whorl, on the upper side at the aperture, 7 lines. The width appears

to be from 15 to 24 lines ; the most common 20 lines.

P. lapicida (Salter) is smaller and has the aperture more nearly

elliptical, and a much narrower umbiUcus.

P. Americana (Billings) has the outer margin rounded.

P. aperta (Salter) has the whorls more slender, and the umbilicus

wider.

Locality andFormation.—Naquareau River, above Red River ; Trenton

limestone.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

Pleurotomaria Dryope. (N. sp.)

Fig. 154. a, b.

Description.—Shell turbinate ; spire depressed conical ; apical angle

about 100° ; whorls three. On the upper side the whorls are concave for

three-fourths their width ; the inner one-foui'th next the suture convex.
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The margin is truncated by a flat band, about half a line in width and

nearly vertical, sloping a little inwards and upwards. On the under side

the whorls are strongly convex, obscurely angulated at the edge of the

umbiUcus ; there are indications of a faint concave band just below the

margin. Umbilicus small ; when measured across from the angulated line

of the last whorl, it is one4hird the whole width, but it contracts to one-

tenth the whole width in passing through this whorl, and seems to diminish

only slightly thence to the apex. The whorls in the umbilicus are rounded.

The aperture is sub-circular ; rounded on the inner and lower side, and

angular at the edge, its height about equal to its width. The second

whorl is slightly turretted above the last. Surface with fine and coarse

striae, the latter being minute undulations of growth, about four in one

line, all curving backwards to the margin both above and below.

AVidth, from 10 to 12 lines ; height, from 7 to 9 lines.

Locality and Formation.—Pauquette's Rapids, on the Ottawa River

;

Black River limestone.

Collector.—E. Billings.

Pleurotomaria Vitruvia. (N. sp.)

I)escription.-^'^\iQ\\ sub-lenticular ; spire depressed conical, smooth

;

apical angle from 120° to 130°
; whorls three. On the upper side the

whorls make a nearly smooth^flat slope from the apex to the margin, which

is narrowly rounded, and shows some indications of a band. Below the

margin convex, gradually increasing in prominence to the edge of the

umbilicus which is rather sharply angulated. In the umbilicus the whorls

are nearly flat, and sometimes forming an indistinct staircase to the apex.

The umbilicus is about one-third the whole width, abruptly ascending

from the angulated edge to the apex. Surface nearly smooth.

The whole of the aperture has not been observed, but several silicified

fragments show that the inner lip is nearly straight and approaching the

vertical, slightly convex in its upper, and concave in the lower half, giving

an obscure sigmoid curve. It is much extended downwards, making the

depth of the body whorl at the angle of the umbiHcus at the aperture

more than one-third the whole height of the shell.

Width from 12 to 18 lines ; height from 9 to 12 lines.

This species is allied to both P. Americana and P. Progne, but differs

from the former in having the whorls flat in che umbilicus instead of

rounded, while the latter has the umbilicus closed.

Locality and Formation,—Pauquette's Rapids, on the Ottawa River •

Black River limestone.

Collector,—E. Billings.
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MuECHisoNiA Alexandra. (N. sp.)

MuBCHisoNiA Ventricosa (Salter). Dec. 1, p. 23, pi. 5, fig. 2.

Description.—Shell rather large, turbinate, acutely conical ; apical

angle from 45° to 60°
; whorls about six, strongly ventricose, with a flat

band in the upper third. The aperture appears to be large and ovate
;

the inner lip is thin and folded over so as to conceal the minute umbilicus.

Surface finely striated. Length about 30 lines ; width of body whorl 15
lines.

This species is about the size and somewhat of the shape of iHf. hellicincta.

The principal difference is in the form of the upper part of the whorl. The
lower two-thirds or three-fourths of the whorl is nearly uniformly convex,

but the upper third descends abruptly to the deep suture. The band is

quite flat, and being situated on the upper sloping part, gives to the whorl

a truncated appearance. The lower edge of the band is defined by a

small acute carina, seldom visible in specimens which are worn.

In M. ventricosa (Hall) the whorls are strongly angulated in the middle,

as in M. perangulata.

Locality and Formation.—Pauquette's Rapids, on the Ottawa River j

Black River limestone.

Collector.—Sir W. E. Logan.

Metoptoma stjperba. (N. sp.)

Fig. 155.

Fig. \5b.—Metoj)toma superba. Side view of a specimen wtieL coa've with small
concretions of silex, the interior being perfectly empty. The line, b, showa
the form of the aperture.

Description.—Shell large, depressed conical ; aperture circular ; apex
central, or very nearly so. An obscure carination runs from the apex t(j
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tte margin on one side, but elsewhere tlie shape is evenly conical. The

inside of the shell is quite smooth, but the outside appears to be concen-

trically striated, at least it is so near the margin, where it is exposed for

about a line in height. The concentric striae are crossed by coarser striae,

radiating from the apex to the margin, two or three in one line.

Diameter of the aperture 27 lines ; height of the shell 18 hues.

Locality and Formation.—Pauquette's Rapids, on the Ottawa River;

Black River limestone.

Colleetor.—E. Billings.

Orthoceras Drummondi. (N. sp.)

Fig. 156.

Fig. 156.

—

Orthoceras Drummondi.

Deseriptmi.—Shell small, apparently slightly curved ; section elliptical,

nearly circular, the lateral diameter being a little greater than the dorso-

ventral ; tapering at the rate of a little more than a line to the inch
;

from twenty to thirty septa in a length of one inch, those near the chamber

of habitation more closely crowded than those towards the apex ; siphuncle

small, slightly dilated between the septa, situated close to the margin, but

not in contact with the shell ; chamber of habitation proportionally deep,

with several obscure shallow undulations or constrictions of the shell.

Surface unknown.

This species appears to be only two or three inches in length. Only

two specimens have been found however. The chamber of habitation is

10 lines in depth where the diameter of the aperture is 5 lines.

Locality and Formation.—Near Kingston ; Black River Hmestone.

Collector.—A. T. Drummond, Esq., of Kingston, to whom the species

is dedicated.

Orthoceras velox. (N. sp.)

Description.—Shell rather large, slightly curved, tapering at the rate of

from twelve to fifteen lines in one foot of the length ; section circular
;

septa moderately concave, from six to nine in one inch ; siphuncle large,

cylindrical, marginal, in contact with the shell, its thickness about equal

to one-third the whole diameter of the shell. The surface of the shell is

marked with coarse, unequal, engirdUng striae, distinctly impressed, from
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twelve to twenty in an inch. These stiije cross the shell obliquely, cur-

Ting towards the apex on the ventral side. Chamber of habitation

unknown.

Judging from the fragments that^have been collected, this orthoceratite

must attain a length of four or five feet. The following are the dimensions

of several specimens

:

1. Length 13 inches ; diameter of shell at the longer extremity 32

lines, and of the siphuncle 10 lines ; diameter of shell at smaller ex-

tremity 15 lines, and of the siphuncle 5 lines.

2. Length 10 inches ; diameter of shell at the larger extremity 26

lines, siphuncle 8 lines ; diameter of shell at smaller extremity 16 hues,

siphuncle 5| lines.

3. Length 6 inches ; diameter of shell 22 and 15 lines ; siphuncle

7^ and 5 lines.

The siphuncle is sometimes found separate, and is always strongly

marked by obhque encircling lines, indicating the positions of the junction

of the septa with it. The smaller extremity is also filled with the organic

deposit so characteristic of species of this type.

This species must be closely allied to 0. rapax, but has a more slender

siphuncle.

Locality and Formation.—Mingan Islands, Islands of Montreal and

Bizard, in loose blocks near Cornwall ; Chazy limestone.

Collectors.—Sir W. E. Logan, J. Richardson, E. Billmgs.

Orthoceras diffidens. (N. sp.)

Description.—Apparently about one foot in length ; section circular
;

tapering at the rate of from one and a half to two lines to the inch ; septa

from four to five to the inch, rather strongly concave. The siphuncle is

monihform, the segments between the septa subglobular or ovate, the diame-

ter of each being equal to about one-fifth the whole diameter of the shell.

The position of the siphuncle, as shown in three different individuals, is,

with its centre, about half way between the centre of the shell and the

margin ; it is a little more distant from the margin than it is from the

centre of the fossil.

This species, both internally and externally, closely resembles 0,

AUumettense, so common in the Black River Umestone. The siphuncle

of that species, however, is in general larger, being usually onc-thuxl the

whole width, rarely one-fourth.

Length, from 8 to 12 inches ; diameter at aperture, 1 to 1| inches.

Locality and Formation.—Mingan Islands ; Chazy.

Collector.—J. Richardson.
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Cyrtoceras Isodorxjs. (-N. sp.)

Fig. 157. Fig. 158.

Fig. 151.—Cyrtoceras Isodorus. a, Section at the last septum ; b, side view.

158.— C. Huronense. a and b, Section at the last septum and side view.

Description.—Shell rather strongly curved, laterally compressed. Sec-

tion ovate, the dorso-ventral diameter, at the last chamber, being to the

lateral in the proportion of ten to seven ; the greatest lateral diameter

nearer the dorsal than the ventral side ; the aperture slightly more

strongly compressed laterally than the septate portion ; the dorsal side

more obtusely rounded than the ventral. Septa one line distant on the

side. Siphuncle, small, in contact with the shell on the ventral side.

Chamber of habitation of moderate depth.

The specimen is 2 inches in length measured along the curve of the

ventral side. Dorso-ventral diameter at the aperture 10 lines, lateral

6 (?) lines ; dorso-ventral diameter at last chamber 10 lines, lateral 7

lines ; dorso-ventral diameter at the eleventh septum 6 lines, lateral

5 lines. Depth of chamber of habitation 10 lines. The ventral contour

is curved to a radius of 15 lines ; the radius of the dorsal curve is about

12 lines. The siphuncle is a little less than a line in diameter, and appears

to be shghtly inflated between the septa.

This species somewhat resembles O. simplex^ and indeed, fragments of

the two, if collected together, could hardly be separated. The former is

slightly more curved, more narrowly rounded on the ventral side, and

tapers more gradually than the latter. It is more cui'ved on the dorsal

side, and larger than C. Huronense.

The aperture is not clearly shown in the specimen, but it is evidently

compressed laterally, and even seems to be (although obscurely) of the

key-hole shape of Phragmoceras prcematurum.

Locality and Formation.—St. Joseph Island ; Black River or Trenton

limestone.

Collectors.—A. Murray, R. Bell.
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Cyrtoceras Huronense. (N. sp.)

Fig. 158. a, b.

Description.—Shell rather small, constricted at the aperture ; the

ventral outline more curved than the dorsal ; section elliptical, the dorso-

ventral diameter being about one-fifth greater than the lateral, at the last

chamber, and at the aperture apparently one-third greater. In one spe-

cimen the last three septa next the chamber of habitation occupy a space

of only one hne, but the next seven occupy six lines, measured on the

side. In another specimen there are nine septa in six lines, and in a

third, ten septa in seven lines. Siphuncle small, close to the shell on the

ventral side. Chamber of habitation of moderate depth.

One of the specimens, which consists of the cast of the interior of the

chamber of habitation, with the last nine septa next thereto, is 16 lines in

length, measured along the ventral curve. Dorso-ventral diameter at the

smaller extremity 5| lines, lateral 4| lines ; dorso-ventral diameter at the

last septum 7^ Hues, lateral 6 lines ; dorso-ventral diameter of the aper-

ture 6 Hnes, lateral 4 lines. Depth of the chamber of habitation

measured on the side 6 lines, diameter of siphuncle about ^ a line.

The ventral outline, for 16 lines next to the aperture, is curved to a

radius of about 14 lines. The dorsal contour is only slightly concave.

Locality and Formation.—St. Joseph Island ; Black River or Trenton

limestone.

Collectors.—R. Bell, A. Murray.

Cyrtoceras Ligarius. (N. sp.)

Description.— Shell large, gently curved ; section ovate, most obtusely

rounded on the dorsal side ; septa eleven in two inches ; chamber of habita-

tion moderately deep and apparently with a constriction near the aperture.

Siphmicle unknown.

The specimen is 3 inches in length, curved on the ventral side to a

radius of about 4 inches ; but on the dorsal side the septate portion is

nearly straight, while the chamber of habitation is slightly curved. Dorso-

ventral diameter at the last septum, and also at the aperture, about 20

lines. The lateral diameter cannot be clearly ascertained, but it appears

to be at the last septum, about 18 lines. Depth of the chamber of habita-

tion, about 15 lines. The dorso-ventral diameter at the eleventh septum

appears to be about 14 lines.

This species is very like O. macrostomum (Hall), Pal. N. Y., vol. i,

pi. 42, fig. Ibj but is a larger form, and does not taper so rapidly. The
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diameter at the aperture in the two species is the same very nearly, but

at three inches therefrom it is 14 lines in one specimen, and a little less

than 12 in Prof, Hall's figures.

Locality mid Formation.—Drummond Island ; Hudson River formation.

Collector.—A. Murray.

Cyrtoceras Juvenalis. (N. sp.)

Description.—Short, ventricose, rather strongly curved. Section nearly

circular, near the aperture the dorso-ventral diameter a little longer

than the lateral ; at the last septum circular, or very nearly so ; the

ventral side is slightly more narrowly rounded than the dorsal. Septa

about four m three lines where the diameter is seven Hnes.

Surface obscurely reticulated. The transverse striae are minute, not

sharp, accompanied by a few obscure undulations of growth, and make a

backward bend on the median line of the ventral aspect. The longitudinal

lines are straight, three or four in the width of one line, not strongly

developed, but still distinctly visible.

The specimen is 21 lines in length along the ventral curve, which has

a radius of 10 lines. Dorso-ventral diameter at the larger extremity

(supposed to be very near the aperture) 7f lines, lateral 7i lines ; at 6

lines nearer the apex (supposed place of last septam) the dorso-ventral

diameter is 8| Imes, lateral nearly 9 lines ; from this point the shell

tapers to a diameter of 5|- lines in the length of about 1 inch, the section

still remaining circular, or nearly so.

Locality and Formation.—Montreal ; Trenton limestone.

Collector.—McLachhn.

Cyrtoceras Orestes. (N. sp.)

Description.—Shell strongly curved ; in the first four and a-half inches

of its length (measured on the outside) forming nearly a half circle with

a radius of twenty-one lines ; the larger extremity with a more gentle

curve than the smaller. Dorso-ventral diameter at the last septum four-

teen lines ; lateral diameter at the same place twelve lines ; depth of cham-

ber of habitation fourteen lines. Where the dorso-ventral diameter is nine

lines, the septa are nearly two lines distant on the ventral margin. Siph-

uncle about one line in diameter, and with its centre distant about one

Ime from the ventral margm.

Locality and Formation.—Tenth lot of the first concession of the

Townsliip of West Flamborough. Niagara limestone ; Middle Silurian.

Collector.—^. Bell.
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Cyrtoceras Postumius. (N. sp.)

JDescrijytion.— Shell oiJ(!niediuin size ; section elliptical, the transverse

diameter being greater than the dorso-ventral in the proportion of about

ten to six and a half; nearly uniformly curved, the first two and a half

inches on the outside forming a segment of a circle, of which the radius

is 2 inches, thence to the apex more rapidly curved. Septa gently concave,

three in two and a half lines at about the mid-length. Siphuncle close to

the ventral or outer curve, apparently in contact with the shell, moniliform

or expanded into obliquely-depressed globular chambers, each one line in

diameter.

The specimen is of inches in lengtTi, measured along the outer or ventral

side. Transverse diameter at the aperture 10 lines ; dorso-ventral diameter

^i lines ; dorso-ventral diameter at the apex 3 lines. The chamber of

habitation is not perfect, but, judging from what remams, it must be at

least f of an inch in depth.

Locality and Formatmi.—Cape Smyth, Lake Huron ; Hudson River

formation.

Collector.—R. Bell.

Cyrtocerina. (N. gen.)

Creneric Character.—Fossil NautilidcB having the general characters of

"Cyrtoceras, but with a large siphuncle on the dorsal side (or on the side

of the concave curve).

The above sub-generic name is proposed for the reception of two

remarkable species of Cyrtoceras, which appear to be separated from the

main body of the genus by their short thick form and the position of the

siphuncle. One of the species occurs in the Black River limestone, and

the other in the upper part of the Quebec group.

Cyrtocerina typica. (N. sp.)

Fig. 159.

Fig. 159.

—

Cytocerma typica. a, dorsal view of a specimen consisting of the septate

portion (in part), and showing the cavity of the siphuncle. Owing to the position in

which the specimen was drawn, the section, instead of oval, appears to be circular

being fore-shortened. The outline figure b, ig the side view.

Description.—This species is founded on a simple specimen, consisting

of a portion of the septate part of the shell. Section oval, narrowly
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rounded on the ventral side ; dorso-ventral diameter (as measured on the

plane of the last septum preserved in the specimen) twelve lines, lateral

diameter nine lines ; diameter of siphuncle three lines, tapering to a point

at the apex ; length following the ventral curve eighteen lines. Septa

moderately concave and crossing the shell obUquelj, so that the dorsal margin

is much nearer the apex than the ventral, the distances in the specimen, for

the septum observed being seven and eighteen inches respectively. The

distance of the septa from each other has not been positively ascertained,

none of them, except the last, being preserved. The inside of the siphuncle

is transversely grooved, and it is possible that these grooves may repre-

sent the edges of the septa. If they do, then the septa must be very thin,

and closely crowded together, as there are on an average about five

grooves in a length of one line.

The species, so far as its characters can be made out, is a short thick

strongly curved form, with a large siphuncle in contact with the sliell on

the dorsal side.

Locality a7id Formation.—Paquette's Rapids ; Black River hmestone.

^'oUector.—E. Billings.

Ill^nus Vindex. (N. sp.)

Fig. 160.

Fig. 160.

—

Rlmnus vindex. a, Upper side of the head.

6, Front view of the same.

Description.—Head sub-triangular, the front narrowly rounded, thence

nearly straight on each side to the posterior angles, which terminate in

short, stout, sharp spines
;

glabella depressed, semi-cylindrical, with

concave sides for a little more than half the length, then enlarged to

nearly twice the width, in front nearly vertical. The eyes are conical,

close to the posterior margin, sloping outwards and upwards at an angle

of 45°, their bases distant from the dorsal furrow about three-fourths the

width of the glabella at its narrowest place.

Thorax with ten segments ; axis rather strongly convex, not quite one-

third the whole Avidth ; side lobes flat for half their width next the axis,

then bent down at an angle of about 45°.

Pygidium transversely oblong; posterior margin gently convex; sides

truncated for two-thirds of the whole length, and forming with the ante-
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rior margin, an angle of about 100°
; axis short, about half the whole

length, moderately convex, not very strongly defined at the apex, but still

distinct. Surface punctate.

Length of the best preserved head in a straight line, not following the

curvature, 6 Hues ; -nidth at the posterior margin to the extremities of the

spines 16 lines ; width between the apices of the eyes 14 lines ; width of

the posterior half of the glabella 3 lines : and of the anterior half 6 lines

;

height of the head 6 lines ; height of the ocular cones about 2i lines
;

diameter of the same at about half their height 1 line.

Another specimen, consisting of the thorax and pygidium in connection,

but without the head, gives the following measurements :

Length of the thorax 5 lines ; entire width 10 lines ; width of the axis

3|- lines.

Length of the pygidium in a straight line from the anterior to the pos-

terior margin 5 lines ; width between the posterior angles 8 lines
;

between the anterior angles 6 lines. The pygidium is rather strongly

convex.

I. conifrons has the posterior portion of the glabella proportionately

more narrow and prominent, and the front conical instead of rounded.

These two species, however, are most closely alUed.

Locality and Formation.—Mingan Islands ; Chazy.

Collectors.—Sir "W. E. Logan : J. Richardson.

Sphaerexochus parvus. (N. sp.)

S. parvun.—BiWmgs. Geology of Canada, p. 133, fig. 66.

Fig. 161. Fig. 162. Fig. 163. Fig. 164.

Fig. 161.

—

Spharexochus parvus, a, side view of the glabella ; 6, upper side.

162.

—

Cheirurus Pompilius. The glabella.

163.

—

Lichas Minganensis. a and b, glabella; of two individuals.

164.—Remopleurid.es Canadensis. The glabella.

Description.—Head exceedingly convex, a little more than half of a

Bphere, length and width about equal
;
posterior glabellar lobes ovate, per-

fectly isolated, about one-third the width of the glabella ; middle and

anterior glabellar furrows visible only on close examination, each extend-
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ing about one-tHrd across ; neck segment narrow ; neck furrow extend-

ing all across.

Length and width of largest specimen seen, 4 lines.

This species is only known by detached glabelliTe, and these so closely

resemble S. nw'us (Beyrich) that I have some doubts as to whether they

should receive a new name. Forms very similar occur in the Quebec group.

Locality and Formation,—Island of Montreal ; Chazy limestone : also,

south side of Large Island, Mingan Islands ; Chazy, or Black Biver.

Collectors.—J. Bichardson, E. Billings.

CHEIRURU3 POMPILIUS. (N. sp.)

Fig. 162,

Description.—Of this species only the glabella, with portions of the

fixed cheeks attached, and the neck segment broken oflf, has been found.

The glabella is rectangular ; sides straight and parallel ; front gently

convex, with a very narrow marginal rim. There are three pairs of gla-

bellar furrows, all extending about one-third across and inchning a little

backwards. The posterior lobes are isolated. The anterior lobes occupy

nearly two-fifths the length of the glabella, and the others about one-fifth

each. The cheeks are punctured. The glabella is only moderately convex,

not abruptly elevated in front.

Length of the glabella, without the neck segment, about 7 lines ; width

6 lines.

Locality and Formation.—South side of Large Island, Mingan Islands
;

Chazy, or Black Biver.

Collector.—J. Bichardson.

LiCHAS MiNGANENSIS. (N. Sp.)

Fig. 163. o, b.

Description.—Head very convex, abruptly tumid in front ; width of

the middle lobe, at the neck furrow, about two-fifths the whole length of

the head, exclusive of the neck segment ; the furrows on each side of said

lobe nearly parallel for about half the length, then curving outwards so as

to make the width of the lobe in front equal to the length. The side lobes

are of a reniform shape, truncated behind by the neck furrow, about two-

thirds the length of the head, and in then- greatest width about equal to

the width of the median lobe in its posterior half. Length of the largest

specimen, exclusive of the neck segment, eight lines. Surface with

numerous roimded tubercles, the largest of which are about half a Une in.

diameter.
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This species very closely resembles L. JuJcesii from the Quebec group,

but in that species the middle lobe is expanded at the neck-furrow and

contracted in the mid-length.

Locality and Formation,—In the wliite limestone on the south side of

Large Island, Mingan Islands ; Chazy, or Black River.

Collectors.—Sir W. E. Logan, and J. Richardson.

Remopleueides Canadensis. (N. sp.)

Fig. 164.

Description.—Head gently convex, somewhat abruptly elevated in front

;

width of space between the eyes equal to the length of the head, neck

segment well defined by the neck furrow, and with a tubercle in the middle.

The eyes are two-thirds the length of the head : their posterior and ante-

rior corners at about an equal distance from each other (two-thirds the

length of the head); the median projection of the glabella in front of the

eyes is about one-fifth the length of the head. Surface under the lens

finely tubercular. There are two pairs of very obscure glabellar furrows,

and two smooth lines behind them representing the third or posterior pair.

Length 4 lines ; length of the eyes 2| lines. Only one specimen of

this species has been collected.

Locality and Formation.—Front concession of the Township of Clarence

;

Chazy.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

Harpes Ottawaensis. (N. sp.)

Fig. 165. Fig. 166.

Fig. 165.

—

Harpes Ottawaensis.

166.

—

H. Dentoni. The glabella distorted in posterior half.

Description.—Head strongly convex with a wide punctured border,

vhich extends backwards to about the tliii'teenth segment of the thorax.
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If a line be drawn across touching the posterior edge of the neck-segment,

the contour in front of that line is nearly a perfect semi-circle. Glabella

regularly conical, its length about five-ninths that of the head
; posterior

furrows distinct, entering at about one-half the distance from the ocular

ridge to the posterior margin of the neck segment, thence running obliquely

inward and backwards at an angle of about 45°, apparently not quite one-

third the width ; two anterior furrows on each side, represented by obscure

pits ; neck furrow narrow ; neck segment convex, strongly elevated on the

fixed cheeks. The eyes are small, and situated on a line drawn across the

glabella at the anterior fourth ; ocular ridge well defined, smooth, pro-

longed, with a backward curve outside of the eye. Thorax a little more
than half the width of the head ; the axis strongly convex and gradually

apering l^ackwards ; side lobes flat
; pleurae with a wide groove along the

middle, a small portion of their outer extremities turned backward. Sur-

face of thorax, glabella, and a sub-reniform space on each side of the base

of the glabella, smooth ; the border with circular punctures about one-tenth

of a line in width, and separated by smooth rounded interspaces half their

own width ; the punctures larger and more distant at the inner edge of the

border; on the elevated part of the cheeks they have a sub-reticulated

arrangement.

Length of the head, including the border, 8| lines ; width at neck-

segment, 16 lines; length of glabella 5 fines; width of the same at the

base 4 lines ; length of the posterior prolongations of the border behind a

line drawn across at the neck-segment 9 fines ; distance of the eye from

the side of the glabella 1 line.

The crust on all the middle part of the glabella is broken away, but the

part of it which remains on the side is smooth even when viewed through

a pocket lens.

Harpes Dentoni has the surface differently marked, the eye more distant

from the glabella, and the lateral spines proportionally longer.

Locality and Formation.—City of Ottawa ; Trenton fimestone.

Collector.—Dr. J. M. Grant, Ottawa.

Harpes Dentoni. (Billings.)

Fig. 166.

{Canadian Nat. and Geo. ; vol. 8, p. 36: 1863.)

Description.—The head of this species, exclusive of the posterior pro-

longation of the border, is nearly semi-circular. The border itself is not

wholly preserved in the specimen, so that its width cannot be ascertained.

The length of the head without the border is six lines, and its width on a
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line running across the neck segment one inch. The margin is prolonged

backwards thirteen Imes from the neck furrow. The head is rather strongly

convex, its elevation at about mid-length of the glabella being about four

lines in the specimen, although a little depressed by distortion. The gla-

bella is strongly convex, being elevated nearly one line above the level of

the cheeks ; it is obtusely rounded in front, and appears to be nearly as

broad where a line drawn through the eyes crosses it as it is at the neck

furrow, but on this point there is some doubt as the posterior portion is

crushed. The neck furrow is well defined across the glabella, and curves

a little forward on the median line. The neck segment is well developed.

On each side of the base of the glabella, there is an irregularly semi-oval

space, the outer margin of which, is abruptly sunk about half a Hne below

the general surface of the cheeks. This space is bordered on its posterior

margin by the neck furrow ;—on the outer and anterior side, by a nearly

vertical elevation of the crust of the cheek, the outline of the space making

an obtusely rounded curve on the outside and then turning inward and for-

wards to the glabella, which it reaches at an acute angle on a line crossing

the eyes. There appears to be a slightly impressed glabellar furrow on each

side, which commences at about one line from the neck furrow, at about

one-third the width of the glabella from the side of the same, and runs

obliquely forwards and outwards, reaching the side at about one line behind

the eye. In front of this, there appear to be two small depressions in the

side of the glabella, close to the surface of the cheek and opposite the eye.

A line drawn across the head through the eyes would cross the glabella at

about one third its length from the front. The eyes are small tubercles,

scarcely half a line in diameter, and situated about two hues from the side

of the glabella. A small thread-like ocular ridge runs from the eye for-

ward, nearly to the front of the glabella, but does not appear to cross the

small dorsal furrow which runs round the sides and front. The neck-seg-

ment forms a vertical elevation along the posterior margin of the head,

half a hne in height, and curving backwards gradually passes into the pos-

terior prolongations of the head. These, as far as they can be seen, are

nearly vertical, but sloping a Uttle inwards and upwards.

The surface of the whole head is covered with small irregularly polygonal

pits, separated from each other by sharp-edged walls. On the cheeks these

pits are, on an average, about one-fourth of a line across, but they vary in

size, some of them being much smaller than the others. They seem to be

in general a little smaller on the glabella than on the checks. Where a

portion of the crust is broken away from the front of the head, a cast of

the inner surface can be observed. It is covered with small round tubercles,

about three in one line.

This species differs from Earpes antiquatuSy the only species hitherto
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described from the Lower Silurian Rocks of Canada, in having the glabella

more obtusely rounded in front, and in the remarkable characters of the

surface, which is reticulated, all over the head, by the sharp lines separat-

ing the angular punctures ; while in H. antiquatus the glabella is smooth or

only minutely punctured.

Dedicated to Mr. Wm. Denton, of Painesville, Ohio, who discovered it.

Locality and Formation.—Ottawa; Trenton limestone.

Stenopora Huronensis. (N. sp.)

Description.—Corallines forming large rounded masses, sometimes one

foot in diameter and nine inches in height, covered with small conical ele-

vations from two to four lines in diameter, the most prominent about two

lines in height, and being distant from each other from one to six hues,

(measuring from the centre of each). The tubes are small, there being

about four or five in the width of one line, larger on the summits of the ele-

vations, where, also, they exhibit a tendency to an arrangement in lines

radiating from the apex of the elevations. In some of the weathered sec-

tions an obscure lamellar concentric structure is exhibited, similar to that

of Stromatopora concentrica.

Locality and Formation.—Cape Smyth, Lake Huron ; Hudson River

formation.

Collector.—R. Bell.

5.

—

New Species of Fossils from the limestones of the Quebec Group

from Point Levis and other localities in Canada Fast.

Orthis Battis. (N. sp.)

Description.—Shell of medium size, semi-elliptical ; hinge line about

one-fourth more than the length ; cardinal angles varying from about 80°

to 90° ; sides straight and either parallel or a little converging for one-half

or three-fourths the whole length ; anterior angles and margin rounded
;

ventral valve with the umbonial region narrowly convex ; much compressed

towards the cardinal angles ; a deep rounded mesial sinus one-third the

whole width and dying out at about half the length from the front margin

;

sometimes an incipient fold in the middle of the sinus ; area low ; beak

minute, a little depressed below the umbo. Dorsal valve moderately con-

vex, with a short mesial fold corresponding to the sinus in the other valve.

Surface with fine striae apparently four or five in one line with indications

of concentric striae.
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Width on the hinge line 6 or 7 lines. The area of the ventral valve

seems to he less than a hne in height. All the specimens are imhedded in

stone so that the area and foramen cannot be seen.

This species resembles 0. Maria, (ante, p. 137, fig. 114,) but is not so

convex.

Locality and Formation.—Point L^vis ; limestone No. 2, Quebec.

Collectors.—Sir W. E. Logan, and T. Devine, Esq.

Clisospira. (N. gen.)

Generic Characters.—Aperture widely expanded all round in a plane

which is at a right angle (or nearly so) to the longitudinal axis of the spire,

the latter conical. The cavity occupied by the animal appears to be, at

least in the lower part, not spirally coiled, as in the ordinary gasteropoda,

but straight and central, with the lip spread out all round, trumpet-like.

There is some evidence that towards the apex of the spire, it is spirally

coiled, but neither of the two specimens collected has this part preserved.

The suture is distinct in the spire, but seems to become obsolete on

approaching the lip.

The specimens are so imperfect, that the affinities of this curious fossil

are not very apparent. Even the shell has a diflferent aspect from that of

any gasteroi)od I have seen in the Lower Silurian rocks, being nearly black

with a horny texture.

Clisospira cuRiosA. (N. sp.) *

b

Fig. 167.

Fig. 167.— Clisospira curiosa. a, side view ; b, view of the specimen, looking down

upon it from above.

Descri])tion.—Aperture trumpet-like, expanded to a width of about one

inch ; spire central, or nearly so, shiistrally coiled, about five lines in

diameter at the height of six lines, about seven lines at the base, or where

it passes into the wide lip. The whorls are depressed convex, and the
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suture, where the shell is preserved, only slightly impressed. The spire

is nearly vertical on one side and sloping on the side opposite. The shell

is nearly black, and of a lamellar structure.

The least of the two specimens collected has only two whorls, and part of

the third preserved, so that the characters of the apical portion are unknown.

The shell is somewhat exfoliated, and does not shew the surface markings,

^hen placed with the aperture downwards, and viewed from above, the

lip is seen as a nearly circular disc-like expansion, the spire forming a

central elevation.

Locality and Formation.—Near St. Antoine, above Quebec, in a

boulder with Sahulites Psyche; Quebec group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

HOLOPEA LEIOSOMA. (N. Sp.)

Fig. 168. Fig. 169, Fig. 170. Fig. 171.

Fig. 168.

—

Holopea leiosoma. View of tlie upper side.

169.

—

Subulites Psyche.

170.

—

Murchisonia Jessica.

17 1.

—

M. Cassandra.

Description.—Shell small, sub-globular, consisting of two whorls ; the

last one constituting nearly the whole bulk ; the apical whorl very small,

scarcely elevated above the general surface. The aperture is not exposed

in the specimen examined, but it must be nearly circular, as the whorls

appear to be uniformly ventricose and smooth.

Width about 6 hues ; height about 4 lines. As the base of the shell of

the specimen is imbedded, the precise proportions cannot be ascertained.

This species closely resembles IT. gibberula, but has the whorls more uni-

formly ventricose.

Locality and Formation.—

group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

-Point L(^vis ; in limestone No. 3, Quebec
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Cyclonema Ph^dra. (N. sp.)

Description.—Shell of about three ventricose whorls ; apical angle

about 65°
; surface with numerous spiral strige, or minute caringe, three or

four in the width of one line, with concave spaces between, those on the

margin the strongest. These are crossed by very fine striae parallel with

the aperture.

The specimen is .imperfect and partly imbedded. Its height appears

to have been about 8 lines. The surface characters are similar to those of

0. hilix, but the whorls are more convex, and the suture more deeply

impressed.

Locality and Formation.—Near St. Antome, above Quebec, in a boulder

with SubuUtes Psyche ; Quebec group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

SuBULiTES Psyche. (N. sp.)

Fig. 169.

Description.—This species is only known by several fragments. Whorls

five or six, depressed convex, with the suture shghtly impressed, resem-

bling, in these respects, all the other species of the genus. The largest

specimen examined, consists of the last three whorls, the apical two or

three broken ofi". Its length is 21 lines, and diameter of last two whorls,

12 lines. When perfect it must have been about 2\ inches in length.

It is larger than S, piiella, but not so slender in its proportions, and it is

much smaller than S. subfusiformis of the Trenton limestone.

Locality and Formation.—Near St. Antoine, above Quebec, in a

boulder, with trilobites of the Quebec group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

Ophileta profunda. (N. sp.)

Description.—The specimen is twelve lines in diameter, and consists of

three whorls, including a minute one in the centre. Upper side of whorls

uniformly convex ; suture distinct ; outer side gently convex, most tumid

a little above the mid-height ; umbilicus about three-fourths the whole

width with an acutely rounded edge ; inner side of whorls in the umbilicus

gently convex. Surface unknown.

The spire is depressed below the outer whorl, so that the specimen is

doubly concave. The width of the specimen is 12 lines, and as the last
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whorl is broken off, it was, when perfect, probably several lines wider

;

width of last whorl, where broken off, 4J lines ; height 6i lines.

Locality and Formation.—Point L^vis ; in limestone No. 2, Quebec

group.

Collectors.—J. Richardson and R. Bell.

Ophileta abdita. (N. sp.)

Description.—From one to three inches across, consisting of from three

to five slender whorls, uniformly rounded on the upper side. Spire flat,

or concave, umbilicus probably wide and concave, but not observed.

The specimens are all partially imbedded, shewing only the upper side.

The best preserved 2|^ inches across ; the last whorl, where broken off, 7

lines wide. It appears to have five whorls. This may be a variety of the

M. profunda^ but the whorls are more slender, and it has a different aspect.

It occurs along with M. profunda at Point Levis, and also at Philipsburgh.

MuRCHisoNiA Jessica. (N. sp.)

Fig. 170.

Description.—Shell of medium size ; apical angle between 50° and 60°
;

whorls about four, strongly convex, with a rounded angle a little above the

middle, thence to the suture depressed convex, below the angle more uni-

formly ventricose. The body whorl is large, forming more than half the

length of the shell. The suture is deep and the whorls strongly project-

ing. Surface unknown, the specimen being a cast of the interior, on which,

however, are impressed numerous obscure grooves which cross the whorl

from the suture backwards to the angle, and then gently forwards.

This shell is closely allied to M. ventricosa (Hall), but differs in not

being so oblique, and in having the shell undulated.

Locality and Formation.—Point Levis ; in limestone No. 2, Quebec

group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

MuRCHisoNiA Cassandra. (N. sp.)

Fig, 171.

Description.—Shell rather small, apical angle between 50° and ^
< ;

whorls about five, strongly and uniformly ventricose, with a narrow indis-

tinct band about the middle. Surface unknown.
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Length of the specimen 9 lines ; width at the body whorl 7 lines. Has

the shape oi 31. belUcincta, but is smaller and not so acute.

Locality and Formation.—Point L^vis ; in limestone No. 2, Quebec

group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

MuRCHisoNiA Sylvia. (N. sp.)

Description.—Apical angle about 80°
; whorls four, strongly ventricose,

with a median baud which forms on the cast of the interior an obscure

rounded aYigulation. Surface of the cast with narrow, faint grooves cross-

ing from the suture backwards to the band, and then forwards.

Length of largest specimen 10 lines ; width at the body whorl about

the same.

Differs from M. Cassandra in being proportionally shorter and more

oblique.

Locality and Formation.—Point Levis ; in limestone No
group.

Collectors.—J. Richardson, R. Bell, T. C. Weston.

2, Quebec

Pleurotomaria Quebecensis. (N. sp.)

¥\gr. 172. Fig. 173. Fig. 174.

Figs, \l2-\l4i.— Pleurotomaria Quebecensis. Fig. 174. A polished section through

a specimen, showing the wide umbilicus, a, magnified view of the margin of

the body-whorl.

Lescrijjtion.—Shell pyramidal, varying in height, consisting of five or

six slender whorls. The Avhorls are usually nearly flat on the upper side,

the surface forming a straight slope from the acute apex to the angular

margin of the body-whorl ; sometimes gently convex with a tendency to

become slightly concave in the lower half. On the under side the most

convex part of the whorl is close to the umbilicus, the edge of which is

obtusely rounded angular. From the margin to the umbilicus the whorls

are depressed convex. The margin of the body-whorl is somc\Yhat

acutely angular, narrowly rounded. The umbilicus is wide, being at
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least half the whole width. Surface with fine strise, which curve back-

wards from the suture to the margin, and then forwards to the umbilicus.

The specimens usually show numerous shallow undulations following the

course of the fine striae.

Width of a large specimen 18 lines.

Besides the form above described there are several others, which are

either varieties, or closely allied species. I propose to classify them, as

follows, provisionally :

—

1. P. rotundispira.—Spire not so much elevated as that of P. Que-

becensis, and rounded at the apex.

2. I*. Missisquoi.—About 2 inches wide ; whorls more convex, both

above and below. This form occurs at Phillipsburgh in the upper part

of the limestone.

3.—A form with wide whorls, resembling P. Canadensis, and not

distinguishable therefrom in imperfect specimens. Occurs at PhUlips-

burgh.

All these are closely related to P. Americana, P. Progne, P. calcifera,

P. Canadensis, P. aperta, and many others ; different localities, appar-

ently, having one or more varieties.

Locality and Formation.—P. Quehecensis and P. rotundispira occur

at Point Ldvis in limestone No. 2, Quebec Group.

Collectors.—Sir W. E. Logan ; T. Devine ; J. Richardson.

Cyrtoceras Metellus. (N. sp.)

Fig. 175.

Fig. 175.

—

Cyrtoceras Metellus, Side view.

176.—C. Dictys. " "

Fig. 176.

. Description.—Shell gently curved ; section circular, or nearly so
;

septa about eighteen to the inch ; chamber of habitation proportionally

very deep. Siphuucle unknown.
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The specimen is 2| inches in length, curved on the ventral side to a

radius of 2^ inches ; diameter at the aperture 11 lines, and at If inches

from the aperture 8 lines ; depth of chamber of habitation 14 lines.

This species resembles 0. Syphax very closely ; but as the chamber of

habitation is nearly twice the depth, the form of the animal must have been

different. I venture, therefore, to classify it as a distinct species, but

should this separation turn out to be erroneous, I beg that both forms may
be referred to C. Metellus.

Locality and Formation.—Point L^vis ; limestone of the Quebec

group.

Collectors.—^. Bell, T. C. Weston.

CyrToceras Dictys. (N. sp.)

Fig. 176.

Description.—Shell moderately curved ; section elliptical, the dorso-

ventral being, as nearly as can be ascertained, one-fourth greater than

the lateral ; septa between forty and fifty to the inch, with several slight

undulations ; shell apparently smooth.

The best specimen collected is a portion of the larger extremity. It

is 11 lines in length ; the dorso-ventral diameter is 7 lines at the larger

extremity and 5 at the smaller ; the ventral contour is arched to a radius

of about 16 lines, but it is most probable that towai'ds the apex it becomes

more sharply curved.

Although a number of fragments of this species have been observed, I

have not been able to ascertain the position of the siphuncle. The

dimensions of the chamber of habitation are also undetermined.

This species is distinguished by its numerous thin and closely crowded

septa.

Locality and Formation.—Point L^vis ; limestone of the Quebec

group.

Collectors.—J. Richardson, R. Bell.
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Cyrtoceras Alethes. (N. sp.)

Fig. 111.

Fig. 177.

—

Cyrtoceras Alethes. a, ventral view ; 6, section

1 78.

—

c. Syphax. Ventral view.

179.

—

Cyrtocerina Mercurius. Side view.

Description.—Shell small, slender, gradually tapering, gently curved ;

section elliptical, the dorso-ventral diameter being about one-fourth, or

one-third greater than the lateral ; septa about fourteen or fifteen to the

inch ; siphuncle small, in contact with the shell on the ventral side.

Chamber of habitation proportionately very deep. Surface unknown.

The only specimen collected is 13 lines in length ; dorso-ventral dia-

meter at the aperture 5 lines ; lateral diameter 3^ lines ; dorso-ventral

diameter at the smaller extremity of the specimen 3 lines ; depth of

chamber of habitation 9 lines. It is possible that the specimen may be a

little distorted by lateral compression. The diameter of the siphuncle is

about half a line, and its section is not quite circular, being flattened on

the ventral side, where it is in contact with the shell. The curvature of

the ventral side, so far as it can be ascertained, for the portion preserved,

is that of a circle with a radius of 15 lines. It is probably more sharply

curved near the apex.

This species differs from all the ordinary forms of this genus found in

the Lower Silurian rocks of Canada in its slender proportions and compa-

ratively distant septa. A small species, 0. exiguum, occurs in the Black

River limestone somewhat like it, but with a circular section.

Locality and Formation.—Point L^vis ; in limestone No. 2. Quebec

group-

Collector,—K. Bell.
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Cyrtoceras Syphax. (N. sp.)

Fig. 178.

Description.—Shell only slightly curved ; section nearly circular, the

dorso-ventral diameter being a little greater than the lateral ; chamber of

habitation gently contracted from the middle to the aperture ; siplmncle

small, in contact -with the shell on the ventral side ; septa, eleven in seven

and a half lines.

Several specimens of this species have been collected, the best pre-

served of which has the following dimensions : Length 16 lines ; lateral

diameter of the aperture 1^ lines ; lateral diameter at the smaller

extremity 5 lines ; depth of chamber of habitation S^- lines. The

siphuncle is about a line in diameter, and its section is nearly semi-

circular, being much flattened on the side next the shell.

Locality and Formation.—Point Levis ; limestone of the Quebec

group.

Collectors.—J. Richardson, R. Bell.

Cyrtocerina Mercurius. (N. sp.)

Fig. 179.

Description.—Shell short, abruptly tapering, rather strongly curved
;

section elliptical, the dorso-ventral diameter being, as nearly as can be

ascertained, one-third or one -fourth greater than the lateral. The septa,

measured on the surface on the ventral side near the chamber of habitar

tion, are about half a line distant, but on the dorsal side near the apex

they must be much closer together.

Associated with the two specimens represented by fig. 179, in the

same rock, were found two other fragments. One of these fragments

shows a section of the siphuncle, and that its position is in contact with

the shell on the dorsal side, while its dorso-ventral diameter is about

three-fourths the lateral diameter of the shell. In a polished longitudinal

section through this fragment, there are ten septa in the length of two

lines. This would be double the number shown by the other in the same

space, but in this latter the measurement gives the distance on the surface

where they (the septa) come out obliquely, and are consequently not

80 approximated.

This species must be very closely allied to 0. typica. The septa, as

shown by one of the fragments of the former, are the same in lunnber, in

the same length as the grooves on the inside of the siphuncle of the latter.
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The siphuncle of this species is larger than that of the other. The

transverse sections differ in being more narrowly rounded on the

ventral than on the dorsal aspect in 0. tjpica, while in C. 3Ierciirius

both the ventral and dorsal sides have the same form of convexity.

The specimens are, however, very imperfect, and further, discoveries

may render some modifications of the descriptions of these two remarkable

cephalopods necessary.

The dorso-ventral diameter of one of these specimens next to the

chamber of habitation is 9 lines ; lateral diameter 6 lines ; dorso-ventral

diameter of the siphuncle in the same specimen 4 lines ; lateral diameter

3 lines.

Locality and Formation.—Point L^vis ; limestone of the Quebec

group.

Collectors.—n. Bell, T. C. Weston.

DiKELOCEPHALUS DeVINEI. (N. Sp.)

Fig. 180, Fig. 181.

Fig. 180.

—

Dikelocephalus Devinei. The glabella.

181.—Pygldium supposed to belong to this species.

Description.—Head large, moderately convex, and apparently with a

flat margin, the width of which has not been ascertained. Glabella oblong,

convex, its outline on a side view uniformly arched from the front, back-

wards, to about the mid-length, then nearly straight ; sides straight and

converging towards the front, which is also nearly straight, or gently

convex, and about one-fourth narrower than the base ; neck furrow Avide,

but somewhat obscure, deepest on each side of the middle, a little turned

forwards at the ends, which do not quite reach the dorsal furrows
;

posterior glabellar furrows, with their anterior extremities, just behind the

mid-length, directed obliquely backwards and inwards at an angle of 45°
;

two anterior pairs of furrows, all very obscure ; neck segment wide,
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depressed convex, with a minute tubercle in the middle. The margin of

the head appears to be wide and somewhat concave. At each of the

anterior angles of the glabella there is a shallow depression. The dorsal

furrows are narrow and obscurely impressed. Pjgidium strongly convex

in the central region, the marginal third becoming gradually flattened

;

margin not preserved ; axis narrow, conical, strongly convex, five strong

rounded rings, besides the terminal one, which is about one-third the

length of the whole axis and gradually dechnes backwards ; side lobes,

with the four anterior ribs well defined, and each divided into two by a

deep groove, which commences close to the axis ; at their outer extremi-

ties the ribs gradually die out ; there are indications of a fifth and ter-

minal pair of ribs. It is probable that the pygidium is bordered by a flat

smooth margin.

Surface of the head and pygidium smooth.

Length of the largest glabella seen 14 lines ; width at the neck

segment 11 lines ; width at the anterior margin 8 lines.

This trilobite probably attains a length of 1 or 5 inches.

The pygidium and head have not been seen in connection, but several

of each Avere found in the same piece of stone, and so associated, that I

have no doubt of their being rightly referred.

This species is closely allied to D. magnificus. It is dedicated to

T. Devine, Esq., of the Crown Land Department.

Locality and Formation.—Point Levis, in limestone No. 2
; Quebec

group.

Collectors.—Sir W. E. Logan, T. Devine, and T. C. Weston.

DiKELOCEPHALUS HiSINGERI. (N. sp.)

Fig, 182. Fig. 183. Fig. 184.

Fig. 182.

—

Dikelocephalus Hisingeri.

183.—D. affinis, variety of D, Oweni.—a, glabella; b, supposed pygidium.

184.—D. Sesostris.

Description.—Glabella oblong, truncato-conical, narrowed towards the

front, convex ; the outline on a side view rather abruptly elevated in front,

then gently arched to the neck furrow ; sides straight ; anterior angles
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rounded ; front margin gently convex ; dorsal furrows well defined to the

front ; neck-furrow most strongly impressed on each side of the middle ;

posterior glabellae-furrows oblique, situated behind the mid-length ; two

pairs of antei-ior furrows ; all the- furrows very obscure. The anterior

margin of the head is thin, narrow, destitute of a rim, and turned upwards.

The eyes appear to be small, and situated on a hne drawn across the

glabella, a little behind the anterior third. They are distant from the

dorsal furrow about one-fourth the width of the glabella, and have a well

defined ocular ridge.

Length of the best preserved glabella 7 lines ; width at neck segment

5^ lines ; width at the front margin 4 fines ; width of the margin of the

head in front of the glabella 1 line ; distance of the eye from the side of

the glabeUa Ij lines.

The form of the glabefia in this species is almost exactly the same as

that of D. Bevinei, and yet I think the two are distinct, for the following

reasons :

—

One of the specimens of D. Devinei shows that the margin of the head

in front of the glabella has a width equal to one-half the whole length of

the glabella, whereas in this species it is only one-seventh.

Locality and Formation.—Point Levis, in limestone No. 1 ; Quebec

group.

Collector.—'^. C. Weston.

DiKELOCEPHALUS AFFINIS. (N. sp.)

Fig. 183, c, b.

Description.—Glabella oblong, sub-quadrate, length one-fifth greater

than the width ; sides straight and nearly parallel ; front angles rounded

;

front margin gently convex. The front margin of the head is gently

convex, and has a width equal to nearly one-third the length of the

glabella. It has a row of small punctures, at one-third its width from the

glabella, as there is in D. Oweni. There do not appear to be any
glabellar furrows. The glabella is very gently convex, and there does

not seem to be any marginal rim to the front of the head.

The pygidium, found with it, is convex and has a broad obtusely conical

axis, one-third the whole width and two-thirds the whole length. Front

margiii gently convex, and all behind the angles uniformly rounded.

Length two-thirds the width. Both axis and side lobes are nearly smooth,

but exhibit faint indications of segmentation. It is not at all certain that

this pygidium belongs to the species.
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This may be only a variety of JD. Oweni ; but owing to the greater

proportional width and smoothness of the glabella, and the absence of a

marginal rim to the head, it has a different aspect.

Locality and Formation.—Point L^vis ; in hmestone No. 2, Quebec

group.

Collector.—T. Devine, Esq.

DiKELOCEPHALUS SbSOSTRIS. (N. Sp.)

Fig 184.

Description.—Glabella oblong, sub-cylindrical ; most convex along the

median line ; front abruptly but not strongly elevated ; outline, on a side

view, nearly straight for two-thirds the length, then rather suddenly curved

down to the front ; sides a little concave about the mid-length, nearly

straight and parallel ; anterior angles rounded ; front margin gently con-

vex or straight in the middle. Neck furrow extending all across and

turned forwards at the extremities, not quite reaching the dorsal furrows

;

posterior furrows, with their anterior extremities, a httle behind the

middle, extending across with a strong backward curve; anterior furrows,

with their anterior extremities, just behind a line drawn across at the

anterior third, then curving backwards, sometimes absent or only impressed

near the sides. In general all the furrows terminate without reaching the

sides of the glabella. The dorsal furrow is distinctly impressed, but very

narrow. The eyes are small, their centres situated just in front of the

mid-leno-th, and almost in contact with the side of the glabella. The

anterior margin of the head is narrow, thin, and turned upwards, as it is

in D. Hisingeri.

Length of glabella 5 Imes ; width 4 lines ; width of the front margin

of the head i a line.

This species, together with the two that I have placed in the genus

Arionellus, under the names A. cylindricus and A. subclavatus,* will

certainly fall into the newly proposed genus Pti/chaspis,-\ if that generic

name be sustained. Ptychaspis seems to me to differ scarcely at all from

Bathynotus. :j: A species, almost identical with I). Sesostris, occurs in

the upper part of the Potsdam at Whitehall, New York.

Locality and Formation.—Point L(^vis ; in limestone, No. 1, Quebec

group.

Collectors.—T. Devine Esq., T. C. Weston.

• Geology of Canada, p. 237.

\ Ptyckaspis (Hall). 16th Rep. Reg. N. Y., p. 170, 1863. A genus proposed to

include species of the type of D. Miniscaensis (Owen). Potsdam sandstone.

Bathynotus (HallJ. 13th Rep. Reg. N. Y., p. 117, 1861.
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DiKELOCEPHALUS SELECTDS. (N. Sp.)

Description.—The form of the glabella in tliis species is the same as

that of B. Sesostris, with the following differences : The neck furrow and

the posterior glabellar furrow are straighter, and terminate in the dorsal

furrow. The width of the front margin of the head before the glabella,

is one-fourth the length of the glabella, and has a depressed convex rim,

one line wide, in a specimen in which the glabella is five and a half hnes

in length. The eye is somewhat larger than that of JD. Sesostris, and
with its centre situated just behind a line drawn across the head at the

mid-length.

These differences give to the glabella a distinct aspect, but further

discoveries may show that this, with the one mentioned as occurrino- at

Whitehall, in New York, are all varieties of D. Sesostris. .

Locality.—In the same bed with JD. Sesostris.

DiKELOCEPHALUS MiSSISQtJOI. (N. Sp.)

Description.—Pygidium resembling that of D. magnificus ; anterior

margin rounded in the middle half, then curving backwards and gradually

merging into the sides, which become nearly straight, and spreading out-

wards at an angle of about 30° with the longitudinal axis ; w^ith this

direction they extend backwards a short distance beyond a line drawn
across at the apex of the axis or middle lobe. The posterior margin of

the pygidium is not preserved in the specimen. Axis short, conical, con-

vex, with apparently three rounded segments, besides a terminal one, wliich

is triangular and gradually merges into the general surface behind. Side

lobes gently convex in the central region, gradually becoming flat behind.

There are four depressed convex ribs on each side, all spreading a little

outwards.

Length 6 lines, and as the posterior margin is not preserved, when
perfect it was a little longer

;
greatest width, on a hne drawn across at 4

lines from the front margin 9 lines ; length of axis about 3 lines ; width

of the same at the front margin 2 lines.

As before stated, this pygidium resembles that of D. magnificus. It

differs in having the ribs at the side nearly flat and considerably divergent,

giving a much greater proportional width.

Locality a7id Formation.—Phillipsburgh
; (hmestone) B 2, section

Geo. of Can., p. 844, Quebec group.

Collector.—Dr. J. M. Hall.
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DiKELOCEPHALtJS PAUPER. (N. Sp.)

Description.—Glabella small, truncatoconical, narrowed towards the

front, moderately convex, the outlme on a side view nearly straight,

or gently convex for two-thirds the length, then abruptly curved down to

the front ; sides nearly sti'aight, converging forwards ; front gently con-

vex, or nearly straight in the middle ; anterior angles narrowly rounded

;

neck furrow extending all across, the extremities turned forwards, but

scarcely touching the dorsal furrow ; anterior furrows represented by two

small obUque pits on each side ; neck segment wide, a little turned for-

wards at the ends. The margin of the head in front of the glabella, is

in width about one-sixth of the length of the glabella, and has a thickened

rim or border.

Length of largest glabella seen 3| lines ; width at the neck segment

3 lines ; width at the front 2i lines ; width of the margin, in front of the

glabella | of a line.

This species is of the same type with D. Sesostris, but differs from it

in being always smaller, in having the glabella narrowed towards the front,

or truncato-conical instead of oblong, and in the form of the glabellar

furrows which do not extend across, but are small but distinct pits. It is

more common than D. Sesostris.

Locality and Formation.—Point L^vis ; limestone. No. 1 ; Quebec

group.

Collectors.—Sir W. E. Logan, T. Devme, Esq., J. Richardson, R.

BeU.

Genus Loganellus. (Devine.)

Creneric Characters.— The trilobites, for which this genus was proposed,

are ovate, with a conical or sub-cylindrical glabella, having two or three

more or less distinctly marked, usually oblique furrows on each side
;

facial suture behind the eye curving outwards, and cutting the posterior

margin inside of the angle ; in front of the eye, also curving more or

less outward to the front margin. Thorax broad ; side lobes flat
;
pleurae

about twelve
;

pleural groove running along the middle, nearly to the

extremities. Pygidium with a well-defined axis ; side lobes depressed,

and with from four to six ribs.

The genus is allied to both Olenus and Bikelocephalus. It differs

from the former in being composed of larger species, and in having the

facial suture curving outwards in front of the eye. AngeUn has described

the Swedish species of Olenus under eight sub-genera, and this might
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form a ninth, differing as much from any of them as they do from each

other. Several of those which 1 have pLaced in Dikelocephalus will pro-

bably fall into this genus, if it shall be sustained, but at present I do not

wish to change their generic references until more is known about them.

The typical species of Dikelocqjhalus have the last glabellar furrow, and

sometimes the second one, extending all across. This genus was proposed

by Mr. Devine, in April, 1863, but the species Avas placed provisionally

in the genus Olenus. I think it best to leave it there until we shall have

obtained more information concerning the affinities of the numerous species

of this group, now only known to us by fragments. It seems probable

that some of the species from the Potsdam sandstone, referred by Dr.

Shumard and Prof. Hall, to Conocephalites, may belong to Loganellus.

The following is Mr. Devine's description :*

Olenus ? Logani. (Devine.)

Fig. 185. Fig. 186.

Fig. 185.

—

0. Logani, Tlie anterior part of the glabella, in this figure, is slightly too

narrow.

Fig. 186.—An imperfect specimen, shewing the hjpostoma in place.

^'Description.—The general form is oval. Head, exclusive of spines

semicircular, more than twice as wide as long ; truncate in front, and

prominently convex in the middle, with a narrow equal border, one half a

line in width, extended at the posterior angles with the free cheeks into

moderate diverging spines
;
posterior margin marked by a shallow furrow,

reaching from the glabella outward to the free cheeks ; eyes not large,

smooth, and equi-distant from the front and posterior margins, and about

one line from the glabella ; the ocular ridge prominent, extending from

the eye obliquely forward to the glabella, meeting the latter at about one

line from the front thereof; facial suture running obliquely from the eye

* Description of a new Trilobite, from the Quebec group; by T. Devine, F.R.G.S.,

C.L. Dept. Quebec : Can. Nat. and GcoL, vol. 8, p. 95, April, 1863.
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and cutting the front and posterior margins far outwards. The free

checks are not quite so smooth as the central lobe of the head, but no

radiation or other marking is visible.

" Glabella bell-shaped ; -width, less than one-third of the entire head
;

broadly rounded in front, reaching nearly to the front margin ; depressed

convex at the neck lobe ; neck furrow Avell defined, extending across, and

directed obliquely forward at each side—two oblique glabellar furrows at

each side in front of the latter, making an angle, anteriorly, of about 45®

with the axis ; the furrows are -fvell marked interiorly, but very obscure

at the sides, and are separated by about one-half the width of the glabella,

forming three lateral lobes of nearly equal size, each larger than the neck

lobe. In some specimens there are three glabellar furrows on each side,

the front one making a greater angle, anteriorly with the axis, than either

of the others.

" Pleurae twelve ; moderately convex outward from the axial furrow,

each marked by an equal deep groove to the tips, which are of a horny

aspect, recurved and extended into long spines ; sides parallel as far back

as the eighth segment, then gradually converging to the pygidium.

" Axis convex, gradually tapering to the extremity of the tail, about

two-thirds of the Avidth of the pleurjB anteriorly—less at the pygidium
;

twelve body rings, and five or six caudal joints ; the body rings notched

above, posteriorly, and slightly swelled at the axial furrows.

" Pygidium entire, semi-circular, truncate behind ; lateral lobes de-

pressed convex, on a level with the pleurse ; four broad ribs on each side

of the middle lobe, recurved towards the extremities ; margin smooth and

entire, anterior angles moderately rounded.

" Dimensions of largest specimen :

Entire length ...» 16 lines.

Length of head 5 "

' of thorax 8 "

'« of axis of tail 3 "

Width at base of head 11 "

" at eighth segment 10 "

" at front of pygidium 8 "

" at axis at same place 1 J "

Length of glabella 4 "

Width at neck lobe 3J "

" at front of glabella 2^ "

" between the eyes 4 "

" of margin in front of glabella OJ "

" ofborder OJ «
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" Locality.—Point Levis ; band of limestone A 3, referred to in Sir W.
E. Logan's ' Remarks on the Fauna of the Quebec group of rocks and

the Primordial Zone of Canada,' addressed to Mr. J. Barrande, dated

Montreal, 31st December, 1860, and printed in the Canada Naturalist

and Geologist of that year. ' I have in the mean time referred this

species to Olenus, although at one time inclined to refer it to Cononcepha-

lites QSub-genus). Should it be found necessary to institute an interme-

diate generic form, whatever place naturalists may assign it in the

animal kingdom, I propose that it be named Z/oganellus Quebecensis.^

" Dedicated to Sir W. E. Logan, F.R.S., &c., &c., Director of the

Canadian Geological Survey."

Menocephalus Salteri. (Devine.)

Mbnocephalus Salteri. (Devine.) Can. Nat. and Geo., vol. viii, p. 210, June, 1863.

Fig 187.

—

Menocephalus Salteri. (Devine.) A specimen perfect with the exception of

the moveable cheeks. Enlarged two diameters.

Description.—" Form oblong-oval. Entire length three lines, and

width at posterior margin of the head one and one-fifth line ; front of head

and posterior margin of tail, broadly rounded; sides parallel.

" Head semi- circular, two-fifths of the entire length, strongly convex,

posterior margin marked by a well-defined furrow, which curves round the

lateral angles anteriorly.

" Glabella ovate, narrow at the base, and broadly rounded in front,

extending anteriorly beyond the fixed cheeks, prominently convex with a

very narrow flat rim forming an arch round the front.

" Thoracic segments six or seven, flat, lying close to each other, with a

broad deep groove extending outwards to the tips, which are bent down.
" Axis—tapering regularly from the front of the head to the posterior

margin of the tail, convex, as wide as the pleurse in front and less poste-

riorly ; the rings of the axis run into the grooves of the pleurae, marked
by a deep grove.

" Tail semi-circular, the lateral lobes marked by two or three ribs with

a deep groove as in the pleurae, owing to which and the smallness of the
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specimen, it is difficult to perceive the line of separation between the body

and the tail.

" The eyes and free cheeks are absent in all specimens.

" Affinities—in form and number of pleuras it resembles Cyphoniscus

socialis (Salter), but diffiars from it in details of structure ; the pleurae

are of a different type, having the groove running along the middle,

straight outwards, and not obliquely outwards and downwards, as in

Salter's figure. The pygidium is entire, but it is as deep grooved as the

pleurae, the Avhole form is not so convex, and the pleura are not facetted.

It appears from the outward edge of the fixed cheeks that the facial

suture cuts the margin in front and posterior mai"gin far outward. The

head of Menocei^halus Salteri resembles closely that of Bathyurus

Saffoi'di, in the flat arched border in front of the glabella and in the

three convex lobes into which the head is divided.

" Dedicated to J. W. Salter, Esq., Palaeontologist of the Geological

Survey of Great Britain.

" This beautiful little crustacean was found at Point L^vis in the Quebec

group of rocks, in the same band of limestone as Olenus Logani.''

Bathyurus strenuus. (N. sp.)

Fig. 188. Fig. 189. Fig. 190.

Fig. 188.

—

Bathyurus strenuus. The head.

189.

—

B. arcuatus. Side view of the head. Fig. 190.—Upper side of

the same.

Description.—Head convex, broadly rounded in front, with short poste-

rior spines ; length nearly two-thirds the width. Glabella large, oblong,

nearly as long as the head, convex, most elevated just in front of the

neck furrow, thence arched down to the front margin ; sides parallel

;

front angles rounded, front margin somewhat straight in the middle
;

neck furrow narrow, well defined all across and continued on the checks

beyond the eyes ; dorsal furrow slightly impressed but distinct along the

sides of the glabella to the front margin ; neck segment depressed convex,

widest in the middle. Eyes moderate, rcniform ; their length nearly half

the Avidth of the glabella ; about one-third or one-half their own length

from the sides of the glabella ; their anterior angles close to a line drawn
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iacross the head at the mid-length. There is a narrow wire-like rim all

ronnd the edge of the head. The cheeks and eyes rather strongly ele-

vated. Surface in some specimens smooth and in others tuberculated

except near the margin.

Length of the head 6| lines ; width across the neck-furrow 11 lines
;

length of glabella 6^ lines ; width of the same 4 lines ; length of the eye

If Hne.

Locality and Formation.—Near St. Antoine above Quebec, in a

boulder along with Suhidites Psyche : Quebec group.

Collector.—J . Richardson.

Bathyurus arcuatus. (N. sp.)

Fig. 190.

Description.—Head convex, broadly rounded in front, posterior angles

produced backwards forming long flat spines. Glabella convex, sub-anga-

lar along the middle, narrowed from the anterior third backwards, rounded

in front, nearly the whole length of the head. Neck furrow all across

the glabella and continued on the cheeks beyond the eyes. Neck seg-

ment moderately convex, projecting backwards in the middle. Eyes pro-

minent, reniform, one third the whole length of the head, close to the

neck furrow, about half their own length distant from the side of the gla-

bella. The margin of the head is thin and abruptly turned upwards in

front of the glabella, a concave space just within the edge extends all

round and is continued into the posterior spines. Surface of glabella and

part of the cheeks around the eyes tuberculated ; margin and spines ap-

parently smooth.

Length of the largest head collected 4f lines ; width of the same at the

neck furrow 9f lines ; the cheek spines are about the length of the head.

Locality and Formation.—Near St. Antoine above Quebec, in a

boulder with Subulites Psyche : Quebec group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

Bathyurus perspicator. (N. sp.

Fig. 191.

191.

—

B. perspicator.

Description.—Head convex, broadly rounded and with a short rounded

projection in front of the glabcUa ; eyes large ; cheeks with short poste-

rior spines, directed a little outwards. Glabella large, nearly as long as
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the head, convex, sometimes flattened between the eyes, thence arched

down to the front ; sides in the posterior two-thirds or three-fourths

nearly parallel, slightly converging backwards ; front somswhat angularly

rounded ; neck furrow narrow extending all across and continued on the

cheek beyond the eyes ; neck segmsnt depressed convex, widest in the

middle. Eyes reniform, close to the side of the glabella, a little more

than one-third the whole length of the head ; their posterior angles about

one-fifth their own length from the neck furrow. Surface of the glabella

smooth, cheeks sometimes tuberculated.

Length of a specimen 4 lines ; width across the neck furrow 6 lines
;

length of the glabella 3^ lines ; width of the same between the anterior

angle of the eyes 2i lines ; width at neck furrow 2 lines ; length of pos-

terior spines about 2 lines ; length of the eye 1| line.

Locality and Formation.—Near St. Antoine above Quebec, in a

boulder with Suhulites Psijche : Quebec group.

Collector.—.T. Richardson.

Cheirurus solitarius. (N. sp.)

Description.—This species is founded on a single small specimen con-

sisting of the head and seven segments of the thorax, the whole being

only three lines in length. Head convex, semi-circular, the posterior

angles with short spines
;

glabella strongly convex, abruptly tumid in

front, greatest elevation a little behind the mid-length ; front rounded
;

sides straight for two-thirds the length, sub-parallel, slightly converging

backwards ; anterior angles broadly rounded ; neck furrow all across ;

two glabellar furrows on each side dividing all of the glabella in front of

the neck furrow into three nearly equal parts ; the anterior furrows nearly

at right angles ; the posterior entering obliquely backwards and distinct

one-third across, and then obscurely marked back^vards to the neck fur-

row ; all the furrows extending about one-third across. Eyes reniform,

their length equal to half the width of the glabella, their posterior angles

about half their own length from the neck furrow and about the same dis-

tance from the side of the glabella. The cheeks are rather small ; the

terminal si)incs appear to be two-thirds the length of the head ; the gla-

bella is full one third the width of the head, and extends the whole length

of it, and even seems to overhang the margin. The axis of the thorax

seems to be wider than the side lobes, but the latter are obscurely pre-

served in the specimen.

Length of the head li line ; width at the neck furrow 3 lines.

Locality and Formation.—Near St. Antoine, above Quebec in a

boulder with Suhulites Psyche : Quebec group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.
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6.

—

N'ew species of Fossilsfrom the Quebec Group in the northern part

of Neivfoundland.

The north-western coast of Newfoundland, from Cape Norman in the

Straits of Belle Isle to Bonne Bay on the Gulf of St. Lawrence, a distance

of about 180 miles, is composed altogether of Lower Silurian limestones,

slates, quartzites, and sandstones. These rocks form a belt of low country

lying along the coast and extending inland to the foot of a range of

mountains which, at least in the southern part, are composed of Lauren-

tian gneiss. The Avidth of this belt, of Silurian rock, for about 100 miles

north of Bonne Bay appears to be from 5 to 10 miles, but further north it

becomes broader, and may spread across to the eastern shore of the island.

The fossils, as well as the stratigraphical position, shew that these rocks

belong to the Potsdam and Quebec groups. The Potsdam group has here

a thickness of about 2000 feet, and is composed, for the greater part, of

sandstones, quartzites and slates, the remainder being dolomites and lime-

stones. The Quebec group is 6600 feet in thickness, the lower 3200 feet,

consisting almost altogether of limestones above which there is a deposit

of 1400 feet of sandstones, slates and conglomerate limestones, and this

in its turn, is overlaid by 2000 feet of greenish sandstones and red shales.

The following table of tlie different members of this series of rocks is

abridged from the measured sections published in the Geology of Canada^

on pages 865-868, 869-871, and 879 :

QUEBEC GROUP.

Q. Greenish sandstones and red shales. . . . Sillery 2000

P. Grey and white limestone conglomerates with much black shale. The

black shale holds the compound graptolites, and the limestone

some of the trilobites apd other fossils of Point Levis. Many of

the species are identical with those of Division N, TOO

0. Grey calcareous sandstones and black shales, 700
1400

N". Black bituminous limestones, 277

M. Light bluish-grey limestones, 658

L. Light bluish-grey limestones 191

K. Grey and whitish magnesian limestones, 100

I. Light yellowish-gray magnesian limestones, 135

In the above five divisions (I to N inclusive) the Gasteropoda and

Cephalopoda have the aspect partly of Calciferous and partly of Black

River and Trenton fossils. One Chazy Brachiopod {CaincrcUa varians)

occurs in N. One trilobite (jhaphus canalis), a calciferous and Chazy

species, occurs in I,K, L and in G, H, below. Several of the trilobites

in M and N occur at Point L^vis. The bulk of the whole fauna is new.

1361
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H. Greyish-blue limestones, 265

G. Dark grey limestones, 400

F. Dark grey geodlferous limestones, 500

E. Dark grey limestones, 500

D. Magnesian limestones, 1 74

1839

Tliese five divisions (D to H inclusive) represent the Calciferous

formation.

POTSDAM GROUP.

C. Quartzites, limestones, dolomites and blackish-bUie soft shales, 932

B. Quartzites, limestones, dolomites and micaceo-arenaceoiis shales, 483

A. Blackish blue soft shale with quartzites in the upper half 605

2020

8620

In this table the thickness of the rocks, in all the divisions from A to G
inclusive, is given as ascertained at Bonne Bay, and for I, K, L, M and N
as measured at Table Head. The volume of the same strata in the region

further north is not so great. The Potsdam group at the Straits of Belle

Isle, for instance, is only 1147 feet in thickness, whereas at Bonne Bay
it is 2020, the difference being made up by a greater development of shale

at the latter locality. Divisions and P were measured at Cow Head, and

the greenish sandstones and red shales of Q at the south arm of Bonne Bay.

For further details relating to the structure of the whole region, fi*om

Bonne Bay to the Straits of Belle Isle, reference must be made to the

Geology of Canada.

For a catalogue of the fossils and remarks on their distribution, see the

end of this article.

Protozoa.

Among the fossils collected in the limestones of the Quebec group, in

the northern part of Newfoundland, are fragments of several species

resembling, in their external characters, many of those of the Mesozoic

rocks, which are usually considered to be sponges. The specimens are

so imperfect that their internal structure cannot be determined with any-

thing like the precision required to decide upon their true position. They

appear to me, however, to differ from all the known genera, and I shall

therefore dispose of them provisionally, for the present, as follows :

—

Genus Calathium. (N. gen.)

Generic characters.—The species for the reception of which this genus

is proposed, have a cylindro-turbinate form, and arc perforated by small

tubular canals, which are arranged in longitudinal and transverse rows,
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so as to give to the mass a more or less regularly reticulated appearance.

The apertures of the canals are round, oval, or quadrangular. The

cup seems to be deep. Structure of the partitions between the canals,

unknown.

Calathium formosum. (N. sp.)

Fig. 192.

Fig. 192.

—

Calathium formosum.

Fig. 193.—C affine.

Description.—The only specimen of this species, that has been collected,

is cylindro-turbinate, length 21 lines, diameter at the larger extremity

14 lines, and at the smaller 4 lines. The apertures are nearly 1 line

wide in the upper part, and half their own width distant from each

other. In the lower part they are somewhat smaller and closer together.

The longitudinal rows ascend obliquely, inclining a little to the left. The

transverse rows cross the others at right angles.

Locality and Formation.—Gr, Cape Norman, Newfoundland : Quebec

group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

Calathium affine. (N. sp.)

Fig. 193.

Description.—The specimen is about 9 lines in length, and tapers from

9 lines in diameter at the larger end, to 3 lines at the smaller. There

are six transverse rows of tubes in three lines. The longitudinal rows

appear to be somewhat more numerous, but owing to the condition of

preservation they are not clearly seen. The fossil seems to be composed

of a scries of rough transverse plates, but this is owing to the circum-

stance of the partitions between the longitudinal rows having been

destroyed.

This species seems to be quite distinct from O. formosum^ in having the

tubes smaller and closer together, and in tapering more abruptly.

Locality and Formation.—G, Cape Norman, Newfoundland : Quebec

group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.
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Calathium Anstedi. (N. sp.)

Fig. 194.

Fig. 194.

—

Calathium Anstedi. A fragment consisting of two individuals growing from

the same base.

Description.—Turbinate, conical, expanding to the width of sixteen

lines in a length of two inches, several individuals sometimes growing

from the same base. Cup deep and narrow. Surface (and probably the

whole mass) reticulated with nearly square canals, of which there are

from four to six in the width of two lines, the apertures separated by thin

walls, about one-fourth of a line in thickness. The rows of pores ascend

the sides in straight lines, or nearly straight. The transverse rows are at

right angles to the vertical rows.

Of this species only three specimens were collected, the best preserved

of which is represented by fig. 194. This consists of the lower portions

of two individuals which grew together. Length of the largest 2 inches
;

width at the upper extremity (broken off) 16 lines. The cup at this

place seems to be 6 lines in diameter, and the walls 4 lines in

thickness.

Another specimen is 1\ inches across the larger extremity, and must

have been from 5 to 6 inches in length.

Locality and Formation.—H, Pistolct Bay on Schooner Island, New-

foundland : Quebec group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.
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Calathium Fittoni. (N. sp.)

Fig. 195.

Fig. 195.

•Calathium Fittoni. A fragment of the inside of the cup.

Description.—Elongate, apparently sub-cylindrical, gradually expand-

ing. There are five or six vertical rows of canals in a -width of six lines,

and about the same number of transverse rows. The apertures are sub-

ovate or sub-quadrangular. The walls between the vertical rows are

about half a line in thickness, but those between the transverse rows are

not so thick.

This species, judging from several fragments, is more than 4 inches in

length, and probably 2 inches in greatest width. It may belong to a

different genus.

The best specimen is a fragment of the inside of the cup. It is

represented in fig. 195.

Locality and Formation.—K, Point Rich, Newfoundland : Quebec

group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

Genus Trachyum. (N. gen.)

Cfeneric characters.—The species on which this genus is proposed have

a close textui-e without large canals. One of the species has a deep cup,

but the other is a rudely cylindrical mass without any internal cavity.

As it is evidently a fragment, it is most probably the basal portion broken

off below the cup. In case it should turn out to belong to a different

genus, I beg that the name may be retained for species congeneric with

the best preserved of our specimens, T. CyatJiiforme.

Trachyum cyathiforme. (N. sp.)

Fig. 196.

Fig. 196.

—

Trachyum Cyathiforme. Two views of the same specimen.
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Description.—Obtusely turbinate, expanding to the width of twelve

lines at a height of nine lines ; base obtusely rounded ; cup wide and

deep ; walls thin. The substance appears to be composed of thin parallel

fibres running from the base upwards, about twelve in the width of one

line. The thickness of the walls in a specimen nine lines in height and

twelve in width is about one line at the margin, and two lines at the

bottom. The cup therefore occupies nearly the whole bulk.

Locality and Formation.—G, Cape Norman, Newfoundland : Quebec

group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

Trachyum rugosum. (N. sp.)

Description. —The only specimen collected is a rudely cylindrical mass

three inches in length and eighteen lines in diameter. It has three or

four deep engirdling constrictions, and is composed of the same fibrous

structure as T. Cyathiforme^ Avith which it was found in the same bed.

The above name is proposed for it provisionally.

ZOOPHYTA.

It is remarkable that throughout so vast a series of fossiUferous hme-

stones as that of the Quebec group, there should be an almost total

absence of corals. Four species only have been detected, and these are

represented by only eleven fragments, in a collection of fossils which

numbers more than a thousand specimens. Of these, the only one that

can be certainly determined is Stenopora Jihrosa (Goldfuss) ; one good

specimen was found in Division H, at Table Head, and another in P,

Cow Head : the latter at least 2000 feet above the former. At Cow
Head there were collected some fragments of what seems to be a species

of Petraia allied to F. cor7iicu/tt?n, but the specimens are very obscurely

preserved, and it is quite possible that they may belong to one of the

genera of sponges, Archeocijathus or C(d<i.th'min.

The other two species appear to belong to the genus Stromalopora.

They are the following

:

Stromatopora compacta. (Billings.)

A single specimen, not distinguishable from this species (see ante,

p. 55,) was found in Division L, at Point Rich.
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Stkomatopora rugosa. (Hall.)

Specimens of a species, which appears to be only a varietj of S. ru-

gosa, were collected in Division G, Cape Norman.

I have placed the genus Stromatopora here instead of among the

Sponges, as it appears to me, from some recent examinations that I have

made, to be a coral allied to Fistulipora.

CRINOIDE.E.

A few fragments of crinoidal columns were collected at different levels,

from Division G, upwards. No remains of Cystideoe were coljected, and

only one star-fish,—described below.

ASTERIAD^.

Stenaster Huxleyi. (N. sp.)

Fig. Iji.

Fig. 197.

—

Stenastcr Huxleyi. View of the upper side of the only specimen

collected.

Description.—Deeply stellate, four or five inches across ; body small,

less than half an inch in diameter ; rays long, flexuous, sub-cylindrical,

apparently angulated along the medium line on the upper side, uniformly

tapering to an acute point. On the dorsal side the rays arc covered by
a multitude of small sub-angular plates,, each from one-fourth to one-third

of a line wide. The central part of the body is not well preserved in the
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only specimen collected ; but it is evident from a view of the plates which

remain, that they are here larger and more convex than those of

the rays.

Diameter of the body 5 lines. Length of each ray If inches. Width

of the rays at their junction with the body 3 lines. Depth of the rays

from the dorsal to the ventral side of the body apparently somewhat less

than the width. The total breadth of the specimen, if the rays were

straightened out, would thus be about 4^ inches.

From the manner in which the rays are curved, it is evident that they

possessed a considerable amount of flexibility. The specimen is somewhat

distorted by pressure, but a small portion of one of the rays near the body

seems to retain its natural shape, and it is here obtusely angulated along

the mediaii hne. The transverse section of the ray should be, therefore,

sub-pentagonal. There is still, however, some doubt on this point. The
under side is unknown.

Dedicated to the distinguished Naturalist Prof. T. H. Huxley.

Formation and Locality,—Vomi Rich, Newfoundland : Quebec group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

BRYOZOA.

No Bryozoa have been collected at Newfoundland.

BRACHIOPODA.

LiNGULA NyMPHA. (N. Sp.)

(Compare L. Philomela, ante, p. 49.)

Fig. 198.

—

Lingula Nympha. Views of two specimens.
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Description.—Very elongate, ovate ; width to the length about as 9 to

24 ; front broadly rounded, with a portion in the middle straight ; sides

straight and parallel ; apex of dorsal valve about 90°
; cardinal slopes on

each side of the beak nearly straight, or gently convex, forming an obtuse

rounded angle with the sides at about one-fourth the length. The shell

is strongly convex in the upper half, and wedge-shaped in the lower half.

Surface concentrically marked, with fine striae, and a few obscure radia-

ting lines, as in most species of this genus.

Length of large specimen 2 inches ; width 9 lines. This species is

closely allied to L. Philomela (ante, p. 49), but has the sides straighter,

is proportionately more convex in the upper half, and is destitute of the

groove along the median line.

It is not so nearly pentagonal as L. Lyelli.

Locality and Formation.—N, Table Head, Newfoundland : Quebec

group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

LiNGTJLA lOLE. (N. sp.)

c d p

Fig. 199. Fig. 200.

Fig. 199.

—

Lingula lole. a, b, c, d, e, views of five difiFerent specimens.

200.

—

L. Cyane. a, b, c, d, views of four different specimens.

Description.—Shell small, ovate, ventral valve longer and more acute in

the rostral half than the dorsal ; apical angle from 45° to 60°
;
greatest

width usually at about one-fourth the length from the front, thence taper-

ing to the beaks with gently convex sides ; front angles evenly rounded

;

front margin obtusely rounded. Dorsal valve with the beak obtuse, and a

rather convex umbo. Both valves rather strongly and uniformly convex

;

the ventral valve sometimes obscurely carinated on approaching the beak.

Surface obscurely striated, presenting a somewhat smooth shining aspect.

Length of ventral valve 3| lines ; width 2^ lines. Length of dorsal

valve 21 lines ; width 2^ lines.

This species is closely alhed to L. Ci/ane, and occurs along with it in

the same beds, but differs in being more uniformly convex, in not being so

wide, and in not presenting the sub-pentagonal aspect of that species.

Locality and Formation.—P, four miles north-east from Portland

Creek, Newfoundland : Quebec group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.
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LiNGULA CyANE. (N. Sp.)

Fig. 200, a-d.

Description.—Shell small, sub-ovate or obscurely pentagonal. Ventral

valve longer than the dorsal ; beak acute : apical angle about 60°
;
great-

est width below the mid-length ; the upper half uniformly tapering, >yith

nearly straight margins to the beak ; sides in the lower half gently con-

vex and sub-parallel ; anterior angles rounded ; a portion in the middle of

the front margin nearly straight. The dorsal valve is a little shorter than

the ventral, and more obtuse in the upper half. Both valves are rather

strongly convex, but slightly flattened along the median line from the mid-

length to the front margin. Surface with fine concentric striis scarcely

visible to the naked eye, and Avith a few larger undulations of growth.

One specimen, under the magnifier, shews fine radiating stride.

Length of ventral valve 3^ lines ; width, 3 lines ; length of dorsal valve

3 lines ; width the same.

Locality and Formation.—P, four miles north-east from Portland"

Creek, Newfoundland : Quebec group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

OTHER SPECIES OF LINGULA.

L. QuEBECENSis, antc^ p. 72, occurs in Division P, on the south side of

Cow Head.

ACROTRETA GEMMA. (N. Sp.)

6 c

Pig. 201.—Acrotrda gemma. The small outline figures indicate the natural size; a and

c, dorsal valves
; h, ventral valve, as seen from above

;
d, area of a ventral

valve which shews a central groove : /, area of another specimen which ex-

hibits no groove ; e, side view.

Fig. 201.

Description.—Shell very small, about 1 line in diameter ; one valve

nearly flat, and the other, acutely conical. Dorsal valve very gently con-
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vex, nearly circular ; sides and front margin uniformly rounded
;
posterior

margin very obtusely angulated at the beak, on each side of which, a por-

tion of the cardinal edge equal to one-fourth of the whole width of the

shell, is nearly straight ; umbo very small ; beak apparently depressed to

the hinge line and not projecting beyond it ; cardinal angles compressed,

broadly rounded ; a wide shallow mesial sinus extends from the front mar-

gin about half way to the beak ; elsewhere the valve is gently convex, or

nearly flat.

Ventral valve acutely conical, with a flat triangular area which is per-

pendicular to the plane of the lateral margin, its base half the width of the

whole shell. In the apex of this valve there is a minute circular aperture,

and in one specimen a dark line extends from it down the middle of the

area, which appears to represent the foraminal groove of this genus ; but

in two other specimens of the ventral valve, with the area well preserved,

there is no indication of a groove. Surface with very fine concentric strige.

Width of dorsal valve, about 1 line ; length, about | of a line. The

height of the ventral valve is about 1 line.

The form of this species is very like that of A. subconica (Kutorga),

but that species is twice the size of this, and has the area distinctly

grooved.

Locality and Formation.—P, four miles north-east from Portland Creek,

Newfoundland
;
Quebec group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

Orthis delicatula. (N. sp.)

Description.— Shell thin and flat, semi-elliptical, hinge hne straight,

equal to about twice the length of the shell : sides and front uniformly

rounded. Ventral valve with a narrow mesial elevation in the upper half,

elsewhere flat ; beak and umbo slightly elevated above the hinge line
;

area narrow or linear. The dorsal valve is almost flat with a shallow

mesial groove. Surface with very fine radiating strise, about ten in the

width of one line. Width of an average specimen, 4 Hues ; length 2
lines.

Locality and Formation.—N, Table Head and Pistolet Bay ; P, four

miles north-east of Portland Creek, Newfoundland
; Quebec group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

Other species of Orthis.

1. Orthis Electra, ante, p. 79, occurs at Table Head, Port aux
Choix, and Point Rich in Divisions H and I. At Table Head some of
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the specimens are silicified, and I have been able thus to compare both

the interior and exterior with the originals, on which the species was

founded.

2. 0. HiPPOLYTE, ante^ p. 81, occurs at Cow Head in Division P.

Besides the above there are several small convex finely striated species

of the type of 0. perveta and 0. elegantula. The specimens are so badly

preserved that it would be useless to name them. They occui- at Port

aux Choix, Table-Head, Point Rich, and Bonne Bay.

Stuophomena aurora. (N. sp.)

Fig. 202.

—

Stropltomena aurora; a, ventral valve ; 6, section ; c, portion of the

surface enlarged.

Description.—Semi-elliptical, length varying from a little more than

one-half the width, to four-fifths of the width, widest at the hinge line

;

contour usually an uniformly elliptical curve from the cardinal angles all

roimd. Ventral valve convex, narrowly and often acutely carinated on

the umbo, depressed and sub-concave towards the cardinal angles. Area

moderate, forming an obtuse angle of about 125^ with the plane of the

lateral margin. Dorsal valve concave, with a mesial sinus commencing at

the beak and grOwmg wider and shallower towards the front margin ; area

apparently about half the size of that of the ventral valve, and forming a

ri"'ht angle therewith. Surface with rather strong angular striiB of differ-

ent sizes, the smaller coming in between the larger, both by intercalation

and sub-division, the whole crossed hy fine concentric striae, more distinct

in specimens Avhich have the radiating striae well separated than in those

which have them close together. The striiB are about the size of those of

S. aUemata, but more angular. The concentric striae are just visible to

the naked eye when the surface is well preserved. On most specimens they

cannot be seen at all, as a vcr}'- small amount of Aveathering or exfoliation

removes them. In some there are several strong angular folds radiating

from the beak to the front margin, with usually one of the larger striae run-

ning along the crest of the fold, and a number of the smaller in the

intervening concave space.

The convexity of this species, as indeed it is in all others of the genus,
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is variable. Usually the ventral valve is depressed convex, the outline

forming an even, flattened arch, from beak to front, but often it is strongly

arched and angulated about the middle. The carination of the umbo

sometimes extends quite to the front margin, and in such instances it has a

sti'ong angular elevated stria along its crest in the median line of the shell.

Width from 7 lines to 1 inch. Length from f to 4 the width.

A separated dorsal valve, apparently belonging to tliis species, has the

divaricator process undivided, as in the genus Ortlds.

Locality and Formation.—K, L, JM, N, Point Rich and Table Head,

N, Burnt Cape, Pistolet Bay ; P, four miles north-east from Portland

Creek, Newfoundland
;
Quebec group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

Other species of Strophomena and LEPTiENA.

1. Stroj)liomena imhecilis.—Subquadrate or semi-elliptical, about half

an inch Avide, with extremely fine radiating striaa. The specimens are all

imperfect, but show that this is a new species. P, four miles north-east

from Portland Creek.

2. Leptmna decipiens? Ante, p. 73, a single valve not distinguisliable

from this species, was found in P, four miles north-east from Portland

Creek.

Camerella parva. (N. sp.)

Description.—Shell small, ovate, length about one-third greater than

the width ; apical angle about 60^
; sides gently convex ; front broadly

rounded. Ventral valve rather strongly convex, uniformly arched from

beak to front ; mesial groove narrow, concave in the bottom, dyhig out at

two-thirds the length from the front. Dorsal valve broad, ovate, not so

long as the ventral, and more uniformly but not so strongly convex ; mesial

fold narrow, rounded, dying out at al)out half the length. Surface appa-

rently smooth. Length of ventral valve about 2 hues.

The specimens are imperfect. The beak of the ventral valve is not well

exposed, but seems to be strongly hicurved.

Locality and Formation.—N, Table Head ; P, four miles north-east

from Portland Creek, Newfoundland.

Collector.—J. Richardson.
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Camerella varians. (Billings.)

(Canadian Nat. and Geol. vol. iv, p. 445 : Dec. 1859. Geol. Can., p. 127.)

Hemarks.—This species, or one almost identical with it, occurs along

mth C. parva both at Table Head and four miles north-east from Portland

Creek ; also in the nodules of white limestone on the south side of Cow

Head. It was first discovered in the Chazy limestone at the Mingan

Islands, and was afterwards collected near the village of Chazy in New
York, in the same formation, by J. Richardson.

Camerella calcifera. (BilHngs.)

(Canadian Nat. and Geol., vol. vi. p. 31 : Aug. 1861. Geol. Can., vi. p. 231.)

Hemarks.—This species occurs in the nodules of white limestone on the

south side of Cow Head in Division P. It is very characteristic of the

limestone at Point L^\ds and Pliillipsburgh. At all these localities it is

associated with Bathyurus Saffordi. It occurs also at St. Timothy, near

the head of the Beauharnois Canal, and at Norton's Creek, in the upper

pai't of the Calciferous formation.

Rhynchonella Corinthia. (N. sp.)

Description.—Transversely elliptical; width one-fourth, or one-third

greater than the length. Ventral valve strongly convex, with a wide

rounded mesial sinus which dies out at the umbo. Dorsal valve strongly

and unifoiinly convex, with a wide rounded but not greatly elevated mesial

fold. Surface with numerous small angular ribs, which bifurcate two or

three times before reaching the margin ; from three to five in one line,

usually seven in two lines. Width about 8 lines ; length 6 lines.

Of this species only a few fragments have been collected, but they are

sufficient to show that it is difierent from any yet described. The form of

the valves is that of a JRJiT/nchoncUa, somewhat resembling the globose

individuals of 72. j-j^ena. But the bifurcation of the ribs is suggestive of

Orthis. The beaks arc not visible in any of the specimens.

Locality and Formation.—N, Table Head, Newfoundland
; Quebec

group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

LAMELLIBRANCHIATA.
EucHASMA Blumenbachium. (Billings.)

(CoNOCARDiUM Blumenbachium.— Cun.Nut. and Gcol.,Yo\. IV, p. 350. Geol. of Can., p. 113.)

Remarks.—This species occurs in Divisions G and H, at Port aux Choix,

Table Head, and Cape Norman.
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Genus Eopteria. (N. gen.)

Generic Cliaracters.—The general form of the species for which this

genus is proposed is precisely like that of Fterinea, except that both valves

are equally convex, and the hinge appears to have an external ligament

like that of Uiiio. On this latter point, however, there remains some doubt,

as the hinge is only partially seen in one specimen.

Eopteria typica. (N. sp.)

Description.—Hingi l>ne straight; anterior wing small, posterior large

;

umbones near the anterior extremity. Body of the shell strongly and

obliquely convex, sub-cordiform ; ventral margin rounded ;
posterior margin

descending from the extremity of the hmge line at an angle of about 100°,

nearly straight or shghtly concave, until approaching the posterior ventral

angle, where it forms a narrowly-rounded curve to the ventral margin. The

posterior wing is not much compressed. The greatest gibbosity is about

the middle of the shell, and extends obliquely from the umbones backwards

and downwards to the posterior ventral angle. Surface with coarse radia-

ting stricTB, about four in a width of three lines at the ventral margin.

Length of hinge line about 12 lines ; length from the umbones to the

posterior ventral angle about 13 lines.

Resembles an ordinary form of Pferinea, but is more convex than the

generahty of the species of that genus.

Locality and Formation.—(j , Port aux Choix, Newfoundland ;
Quebec

group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

Ctenodonta Angela. (N. sp.)

Fig. 203.

Fig. 203.

—

Clenodonta Angela; left valve, interior and exterior.

Description.—Shell small, sub-ovate or sub-rhomboidal : anterior extre-

mity broadly rounded
;
posterior narrowly rounded ; ventral margin in the

posterior two-thirds somewhat straight, in the anterior third obtusely con-

vex ; umbones prominent, situated about the middle of the dorsal margin
;

beak small, closely incurved ; a shallow, barely perceptible byssal sinus

extending from the umbo obliquely to the posterior half of the ventral
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margin. If a line be drawn between the most projecting points of the

anterior and posterior extremities, it will divide the shell into two nearly

equal parts : of these, the upper or dorsal half is triangidar, the umbones

forming the apex with an angle of about 120^, the posterior slope a little

longer than the anterior : the ventral half of the shell is semi-ovate, the

anterior end the largest. The shell is very thick, and rather strongly con-

vex. Surface with obscure concentric strise. Transverse length 8 lines ;

umbones to ventral margin 5 lines.

Ctenodonta contrada (Salter) has the posterior extremity more pointed,

but in no other respect differs from this species.

Locality and Formation.—M, Table Head, Newfoundland ; Quebec

group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

GASTEROPODA.

HoLOPEA Ophelia. (N. sp.)

Fig. 204.

Fig, 204.

—

Holopca Ophelia. Different views of the same specimen.

Description.—Shell small, turbinate, apical angle between 80° and P0°;

whorls three, including a minute one at the apex, smoothly ventricose,

most prominent at about the lower third. Aperture sub-ovate, the outer

lip broadly convex, the inner lip, from the umbilicus down^vards, slightly

curved, and folded over the minute umbilicus ; the upper and inner half

of the aperture formed l)y the penultimate whorl

.

Length 6 lines ; width, IVom the outer lip through, about the same
;

height of the aperture, 4 lines. On a posterior view the two apical

whorls constitute only one-fifth the whole length. The last whorl forms

nearly the whole bulk.

In some of the specimens there seems to be a spiral band about the mid-

dle of the whorl, as in Pleurotomaria.

LocnUty and Formation.—L, Pohit Rich, Newfoundland ;
Quebec

group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.
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Genus Straparollina. (N. gen.)

Generic cliaracters.—Shell turbinated, witli round or obscurely angu-

lated whorls ; spire varying from obtusely to acutely conical ; aperture

nearly circular, sometimes with a notch in the inner lower angle of

the lip.

This group appears to stand between Straparollus and Holo'pea. The

species known are S.pelagica and those figured in the G-eology of Canada

on p. 144, under the names of Straparollus asperostriatus, S. Circe,

and iS. Earydice.

Straparollina pelagica. (N. sp.)

Fig. 205.

Fig. 205.

—

Straparollina pelagica.

Description.—Shell turbinate, pyramidal ; spire of four or five mode-

rately-ventricose whorls ; apical angle between GS^and 70*^; base convex.

The body whorl is obscurely rounded angular at the margin, just above

which there are indications of a faint concave band ; thence moderately

ventricose to the suture. Below the margin the whorls are depressed

convex or somewhat flattened. The umbilicus is about one-fourth the

whole width, with an angular elevated carina on the edge ; whorls within

the umbilicus nearly flat, all of them exposed to the apex. Surface

obscurely striated parallel to the edge of the aperture, the latter obscurely

rhomboidal.

Length of the largest specimen 10 lines ; width 9 lines.

Locality and Formation.—G, H, Pistolet Bay, and Cape Norman,
Newfoundland

;
Quebec group.

Collector.—J. Hichardson.

SuBiiLiTES Daphne. (N. sp.)

Pig. 206.

Fig. 206.

—

Subulitcs Daphne.
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Descrijytion.—Shell rather small, slender, fusiform, of about six gently

convex, or nearly flat whorls ; apical angle 35°. Surface unkno^NTi.

The only specimen collected is a cast of the interior. Length 19 lines
;

length of the body whorl, measured along the inner side of the aperture

from the suture to the lower angle of the aperture, 11 lines
;
greatest

diameter, near the upper edge of the body whorl, 5^ lines.

Locality and Formation.—L, Point Rich, Newfoundland.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

PlEUROTOMARIA VIRGO. (N. sp.)

Fig. 207. Fig. 208. Fig. 209,

Fig. 207.

—

Pleurotomaria virgo.

208.

—

P. selecta. Front and side views.

209.

—

P. virguncula.

Description.—Shell small, turbinate ; spire evenly pyramidal ; apical

angle about 80°
; whorls about four ; the last one strongly ventricose.

Along the middle of the last whorl there is a concave spiral band, and,

separated from this by a narrow thread-like ridge, a deep groove ; above

which, flat or very slightly concave to the suture. In the upper whorls

the band gradually becomes concealed in the suture, the groove remaining

distmct. The base below the band is moderately convex, except on ap-

proaching the aperture, where it is strongly so. Aperture rhomboidal,

obtasely angular at the band ; the upper half of the inner side formed by

the penultimate whorl ; the lower half by a thickened slightly eSuse lip.

Umbilicus minute, but visible. Surface with fine backward curving striae.

Length 7 lines ; width 6 lines.

Smaller than P. selecta, the band concave instead of convex, and with

a groove above it.

Locality and Formation.—H, I, K, L, Table Head, Newfoundland;

Quebec group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

Pleurotomaria selecta. (N. sp.)

Fig. 208.

Description.—Shell with the spire pyramidal, and the whorls strongly

angular ; apical angle about 75°. Whorls five, angular in the middle or
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a little below ; a narrowly rounded band on the edge ; above wliicb, eon-

cave or nearly flat to within one-fifth of the suture, where there is an

obscure thread-like carina ; then nearly horizontally bevelled into the

suture. The whorls are turretted about one-fourth their width above

each other. The body whorl just below the margin has a slightly concave

band ; below which, strongly convex. Aperture rhomboidal ; the upper

half of the inner side formed by the penultimate whorl ; the lower half by

a thickened effuse lip. The umbilicus is closed. Surface with rather

strong backward curving striae.

Length 9 lines ; width 8 lines.

This species is exactly like M. Bryope (see p. ITO), but has the spire

more elevated.

Varieties.—Associated with P. selecta are specimens with the spire not

quite so much elevated ; apical angle 85 '^ ; the band on the margin nar-

rower ; the upper edge of each whorl having the plane of the bevel into

the suture more oblique, or sloping upwards instead of nearly horizontal.

The whorls are also less distinctly turretted.

Locality and Formation.—H, I, K, L, Table Head, Newfoundland ;

Quebec group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

Pleueotomaria virguncula. (N. sp.)

Fig. 209.

Description.—Shell small with an evenly pyramidal spire ; apical angle

between 80° and 95°
; whorls four ; base convex. The body whorl has

a double band along the middle, consisting of two concave grooves and

three sharp narrow carinas, the one separating the two grooves being the

most prominent and constituting the margin. Above the double band is

another, rather strongly concave, and from one-third to half the width of

the upper side of the whorl. The upper side of this latter band is limited

by a fourth carina, above which the edge of the whorl is bevelled into

the suture. On the upper whorls only three of the carin^e and two of

the grooves are visible, and the latter are there also usually of equal

width. The apex is acutely terminated. The base is rather strongly

convex. Aperture sub-rhomboidal, rounded on the inner side and angular

at the band. Inner lip greatly thickened. Umbilicus minute, and in

some specimens closed by the callous of the lip. Surface Avith fine striae.

Length from 4 to 8 hues ; width a little less than the length.

Locality and Formation.—H, I, K, L, Table Head, Newfoundland

;

Quebec group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.
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Pleurotomaria sponsa. (N. sp.)

Description.—Shell small, turbinate, with four ventricose whorls ; apical

angle from 75° to 85°
; the general form like that of a Holopea. The

whorls are nearly uniformly convex, most tumid a little below the middle,

where there is a narrov,^ convex distinctly elevated band, above which the

whorl is depressed convex to the suture. In the upper whorls the baud

is either close to the suture on the lower edge of the whorl, or else

concealed. Under side rather strongly convex, with an angular carina at

the edge of the umbihcus ; the latter small, about one-sixth the whole

width of the base. Surface apparently smooth, but probably finely

striated.

Length from 4 to 8 lines ; width a little less than the length.

None of the specimens have the aperture perfect, but they show, that

of the inner side, the upper half is formed by the penultimate whorl, and

the lower half by a slightly reflexed lip.

Locality/ and Formation.—1^ ^ Table Head, Newfoundland
; Quebec

group.

Collector.—3. Richardson.

Pleurotomaria Etna. (N. sp.)

Fig. 210. Fig. 211,

Fig. 210.

—

Pleurotomaria Etiia. a, b, views of a small aud a large

specimen.

211.—P. Hortensia.

Description.—Shell pyramidal ; apical angle varj'ing from (d5'^ to OC.

"Whorls from four to seven ; on the upper side nearly flat, a fain groove

just above the lower edge ; on the under side flat and nearly horizontal,

rounded at the umbilical ed^^e. Umbilicus about one-third the whole
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width, exposing all the whorls to the apex. Aperture rhomboidal ; outer

lip conforming to the slope of the spire ; lower lip straight and nearly

horizontal on the outside, rounded at the inner angle ; inner lip gently

convex or straight, forming an obtuse angle with the lower. Surface

finely striated.

This species belongs to the type of P. Ramsaiji, from which it is at

once distinguished by the wider umbilicus. It is more closely allied to

P. Amphitrite (see p. 32), diflFering therefrom in being smaller, and in

having a groove near the suture.

Width at the base of largest specimen (a fragment) 2 inches ; height

a little less than the width.

Locality atid Formation.—G, Cape Norman, H, Ta le Head, New-
foundland

;
Quebec group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

Pleurotomaria Hortensia. (N. sp.)

Fig, 211.

Description.—Shell discoidal, with a sharp projecting margin having a

concave band, just within the edge, both above and below. Spire de-

pressed conical with a rounded apex. Whorls in the upper two-thirds of

their width gently convex, becoming more flattened on approaching the

concave band ; the apical whorl convex its whole width. On the under

side the whorls grow gradually more convex from without inwards, most

tumid at two-thirds their width, thence rather abruptly rounded into the

umbilicus, which is scarcely one-third the whole width.

The specimen consists of two whorls, and is probably the apical portion

of a larger individual. Its width is 4i lines ; height 3 lines. The margin

is at about half tlie whole height.

Closely alUed to P. Harpya, but has a smaller umbilicus.

Locality and Formation.—H, Table Head, Newfoundland ; Quebec

group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

Pleurotomaria Harpya. (N. sp.)

Description.—Lenticular, whorls wide, depressed convex both above

and below ; umbilicus one-half the whole width.

This species is founded on a specimen which is a cast of the interior.

Width 28 lines ; height about 7 lines. There are three whorls, allowing

for a small one 2 lines across in the centre. The other two increase from

a width of 1^ lines to 9 lines in making two turns. A vertical polished
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section shows that the outer margin is thin and sharp, and that the

aperture is most probatlf not rhomboidal but transversely elliptical, the

outer angle acute and the inner probably narrowly rounded. The form

is thus like that oiP.lapicida (Salter), differing therefrom in being

larger and in having a Avider umbilicus ; the whorls aho are not so flat

above, and not s 3 c Dnvex beloAv.

Locality and Formation.—G, Cape Norn: a q, Newfoundland
;
Quebec

group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

Pleurotomaria Hyale. (N. sp.)

Descriptio7i.—Shell rather small, lenticular ; spire depressed conver,

the whorls shghtly elevated above each other at the suture, fat or with a

barely perceptible convexity on the upper side ; base a little more strongly

convex than the spire. Umbilicus either very narrow or completely closed.

Surface unknown.

Width about 9 lines ; hci'^ht 4 to 6 lines.

The character of the margin has not been clearly ascertained, but it

appears to be acute, ard probably has a very narrow band on the edge.

The shape may be described as ventricose-lenticular, both spire and base

moderately convex, and the peiipheral edge being at about the mid-height,

or a httle above. It resembles F. Fror/ne, Creol. Can., p. 181, f. 176,

but is a smaller species, and has.t'ie \\h3rls slightly elevated above each

other at the suture s.

Locality and Formation.— ^, Keijcl Island and Port aux Choix,

Newfoundland; Queb'^ c group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

Pleurotomaria Normani. (N. sp.)

Fig. 212.

Fig. 212.

—

rieurolomaria Normani.

description.—The specimen on which this species is founded is an

imperfect cast of the iatcrior. Width at the bafee twenty-four lines;
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height fourteen lines ; apical angle about lOo^ ; whorls five or six, gently

convex, a rather strongly impressed, narrow, concave band, just within

the outer margin.

The umbilicus appears to be about half the whole width, but it cannot

be well seen in the specimen. Judging from the appearance presented by

a small portion of the shell which is preserved, the suture, in perfect

specimens, must be represented by a close seam, not deeply impressed, as

in the above figure,

This specimen is evidently another form of the P. Canadensis group,

with a mora elevated spire ard a nanowrer concave band than the

others.

Locality and Formation.—G, Cape Norman, Newfoundland ;
Quebec

group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

Pledrotomaria Numeria. (N. sp.)

Fig. 213.

Fig. 213.

—

Pleurotomaria Numeria. a, front view; b, view of the underside.

Description.—Sub-lenticular ; spire usually much depressed ; whorls

on the upper side nearly flat or gently concave, with a slightly elevated

marginal edge, sometimes abruptly elevated half a line above each other

at the suture. Lower side of whorls strongly convex and angulated at

the edge of the umbilicus, descending into the umbilicus with a flat and

nearly vertical slope. UmbiHcus about one-third the whole width, exhib-

iting all the whorls within. There are about four whorls. Aperture

rhomboid-oval ; outer lip in old specimens vertical, in young specimens

inclining a little inwards ; upper lip nearly horizontal ; lower side of

aperture rounded, but the Up thickened, and often angulated. Surface

unknown.

Width of a large specimen 12 lines : height 6 or 7 lines ; width of

aperture 3 or 4 lines.

Locality and Formation.—G, Cape Norman, Newfoundland
; Quebec

group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.
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Pleurotomaria Agarista. (N. sp.)

(Perhaps a variety of P. Numeria.)

Bescription.—Spire depressed conical ; whorls about four, flat or

gently convex on tlie upper side, a narrow elevated band on the outer

edge of the last one, just within -which is a shallow groove ; above, gently

convex to the suture. On the underside the whorls are strongly convex
;

in the umbilicus, flat and vertical (except the last, which is gently

convex) ; the outside, in the last whorl, just below the margin, nearly

vertical, but sloping a little inwards. Aperture rhomboidal ; upper side

angular at the suture, outside of which, sloping downwards to the margin,

at an angle of about 30° to the horizontal axis; below the edge nearly

vertical, but sloping inward ; lower and inner lips rounded. Umbilicus

one-third the whole width, exhibiting all the whorls within, in a winding

staircase arrangement.

Width 14 lines ; height 9 lines.

This species agrees Avith P. Numeria in every respect, except that

it has a more elevated spire, and the whorls more convex on the upper

side.

Locality and Formation.—H, Table Head, Newfoundland
; Quebec

group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

Pleurotomaria ? Calphurnia. (N. sp.)

Fig. 214.

Fig. 214.

—

Pleurotomaria Calphurnia. n, front view; b, view of the base. This is a

more than commonly elevated specimen.

Description.—Shell turbinate, with three or four spirally grooved

rounded whorls. Spire varying from depressed to elevated conical

;

apical angle from 80° to lOO*^. Aperture somewhat circular, slightly
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indented by the penultimate Avhorl. In the upper whorls there are four

concave spiral grooves or bands, separated by three angular carin^e. The

lower sides of the whorls are covered with numerous sharp spiral carinae,

two or three in the width of one line. Umbihcus open, disclosing the

whorls to the apex. On one of the specimens there are indications of fine

transverse lines of growth.

Width of the largest specimen at the aperture 16 lines ; height from

the lower side of the aperture to the apex 14 hnes ; width of the aperture

7 lines.

This species resembles a strongly carinated Cydonema^ and may be,

perhaps, a species of that genus.

Locality and Formation.—G, Cape Norman, Newfoundland
; Quebec

group.

CuUector.—J. Richardson.

MURCHISONIA CaTHARINA. (N. Sp.)

Fig. 215. Fig. 216. Fig. 217. Fig. 218. Fig. 219. Fig. 220.

Fig. 215.

—

Murchisonia Catharina,

216.

—

M. acrea.

217.

—

M.Adelina.

218.

—

M. sbmdntrix. A variety of 3/. gracilis.

219.

—

M. Cicelia.

220.

—

M. sororcula. A variety of M. perangulala.

Description.—Shell small, slender ; whorls about fifteen, extremely

and sharply angular in the middle, the space between each two of the

carinoe being deep and uniformly concave. The form of the spire is that

of a deeply threaded screw. The suture appears to be about half way

between the caiinations in the bottom of the concave space. Apical

angle from 10"^ to 15'^. Surface vmknown.

Length of a specimen Avith fourteen whorls, from the apex downwards,

10 hnes ; width of the last whorl 3 lines.
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Locality and Formation.—K, Table Head, Newfoundlaud
;
Quebec

group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

MURCHISONIA ACREA. (N. sp.)

Fig. 216.

Beserijjtion.—Shell rather small and slender, somewhat turretted;

-whorls from twelve to fifteen, flat or sub -concave, each with the lower

edge rounded and sub-angulated, projecting a little over the one below ; all

above this projection flat or gently concave, and slopiag to the suture,

close to which there is a slight convexity. Surface characters unknown.

A specimen of eleven whorls is 11 lines in length ; diameter at the last

whorl 3^ lines. Apical angle from 15"^ to 20*^.

This species belongs to that group, of which 31. Anna, so characteristic

of the Calciferous, is an example. It resembles a small Turritella.

Locality and Formation.—G, Part aux Choix, Newfoundland; Quebec

group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

MURCHISONIA AdELINA. (N. Sp.)

Fig. 217.

Description.—Shell elongate, tapering at the rate of about one line to

the inch. Whorls from fifteen to twenty, nearly flat or gently convex,

•with three equi-distant slightly elevated carinte, separated by concave

spiral grooves. Suture rather deep. The only surface markings visible

are fine revolving lines on the carinse and in the grooves between. The

central carina is usually a little more prominent than the others, and all

appear to be acutely edged, when perfect.

Length about 3 inches ; diameter at last whorl 6 lines.

Locality and Formation.—G, Cape Norman, Newfoundland ; Quebec

group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

MURCHISONIA SIMULATRIX. (N. Sp.)

Fig. 218.

Description.—Shell small and rather slender, with from ten to thirteen

nearly uniformly ventricose whorls, which are slightly the most vcntricose

in the lower half. Aperture ovate, formed on the upper and inner side

by the penultimate whorl, not free ; no umbilicus. The band is narrow
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and obscure, situated just below the middle of the whorl. The surface is

in general smooth, but in perfect specimens obscurely marked bj fine

striae, curving backwards to the band.

Length from 18 to 30 lines ; diameter of last Avhorl from 6 to 8 lines.

This species is closely allied to M. gracilis (Hall), but differs in the

position of the band, and in the form of the aperture. In the Trenton

species, the band is in the middle of the whorl, and the lip is continuous

all round the inner side of the aperture.

M. Vesta has the whorls less convex.

Locality and Formation.—H, I, K, L, M, N, Table Head and Point

Rich, NcAvfoundland
;
Quebec group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

MURCHISONIA CiCELIA. (N. Sp.)

Fig. 219.

Description.—Shell rather small and slender ; spire of from ten to

fifteen whorls, which are strongly and sharply angular at about the lower

third, with a straight slope to the suture above. Space between each two

carinpe angular, not concave as in M. Catharina. Surface unknown

Apical angle from lo*^ to 20'^.

This species belongs to the same group with M. pterangulata (Hall) of

the Black River and Trenton, from which it is distinguished by its

elongated and slender form. It is also allied to 31. Estella of the Guelph

limestone, see p. 155, ante.

Length about 12 lines ; width of last whorl about 3^ lines.

Locality and Formation.—L, Table Head and Point Rich, Newfound-
land

;
Quebec group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

MURCHISONIA SORORCULA. (N. Sp.)

Fig. 220.

Description.—Shell turbinate, with about five acutely angular whorls
;

apical angle from 55* to 65*
; base strongly convex. The whorls are

strongly angular along the middle, above gently concave to the suture ; the

band situated on the edge of the angulation. The body-whorl below the

angle has a single carina, between which and the margin there is a
concave band, usually a little more than half the width of the upper side

of the whorl. Aperture angular on the outside, rounded on the inner
side, partly formed by the penultimate whorl, the lower-inner lip

Q
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thickened. No umljilicus. Surface with fine sharp backward curving

strife.

This species is a variety of that group to which M. perangulata (Hall),

M. serrulata (Salter), 31. gyrogonia (McCoy), and others belong. From
the first of these it differs in having no umbilicus. The second has two

carinas below the angle on the body-whorl. The third, as figured by

McCoy, has the whorls more oblique.

Locality and Formation.—H, I, K, L, M, Table Head and Point Rich,

Newfoundland
;
Quebec group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

MURCHISONIA AUGUSTINA. (N. Sp.)

Fig. 221.

Fig. 221.

—

MurcJnsonia j3ugustina. A variety of M. bellicincta.

Description.—Shell large, with from eight to ten strongly convex

whorls, which are obscurely angulated, and with spiral band, just below

the middle. Aperture sub-ovate, with indications of a canal at the lower

angle. The lip is free all round ; on the upper side in contact with the

penultimate whorl, and on the inner side with a fold which forms an

angular canal, and leaves open a small umbilicus. Surface with obscure

undulations curving backwards to the band, and probably fine strise,

although none can be seen on the specimens (which are silicified). The

band is situated on the angular part of the wlmrl, and appears to be

smooth.

Length of a specimen of the average size from the apex to the anterior

angle of the aperture 3| inches ; width across the last whorl and aperture

about "20 lines.

The casts of this species closely resemble, both in size and form, those

of M. bellicincta (Hall), so common in the Trenton, the only difference

being that the whorls are slightly angulated below the middle, instead of
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uniformly ventricose. The surface, when perfect, of 3/. beUicincta, is

covered -with fine thread-hke striae, distinctly visible on the band (which

is on the middle of the whorls), and never (in any of the specimens that I

have seen) undulated.

M. arenaria, of the Calciferous, is more closely allied, but appears to

me to be a different species, being much shorter.

Locality and Formation.—H, I, K, L, M, N, West side of Pistolet

Bay, Burnt Cape, Table Head, and Point Rich, Newfoundland
; Quebec

group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

MURCHISONIA AGILIS. (N. Sp.)

Description.—The casts of the interior of this species are elongated

gradually tapering, with apparently about fifteen short and nearly

uniformly depressed ventricose whorls.

A fragment 24 lines in length tapers from a diameter of 3 lines at the

larger extremity to 4 at the smaller. It has nine whorls.

Another specimen of twelve whorls tapers from 6 lines to a point in

25 lines.

This species somewhat resembles M. gracilis^ but differs in having the

whorls shorter, not so convex,, and the suture not crossing so obliquely

;

surface unknown.

Locality and Formation.—G and H, Cape Norman and Table Head,

Newfoundland
; Quebec group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

MURCHISONIA PLACIDA. (N. Sp.)

Description.— Shell small, short, of about four uniformly ventricose

whorls ; an obscure narrow band at the lower third of the last whorl

;

apical angle about 47*^. Surface unknown. There is a minute umbilicus.

Length about 8 lines ; width at the aperture about 5^ lines.

Locality and Formation.—G, Cape Norman, Newfoundland
;
Quebec

group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

Genus Maclurea. (Lesueur.)

Remarks.—In the Paleeontology of New York, vol. i., there are two

species of this genus, M. sordida and M. matutina, described and
figured as occurring in the Calciferous formation. The original specimens
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"were evidently very imperfect, and it appears to have been not possible

to give the details of the specific characters. The figures barely show

enough to indicate the genus. I have heretofore referred to M. matutina^

with doubt, a species found in the Calciferous at the Mingan Islands, and

have also thought that I could recognize it in the limestone of the Quebec

group at Phillipsburgh. It has now, however, become apparent, from the

collections made in Newfoundland, that there are several distinct species,

all having nearly the form and proportions indicated by the figures in the

work above cited ; but it is, at present, impossible to decide that any one

of them is truly M. sordida or M. matiitina. I propose, therefore, to

describe them all as new, and to leave it for future discoveries to deter-

mine whether or not those which occur at the typical locality, in New

York, are represented among them.

In the following descriptions the shell is regarded as being sinistral

;

the flat side is thus the spire and the umbilicated side the base.

Although I think that the genus Ophileta is founded on species of

Maelurea, with very slender whorls, I retain it for the present pro-

visionally.

Maclurea crenulata. (N. sp.)

Fig. 222.

Fig. 222.

—

Maclurea crenulala. a, base; h, front; c, spire.

Description.—Shell hemispherical ; spire flat, of three or four rather

slender whorls , outer edge narrowly rounded angular ;
umbilicus about

one-third the whole width, with a sharp crenulated edge ;
inner side of

the whorls, in the umbilicus flat and nearly vertical ;
all the whorls

exposed in a spiral staircase form to the apex. The base forms an

irregular hemisphere, highest at the aperture.

Surface finely striated, and usually with some rugose lines of growth.

These latter are sometimes absent, and the shell has then a smooth

aspect.
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A single specimen of an operculum was found in the same piece of

limestone, with several shells of this species. It is a flat thin plate, with

a muscular process, as in 31. Logani.

The edge of the umbiUcus is exhibited in more than fifty specimens,

and in all it bears a sort of a rounded band, which is beautifully crenula-

lated transversely, as in most of the species of Solarium.

The inner whorls of the spire are sometimes a little elevated above the

others. The upper side of the whorls is quite flat, when the shell is

preserved, and usually so in the casts of the interior, but sometimes

rounded.

Width of a specimen of the average size 15 lines ; height 7 lines
;

width of the umbihcus 4 lines, varying from one-fourth to one-third the

whole width of the shell.

Numerous small silicified specimens of this species were collected at

Table Head and Point Rich, where it appears to range through a thick-

ness of about 900 feet.

Closely allied to M. oceana, but differs in having the edge of the

umbihcus acute and crenulated instead of narrowly rounded ; in having

the inner side of the whorl in the umbilicus flat instead of convex ; the

umbilicus also is narrower, and the operculum thin, with a well developed

muscular process. The lowest strata in which it has been found are

about 300 feet higher than the highest holding 31. oceana.

Locality and Formation.—I, K, L, M, N, Table Head and Point Rich,

Newfoundland ; Quebec group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

MaCLUREA OCEANA. (N. sp.)

Fig. 223.

Fig. 223.

—

Madurea oceana. a, the spire ; b, front view.

Description.—Shell from one to four inches across ; whorls four or five,

rather slender ; umbilicus about half the whole width (in small specimens
;

it has not been seen in those of large size). Spire flat ; the outer edge

narrowly rounded ; the suture compressed and thread-like when the shel
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is preserved, but, as seen in the cast of the interior, deeply impressed.

The outer side of the bodj-whorl is gently convex, and sloping to the

edge of the umbilicus at an angle of from 60*^ to 70*^ with the plane of

the flat side of the shell. The height of the aperture appears to be a

little less than half the whole width of the shell. The edge of the

umbilicus is acutely rounded, not acute as in 31. Emmonsi and M. affinis.

The inner side of the whorls in the umbiUcus is gently convex, and some-

what sloping ; the edge exposed in staircase form to the apex. Surface

imknown, but most probably finely striated.

In a specimen 13 lines across, consisting of three complete whorls, the

outer whorl is 4 lines wide ; height of the aperture 6 lines ; width of the

umbilicus 5^ lines.

In a specimen 33 lines wide, consisting of four whorls, the outer whorl

is 9 lines wide ; aperture and umbilicus not exposed.

The proportions of this species are very nearly those of M. creiiuJata,

and, in the condition of casts, the two cannot be distinguished from each

other. When the shell is preserved, the difierences become at once

apparent.

In M. cremdata the umbilicus is narrower ; the edge bears a crenu-

lated band ; the inner side of the whorl, in the umbiUcus flat ; and the

height of the aperture is a little more than half the whole width of the

shell.

The operculum found with it has no muscular process, as in M. Logani.

This species occurs also in a somewhat lower geological position than

M. cremdata.

Locality and Formation.—F, G, H, Port aux Choix, Table Head,

Cape Norman, and Pistolet Bay, Newfoundland
;
Quebec group.

Collector.—J. Kichardson.

Maclurea affinis. (N. sp.)

Fig. 224.

Fig. 224.— jMac/«r«a affinis. a, the spire ; 6, section.
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Description.—Shell small ; Avidtli from 1^ to 2 inches ; spire flat, of

four or five slender whorls, which, as seen in the casts of the interior, are

uniformly convex on the upper side, the suture being deeply impressed.

Umbilicus somewhat more than three-fifths the Avhole width; the edge, as

shown in a vertical polished section, acute ; the inner sides of the Avhorls,

in the umbilicus, convex ; all the whorls seen, in staircase form, to the

apex. Surface unknown.

Width 18 to 24 lines ; height 6 to 8 lines ; width of last whorl 5 to 6

lines.

Differs from M. Emmonsi in having more slender whorls. It also

resembles ili". po7iderosa, but this latter is vastly larger.

In perfect shells the whorls may be flat above, although in the casts

they are rounded.

Locality and Formation.—F, Keppel Island, Newfoundland ; Quebec

group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

Maclurea ponderosa. (N. sp.)

Description.—Shell large ; from four to six inches across ; of four or

five whorls. Spire flat, the central whorls often a little elevated above

the outer ones ; the margin obtusely rounded. Base truncated hemis-

pherical ; umbilicus about half the whole width, with an acute edge
;

sides of the whorls in the umbilicus moderately convex. Surface with

strong squamose striae parallel to the edge of the aperture. Shell remark-

ably thick, usually exhibiting a tendency to exfoliation.

No very perfect specimens of this species have been collected, although

it occurs in vast numbers in several localities. The edge of the umbilicus

in ordinary specimens is acutely rounded, but in good vertical polished

sections it is very acute. Such sections also show that, in some, the edge

of the whorls is exposed, in the umbilicus, in staircase form, to the apex,

but in others it is quite certain that it (the edge) is concealed by the

preceding whorl.

In most specimens the whorls on the upper side arc uniformly

depressed convex, with a moderately deep suture, but sometimes they are

nearly flat.

A specimen of four whorls is about 5 inches across.

This species, in size and proportions, much resembles M. Magna, but

differs from it in having the whorls a little more slender in the horizontal

direction, and deeper in the vertical, in having the edge of the umbilicus

more acute and always a thicker shell. The vertical section is almost

exactly like that of iHf. o^n/s, as represented above in fig. 224, which,
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on comparison, will be found constantly a little different from similar

sections of M. Magna.

The only differences I can perceive between M. affinis and this species,

are in the much greater size and thickness of shell of the latter.

Locality and Formation.—P, Cow Head, Newfoundland ; and also

near Phillipsburgh, Canada East. It occurs most abundantly at Correy's

farm, about five miles north of Phillipsburgh, on the road to Bedford, in

band C 1, of the Phillipsburgh series.

Collectors.—J. Richardson, at Cow Head ; E. Billings, at Phillipsburgh.

Maclurea acuminata. (N. sp.)

Fig. 225.

Fig. 225.

—

Maclurea acuminata. A cast of the interior.

Desc7'iption.—Shell from tAvo to four inches across ; spire flat, the

middle sometimes a little convex ; suture closely compressed, in the cast

of the interior deeply excavated ; outer edge thin and acute ; whorls three

or four. The base is depressed hemispherical ; umbihcus very small, and

in some specimens apparently closed altogether. Surface with fine striae,

those on the base seem to be rather coarse.

This species is easily recognized, even when in the condition of casts,

by its margin, Avhich is often much more acute than is represented in the

above figure.-"

The largest specimen collected is 3^ inches across, and consists of

about 2^ whorls, the last one being 12 lines wide at the aperture. The

height is about one-third the Avidth.

Locality and Formation.—K, L, M, N, Table Head and Point Rich,

Newfoundland
;
Quebec group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

Maclurea speciosa. (N. sp.)

Fig. 22G.

Fig. 226.

—

Maclurea speciosa. The spire.
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Description.—Shell about two inches across, consisting of four or five

slender whorls. Spire flat or very slightly convex in the middle, upper

side of the whorls with a concave band, occupying the outer half, the

inner half elevated, and either convex or with the most prominent part

slightly flattened. The margin is nearly acutely angular. The outer side

of the whorl, below the margin, is either flat or gently concave, and sloping

inwards at an angle of about 70°, with the plane of the spire in the body-

whorl, but from 60*^ to 70'^ in the smaller whorls. The umbilicus is about

five-sixths of the whole width, the edge rounded angular in the last whorl

;

acutely angular in the inner whorls. The slope of each whorl into the

umbilicus is gradual, and sometimes a little concave near the edge, then

convex, and lastly, nearly vertical. All the whorls are exposed to the

apex. The aperture is obscurely rectangular in the last whorl, but

more nearly oval in the inner whorl ; the width a little greater than the

height.

Surface with strong rugose transverse strioe, and often with shallow

concave grooves, from two to three in two lines.

The casts of the interior somewhat resemble those of M. transitionisj

but are distinguishable by the form of the upper side of the whorl, the

margin of which, instead of l)eing uniformly rounded, as in the species

cited, is obHquely truncated by an obscure flat band, Avhich slopes outwards

and downwards at an angle of 15'^ to oC^ with the plane of the spire. The
acute edges of the margin of the shell and urabiUcus are more obtuse or

obsolete in the cast.

The last whorl is sometimes a little vagrant.

A specimen 13 lines in width is 4 lines in height.

Locality and Formation.—G, H, I, K, L,-M, Point Rich, Table Head,
Cape Norman, Schooner Island in Pistolet Bay, entrance to the north arm
of Bonne Bay, Newfoundland

; Quebec group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

Maclurea transitionis. (N. sp.)

Description.—Shell small, about two inches across, of about four

slender whorls. Spire flat; the suture in casts of the interior deeply

impressed ; the outer margin rounded ; the outer side of the last whorl

depressed convex and nearly vertical. The umbilicus is nearly the whole

width of the shell, with an acute edge. The inner side of the whorls in

the umbilicus has two slopes. The first, commencing at the edge of the

umbilicus, extends about one-third the width of tiic Avhorl, inclined at an

angle of 45* or somewhat less, to the plane of the spire ; it is usually
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gently concave. The second, inside of the first, is gently convex, and

inclined at an angle of from 70° to 80*. Surface unknown.

Width of an average specimen 20 lines ; width of last whorl 6 lines
;

height of last whorl about 6 lines.

When the upper side alone of this species is seen, it cannot be distin-

guished from 31. affinis ; the size of the shell and proportions being about

the same. The umbilicus, however, is altogether different. Some of the

specimens have thicker whorls, and approach M. Emmonsi in form.

Locality and Formation.—K, L, Table Head and Pomt Rich, New-

foundland
;
Quebec group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

Maclurea Emmonsi. (N. sp.)

Fig. 227.

Fig. 227.

—

Maclurea Emmonsi. a, front view of a small specimen ;
b, spire of a

large specimen ; c, spire of a.

Description.— Shell from one to three inches across, usually about two

inches ; spire flat, of three or four whorls, somewhat rapidly increasing in

size ; outer edge obtusely rounded ; umbilicus from one-half to three-fourths

the whole width with an acute edge. On the upper side the smaller

whorls are, in some specimens, quite flat, and in others convex ; the outer

margin of the last whorl, in all the specimens seen, is obtusely rounded.

The edge of the umbilicus, in the perfect shell, is thin and quite sharp,

with a concave band just below it ; in the casts it is acutely rounded.

With the exception of the concave l)aH(l, the inner side of the whorls in the

umbilicus is gently convex. The wliorls are all seen in the umbilicus, l)ut

the edge projects only slightly. Tlic height of the shell is nearly two-

thirds its width. Surface unknown, but probably finely striated.
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Width of an avera 'e specimen 24 lines ; height 15 lines : width of

umbilicus 11 lines ; width of last whorl 9 lines.

This species diflfers from M. crenulata in being of a more rotund form,

the outer edge of the body whorl obtusely rounded, the umbilicus wider,

and the edge not crenulated.

M. transitionis may be only a variety.

Locality and Formation.—I, K, L, M, N, Point Rich and Table

Head, Newfoundland
;
Quebec group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

OTHER SPECIES OF MACLUREA.

Fig. 228. Fisr. 229. Fig. 230.

Figs. 228, 229, 230.—Opercula of different species of 31aclurea.

At Cape Norman, associated with 31. oceana, the three forms of opercu-

lum above figured were found, evidently belonging to distinct species.

The one represented by fig. 229, occurs abundantly and in a fine state of

preservation. The outer surface is divided into two sub-triangular areas

by a suture running from the nuclear angle a, to the lower inner angle.

The inner or smaller area is striated parallel to the inner concave edge b ;

the outer area parallel to the lower gently convex edge c. It is about

two hues in thickness at the lower edge, but becomes gradually thicker to

the upper, the most elevated point being at the nuclear angle, a, where

the thickness is ten lines in the specimen figured. On the inside', the

upper and outer edges are bordered by a thick elevated margin. There

is no muscular process, as there is in the operculum found with 31.

crenulata.
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The operculum represented by fig. 228 is of a sub-cylindrical spiral

form, and exhibits no sutures on its outer surface, the striae being continu-

ous all across. There is no muscular process.

Figure 230 has no suture, and although more nearly related to fig. 228

than it is to the other, is still quite distinct therefrom.

There Avas also another operculum found at Pistolet Bay, which is nearly

straight, and two inches long by six lines in width.

These four opercula, differing so widely from each other, prove that

there are also as many distinct species of 3Iavlurea to which they belong.

Accordingly at Cape Norman we find fragments of what appear to be

forms different from those above described. I propose to name them as

follows

:

Maclurea Sylpha. (N. sp.)

Description.— This species is founded on a silicified fragment consisting

of the middle three whorls of a specimen which appears to have been

somewhat larger and more nearly globular than any of those above noticed.

Spire flat ; width across the three whorls, 12 lines ; last whorl 4 lines

wide ; height of the aperture as nearly as can be ascertained 10 lines ;

width of the umbilicus, 7 lines. The umbilicus, which is quite empty in

the specimen, is cylindro-conical ; the edge scarcely at all projecting, and

the sides of the Avhorls flat. It extends quite to the apex.

Maclurea Psyche. (N. sp.)

Description.—A specimen 18 lines wide, has the aperture 10^ lines in

height ; umbilicus 6 lines wide. The spire is flat, but the number of Avhorls

cannot be made out. The edge of the umbilicus is narrowly rounded as it

is in M, oceana ; inner side of the Avhorl gently convex. In general

aspect resembles a sub-globular form of M. oceana., differing therefrom in

having a narrower umbilicus which does not ascend to the apex, and in

having the aperture more extended in the vertical direction.
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Maclurea rotundata. (N. sp.)

Fig. 231.

Fig. 231.

—

Maclurea rotundata. a, front view of a cast of the interior; 6, view of the

base.

Description.—Shell about two inches across, strongly convex ; spire

flat, the inner whorls sometimes a little elevated above the outer ; whorls

about three, flat on the upper side ; margin narrowly rounded ; umbilicus

half the whole width, with the edge narrowly or acutely rounded ; whorls

in the umbilicus gently convex. Surface unknown.

Width of specimen figured 18 lines ; height of aperture 12 lines
;

width of umbilicus 9 lines ; width of last whorl at the aperture 7 lines.

This species is closely allied to M. Ummonsi from which it differs in

having the upper side of the whorls flat, even in casts of the interior, and
in its somewhat narrower umbilicus. 31. Psyche has the umbilicus still

narrower and penetrating only half the height of the shell.

Locality and Formation.—Bonne Bay, entrance to the north arm, and
also east arm, south-west side, Newfoundland

; Quebec group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

Ophileta Nerine. (N. sp.)

Fig. 232.

Fig. 232.

—

Ophileta Nerine. a, base; b, the spire.

Description.—Smaller than 0. compacta; spire gently concave ; margin
acutely rounded. Lower side deeply concave, with the whorls strongly
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angular along the middle ; the edges of all the whorls seen in the umhili-

cus. In the smaller specimens the outer side of the whorls slope inward

at an angle of about 75°, but in the larger ones it is more nearly vertical.

The inner slope of each whorl (from the angular edge which runs along

the middle on the lower side), into the umbihcus, is flat; the slope out-

wards (or the outer side of the whorl) is gently convex.

In a specimen S-^ lines wide, there are four Avhorls ; width of last whorl

at the aperture 2 lines ; depth about the same. The largest specimen

seen is 15 lines wide. Surface finel}^ striated parallel with the aperture.

This species is certainly closely allied to 0. compacta, and it is not with-

out much hesitation that a new name is proposed for it. The following are

the differences :—In 0. compacta the spire is always flat, and the lower

side of each whorl (or that side which slopes into the umbilicus) concave.

In this species the spire is always gently concave, and the lower side of the

whorl flat. 0. compacta is, also, a much larger species, being usually

from 20 to 30 lines, while of 0. Nerine, although found in immense num-

bers, the largest seen is 15 lines wide, and all the others seen, from 3 to 8

lines wide.

Although a new name is proposed, I think it only a variety, and further

that 0. compacta and 0. complanata are also varieties of the same

species.

Localitij and Formation.—F, Bay of St. John, Newfoundland

;

Quebec group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

Opiiileta uniangulata. (Hall.)

EuoMPHALUs UNiANGULATUs, (Hall.) Pal. N. Y., vol. 1, p. 9, pi. iii, figs. 1, la.

Hemarkis.—This species occurs at Cow Head in Division P. It

occurs also in the limestones at Point Levis in Band 4, and at Bedford in

C 1, Geol. of Can. p. 845.
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Helicotoma Proserpina. (N. sp.)

Fig. 233.

Fig. 233.

—

Helicotoma Proserpina. The underside.

DescrijJtioyi.—Shell large, consisting of about four sub-cylindrical

wliorls; spire nearly flat, the inner whorls being only sliglitly elevated

above each other ; suture apparently deeply impressed. On the upper

side the whorls are slightly flattened along the middle, rounded at the

edges. On the under side they are strongly and uniformly convex. The

outer side is somewhat flattened and approaching the vertical, but rounded

above and below. The umbilicus is about half the whole width.

Width of the specimen 30 Hues ; height of the last whorl 9 lines
;

width 8 lines.

This species is founded on a single specimen, which retains apart of the

shell, but so covered by adherent matter that the surface characters can-

not be ascertained. On the outside of the last whorl there are visible

some oblique undulations which cross from the margin downwards and for-

wards. These, no doubt, indicate the course of the striae, which, most

probably, curve backwards to the margin, both above and below.

Locality and Formation.—G, Cape Norman, Newfoundland
; Quebec

group.

Collector—J. Richardson.

Helicotoma Tritonia. (N. sp.)

Description.—The specimen is a fragment consisting of four whorls

;

width 10 lines ; height about 6 lines. ISpirc gently concave ; whorls sul)-

cylindrical, on the upper side, with a narrow elevated ridge at the margin,
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or a little within it, then gently convex to the suture ; close to the mar-

ginal ridge there is a distinct groove following it all the way to the centre

of the disc. On the outside the whorls are gently convex and sub-verti-

cal, apparently sloping a little outwards in the last whorl, and inwards in

the smaller ones. On the under side the whorls are rather strongly con-

vex, obscurely rounded, descending with a somewhat flat slope into the

umbilicus, which is wide and concave. Where the shell is preserved, on

the outside of one of the inner whorls, it shews four or five narrow, thread-

like ridges, following the Avhorl longitudinally.

This species must be closely allied to H. Proserpina. It differs from it

in having a marginal ridge on the upper side, and in the form of the whorls

on the lower side not so prominently rounded.

Locality and Formation.—G, Cape Norman, Newfoundland
; Quebec

group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

Helicotoma Gorgonea. (N. sp.)

Description.—Shell large, depressed conical. "Whorls about four,

nearly cylindrical. On the upper side (as ascertained by a vertical

polished section), the whorls are turretted, each rising about one-fourth

its own diameter above the preceding. On the under side strongly and

uniformly convex, or cylindrical ; umbilicus not quite half the width,

exposing all the whorls to the apex in stair-case arrangement.

Width 2i inches ; width of the last whorl at the aperture 9 lines

;

height about the same.

The specimen shews the under side, the spire being imbedded in lime-

stone. The whorls l)elow, and in the uml)ilicus (which is nearly emjjty),

are uniformly cylindrical, apparently a little flattened along the middle of

the lower side, but above, as seen in the section, they seem to be obtusely

angulated half way between the margin and the suture. The inner upper

side of each is also impressed by the one next above it.

This species, so far as its form can be made out, resembles closely some

of the large Eaompliali with cylindrical and slightly angulated wliorls,

•which abound in the Devonian and Carboniferous series.

It may be that this species is only a variety of //. Proserpina.

Locality and Formation.—H, Table Head, Newfoundland ; Quebec

group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.
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Helicotoma Eucharis. (N. sp.)

a b

Fig. 234.

Fig. 234.

—

Helicotoma Eucharis. a, upper side; 6, front view.

Description.—Shell small, of three whorls, including a minute one in

the centre. Spire nearly flat, the inner whorls a little elevated above the

outer ; margin narrowly rounded ; upper side of whorls flat and sloping a

little downwards to the suture, the outer edge being more elevated than

the inner. Outer side of the whorls gently convex. Umbilicus a little

more than half the whole width ; the edge acutely rounded ; the whorls

within, gently convex.

Surface with fine striae, which curve backwards to the marginal edge.

Width, 4-|- lines ; height of the aperture, 3 lines. Of this species only

two specimens have been found. One of them has the edge of the umbil-

icus quite acute, but in every other respect the two are identical. Both

have indications of a shallow concave band just below the margin of the

last whorl.

Locality/ and Formation.—L, M, Table Head, Newfoundland ; Quebec

group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

ECCULIOMPHALUS DISTANS. (N. Sp.)

Fig. 235.

Fig. 235.—Ecculiomphalus distans. Lower side.
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Description.— Shell slender, coiled in a regularly spiral curve, whorls

three or four, distant from each other about once and a half theli- Avidth.

Surface coarsely striated transversely.

The specimen is imbedded in a piece of limestone, the lower side being

exposed. There ?.re two complete whorls preserved, which appear to be

the second and third, the first or inner one absent. Width of the whole

coil, 27 lines ; width of the inner whorl (supposed to be the second,) 10

lines ; thickness of the last whorl at the aperture, (or where broken off",)

4^ lines.

On the lower side the whorls are uniformly convex ; on the outer side

more depressed, but still it is moderately convex ; inner side apparently a

little flattened; upper side, judging from the fractured extremity, with a

carina at about the outer third, inside of which there seems to be a flat

slope. The form of this side, however, still remains doubtful.

Locality and Formation.—P, north-east side of Cow Head, Newfound-

land ;
Quebec group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

EccuLiOMPALUS Atlanticus. (N. sp.)

Description.—Tube slender, forming two whorls, closely coiled, but not

in contact. Under side of the whorls nearly uniformly rounded ; upper

side angular near the outer edge.

The spire of the best specimen seen, is 11 lines across ; width of the

aperture, 3 lines ; height a])out the same ; distance of the last whorl from

the preceding one, at the aperture, about 1 line. In other specimens, the

whorls are not so much separated.

This species is smaller than E. iyitortus, and has more slender Avhorls.

Locality and Fo7'mation.—F, Bay of St. John, G, Keppcl Island,

Newfoundland ;
Quebec group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

ECCULIOMPHALUS SUPERBUS. (N. Sp.)

Description.—Shell large, gently curved, surface with strong angular

transverse striae, about five in two lines. A single imperfect specimen

only has been collected. Its length, following the outside, is six inche^
;

width at the aperture, 15 lines ; depth about 12 lines. The under side is

obscurely angular along the middle, and the upper apparently rounded.

About two inches of the larger extremity nearly straight, and the rcmaii>

der curved to a radius of about fifteen lines. Its form is exceedingly like

that of E. Canadensis, but it is larger and more strongly striated.
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Locality and Formation.—P, t«-o ir^les north-east from Portland

Creek, Newfoundland
;
Quebec ;;;ioap.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

Metoptoma instabilis. (N. sp.)

Fig. 236.

Fig. 236.

—

Metoptoma iistab'lis. a, underside ; b, side view.

Description.—Shell small, depressed conical ; apex acute, slightly

incurved, situated over the anterior margin ; aperture circular ; surface

finely striated parallel to the base.

Width of an average specimen, 8 lines ; height, 4 lines.

The above relates to a symmetrical individual, but there are many

specimens with the base more or less oval, and the apex turned either to

the right or left, besides being more flattened on one side than the other.

I regard these as being all deformed individuals of the same species.

Locality and Formation.—L, Table Head, Newfoundland
;
Quebec

group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

CEPHALOPODA.

Orthoceras piscator. (N. sp.)

Fig, 237.

Fig. 237.— Orthoceras piscator. A fragment shewing the siphuncle and some of the

septa.
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Description.—This is a large, elongated, gradually tapering species,

with a large lateral siphuncle. A specimen, three feet in length, tapers

from a diameter of about four inches at the larger extremity, to one inch

at the smaller. The siphuncle in the same length tapers from about six-

teen lines to nine lines ; and it is thus more than one-half the Avhole

diameter near the apex, but less than one-third near the chamber of

habitation. The section is circular, or nearly so.

In one specimen, where the diameter is nine lines, there are six septa

to one inch in length. In another specimen of a siphuncle, seven inches

in length, eleven lines in diameter at the larger and seven at the smaller,

there are twenty-three septa. In the large specimen, where the diameter

is three inches, there are four septa in fourteen lines. The average

appears to be between three and four septa to the inch, from a diameter

of two inches and upwards. The detached siphuncles are usually a little

flattened on the ventral side along the line of the contact with the shell.

Surface unknown.

Locality and Formation.—I, K, L, M, N, Table Head and Point

Bich, Newfoundland ; Quebec group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

Orthoceras servile. (N. sp.)

Description.—Section ovate, in the proportions of about fifteen to ten.

The rate of tapering for the shorter diameter supposed to be the dorso-

ventral, is about one line and a half to the inch. The lateral diameter

diminishes at the rate of three lines to the inch. Only two of the septa

are visible in the specimen ; they are at the larger extremity, and are

distant about one line from each other. Surface with fine engirdling

striae. Siphuncle unknown.

Length of the specimen 3 inches ; lateral diameter at the larger ex-

tremity 15 lines, at the smaller 6 lines ; dorso-ventral diameter about 10

and 4J lines.

This is a short, compressed, rapidly tapering species, belonging to the

theca-shaped group to which 0. hastatiim (Black River limestone), and

0. xipldas (Trenton) belong.

Locality and Formation.—L, Point Rich, Newfoundland ;
Quebec

group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.
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Ortiioceras explorator. (N. sp.)

h

Fig. 238.

Pig. 238.

—

Orthoceras explorator. a section shewing tlie siphuncle ; b side view of the

specimen.

Description.—Section nearly circular, slightly flattened on the ventr al

side ; tapering at the rate of about one line and a half to the inch ; septa

about twelve to one inch, where the diameter is from seven to eight lines,

gently undulated towards the apex on the ventral side ; siphuncle cylin-

drical, two lines in diameter where the diameter of the shell is eight lines,

situated at about one line or less from the shell on the ventral side.

Surface unknown.

Locality and Formation.—H, Pistolet Bay on Schooner Island, New-

foundland
;
Quebec group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

Orthoceras Priamus. (N. sp.)

Fig. 239.

Fig. 239.

—

Orthoceras Priamus. a, section ; b, side view of a fragment with the shell

preserved.

Description.—Shell annulated, of medium size ; section circular
;

siphuncle cylindrical, very slightly, if at all, inflated between the septa,

its diameter between one-sixth and one-seventh the whole diameter of the

shell, near the centre ; septa from about five to eiglit to the inch ; an-

nulations narrowly rounded, with uniformly concave spaces between,

fifteen in a length of two inches ; surface witli fine thread-like, engirdling

striae, from eight to ten in one line, covering the annulations, as well as

the interspaces.
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Length of the best preserved specimen 2 inches ; diameter at the

larger extremity 9 lines, and at the smaller 4 lines ; diameter of the

siphuncle 1^ lines. The centre of the sipliuncle is about 1 line from

the centre of the septum.

Another specimen, 5 inches in length, tapers from 14 lines to 3 ; and

has 9 septa in the 2 inches at the larger extremity, and 8 in 1 inch at

the smaller.

In external characters this species closely resembles 0. deereseens

(Black River and Trenton), but differs in the form of the siphuncle,

which is cylindrical instead of moniliform.

Locality and Formation.—L, Point Rich, M, Table Head, Neirfound-

land ;
Quebec group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

Orthoceras Allumettense (Billings).

0. Allumettense (Billings.) Report G. S. C, 1857, p. 351.

Remarks.—This species occurs at Table Head, in Divisions M and N

;

at Point Rich, in M ; and on the west side of Pistolet Bay, in N. In

Canada it occurs in the Chazy and Black River formations ; but has not

been found above the Black River limestone. The specimens from New-

foundland are all one-half larger than the largest that have been collected

in Canada. In other respects, I cannot make out any difference.

Orthoceras HiESiTANS. (N. sp.)

Variety of 0. Bigsbrji (Stokes) ; 0. tenuifilum (Hall.)

Description.—Section apparently nearly circular, the transverse dia-

meter a little greater than the dorso-ventral ; siphuncle inflated between

the septa, a little less than one-half the whole diameter ; septa distant

about one-sixth the whole diameter.

Only two specimens have been collected ; and both of these are curved

to a radius of about one foot. The siphuncle in one of these specimens

is in contact with the shell at the smaller extremity, where the diameter

is about one inch, and distant from it about one line, where the diameter is

nearly two inches. In the other it is two lines distant from the shell

throughout.

Both specimens are somewhat distorted by pressure, and, therefore,

the dimensions cannot be given precisely. They are each about 5 inches

in length, 2 inches in diameter at the larger, and 15 lines at the smaller

extremity.
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The only difference between this species and 0. Bigshyi is, that in

the latter the siphuncle is in general a little more than half the whole

diameter, whereas in this species it is less than one-half.

Locality and Formation.—I, Point Rich, M, Table Head, Newfound-

land
;
Quebec group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

Orthocekas Lamarcki. (Billings.)

Lamarcki. (Billings.) Can. Nat. and Geol., vol. iv, p. 362, Oct. 1859. Geol. Can.,

p. 121, fig. 38.

Remarks.—This species, or a very closely allied variety of it, occurs

abundantly, in silicified fragments at Cape Norman, in Division G, at

Pistolet Bay, on Schooner Island, in Division H, and at the River of

Ponds, in G, Newfoundland. It resembles 0. Pria77ius, but is more

nearly cylindrical, the rate of tapering being on an average about one line

to the inch. The siphuncle is stated in the original description, to be full

one-third of the whole diameter, but in the majority of the specimens from

Newfoundland it is about one-fourth. I would classify these, from this

locality, as a distinct species, were it not that among them there is one

with the siphuncle full one-third the whole diameter, and several with it

between one-fourth and one-third.

Orthoceras Flavius. (N. sp.)

Description.—Shell of medium size ; section apparently circular

;

sipbuncle cylindrical, in contact with the shell ; septa from nine to

thirteen to the inch. Surface and rate of tapering unknown.

The best preserved specimen is 3 inches in length, about 9 lines in

diameter at the smaller extremity, and 10^ lines at the mid-length,

shewing a rate of tapering of about li lines to the inch. The specimen,

however, is distorted by pressure. The siphuncle is 3 lines in diameter

in the lateral direction, and 21- in the dorso-ventral. It is nearly of the

same size throughout. There are 10 septa to the inch. Another

siphuncle of the i a ne length, is 4 lines in diameter at the larger, and 3

lines at the smaller extremity. It has 13 septal rings to the inch.

0. explorator has the siphuncle not in contact with the shell, and one-

third smaller, but in other respects resembles this species.

Locality and Formation.—I, Point Rich, Newfoundland
; Quebec

group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.
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PiLOCERAs Canadense. (Billings.)

p. Canadense. (Billings.) Can. Nat. and Geol., vol. t, p. 171.

MemarJcs.—Several specimens of the siphuncle of this species were

collected at Cape Norman and Port aux Choix, in divisions F and G.

In Canada it has been found only in the Calciferous formation.

PiLOCERAS WORTHENI. (N. Sp.)

Fig. 240,

Fig. 240.

—

Piloceras Wortheni. The central figure is a longitudinal section, a, the

cavity, and 6, the solid part of the sipbuncle ; c, side, and cJ, ventral view of a detached

siphuncle.

Description.—Siphuncle nearly straight, from two to four inches in

length ; tapering at the rate of two and two-thirds lines to the inch, for

two inches from the larger extremity in a specimen two and a half inches

in length, then more rapidly to the apex ; septa from eight to twelve in

one inch ; section broadly elliptical, the dorso-ventral diameter about one-

fifth greater than the lateral. The septa cross the sides obliquely, sloping

towards the aperture, in proceeding from the dorsal to the ventral side.

Surface unknown.

One of the specimens shews that on the ventral side, the siphuncle is in

contact witli the shell. Another specimen, a longitudinal polislicd section

of which is represented by fig. 240, shews that at two inches from tlie
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apex, the shell must be at least one inch from the siphuncle on the dorsal

side ; and, as the specimen is mutilated on that side, the distance may be

greater. The septa are excessively thin, and at their junction with the

siphuncle are curved towards the apex, forming an attachment similar to

that observed in the ordinary species of OrtJioceras and Nautilus.

In a specimen 30 lines in length, the dorso-ventral diameter at the larger

extremity is 14 lines ; lateral, 11 lines , at li inches nearer the apex,

the dorso-ventral diameter is 11 lines, and the lateral, 9 lines. Thence

more rapidly tapering to the apex. In the first 18 lines there are 12

septa or 8 to the inch on an average, but in the apical inch there are 12

or 13. In other specimens they are a little closer together.

In P. Canadense the siphuncle is in general, more curved, and the

septal ridges cross it, sloping from the dorsal side downwards in proceeding

to the ventral side. In this species they slope in the opposite direction

(assuming always that the most curved side is the ventral).

Dedicated to A. H. Wokthex, State Geologist of Illinois.

Locality and Formation.—H. Port aux Choix, Newfoundland
;
Quebec

group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

PiLOCERAS Triton. (N. sp.)

Description.—Larger than P. Canadense, with a straighter siphuncle

and more distant septa.

The best preserved siphuncle collected, is bh inches in length ; dorso-

ventral diameter, at the larger extremity 2 inches ; lateral 21 lines ; in

the apical 18 lines, there are 10 septa ; in a length of 2 inches next the

large end, there are only 7.

In P. Canadense, where the lateral diameter is 12 lines, there are 7

septal rings on the siphuncle, but in this species at the same diameter

there are only 5, and further up they are 3|- lines distant from each other.

Locality and Formation.—H and I, west side of Pistolet Bay, New-

foundland
;
Quebec group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

PiLOCERAS GRACILE. (N. Sp.)

Description.—This name is proposed for a species, of which a portion

only of a siphuncle has been found. It differs from all the others in being

proportionably more slender and elongated, and in having more distant

septa.
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Length of the specimen, imperfect at both ends, 5 inches ; dorso-ventral

diameter, at the larger extremity 15 lines ; lateral diameter, 13 lines
;

dorso-ventral diameter, at 4 inches from the larger extremity, 11 lines ;

the rate of tapering being thus about 1 line to the inch ; septa about 4

lines distant from each other.

Locality and Formation.—H, Schooner Island in Pistolet Bay, New-

foundland
;
Quebec group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

Other Species of Cephalopoda.

At all the localities, from Division F, upwards, fragments of undeter-

mined orthoceratites occur, many of which will, no doubt, turn out to be

undescribed. It is remarkable that no species of Cyrtoceras has been

collected in these rocks in Newfoundland, while they abound at Point

Levis. Of other genera I propose to name the following species, prosd-

sionally :

1. Nautilus insolens.—About 6 inches across ; whorls all seen in the

umbilicus ; aperture 3 inches wide and 2^^ inches ni the dorso-ventral

diameter ; siphuncle apparently near the centre, 3 lines in diameter con-

sisting of segments, which are constructed or shaped like a dice-box. The

septa have not been distinctly observed, but judging from the length of the

segments of the siphuncle they appear to be 3 or 4 lines apart. The sec-

tion is broadly elliptical, flattened along the ventral aspect, rounded at the

sides. The specimens are all more or less distorted. It occurs in Divi-

sion L, at Point Rich.

2. Nautilus desertus.—The specimen is a fragment, consisting of the

two central whorls of a strongly annulated species. Diameter IG lines
;

dorso-ventral diameter of the last whorl, where broken off, 6 lines ; lateral

diameter 9 lines ; distance of the annulations from each other 3 hues.

The whorls envelope each other to the depth of cne-sixth the dorso-ventral

diameter ; they are moderately convex on the ventral aspect and narrowly

rounded on the sida. It occurs in Division L, Point Rich.

3. Nautilus calciferus.—Whorls slender, compactly inrolled, the outer

a little impressed by the inner ; septa twelve to the inch on the vcntr?!

aspect, where the diameter of the coil is three inches ; siphuncle small,

close to the shell in the median line of the ventral aspect.

A specimen 3 inches across, consisting of about 3 whorls, has the last

whorl 13 lines in the dorso-ventral diameter, and the siphuncle about 1^

lines in thickness.
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This species lias more numerous septa than has L. Palinurus, (ante,

p. 25.)

It occurs, both at Port aux Choix and Cape Norman, in F and G.

4. Nautilus versutus.—The specimen is 5i- inches across, and consists of

about four whorls. Septa, in the last Avhorl, ten to the inch. The ventral

side of the last whorl is broad and nearly flat, the sides narrowly rounded.

Siphuncle unknown.

The last Avhorl has a breadth of 27 lines on the ventral aspect, and a

dorso-ventral diameter of 18 lines.

It is evident, that in perfect specimens this species must exhibit a wide

shallow umbilicus, exposing all the whorls. Its form must be much like

that of N. Poraponius, (ante, p. 26), but has more numerous septa. It

was found on the w^est side of the east arm of Bonne Bay, apparently in

Division H.

5. Lituites Pluto.—The specimen is a portion of the free whorl. It is 7

inches in length ; apparently about 20 lines in diameter at the larger

extremity, and 16 at the smaller. There are about 12 septa to the inch

throughout. It is curved to a radius of about 12 inches. It occurs

at Point Rich, in Division L.

CRUSTACEA.

Bathyurus Saffordi and B. Cordai. (Billings.)

Fig- 241. Fig. 242.

Fig. 241.

—

Bathyurus Saffordi. a, the glabella; b, the pygidium.
242.-5. Cordai. The glabella.

Remarks.—B. Saffordi occurs at Cow Head, in Division P, in white

limestone, associated with great abundance of 3Iaclurea ponderosa. It

is the most common trilobite at Point L^vis and Phillipsburgh, in the lime-

stones of the Quebec group.

B. Cordai also occurs at Cow Head, in P, but in a greyish limestone.

Some imperfect specimens of a species which appears to be identical with

it were found at Bay St. John, in Division F. It occurs at Pomt Ldvis
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and Pblllipsburgh, along with B. tSaffordi, but is not so common as that

species.

In a blue limestone, evidently belonging to the Calciferous formation at

Comstock, in the State of New York, numerous specimens of the glabella

of a trilobite, which can scarcely be distinguished from B. Cordai, have

been collected.

Bathyurus Nero. (N. sp.)

-<i>(

Fig. 243.

Fig. 243.

—

Bathyurus Nero, a, upper side of the glabella; b, side view of a specimen,

with an arched outline ; c aud d, pygidia.

Description.—Oblong-ovate, about three inches in length and two in

width. Head strongly convex, Avith the posterior angles produced back-

wards into long stout spines. Glabella oblong, a little Avidcr in front than

at the neck segment ; sides nearly straight and sub-parallel ; well defined

all round by the dorsal furrows ; strongly convex or semi-cylindrical

;

abruptly elevated in front ; the outline, on a side view, nearly straight,

with the exception of the front, or gently arched as in fig. b; neck furrow

concave, rather deep, extending all across ; neck segment rounded, well de-

fined. Pygidium semi-elliptical, strongly convex, broadly rounded bcliind
;

front margin shghtly convex ; length a little greater than half the width
;

axis very convex, about four fifths the length and a little less than one third

the width of the pygidium ; obtusely rounded and abruptly elevated at the

apex, with five strong transverse rings ; sides with four ribs, besides the

half rib at the front margin ; these ribs are, in small specimens, divided

or simply forked by a groove, for half their length next the margin ; in

large specimens the groove becomes deeper, and crosses the rib oblicjuely

from behind, forwards and outwards, leaving a large tubercle next the axis

in front, and another behind the groove, near the margin.

The whole of the surface, so far as yet observed, is covered with strong

tubercles.

No entire specimens have been seen ; but the detached cheeks, found

in the same hand specimens of rock, show that the posterior angles of the

head are spinose, as above mentioned.
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Locality and Formation.—F, Keppel Island ; G, Port aux Choix and

Cape Norman ; H, Port aux Choix, Schooner Island, in Pistolet Bay, and

Table Head ; N, west side of Pistolet Bay, Newfoundland ;
Quebec

group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

Bathydrus Timon. (N. sp.)

Fig. 244.

Fig. 244.

—

Bathyurus Timon; pygidium.

Description.—Pygidium rather strongly convex, semi-elliptical ; length

about two thirds of the width ; a smooth, narrow, concave margin all

round. Axis concave, semi-cylindrical ; a little less than one third the

whole width
;
gently tapering, obtusely rounded, and abruptly elevated at

the apex, with five strong rounded rings, the last two of which are only

partially separated ; side lobes with three broad but strongly elevated ribs,

the last one sub-triangular.

In small specimens, the grooves between the ribs are narrow and

angular, but with age they become wider and concave in the bottom, as

in the above figure. Surface, when well preserved, finely tubercled.

Associated with these pygidia is a single specimen of a glabella, as

strongly convex as that of Menocephalus globosus. From the surface

characters, and its occurrence in the same beds, I think it belongs to this

species.

Locality and Formation.—G, H, Port aux Choix, Newfoundland;

Quebec group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

Bathyurus caudatus. (N. sp.)

Fig. 245.

Fig. 245.—Bathyurus caudatus ; pygidium, the anterior margin restored.

Description.—Pygidium strongly convex, with a strong triangular spine

behind. Axis conical, a little less than one third the whole width, strongly
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convex, well defined pU round by the dorsal furrow, the apex rounded,

four or five rings. Side lobes, with four or five broad and short ribs,

which extend about half way to the margin. There is a smooth border all

round, which is not concave, but apparently slightly convex ; this is

extended backwards, and forms the terminal spine.

The specimen is imperfect at the anterior margin, and it is not quite

certain whether there are four or five ribs.

Locality and Formation.—G and H, Port aux Choix, Newfoundland

;

Quebec group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

Bathyurus breviceps. (N. sp.)

Fig. 246.

Fig. 246.

—

Bathyurus breviceps, enlarged two diameters.

Description.—Glabella short and wide, strongly convex, rounded and

abruptly elevated in front ; sides, nearly parallel ; neck furrow extending

all across. The front margin has a narrow flat rim which is elevated at

an angle of about 45^ ; between the rim and the front of the glabella a

narrow deep groove. The dorsal furrows are deep, but narrow, all round

the glabella. The fixed cheeks are convex. The eye appears to be small

and situated about the mid-length, and distant from the dorsal furrows

about half the Avidth of the glabella. There are no glabellar furrows. The

surface appears to be smooth.

Length of glabella, 1 line ; width, a little less than 1 line. The

groove and marginal rim in front of the glabella occupy about i of a line.

Total length of the head, li lines.

Locality and Formation.—N, Table Head, Newfoundland ; Quebec

group.

Collector.—J. R'.charchon.

Genus. Bathyurellus. (N. gen.)

Generic characters.—Trilobites of a medium size, oblong, ovate ; head,

thorax, and pygidium, sub-equal ; head convex with the posterior angles

sometimes produced backwards into spines
;

glabella conical, usually con-

vex, and without glabellar furrows ; eyes, lunate ; facial suture in front of

the eye curving outwards, then either straight forwards or curving
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inwards on approaching the margin, behind the eye running outwards sub-

parallel to the neck furrow, and cutting the margin before reaching the

outer angle. Thorax distinctly tri-lobed, about nine segments
;
pyo-idium

with the axis usually short and not strongly grooved
; side lobes with

short ribs sometimes indistinctly developed ; a broad smooth border a^l

round, which is sometimes ccncave.

This genus should perhaps be regarded as a sub-genus of Bathyurus.

The typical species of this latter, such as B. extans, B. Nero, and B.
Cyhele, have a sub-cylindrical glabella rounded in front, strongly convex,

and with obscure glabellar furrows. In this genus the glabella is conical

or pointed in front, and exhibits no trace of furrows. The pygidium also

differs in not being strongly convex, in having a shorter axis, and in

general a wider border.

In Newfoundland we first find this genus in Division F, in rocks which

appear to be of the age of the lower part of the Calciferous formation, and
it ranges upwards to Division P, through a thickness of more than 3000
feet. It occurs in Newfoundland, near Quebec, and at Phillipsburgh.

At Swanton, in Vermont, a species has been found in the Trenton, which
may belong to this genus.

Bathyurellus abruptus. (N. sp.)

Fig. 247. Fig. 248. 249. Fig. 250.

Fig. 2i1.—BathyurelI>is abruptus. The glabella find fixed cheeks.

248.—B. wurginatus. The glabella and part of the fixed cheeks.
249.— Supposed pygidium of B. marginalus.

250.—Pygidium most common, with B. ahrupius, enlarged two diameters.

Description.—Glabella cylindro-conical, sides parallel, front rather

narrowly rounded and scarcely at all elevated or defined from the smooth
anterior margin. Neck furrow naiiow, extending all across. Neck
segment rather broad, and depressed convex. Judging from the form of

the palpebral lobe the eye is large and semi-annular, and a little more
than one-half the length of the glabella, the posterior angle close to the

neck furrow, and the anterior angle almost in contact with the side of the

glabella a little in advance of the mid-length. Around the f.ont of the

head there is a smooth border which is somewhat concave, and varies in
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vndth. from one-fifth to one-fourth of the length of the glabella. On a side

view the head is rather strongly convex, the outline gently arched along

the median line of the posterior two-thirds of the glabella, and then

descending with a convex slope to the smooth anterior margin, which is

slightly concave between the apex of the glabella and the edge of the

head. There is scarcely a marginal rim to the head of this species so far

as yet observed.

The pygidium, represented by fig. 250, has a strongly convex and

rather acutely conical axis, a little less than half the whole length, and a

little less than one-third the whole width. The side lobes have three or

four short and very obscure furrows near the anterior margin, but else-

where, are smooth, and descend with a concave slope to the margin. The

anterior angles seem to be abruptly bent downwards, and just behind the

deflected portion there is a short curved groove, the convex side forwards,

deeper than the others. This groove dies out before reaching the axis on

the one hand, and, on the other, before reaching the margin. There is,

however, an obscure rounded fold, in front of the groove, which reaches

the margin.

No perfect specimens of this peculiar pygidium have been discovered,

but as nearly as can be ascertained, its form is obscurely sub-quadrate,

the posterior margin obtusely rounded, the sides somewhat parallel, but

diverging from each other forwards. The central portion next the

anterior margin is strongly convex, and the peculiar slope of the wide

margin gives it a shape resembling that of a duck's bill.

Length of the largest pygidium collected 6 lines; width about the

same. Length of the largest glabella 4 lines.

Locality and Formation.—F, G, and H, Port aux Choix, and Keppel

Island, Newfoundland
; Quebec group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

Bathyurellus marginiatus. (N. sp.)

Fig. 248.

Description.—Glabella cylindro-conical, narrowly rounded in front,

rather strongly convex, uniformly arched along the median line ; width,

a little more than half the length ; neck segment depressed convex ; neck

furrow narrow, extending all across. The front of the head has a flat

horizontal margin—its width equal to one-sixth the whole length of the

head. From this to the glabella, there is a convex ascent—the width of

the margin and ascent being one-third the whole length of the head. The

glabella is two-thirds the whole length of the head. Eyes and cheeks,

unknown.
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This species differs from B. abruptus, in having the glabella proportion-

ally shorter.

The pygidium, fig. 249, supposed to be that of this species, is nearly

flat, and very much resembles that of a Bronteus. It is nearly semi-

circular, width not quite double the length ; axis small, convex, conical,

not quite half the whole length, with four or five obscure annulations;

side lobes nearly flat, with four wide ribs. The anterior rib has a short

pleural groove close to the anterior margin next the axis, and another at

about the middle of its width, but in the outer half of its length. The

other ribs are undivided, and curve backwards, so that the posterior two

(consisting of one from each side) are parallel with the median line.

Only one specimen of the head of this species has been observed. The
pygidium appears to be somewhat common.

Locality and Formation.—F, G, and H, Keppel Island, Port aux Choix,

and Table Head, Newfoundland
; Quebec group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

Bathyurellus nitidus. (N. sp.)

Fig. 250.

Fig. 249.

—

Bathyurellus nitidus. Drawn from a partially rolled-up specimen.

250.

—

B. formosus. The eyes in this figure are a little too large.

Description.—Oblong ovate. Head convex, with a wide concave bor-

der ; front uniformly rounded
;
posterior angles apparently without spines.

Glabella conical, strongly convex, its outline on a side view forming a

gradually rising arch from the front to the mid-length, then nearly hori-

zontal to the neck furrow, the latter narrow and slightly impressed ; dorsal

furrows distinctly defined, but narrow all round ; sides straight and parallel

for half the length, then gently curving forwards to form a somewhat pointed

apex. Eyes large, lunate, half the length of the glabella, their posterior

ends about half their own length from the posterior margin of the head
;

their anterior ends a little in advance of the mid-length of the glabella.

They are distant about their own width from the sides of the glabella, or
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a little less. Just outside of the eyes is an obscure linear groove, which

forms a semicircle round them and the front of the glabella.

Thorax, with nine segments ; axis strongly convex, serai-cylindrical, less

than one-fourth the whole Avidth, Avith straight sides, slightly converging

backwards. Plem^ae flat, apparently falcate at their extremities ; the

genal angle at about half the length ; the pleural groove runnmg along the

middle of the ribs, nearly to the extremity.

Pygidium much less convex than the head, semicircular, with a wide

smooth slightly concave border ; axis short, conical, half the length of the

pygidium, obscurely defined at the apex ; two or three obscure ribs near

the anterior margin ; side lobes, with obscure indications of ribs near the

axis.

The whole surface appears to be smooth.

The head of this species is somewhat like that of B. marginatiis, but

difiers in the form of the margin. It is closely allied, but still distinct.

Length of the largest specimen observed about 11 hues ; length of the

head 4-| lines ; of the glabella 3 lines ; of the eye 1^ lines ; width of the

head 6 lines ; length of the thorax 3 lines ; length of the pygidium 3^

lines.

Locality and Formation.—P, Cow Head, Newfoundland ; Quebec

group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

Bathyurellus formosus.

Fig. 250.

Description.—This species has a strongly convex head, terminating

with strong and long posterior spines, and with a narroAV concave border.

The form of the head is precisely the same as that of B. nitidus, with the

exception of the spines and the difference in the Avidth of the margin.

The eye is also smaller. From B. validus, it is distinguished by the

greater convexity and straightness of the sides of the glabella.

In B. nitidus all the space in front of the glabella is concave, forming

what I have designated the wide concave border. In B. formosus only

one-third of the same space, next the margin, is concave ; the remainder,

extending to the glabella, has a convex upward-slope.

In both B. fraternus and B. validus the border is, also, narrow and

concave, but the glabella in the anterior two-thirds is scarcely at all ele-

vated above the general convexity of that part of the head, whereas in

B. formosus it is strongly convex.
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Locality and Formatmi.—P, Cow Head, Newfoundland; also, in a

boulder near Quebec, with SahuUtes Psyche and other fossils
;
Quebec

group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

Bathyurellus fraternus. (N. sp.)

Fig. 251. Fig. 252.

Fig. 251.

—

Bathyurellus fraternus. a, the glabella ; 6, the pygidiiim.

252.— B, validus. The pjgidium.

Description.—Head strongly convex, with a narrow concave border.

Glabella conical, onlj slightly elevated above the general convexity of the

head in the anterior two-thirds, rather strongly elevated in the posterior

third, slightly narrowed between the eyes, greatest width at about two-

thirds the length from the neck segment, thence with gradually converg-

ing sides to the apex which is pointed or very angularly roundetl. Dorsal

furrow linear, but distinctly visible all round the glabella. Eyes semi-

circular, their anterior angles situated just behind a line drawn across the

glabella at the mid-length, their centres distant from the sides of the gla-

bella about their own length. No neck furrow is visible in the specimen,

but this part is badly preserved.

The pygidium, found associated with the glabella above figured, is very

nearly semicircular, moderately convex, and with a narrow deeply concave

margin all round. The axis a little less than one-tliird the whole width at

the front margin, and moderately convex, but becomes gradually less pro-

minent backwards, until it merges into the general surface at about two-

thirds or three-fourths the length. It is crossed by four linear grooves,

but the segments between the grooves are scarcely at all elevated. The

side lobes have also four obscure grooves, all terminating at the dcc])ly

concave marginal border.

Length of the head 13 lines ; length of the glabella lOi lines
; greatest

width of the glabella, at one-third the length from the apex, G lines
;
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length of the eye 3 lines. Length of a pjgidium 9 lines ; width of the

same 15 lines.

This species resembles B. nitidus, but differs therefrom in having

smaller eyes, a less convex glabella, and a narrower margin around the

front of the head. B.formosus has the glabella convex and elevated

above the general surface of the head. It is more difficult to distinguish

this species from B. validus.

Locality and Formation.—P, Cow Head, Newfoundland
; Quebec

group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

Bathyurellus validus. (N. sp.)

Fig. 252.

Description.—The form of the glabella and fixed cheeks of this species

are the same as those of B.fraternus. The head is strongly convex,

and the posterior angles are prolonged in broad, flat spines, as in B.

formosus. The pygidium is semicircular, with a moderately convex axis,

and a very wide and deeply concave margin, which occupies nearly the

whole of the side lobes and space behind the axis.

Length of the head 17 lines ; width about 30 lines.

Should it turn out tliSbt B.fraternus has the posterior angles of the

head as in this species, then the only difference would be in the pygidium.

They should then, perhaps, be united under one specific name ; in which

case I beg that B. validus be retained.

The beds in which B. validus occurs, are about 2000 feet below those

holding B.fraternus.

Locality and Formation.—L, Point Rich, Newfoundland
;
Quebec

group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

Genus Dolichometopus. (Angelin.)

The following two species are placed in Angelin's genus, BolicJiometopus,

provisionally. But they, with several others such as Bathyurus capax

and B. armatus^ may constitute a new genus.
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DOLICHOMETOPUS ? CONVEXUS. (N. Sp.)

Fig. 253,

Fig. 253.

—

Dolichometopus 1 convexus. (xV. sp.)

Description.—Pygidium rather strongly and uniformly convex, nearly

semicircular, the length a little more than half the width, the anterior

angles obliquely truncated for about one-fifth the whole width, sides and

posterior margin tmiformly rounded ; axis a little less than one-third the

whole width, nearly two-thirds the whole length, moderately convex in

front and scarcely elevated above the general surface at the apex. The

specimen is somewhat worn, but still it exhibits traces of two or three ribs

in the anterior part. There is no concave border.

Length 9 lines ; width 12 lines.

Locality and Formation.—G, Port aux Choix, Newfoundland
; Quebec

group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

Dolichometopus ? gibberulus. (N. sp.)

Fig. 254.

Fig. 254.

—

Dolichometopus 1 gibberulus, enlarged two diameters.

Description.—The specimen, on which this species is founded, is a

small pygidium, very like that of B. convexus, but with the axis shorter

and more prominent. The form is nearly semicircular, strongly convex
;

sides and posterior margin uniformly rounded ; anterior angles obliquely

truncated for about one-fourth the whole width ; axis conical, strongly

convex, distinctly defined at the apex, about half the whole length, with a

single linear groove near the anterior margin ; side lobes smooth, with the

exception of two incomplete grooves just behind the anterior margin.

Length 2 fines ; width 3 lines.

Locality and Formation.—G, Port aux Choix, Newfoundland
; Quebec

group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.
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AsAPHtis CATTALis ? (Conrad.)

IsoTELUs CANALis. (CoDrad) MS. (Hall.) Pal. N. Y., vol. 1, p. 25, pi. iv, figs. 17, 18, 19.

b

Fig. 255.

—

Asaphus canalis.

Fig. 255.

a, the lower side of the hypostoma ; b, the upper or inner

side.

Remarks.—The specimen above figured is the hypostoma of a large

Asaphus, of a species that has a great vertical range in the rocks of

Newfoundland. No entire specimens have been found, but fragments

occur in all the Divisions from F to 31 inclusive. The pygidium is char-

acterized by a wide concave margin all round, but in other respects has

the form of A. 'platycephalm. A pygidium resembling it occurs in the

Chazy limestone, both in Canada, and at the village of Chazy in the State

of New York. It is also found in the Calciferous formation at Mingan,

and in the Counties of Leeds and Grcnville, in Canada West. Several

large, and nearly entire, individuals, have been collected in the Chazy

sandstone at L'Orlgnal, Aylmer, and on the Island of Montreal. The

specimens from all these localities agree so well with Prof. Hall's descrip-

tion and figure, above cited, of A. canalis (Conrad), that I have referred

them to that species provisionally.

It will be observed that the above figures do not show the two wings

that project, one on each side, from the anterior extremity of the hypos-

toma of an Asaphus. A perfect specimen from Point Rich explains their

absence. They are very small, and situated on the upper side, from which

they project nearly at right angles to the plane of the hypostoma ;
conse-

quently, in a view of the lower side (fig. 255, a), they cannot be seen.

Fig. 255, h, shows the upper side, but in this specimen they are broken
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off. Prof. Hall's fig. 18, above cited, shows a portion of the anterior half

of a hypostoma with the same rounded front margin that is seen in our

specimens. The two small muscular pits are well preserved in one of our

specimens, but they are scarcely visible in the one figured.

It may be here remarked that in the Chazy limestone a perfect hypos-

toma, quite different from the above, has been found, showing that in that

formation there are at least two species of Asaplms.

Locality and Formation.—Port aux Choix, Point Rich, Table Head,

and Bonne Bay, Newfoundland,—F, to M, inclusive ; Quebec group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

ASAPHUS HUTTONI. (N. Sp.)

Fig. 256. Fig. 257. Fig. 258.

Fig. 256.

—

isaphus Huttoni. Fig. 257.

—

A. Morrisii. Fig. 258.

—

.^. quadraticaudatus.

Description.—Pygidiura semi-ovate moderately convex, length a little

greater than half the width. Axis narrow, convex, well defined, one-

fifth the whole width at the anterior margin, tapering to one-half at the

apex ; the front half with about eight very obscure ribs ; the posterior half

apparently smooth. Side lobes, with about eight obscure ribs in the

anterior two-thirds, which die out at one-third the width of each lobe from

the margin ; the posterior third on each side of the apex of the axis smooth.

There is a smooth border all round which is gently concave on approach-

ing the margin. The border is one-sixth the whole width. The anterior

margin is straight for the middle third ; the outer third on each side is

gently convex and facetted.

Resembles A. Morrisii, but is more numerously ribbed. It is more

nearly allied to A. Canadensis (Chapman), of the Utica slate, but that

species is more strongly and distinctly ribbed.

Length of the specimen, 5 hues; width, 7 lines.

Locality and Formation.—N, Table Head, Newfoundland
; Quebec

group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.
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ASAPHUS MORRISII. (N. sp.)

Fig. 257.

Description.—Large, oblong-ovate. Pjgidium nearly semicircular,

length a little greater than half the width ; axis narrow, moderately

convex, very distinctly defined by the dorsal furrows, about one-fifth the

whole width at the front margin, thence tapering to an obtuse point near

the posterior margin, not well defined at the end. There is a smooth con-

cave border all round, the width of which is about one-third of the width

of the side lobes at the anterior margin. There are about ten obscure

rounded rings on the axis ; those in the posterior half of the length being

in general scarcely distinguishable. The side lobes have five ribs each

besides the half rib at the anterior margin. The length of the axis varies

in different individuals from four-fifths to five-sixths the whole length

.

The anterior angles are strongly facetted.

The hypostoma is oblong, with two short rounded lobes in front, and a

shallow notch between. The muscular impressions are deep, transverse,

and situated at one-third the length from the front margin. The posterior

two-thirds gently convex. Surface of hypostoma crossed by deep undu-

lating striae.

Width of the largest pygidium seen, 3^ inches ; length, 2i inches.

Locality and Formation.—N, Table Head, P, four miles N. E. from

Portland Creek, Newfoundland
; Quebec group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

ASAPHUS QUADRATICAUDATUS. (N. Sp.)

Fig. 258.

Description.—Obscurely sub-quadrate, the middle two-thirds convex,

the outer third gradually becoming flattened or gently concave towards

the edge ; anterior margin apparently nearly straight, facetted on the

outer third ; angles narrowly rounded ; sides in the anterior half sub-

parallel, in the posterior half and angles broadly rounded
;

])Osterior

margin with the middle-third either straight or gently concave. Axis well

defined, stoutly conical, rather convex, a little less than one-third the

whole width, and about two-thirds the whole length ; width of the obtusely

rounded apex half the width at the front margin. The surface is marked

by rather coarse sub-concentric fissure-like sti-iaj. On the side lobes there

is a single pleural groove at the front margin, and another forming a half
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rib at the anterior end of the axis. In small specimens the axis is without

any trace of ribs, but in the largest seen there are indications of eight or

nine very obscure grooves on the sides, extending obliquely inwards and

forwards ; none on the side lobes. The apex of the axis is sometimes

indistinctly defined.

The largest specimen seen is 10 lines in length, and 17 in width.

Locality and Formation.—N, Table Head, and P, foui' miles N.E. from

Portland Creek, Newfoundland
; Quebec group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

NiLEUS MACROPS. (N. Sp.)

Fig. 259.

Description.—Head sub-semicircular, length a little greater than half

the width, rather strongly convex, posterior corners sub-angular or very

narrowly rounded ; eyes seraiannular, their length equal to three-fourths

the whole length of the head, their posterior angles about one-fifth their

length from the margin ; they are situated near the side of the head.

There is a small rounded tubercle about the centre of the upper side of

the head.

Thorax of seven segments ; axis obscurely defined, and a little more

than half the whole width.

Pygidium transversely sub-oval, length scarcely half the width, uni-

formly depressed convex, broadly and uniformly rovmded behind, and

apparently facetted on the anterior margin near the angle.

Several imperfect specimens have been collected. They are alx)ut 12

lines in length, and 7 in width. Length of the head 4 lines, and of the

eye 3 lines.

This species differs from N. scrutator in having the eye much larger,

and from N. armadillo in having only seven instead of eight segments in

the thorax.

Locality and Formation.—N, Table Head, Newfoundland; Quebec
group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.
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NiLEUS SCRUTATOR. (N. Sp.)

Fig. 259. Fisr. 260. Fig. 261.

Fig. 259.

—

Nileus macrops.

260.

—

N. scrutator. Upper and side views of the head.

261.

—

N. affinis. a, head of a coiled up specimea; b, under side of the same

shewing the pygidium and the thick fold or doublour under the front

part of the head.

Description.—Head nearly semicircular, rather strongly convex, a little

less than a quarter of a sphere, posterior angles narrowly rounded, length

about half the Avidth. Eyes moderately large, crescentiform ; their length

about three-eighths the whole length of the head ; their posterior corners

situated about half their own length from the posterior margin ; the dis-

tance between them, measured from the most projecting point of the

outer curve at the base of the visual surface of each, one-eighth greater

than the length of the head (the latter measured along the curve) ; the

height of the visual surface about one-third the length of the whole

eye ; distance from the posterior angle of the cheek to the eye a little

greater than half the length of the head. When perfect the visual

surface of the eye is closely covered with minute lenses or tubercles not

visible to the naked eye, but which can be distinctly seen with an ordinary

pocket magnifier. The eye-lid is depressed convex. The anterior cor-

ners of the eyes are a little closer to each other than are the posterior.

The facial suture departing from the anterior corner of the eye at first

curves slightly outwards and then inwards, and runs all round close to the

front margin, but does not cut it. Behind the eye it runs outwards, and

cuts the posterior margin at a point half way from the eye to the posterior

angle of the head.

Pygidium semi-oval, anterior angles rounded, all pressed convex, not

tri-lobcd, a shallow concave dci^rcssion all round close to the sides and

posterior margin ; length equal to half its width. Surface smooth.

The best preserved head is nine hues in length and about seventeen in

width ; length of the eye about three and a half hues ; distance of poste-

rior angle of the eye from the margin two lines.
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An obscurely preserved specimen, apparently of this species is three

inches in length and one and three-quarters in width. There appears

to be seven segments in the thorax.

Another specimen, also badly preserved, is two and a quarter inches in

length, and one and five-eighths in width. It has seven segments in

the thorax.

This species differs from i\r. armadillo (Dalman) which occurs in

Angelin's Regio C, in Sweden in having the eyes smaller, and seven

instead of eight articulations in the thorax.

Locality and Formation.—N, Table Head, P, Portland Creek, New-
foundland

;
Quebec group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

NiLEUS AFFINIS. (N. Sp.)

Fig. 261, a. b.

Bescription.—This species differs from N. scrutator in having the eyes

proportionally a little larger, the anterior angles nearer the front margin,

the cheeks outside of the eye narrower and the head not so wide. The

visual surface of the eye is also smooth, not minutely tuberculated as it is

in N. scrutator.

Locality and Formation.—P, Cow Head, Newfoundland ; also on the

Island of Orleans
;
Quebec group.

Collectors.—Sir W. E. Logan (Island of Orleans), and J. Richardson

(Cow Head).
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Illjenus fraternus. (N. sp.)

Fig. 262. Fig. 263.

Fig. 262.

—

IllcBnus fraternus. a, part of the head ;
b, pygidium.

263.—/. consimilU. a, part of the head ; b, pygidium
; c, side view of a; some of

the specimens are more abruptly arched.

Description.—Head very convex, forming about one-fourth of a sphere,

the posterior third distinctly tri-lohed by the dorsal furrows which are dis-

tant from each other about one-third the whole width. Eyes near the

posterior margin, and distant from the dorsal furrows about one-half the

width of the central lobe. Pygidium rather strongly convex, nearly semi-

circular, its length a little more than half the width at the front margin,

the posterior three-fourths of the margin uniformly rounded to the curve

of a semicircle very nearly, the anterior third obliquely truncated ; axis

one-third the Avhole length, not defined at the extremity.

A specimen of the head without the fixed cheeks measures along the

curve on the median Une, nine and a half lines ; width of the middle lobe,

four lines ; length of dorsal furrows, about three lines ; distance of the eye

from the dorsal furrow, two lines ; distance from the posterior angle of

the eye to the posterior margin, a little less than one line ; the length of the

eye is about one and a half lines. A detached cheek which occurs in the

same fragment of stone with several imperfect heads has the outer angle

"well rounded and distant two and a half lines from the eye. In the pyg-
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idlum, the fold of the crust below extends about half the length, and in the

cast of the inner surface there is a rounded groove extending from near the

apex of the axis backwards becoming obsolete before reaching the margin.

Surface of the head and pygidium with numerous flexuous fissure-like

strije, three or four in one hue, having a rudely concentric arrangement

sub-parallel with the margin.

This species is certainly most closely allied to /. crassicauda both in form

and surface markings. It seems however to be a smaller species, for though

the specimens are numerous, none that I have seen could have been, when

perfect more than one and a half inches in length. /. crassicauda has the

posterior part of the pygidium very tumid, and a sharp elevated rim border-

ing the anterior margin of the head, characters which are not possessed

by I. fratermis.
Locality and Formation.—L, Point Rich ; and N, Table Head ; P,

four miles N. E. from Portland Creek, Newfoundland; Quebec group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

Ill^nus consimilis. (N. sp.)

Fig. 263. a, 6, c.

Description.—This is a large species, and closely allied to I. Aviericanus

of the Trenton limestone. The length of the head (measured along the

surface following the curve) is about two-thirds the whole width
; glabella

defined by the dorsal furrows for about one-third the whole length, and its

width equal to about half the whole length. The anterior two-thirds of

the head form a broad, moderately and uniformly convex front, inclined

at an angle of from 80° to 90° to the plane of the posterior third. The
glabella is very gently convex, and the space between it and the facial

suture on each side is nearly flat. The anterior margin is gently convex

nearly all round the front, a little concave just outside of the facial suture,

and has a small, sharp, elevated rim on the edge, which becomes obsolete

just before reaching the posterior angles, the latter narrowly rounded.

Eyes apparently depressed, lunate, distant from the dorsal furrows about

half the width of the glabella, and half their own length from the posterior

margin. They appear to be about 2^ lines in length in individuals of full

size.

Thorax with ten segments ; axis a little more than one-third the whole

width, and tapering a little backwards ; side lobes flat on each side for a

little more than half their width
;
pleural angle well defined, about 45^.

Pygidium semi-elliptical, greatest width equal to about twice the length;
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angles truncated for one-fourtli the length, at an angle of about 80^
; all

the rest of the margin broadlj rounded ; axis obscurely defined, about one-

third of the length ; more distinct in the cast of the interior, where it is

conical and narrowly rounded at the apex with an obscure ridge proceed-

ing from it to the posterior margin.

Surface with concentric fissure-like, rudely concentric stride. The

pygidium is sometimes nearly smooth. Width of the largest pygidium

seen 2 inches ; length 1 inch.

I have not seen a perfect head of this species, but several deprived of

the cheeks. One specimen only, retains the thorax and the pygidium in

connection, but without the head. A perfect cheek was found detached,

but in the same piece of stone, with several pygidia and portions of the

head.

As before stated, this species is most closely allied to I. Americanua.

The only differences that I can see, are the following : In this s})ecics the

middle lobe of the head is nearly flat, and the surface marked with coarse

concentric striae. In /. Americanus the middle lobe is more convex, and

the surface covered with short, wave-like wrinkles, not strias. This latter

species, however, is an exceedingly rare form, and a larger collection

might furnish some with intermediate characters.

Locality and Formatiori.—L, Point Rich, M and N, Table Head,

Newfoundland ; Quebec group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

Ill^nus tumidifrons. (N. sp.)

6

Fig. 264. Fig. 265.

Fig. 264.

—

lUcenus tumidifrons. a, the head and pygidium ; b, a rolled up specimen,

enlarged four diameters.

Fig. 265.

—

I. arcuatus. Upper and side views of the head.

Description.—Head exceedingly convex, equal to nearly half of a

sphere ; the front part very convex and projecting over the margin ; the

posterior angles rounded ; middle lobe well defined, convex, extending

one-third the whole length ; eyes moderate, lunate, close to the dorsal
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furrows, and distant from the posterior margin about half the width of the

central lobe. They are not conical, but depressed hemispherical, abruptly

elevated on the outside, and on the inside even with the surface.

Thorax with ten segments ; axis well defined, convex, slightly tapering

backwards, with straight sides, about one-third the whole width ; side

lobes flat to the angle of the pleurae, which is situated at about half the

width of the lobes.

Pygidium sub-semicircular, its length a little greater than half the

width ; anterior angles obliquely truncated, all the rest of the posterior

margin uniformly rounded ; axis convex, conical, well defined at the sides,

but not at the apex, about one-third the length.

Surface having a smooth aspect, but when closely examined presenting

the usual concentric fissure-like markings.

With one exception, all of the specimens of this species that I liave are

small, being mostly the heads and tails of individuals which, when perfect,

were about one inch in length. There are in the collection three small

perfect ones, rolled up, about 4 lines wide. One imperfect pygidium is

9 lines in length, and probably belonged to an individual IJ inches in

length.

This species differs from I. fratemus, in having the eyes nearer

the dorsal furrows, and more distant from the posterior margin, and also

in the great convexity of the front part of the head.

It is, like the last, most probably a geographical variety of /. crassi-

cauda.

Locality and Formation.— P, Cow Head, Newfoundland ; Quebec

group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

Ill.s;nus arcuatus. (N. sp.)

Fig. 265.

Description.—Head very short, curved into the shape of a crescent,

the angles produced backwards into stout spines, which terminate acutely.

Glabella quadrate, extending a little more than half the length of the

head, measured along the surface. The posterior half of the head is

somewhat flat or gently convex ; the anterior half is abruptly curved

down, and the margin a little inrollcd or brought under tlie most pro-

jecting part of the front. Eyes small, depressed hemispherical, distant

from the dorsal furrows the width of the glabella, and half that distance

from the posterior margin.
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Length of the head, in the best preserved specimen, in a straight line,

is 4 lines ; length, following the curve of the surface, 7 lines ; width at

the posterior margin 13 lines ; between the points of the spines 15 lines
;

•width of glabella 2i lines ; distance of the eye from the neck furrow 2^

lines ; distance of the centre of the eye from the posterior margin IJ

lines ; length of the eye a little more than half a line. The spines extend

about 6 lines backwards from a line drawn across the head at the pos-

terior margin.

This extraordinary trilobite is clearly allied to I. Bayfieldi and /.

consobrinus , more particularly to the latter. There are some specimens of

the latter with the head shorter and broader than the one figured, and

approaching this species in form. Still the extreme arcuation of the

head, and the contraction of the cheeks into cylindrical spines, distin-

guishes this sufficiently to authorise a separate name.

Locality/ and Formation.—P, Cow Head, Newfoundland
; Quebec

group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

iLLiENUS CONSOBRINUS. (N. Sp.)

Fig. 266.

Fig. 266. lllanus consobrinus. a, the upper side of the head, 6, side view of the same.

Description.—Head short, proportionally very wide, strongly arched

from the posterior to the anterior margin, most elevated point at one-third

the length, from behind ; anterior margin gently convex in the middle half

and more abruptly towards the angles ; the latter well rounded. The

middle lobe or glabella is about one-third the whole width in a straight

Ime from angle to angle, gently convex, and extends one third the whole

length (measured along the curve of the surface) ; dorsal furrows well

defined, the eyes are rather small, lunate, depressed convex on the

outside, level with the surface on the inside, distant from the dorsal furrows

half the width of the gla1)clla, a little less than their own length from the

dorsal margin, and the width of the glabella from the posterior angles to the

head. Surface Avith the usual concentric striae.

The best preserved specimen measures in a straight line between the

posterior angles, 9^ lines. Length of the head measured on the curve 8^
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lines ; width of glabella 4 lines ; distance of the centre of the eye from the

dorsal furrow 2 Unes ; length of the eyes li lines ; distance of its posterior

angle from the margin 1 line ; distance from the eye to the cheek-angle 4

lines.

These proportions vary somewhat in different individuals.

Thorax and pygidium unknown.

This species is allied to both I. lotus (McCoy), and /. Bayjieldi. From

the former it differs in having the eye more remote from the cheek-angle.

From the latter in having the eye one half the size, and more distant

from the posterior margin.

Locality and Formation.—P, Cow Head, Newfoundland
; Quebec

group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

Genus Endymionia. (Billings.)

Endymion. (Billings), ante p. 93.

Remarhs.—Since the publication of this genus, I have learned that the

name Endymion is in use for a genus of plants. I therefore propose to

change it to Endymionia.

Endymionia meeki. (Billings.)

Remarhs.—This speces occurs abundantly in division N, at Table Head,

and the west side of Pistolet Bay ; also in P, four miles N. E. from

Portland creek.

HoLOMETOPUS Angelini. (BiUings.)

Remarhs.—This species occurs with E. 3Ieehi at all the localities of

that species above mentioned and also at Cow Head.

Harpides Atlanticus. (N. sp.)

Fig. 267. Fig. 2G8.

Fig. 267.

—

Harpides Atlanticus. Part of the glabella and margin.

Fig. 268.

—

H. concentricus. A fragment of the margin, enlarged two diameters.

Remarks.—Of this species only the fragment, above figured, has beea

T
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observed. The glabella is conical, and apparently with a single lobe on

each &ide next the neck-furroAV. The margin is gently concave, its width

equal to one and a-half the length of the glabella, with coarse, rounded,

radiating stride, or small ribs. It must be very closely alhed to H. rugosm

(Angelin), a species which occurs in Norway and Sweden, in AngeUn's

Regio, B C, at the base of the second fauna.

Locality and Formation.—P, four miles N. E from Portland Creek,

Newfoundland
;
Quebec group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

Harpides concentricus. (N. sp.)

Fig. 268.

Remarks.—This name is proposed for a species, of which a fragment of

the margin is above figured. It occurs Avith H. Atlanticus.

LiCHAS JUKESII. (N. sp.)

Fig. 269. Fig. 270.

Fig. 269.

—

Lichas Jukesii. a, front view of the head ; 6, upper side.

Fig. 270.

—

Shumardia glacialis. A nearly perfect head.

Description.—Head semi-elliptical or subtriangular, convex, flattened

on the top, abruptly elevated in front
;
posterior angles with short spines

directed obliquely outwards and backwards at an angle of about 45^, with

the median line of the body. That part of the head Avhich is situated

between the eyes is longitudinally divided into three lobes. The width of

the middle lobe at the neck furrow is about equal to half the length of

the head, but it becomes nearly one-third narrower just in advance of a

line drawn across the eyes. It then rapidly expands until at the front

margin, its width is equal to the length of the head. The other two lobes

are each, at the neck furrow, about half the width of the middle lobe ;

they become a little wider and more tumid just in front of the eye, and

then contracting, end in an obtuse point before reaching the margin. The

middle lobe is abruptly elevated in front, somewhat tumid and j)rojecting

a little over the margin. The width of the neck segment appears to be

nearly ecpial to the length of the head. Neck furrow well defined. The

checks are subtriangular, convex, and terminated at the outer angles by
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the spines above mentioned. The eyes are very prominent, globular,

about one-third the length of the head, situated close to the side of the

outer of the longitudinal lobes, and scarcely their own length from the pos-

terior margin. There is a narrow rim all round the sides and front of the

head.

Length of largest specimen seen 4 Hnes ; width between the eyes 4

lines ; height 3 lines.

Surface with small tubercles.

Locality and Formation.—P, Cow Head, Newfoundland
; Quebec

group.

Colleclor,—J. Richardson.

Shumardia glacialis. (N. sp.)

Fig. 270.

. Description.—Head convex, semicircular, the posterior angles produced

backwards into spines, the length of wliich is unknown. Glabella clavate,

strongly convex, sub-carinate along the median line, broadly rounded in

front ; sides straight and converging backwards ; width at neck segment a

little more than half the width at the front ; length about two-thirds the

whole length of the head ; neck furrow extending all across and appa-

rently continued on the cheek to the angles ; three small indentations on

each side representing the glabellar furrows. The dorsal furrows are

deep and wide as far as the anterior angles, but are only slightly impressed

round the front of the glabella. Cheeks and space in front of the glabella

rather strongly convex. From each of the anterior angles of the glabella

a short curved line or fold runs outwards half the width of the cheeks.

No eyes. Surface covered with fine fissure-like striae.

Width of largest specimen seen 6 lines ; length 3 lines ; Avidth of gla-

bella at front li hnes, length 2 lines.

Locality and Formation.—P. Portland Creek and Pistolet Bay, New-
foundland

;
Quebec group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.
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Cheihurus Vulcanus. (N. sp.)

Fig. 271.

Fig. 2tl.

—

Cheirurus Vulcanus. o, side view of the glabella
;

b, upper side of the

head ; c, a pygidium found along with a and b.

Description.—Glabella in large specimens exceedingly convex, some-

times abruptly elevated just in front of the neck furrow. The contour is

ovate or obtusely conical, rounded in front and sides gently convex, a

little narrower in front than behind. Neck furrow extending all across
;

posterior pair of glabellar furrows with a sigmoid curve, originating -in

the dorsal furrows a little behind the mid-length of the head, then sloping

gently backwards with a curve which is concave towards the front m the

lower half and convex in the upper half, the inner extremities separated

by about one-fourth the width of the glabella. The two anterior pairs are

one third the width of the glabella, and are both convex towards the front.

Checks small and drooping, rounded at the angles with a narrow slightly

elevated rim, which runs round the front of the glabella. Eyes very

small and close to the side of the glabella, opposite the front part of the

posterior glabellar lobe.

Length of the largest glabella seen including neck segment 10 lines
;

width at the neck segment 8 lines ; elevation in the middle 5 lines.

. Surface with numerous small rounded tubercles ; the casts are usually

smooth.

The pygidium associated with the fragments of the head of this species

is depressed convex, with a triangular axis ending in a point backwards,

with four transverse grooves, and three broad depressed convex ribs on

each side, the last two parallel with the median line and the others nearly

so.

Locality and Formation.—P, Cow Head, Newfoundland
;
Quebec

group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.
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Cheirurus Mercurius. (N. sp.)

Fig. 272.

Description.—Glabella obtusely conical, convex, front half tumid, sides

straight or gently convex, sub-parallel, front broadly rounded. Neck

furrow extending all across
;

posterior pair of glabellar furrows nearly

straight and sub-parallel with the neck furrow, extending all across, but

the middle third not so deeply indented ; the two anterior pairs are short

and obscurely marked.

The eye appears to be small, close to the side of the glabella, and just

opposite the end of the posterior glabellar furrow. The cheeks seem to

have the form of 0. Vulcanus.

Associated with this species are some specimens only differing by having

the last pair of glabellar furrows not connected in the middle.

Locality/ and Formation.—P, Cow Head, Newfoundland : Quebec

group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

Cheirurus prolificus. (N. sp.)

Fig. 272. Fig. 273.

Fig. 272.

—

Cheirurus Mercurius. Upper and side views of the glabella.

273.

—

C. prolificus. Upper and side views of the head.

Description.—Head short, convex, about quarter of a sphere ; cheeks

triangular, drooping, rounded at the angles
;
glabella conical, narrowly

rounded in front, sides gently convex, neck furrow extending all across,

three pairs of glabellar furrows, the last with the inner extremities separated

by a little less than one-third the width, the others a little shorter, all

slightly curved, the convex side forwards. The eyes are small and

opposite the second lobe from the neck furrow, and a httle nearer the side

of the glabella than to the centre of the cheek. The posterior and outer

cheek margins have a narrow elevated rim. Surface of cheeks and

glabella finely tuberculated.

Width of an average sized head 6 lines ; length 4 lines.

This species is closely allied to both Q. Vulcanus and Q. Mercurius, and

occurs in great numbers in the same fragments of hmestone with them.
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The following are the differences : in C. Vulcanus the eye is opposite

the front part of the last lobe of the glabella, but in this species it is oppo-

site the second ; in C. Mercurius the last glabellar furrows are straight,

and extend across.

Locality and Formation.—P, Cow Head, Newfoundland ; Quebec

group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

Cheirurus Polydorus. (N. sp.)

Fig. 274.

Fig. 274.

—

Cheirurus Polydorus.

Description.—Glabella oblong, depressed cjlindro-convex, sides straight

and sub-parallel, front nearly straight in the middle, angles obtusely

rounded, neck furrow extending all across, three glabellar furrows on each

side about equidistant from each other, the inner extremities of all being

a little more than one-fourth from the sides, and all curving a little back-

wards. The posterior margin has a smooth rounded rim just within which

there is a narrow groove ; outer margin or sides (at least near the angle)

with a similar rim ; angles produced backwards with rounded spines the

length of which is unknown. Eyes small, opposite the second glabellar

lobe from the neck furrow, and about one-fourth the width of the glabella

distant from the* dorsal furrow. Cheeks closely punctate.

Length of the best preserved glabella 5^ lines ; width 4 lines.

Localitjj and Formation.—N, Table Head, P, Portland Creek
;
Quebec

group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.
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Cheirurus perforator. (N. sp.)

Fig. 275.

Fig. 2T5.

—

Cheirurus perforator. The front half of the glabella with portions of the

fixed cheeks.

Description.—Large, glabella strongly elevated in front, obtusely conical

with deep linear furrows, and a long cylindrical rostrum. Cheeks coarsely

punctured, and glabella with a few rounded tubercles.

The only specimen of this remarkable trilobite discovered, is the

anterior part of the glabella, with a small portion of the cheek on each

side. The length, from the base of the rostrum, backwards as far as

preserved, is 9i lines, measured along the median line of the upper side.

At 5 lines from the base of the rostrum there is a pair of deep linear

glabellar furrows, very gently curved (the convexity forward), their upper

extremities distant from each other about 3 lines, the lower extremity

about 1 line from the cheek, and 7 lines from the base of the rostrum

;

length of each furrow 5 lines. About 3 lines behind there is a second

furrow not so much curved which extends to the cheek below, and appears

to run all across (but this point is not determined owing to the imperfec-

tion of the specimen). It seems probable that if this specimen were perfect,

the total length of the glabella would be from 12 to 15 lines, and there

may be, thus, another pair of furrows besides the neck furrow.

I at first supposed this remarkable fossil to be an Ampyx, and had so

described, but fortunately, before printing, other species of the same

type were discovered, which shew that it is a Cheirurus with the imusual

appendage of a large spine on the head.

Locality and Formation.—N, Table Head, Newfoundland ; Quebec

group.

Collector.— J. Richardson.
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Cheirurus Sol. (N. sp.)

Fig. 216.

Fig. 216.—Cheirurus Sol. The glabella.

Description.—Glabella small, sub-circular ; length three-fourths of the

mdth, moderately convex ; front and sides rounded ; neck furrow extend-

ing all across
;
posterior pair of glabellar furrows situated just behind the

mid-length ; second pair half-waj between the posterior pair and the front

;

anterior pair cutting the front margin, and having about one-third of the

whole width of the glabella between them at the margin, extending obliquely

backwards and inwards at an angle of about 45° with the median line.

All of the furrows extend inwards a little more than one-third the whole

width of the glabella. The space along the median line which is not

crossed by the glabellar furrows is more convex than the remainder of the

glabella. Surface finely tubercular. Length of glabella 2 lines ; width

2 1 lines.

Locality and Formation.—N, Table Head, and P, four miles N. E.

fi'om Portland Creek, Newfoundland
; Quebec group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

Amphion Barrandei. (N. sp.)

b

Fig. 277. Fig. 278.

Fig. 277.

—

Amphion Barrandei. a, an imperfect bead ;
b, tbe pygidium.

278.

—

A. Canadensis. - Figured here for comparison.

Description.—Head moderately convex
;

glabella quadrate, a little

narrower behind than at the front ; sides straight separated from the

checks by the narrow well-defined dorsal furrows, neck segment with a

tubercle in the middle ; neck furrow extending all across ; two glabellar
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furrows on each side extending one-third across ; anterior lobes equal to

half the whole glabella, and subdivided by two short oblique furrows

pointing inwards and backAvards, situated half way between the median

line and the anterior angles, and near but not cutting the front margin ; a

third small pit in the middle of the front margin is visible in casts of the

interior. The eyes appear to be small and situated opposite the posterior

half of the second lobe, and a little less than one-third of the length of the

head from the side of the glabella.

Pygidium moderately convex, axis conical, convex, well defined, with

six segments (the last one triangular terminating in an acute point, and

having a rudely semicircular pit just above the middle) ; side lobes with

five ribs on each side, all extendin:.; beyond the margin and terminating

in flattened pointed spines. The last two ribs are parallel with the axis

;

the next two diverge a little, but are still nearly parallel ; the three

anterior pairs diverge more widely, the anterior being at right angles to

the axis for about half the length, the outer half curved backwards. In

^some specimens the anterior ribs are broadly curved, for the inner half.

The spinose terminations of the ribs are separated from each other about

the width of the rib. The length of the pygidium, measuring to the tips

of the spines, is a little more than half the width.

The surface appears to be finely tubercular.

This species is closely allied to A. Lindaiieri (Barrande),* which occurs

in rocks lying at the base of the second Fauna in Bohemia, but differs in

the form of the triangular or last segment of the axis, and in having the

ribs more divergent. It diflfers from A. Canadensis in having the ribs

more divergent, and in being less convex.

f

A. /Salteri has three glabellar furrows on each side, but none in the front

margin.

Locality and Formation.—I, K, L, Point Rich ; L, M, N, Table Head

and Bonne Bay ; P, Portland Creek and Cow Head, Newfoundland

;

Quebec group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

* (Barrande.) SystSme Silurien du centre de la Bohemc, page 820, pi. xxx.

f In Ji. Canadensis, the last or triangular segment of the axis is minute in young

specimens, but becomes gradually larger and elongated as the individual increases in

size.
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Amphion Julius. (N. sp.)

Fig. 279.

Fig. 279.

—

Amphion Julius. The pygidium.

Description.—Pygidium rather convex, semicircular ; axis elongate-

conical, strongly convex, witli about ten rings, the last three or four

obscurely defined. The side lobes have five strong ribs, each terminating

in a short slender spine. The grooves between the ribs are deep, and a

little less thaii the width of the ribs. The last rib on each side originates

at the mid-length of the axis, and lies parallel and close thereto. The

others become gradually more divergent to the first. The true margin of

the pygidium does not extend beyond the apex of the axis, but the ribs

project a little further, forming a fringe of ten slender, sharp spines. The

last three or four ribs of the axis are so obscurely separated that they

seem to form a single trianjrular seiiment. Length of the axis of the ]>est

preserved specimen Si hnes ; width of the same at the anterior margin

li lines ; length of the spines about 1 line.

This pygidium has a greater number of rings in the axis than there is

in any described species of Amphion. It is barely possible that this may
be a Cromus ; but it has fewer ribs in the side lobes than any species of

that genus figured by Barrande.

Locality and Formation.—P, Cow Head, Newfoundland ; Quebec

group.

Collector.—J. Richardson,

Amphion insularis. (N. sp.)

Description.—Pygidium strongly convex, with five pairs of ribs lying

close together and curved backwards, so that for the greater part they are

sub-parallel with the axis. The margin, being imperfect all round the

characters of the extremities of the ribs, cannot be made out. The axis

has five well defined articulations besides the terminal one, which latter is

triangular, and extends backwards in a long point between the last pair of

ribs.

Length of the specimen 4 lines ; width at the anterior margin apparently

about 5 lines.
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Associated with this pygidium is a glabella, which may possibly belong

to it. It is strongly convex ; front rounded ; neck furrow all across

;

two pairs of glabellar furrows, inclining a little backwards and extending

inwards about one fourth the width or a little more.

Length of the glabella 2i lines ; width 2 lines.

Locality and Formation.—G, Port aux Choix, Newfoundland
;
Quebec

group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

Triarthrus Fischeri. (N. sp.)

Fig. 280.

Fig. 280.— Triarthrus Fischeri. The glabella and fixed cheeks.

Description.—This species has the form of those common in the Utica

slate. From T. BecTcii it differs in being destitute of the tubercles along

the median line of the axis ; from T. fipinosus in the absence of the spines

at the head and thorax ; from T. Canadensis also in being destitute of

spines ; and from T. glaher in having the eyes more distant from the gla-

bella. It seems to be smaller than the species above compared, none of

the specimens indicating a length of more than eight lines.

Locality and Formation—N, Table Head and Pistolet Bay ; P, Port-

land Greek, Newfoundland
;
Quebec group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

Telephus Americanus. (N. sp.)

s^
Fig. 281. Fig. 283.

Fig. 281.— Telephus Americanus. The glabella.

282.

—

Encrinurus inirus. Glabella and pygidium.

283.

—

Remoplcurides Panderi. The glabella.

Description.—Glabella obtusely conical, length one sixth greater than

the width, rather strongly convex ; front uniformly rounded ; sides parallel

;

neck segment and furrow forming nearly one third of the whole length

;

the furroAY narrow and extending all across. The fixed cheeks are cres-
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centiform, rounded on the outside, terrainating posteriorly at the front edge
of the neck furrow and extending around one-third of the width of the

front of the glabella ; an obscure groove just outside of the middle of the

cheek, parallel with the margin in the front half, but running out to the

edge before reaching the posterior corner. In front of the glabella there

are two small projecting points. The surface is obscurely tubercular, and

there is a small tubercle on the middle of the neck sesment.

Length from 2 to 3 lines.

The detached glabellas occur in considerable numbers, but I have seen

none of the other parts in connection with any of them. There are no

fragments that can be identified as belonging to this trilobite, except the

glabella.

Locality and Formation.—N, Table Head, and P, four miles N. E.

Portland Creek and Pistolet Bay, Newfoundland ; Quebec group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

Genus Encrinurus. (Emmrich.)

The following species, of which we have only some fragments, exhibits

characters belonging to several genera, such as Encrinurus (Emmrich),

Cromus and Binclymene (Barrande). I shall place it in the first named
genus provisionally, for the present.

Encrinurus mirus. (N. sp.)

Fig. 282.

Description.—Head semi-elliptical, width apparently more than twice

the length. Glabella clavate, moderately convex, front margin irregularly

rounded with a notch in the middle, width at neck-segment half the width

of the front, sides straight, neck furrow extending all across, three glabellar

furrows on each side, extending one-third across, the anterior furrow with

a branch making a notch in the front lobe, the lobes gradually diminishing

in size backwards. Fixed cheeks broad, gently convex. Eyes distant

from the dorsal furrows about the width of the glabella at the second lobe,

and placed about opposite the last glabellar furrow ; they appear to be

small, and are connected with the front furrow by an ocular ridge. Mov-

able cheeks unknown.

Pygidium with an elongate-conical, convex axis with from twelve to four-

teen distinctly defined rings or segments. Side lobes Avith four narrow,

convex ribs, the last pair commencing at about the mid-length of the axis,

and extending backwards parallel and close thereto, tlie next also nearly

parallel, and the anterior two pairs with the posterior half of their length
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parallel or converging. Between each two of the principal ribs there is a

smaller one which is onlj slightly elevated,- and seems to become obsolete

before reaching the margin. There is evidence that the four principal ribs

terminate in short spines.

Glabella with a few small tubercles ; cheeks ^oarselj punctate
;
pygidium

with three or four tubercles on the principal ribs. The surface in all the

specimens is, however, not well preserved.

Length of the best preserved fragment of the head, 3 lines ; width of

the glabella at the front lobe, 2i lines ; at the neck-segment, about 1 line
;

length of the axis of a pygidium, 3i lines ; width of the same at the

anterior margin, 1^ lines.

The specimens of the pygidium are all imperfect, but when in their

natural position, I think the ribs converge backwards, and that they all

terminate in small spines. One specimen clearly shews some of these

spines.

Locality and Formation.—N, Table Head and Pistolet Bay, P, Port-

land Creek, Newfoundland
;
Quebec group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.
.,^

Remopleurides Panderi. (N. sp.)

Fig. 283.

Description.—Head small, the space between the eyes transversely

elliptical, and about one-fourth wider than the length of the whole head.

The neck segment is distinctly defined by the neck furrow, and apparently

half the width of the space between the eyes. The dorsal furrows extend

forward a little more than one-third the length of the head from the neck-

furrow, and appear to have each a small pit in the bottom. The eyes are

semicircular and two-thirds the length of the head, their posterior corners

situated at the front edge of the neck furrow and close to the dorsal fur-

rows. The dorsal furrows are distant from each other at their anterior

extremities about one-third the distance between the outer curve of the

eyes ; they are a little more widely separated behind. The front part of

the glabella which forms the projection characteristic of this genus, is one-

fifth the length of the head, and is about as wide as the space between the

neck furrows.

Only two specimens have been collected, each a little less than 2 lines

in length.

No glabellar furrows are visible.

Locality and Formation.—N, Table Head, Newfoundland
; Quebec

group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.
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ReMOPLEURIDES ? SCHLOTHEIMI. (N. Sp.)

Paradoxides or Olenkllds. Geol. Can., p. 871,872.

a b

Fig. 284.

Fig. 284.

—

Remopleurides 1 Schlotheimi. a, b, two specimens of the glabella, both

distorted.

Description.—Glabella cylindro-conical, rounded and abruptly elevated

in front ; neck furrow extending all across ; three pairs of glabellar furrows

all inclining inwards and backwards, the middle pair only, continued across.

The eyes are semi-annular, about half the length of the glabella or a little

less, their anterior and posterior angles touching the sides of the glabella.

The specimens are all more or less distorted, and hence the true pro-

portions of the parts cannot be determined. In all of them the space

between the side of the glabella and the eye (sometimes called the palpe-

bral lobe) is on a level with the median line of the glabella, thus forming

a nearly flat horizontal plane across from one eye to the other. A fine

thread-like groove runs round the lobe close to the eye. The surface

appears to be quite smooth.

The pygidium found in association with the glabella above figured,

somewhat resembles that of Dikelocephalus magnifieus. It is ovate with

an acutely conical axis, the side-lobes with five or six well defined ribs

each. The axis is about half the whole length, and the ribs of the side-

lobes incline backAvards like those of a Remopleurides. The specimens

are too obscurely preserved to be figured.

When compared with the head of Olenellus Thompsnni^ the resemblance

was so perfect, that I once thought this species was congeneric there-

with. Hence the reference in the Geology of Canada above cited. I now

think that both it and Dikelocephalus magnificvs should be referred to

Remopleurides, or perhaps to some closely allied form.

Locality and Formation.—N, Table Head and I'istolet Bay ; P, four

miles N. E. from Portland Creek, Newfoundland ;
Quebec group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.
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Ampyx l-s:viusculus. (N. sp.)

Fig. 285.

Description.—Pygidium triangular, nearly smooth ; axis rather strongly

convex, well defined and promment to the apex, crossed by some obscure

grooves, which, however, are so indistinct that to a superficial view the

surface seems to be quite smooth. The posterior margin is broadly

bevelled, sloping at an angle of 45°, the upper angle of the bevel rounded.

Side lobes gently convex, smooth, with the exception of a single linear

groove close to the anterior margin.

Width of the largest pygidium collected 5^ lines ; length 2i hues
;

width of the axis at the front margin 1| lines ; thickness of the posterior

margin or width of the sloping plane of the bevelled edge | of a line.

This species differs from A. normalis, in having the pygidium propor-

tionally wider, a more prominent axis and a thicker posterior margin.

Locality and Formation.—N, Table Head, Newfoundland; Quebec

group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

Ampyx normalis. (N. sp.)

Fig. 285. Fig. 286. Fig. 287.

Fig. 285.

—

Ampyx Iceviusculus.—A pygidium enlarged one-fourth.

286.

—

d. normalis.—The head (witbont the movable cheeks), and the

pygidium.

287.

—

A. semicostatus,—A pygidium enlarged two diameters.

Description.—Head, without the movable cheek, triangular, the width

about one-third greater than the length ; fixed cheeks, gently convex,

smooth
;

neck segment consisting of a flat plate, mclining backwards.
The glabella elongate-ovate, greatest width about the mid-length, one
fourth narrower at the neck segment, the apex extending a httlc over the

front margin of the head ; the rostrum, apparently, when perfect, equal to

the whole length of the head, not round but fluted ; two or three ovate or

nearly circular scars, one each side of the glabella in the posterior half.
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Pygldium triangular, width twice the length, the two posterior sides

gently convex, and the margin abruptly bent down or bevelled nearly ver-

tically, the upper edge of the bevel angular and with indications of a

slightly elevated linear rim ; axis very depressed convex or nearly flat,

its Avidth at the anterior margin about one-fourth of the whole width,

extending the whole length or nearly so, crossed by obscure undulating

furrows. Side lobes gently convex.

Length of the head without the rostrum, 5 or 6 lines ; length of the

pygidium about 4 lines.

The pygidium of this species resembles, at first sight, that of A. Icevius-

eulus. The latter, however, is proportionally wider, the posterior bevelled,

margin thicker, and the upper edge of the bevel rounded instead of

angular.

It differs from A. nasutus (Dalman), principally in having the rostrum

fluted instead of round.

Locality and Formation.—N, Table Head and Pistolet Bay ; P, four

miles N. E. from Portland Creek, Newfoundland ; Quebec group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

Ampyx Rutilius. (N. sp.)

Description.—Pygidium subtriangular, length about one-third of the

width, nearly vertically bevelled behind, the upper edge of the bevel with

an acute linear rim. Axis cylindro -conical, strongly convex, extending

the whole length, with about ten rounded rings. Side lobes nearly flat,

slightly concave near the margin, with nine ribs very distinctly defined

the whole width.

Width of the specimen 4 lines ; length 1^ lines. This pygidium resem-

bles that of A. Halli, (^ante, p. 24), but in that species each of the ribs on

the side lobes has a pleural groove, whereas in this species they have no

such groove.

It differs from A. semicostattis, in having more numerous ribs, which

also extend the whole width. It occurs along with it in the same beds,

and it may be necessary hereafter to unite the two ; but, at present, they

appear to mc to be decidedly distinct.

Locality and Formation.—P, four miles N. E. from Portland Creek,

Newfoundland ;
Quebec group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.
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Ampyx semicostatus. (N. sp.)

Fig. 28T,

Description.—Pygidium sub-triangular, posterior margin broadly

rounded, obtusely angular at the apex ; length two-fifths of the width
;

axis cylindro-conical, strongly convex, extending the whole length, with

five or six distinctly defined rounded annulations ; dorsal furrows on each

side of the axis, deep and well defined. The side lobes are rather tumid

in the middle, but concave towards the margin, the latter with a distinctly

elevated angular rim and nearly vertically bevelled ; there are five or six

ribs extending about half-way from the margin to the axis. In very small

specimens only two or three are visible.

Locality/ and Formation.—N, Table Head and Pistolet Bay ; P, four

miles N. E. from Portland Creek, Newfoundland ; Quebec group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

Agnostus Galea. (N. sp.)

Fig. 288. Fig. 289.

Fig. 288.

—

Agnostus Galba. Enlarged about two diameters.

289.

—

A. Fabius. Enlarged two diameters.

Description.—Head strongly convex, "with a narrow rim ; front margin

rounded
;
glabella convex, well defined all round, strongly elevated above

the general surface, smooth, no tubercle nor furrows ; in some specimens

a slight indentation on each side at about the mid-length ; a small trian-

gular lobe on each side at the posterior margin. The proportional length

of the glabella varies sUghtly, but it is, in general, about two-thirds of the

whole length of the head.

Pygidium, in contour and convexity, like the head. Axis strongly

convex, well defined all round by the dorsal furrows ; a furrow runs all

across at one-third the length from the apex ; a short one on each side at

two-thirds the length from the apex. The tubercle forms a longitudinal

medium lobe in the anterior two-thirds of the axis. It (the tubercle) is,

at the anterior margin, slightly elevated above the general convexity of

the axis ; it is less elevated just over the anterior of pair furrows ; but,

behind this point, it rises to twice the height, and terminates abruptly at

u
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the posterior furrow. The anterior lobes of the axis are distinctlj sepa-

rated from the tubercle bj a narrow groove ; the second two are not.

Surface apparently smooth, but in one of the specimens there are indi-

cations of small wrinkles which unite with each other so as to give a reti-

culated aspect, somewhat similar to that of A. reticulatus (Angelin).

Length of head and pjgidium from 1 to 2 lines each.

This species is allied to A. Americanus, but has the axis of the pygidium

shorter, and no tubercles on the head.

A. glabratus (Angelin) has two short spines on the posterior angles of

the pygidium, but in all other respects resembles this species very closely.

A. tardus (Barrande) is also very closely allied to this species, differ-

ing only in the shorter axis of the pygidium, and in having the tubercle of

an uniform height its whole length.

Locality and Formation.—M, and N, Table Head and Pistolet Bay;

P, four miles N. E. from Portland Creek, Newfoundland
;
Quebec group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

Agnostus J'abius. (N". sp.)

Fig. 289.

Description.—Head uniformly and moderately convex, semi-elliptical,

front margin broadly rounded ; a very narrow, flat rim all round the front

and sides
;
glabella a little more than one-third the whole width, scarcely

at all elevated above the general surface, not defined in front, and only

obscurely so in the posterior half, by the dorsal furrows, which arc parallel

and become obsolete about the middle of the head. On each side of the

glabella, at the posterior margin, there is, in the dorsal furrow, a small

triangular lobe.

The pygidium is proportionally a little more elongated than the head
;

posterior margin uniformly rounded ; a narrow, flat rim all round to the

anterior angles. The axis is a little more than one-third the whole width,

about one-fourth narrower at the apex than at the front margin ; the apex

rounded, or with a portion in the middle somewhat straight ; sides nearly

straight, well defined by the dorsal furrows ; two pairs of transverse

furrows, the posterior reaching the median line, where there is a small

rounded tubercle, situated a little behind the mid-length (of the axis) ;

the anterior furrows half Avay between the tubercle and the front margin,

their position, however, slightly variable ; their inner extremities sepa-

rated by about one-third the width of the axis. Surface apparently

smooth.

Length of the largest head seen, about 2 lines ; length of the largest

pygidium observed, about li lines.
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Differs from both A. Galha and A, Americanus in the form of the

tubercle on the axis of the pygidium, and also in not having the glabella

defined all round by the dorsal furrows, as it is in the two species com-

pared.

The different individuals differ somewhat in the amount of the convexity.

Locality arid Formation.—N, Table Head and Pistolet Bay ; P, four

miles N, E. from Portland Creek, Newfoundland
;
Quebec group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

ENTOMOSTRACA.

Leperditia turgida. (N. sp.)

Description.—Small and strongly convex ; dorsal margin straight

;

anterior and posterior dorsal angles obliquely truncated at an angle of

about 45°, and for nearly half the breadth ; ventral margin most convex in

the posterior two-thirds, thence gently convex and sloping upwards. The

greatest breadth is a little behind the mid-length. The right valve is

strongly convex, most inflated in the posterior two-thirds, and nearer the

ventral than the dorsal margin. Left valve smaller and less convex than

the right.

Length of the largest and most perfect right valve observed, 2 lines

;

breadth of the same, a little behind the mid-length, 1§ lines. Numerous

specimens of all sizes, from the length of J a line up to 2 lines, occur on

the same slabs. The smaller ones are more nearly ovate than the larger.

This species has a general resemblance to L. Canaden&is (Jones), but

is always more tumid, and can be distinguished therefrom, after having

been studied, at a glance.

Locality and Formation.—G and H, Port aux Choix and Cape Nor-

man, Newfoundland
;
Quebec group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.
«

Leperditia concinnula. (N. sp.)

Description.—Rather small, ovate, dorsal margin straight ; anterior

extremity rounded and slightly narrower than the posterior ; the latter

more broadly rounded, obliquely truncated at the dorsal angle, whei*o,

also, there is a short spine or projection situated on the angle. The

ventral margin is somewhat straight, sub-parallel with the dorsal, but

slightly converging towards the anterior extremity. At both extremities

the margin of both valves is compressed and sometimes seen to have a
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shallow concave groove running round parallel to the edge. The valves

are nioderatelj convex. The tubercle is situated at about one-third the

length from the anterior extremity, and at one-third the breadth below

the hinge line. Surface apparently smooth.

Length of a large specimen 3 lines ; width 2 lines.

Resembles L. Canadensis (Jones), but has a more nearly straight

ventral margin, and is not so convex.

Locality and Formation.—L, Point Rich, M. Table Head, Newfound-

land
; Quebec group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

Leperditia ventralis. (N. sp.)

Desci'iption.—Right valve sub-ovate ; dorsal margin straight ; angles

obliquely truncated ; ventral margin convex, most projecting a little

behind the mid-length ; margin at both extremities compressed ; strongly

convex in the lower half, most tumid at the ventral margin, which is so

abruptly folded under as to appear carinated. Left valve unknown.

Surface apparently smooth.

Length 4^ lines
;

greatest width 3 lines. A single well-preserved

right valve was collected, and it Avas associated with imperfect specimens

of what is probably the left valve. These latter are more nearly ovate,

and less convex than the right valve.

This species is distinguished by the strongly convex and sub-carinated

ventral margin.

Locality and Formation.—N, Bonne Bay, north-Avest arm, and also

at the entrance to the east arm, Newfoundland ;
Quebec group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

Beyrichia Atlantica. (N. sp.)

Description.—Small sub-ovate or reniform, greatest convexity along the

median line ; a single shallow depression, extending from the dorsal

margin about half the breadth, situated about the mid-length. The best

preserved specimen is elongate-ovate, strongly convex, rounded at both

ends, and shghtly truncated obliquely at the dorsal angles.

Length 1 line ; width ^ a line.

Allied to B. Logani (Jones), but is proportionally more elongated.

Locality and Formation.—L, Point Rich, M, Table Head, Newfound-

land ;
Quebec group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

(There yet remain to be noticed, a number of species of Graptolites and several other

fossils from Newfoundland, not yet determined. These will be published in a contin-

uation of this article further on.)
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7.

—

New sjjecies of Fossils from the Quebec Crroujj, in Eastern Canada,

with some others previously described, and some from other forma-

tions.

The species described in this article were, most of them, discovered

after the article concluded on page 206 was printed. The limestone in

Stanbridge, range 6, lot 20, from which many of the new species were

collected, belongs to the base of division D, section Geol. of Can., pp. 844,

852, 853.

BRACHIOPODA.

LiNGULA Iris. (N. sp.)

Fig. 290.

Fig. 290.

—

Lingula Iris.

291 .

—

Orlhis ? apkalis.

292.

—

Orthis Corinna.

Fig. 291. Fig. 292.

a, ventral valve; 6, side view of the same.
Ventral valve.

Description.—Shell small, sub-ovate ; sides parallel, or nearly so, in

the lower two-thirds gently convex or somewhat straight ; in the upper

one-third converging to the beak with a convex slope ; beak narrowly

rounded ; anterior angles rounded ; anterior margin, with a portion in the

middle, somewhat straight. The only specimen collected is gently convex,

a somewhat flat space along the middle, and a flat, or gently convex slope

on each side to the margin in the upper two-thirds.

Surface with obscure, radiating and concentric striae.

Length 4i lines ; width 3:| lines.

Locality and Formation.—Point L^vis, limestone No. 2 ;
Quebec

group.

Collector -T. C. Weston.

QrTHIS ? APICALIS. (N. sp.)

Fig. 291. a, b.

Description.—Shell small, shaped like an Acrotreta. Ventral valve

pyramidal, the height at the beak in some individuals equal to the whole

width of the shell ; hinge line straight, equal to the greatest width ; sides
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and front uniformly rounded ; area large, its height sometimes equal to

its -width, striated parallel to the hinge line, usually a little concave, some-

times at a right angle to the plane of the margin, but often sloping a little

backwards ; foramen large, apparently open, and about one-third the

whole width. Dorsal valve moderately convex. Surface with fine, sharp

rugose strine, and a few concentric sub-squamose hnes.

The form of the dorsal valve is usually semicircular, the front margin

shewing some traces of a wide, shallow sinus. The proportional length

and width, however, varies to a small extent.

Width on the hinge line about 2 lines ; length about 1 line.

Locality and Formation.—Point L^vis, limestone No. 1 ; Quebec

group.

Collector.—"I^. C. Weston.

Orthis Corinna. (N. sp.)

Fig. 292.

Description.—Small , transversely oblong or ovate ; hinge line equal to,

or a little less than, the greatest width ; cardinal angles either rounded or

rectangular. Ventral valve rather convex, most elevated near the beak,

usually flat or concave from the beak to the cardinal angles, a wide, shal-

low sinus from the front margin upwards, which dies out before reaching

the umbo. The beak appears to be a little depressed below the umbo,

but it is not preserved in the specimens observed. Area wide, flat, sloping

a little backwards. Dorsal valve moderately convex, with an obscure fold

in the front half. Surface with very fine radiating striiie, six to nine in

the width of one line.

Width from 5 to 6 lines ; length varying from two-thirds to thrce-

fuurths the Avidth.

The sides in the upper half are sometimes straight and parallel, and

sometimes rounded. Anterior angles rounded. The front margin is

usually straight, or a little concave, in the middle.

Locality and Formation.—Stanbridge, range G, lot 20 ; Quebec group.

Collector.—T. C. Weston.
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Orthis ? Armanda. (N. sp.)

Fig. 293. Fig. 294.

Fig. 293.

—

Orthis .Armanda. a, ventral valve of a wide variety; b, ventral valve of a

narrower form, showing a cast of the interior of the beak and umbo
;

c,

dorsal valve.

294.— Orthis Minna.

Description.—Shell of medium size, varying in widtli ; hinge line

straight; cardinal angles 90°, or often a little less; sides straight, and

either parallel or a little converging from the hinge line forward for one-

fourth or one-half the length ; anterior angles and front margin rounded.

Ventral valve pyramidal, varying in height, the beak usually the most

elevated point, thence with a convex or straight slope to the anterior

angles and margin, the slope to the cardinal angles either flat or gently

concave. Dorsal valve depressed convex, concave towards the cardinal

angles ; beak scarcely elevated above the hinge line.

The area of the ventral valve is rather large, sometimes three lines in

height, often less, very variable in this respect, either at right angles to

the plane of the margin, or inclined thereto sometimes as low as 45°.

Foramen moderate, apparently open. In the interior the dental plates

seem to form an imperfect triangular chamber, thus differing somewhat

from the usual forms of the genus.

Surface with fine sharp distinct striae several times sub-divided, from

six to ten in the width of one hne at the margin. These striae are usually

crenulated by concentric lines, especially towards the front margin.

Width on the hinge line from 6 to 10 lines ; length varying from

one-half to three-fourths of the length.

Locality and Formation.—Phillipsburg (limestone), B. 2, section

Geol. of Can., p. 844
;
Quebec group.

Collectors.—E. Billings, Dr. P. J. Farnsworth.

Orthis minna.

Fig. 294.

Description.—Shell rather large, sub-quadrate ; hinge line straight,

equal to the greatest width ; cardinal angles rectangular ; sides in the

upper half straigit and parallel ; front angles and margin broadly rounded.
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Ventral valve flat or gently concave ; area narrow. Dorsal valve de-

pressed convex with a wide, shallow mesial sinus nearly the whole length
;

cardinal angles compressed , beak apparently incurved down to the hinge

line ; area linear. Surface with fine bifurcating striiie four to six in the

width of one line.

Width from 10 to 12 lines ; length 6 to 8 lines. The width appears

to be in general one-fourth greater than the length.

This species appears to be allied to 0. ijlatys of the Chazy limestone*

but has the ventral valve gently concave or flat, instead of depressed

convex.

Locality and Formation.—Stanbridge, range G, lot 20 ;
Quebec group.

Collector.—T. C. Weston.

Camerella breviplicata. (N. sp.)

Fig. 295. Fig. 296. Fig. 297.

Fig. 295.— Camere'la breviplicata. Dorsal and side views.

296.— C. ? costata. Dorsal? valve.

29Y.

—

C. polita. Ventral and side views.

Description.—Shell with both valves convex, ovate, greatest Avidth at

about one-third of the length from the front, thence narrowed with straight

or gently convex sides to the beak ; anterior angles rounded ; front mar-

gin usually broadly rounded, but sometimes with a portion in the middle

straight. Dorsal valve slightly more convex than the ventral, most tumid

in the upper third ; beak closely incurved ; umbo broadly rounded. The

ventral valve is like the dorsal, except that it seems to have a small beak

a little elevated above the hinge line, and is less convex.

Surface smooth, from eight to ten short plications at the front margin,

usually one-fourth the length of the shell, sometimes less.

Length of the largest specimen collected 4 lines, width about the

same, sometimes a little less.

Localitjj and Formation.—Stanbridge, range 6, lot 20
;
Quebec group.

Collector.—T. C. Weston.
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CaMERELLA ? COSTATA. (N. Sp.)

Fig. 296.

Description.—Broad ovate, greatest width about the mid-length, lani-

formlj convex, with from ten to twelve strong, angular undivided ribs,

which extend to the beaks.

The best preserved specimen of this species that has been collected, is

partly imbedded in the matrix. It is transversely ovate or sub-circular,

the width one-fourth greater than the length, the sides and front uniformly

rounded, rather strongly convex^ the greatest elevation at one-fourth the

length from the beak ; umbo broadly rounded. It appears to be a dorsal

valve.

Length 6i lines ; width 8 lines.

It is quite uncertain that this species is a true Camerella. It may be

congeneric with Poramhonites Ottawaensis (ante, p. 240).

Locality and Formation.—Stanbridge, range 6, lot 20
;
Quebec group.

Collectors.—J. Richardson, T. C. Weston.

Camerella polita. (N. sp.)

Fig. 297.

DescrijJtion.—Shell ovate, smooth and moderately convex, greatest

width at about one-fourth the length from the front margin, thence taper-

ing with gently convex sides to the beaks ; front angles and margin rounded.

Dorsal valve most convex just in front of the umbo ; beak incurved down

to the hinge. Ventral valve less convex than the dorsal ; beak small,

pointed, a little elevated above the hinge.

Surface smooth.

Length of largest specimen collected 3 lines ; width about the same.

This species has nearly the same form as C. brevi2Jlicata, but differs

therefrom in being smooth, in being less convex, in having the front mar-

gin thinner and usually more rounded. The form varies from ovate to

sub-circular. The young individuals of C. hreviplicata have two or three

incipient folds in the front margin by which they may be readily dis-

tinguished from this species.

Locality and Forination.—Stanbridge, range 6, lot 20, and on the

upper end of the island of Orleans
;
Quebec group.

Collectors. T. C. Weston, E. BiUings.
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LAMELLIBRANCHIATA.

EOPTERIA RiCHARDSONI. (N. Sp.)

Fig. 298.

Fig. 298.

—

Eopteria Richardsoni. a, left valve ;
b, cardinal view.

Descrijytion.—Shell obliquely sub-circular, length and width about

equal, uniformly convex ; anterior cardinal angle compressed ; beaks

small, closely incurved, situated a little behind the mid-length of the hinge

line ; surface with fine radiating strioe.

The only specimen collected is imperfect, but, it appears, that the whole

of the ventral and posterior margin is broadly rounded. Both valves are

equally convex, most tumid a little above the middle. The anterior car-

dinal angle is compressed and apparently rectangular or perhaps a little

rounded. The posterior angle is not distinctly seen, but it seems to be

scarcely at all compressed. The hinge line behind the beaks is exhibited

as a rounded ridge with no evidence of a suture, (at least none can be

seen in this specimen). There are about six striae in the width of one

line near the margin.

Uojjtrria tyinca (^ante, p. 221,) has coarse ribs and is narrowly rounded

at the lower posterior angle.

Length and width about 9 lines.

Dedicated to the discoverer.

Locality and Formation.—Near St. Antoine above Quebec, in a

boulder with Suhulites Psyche ; Quebec group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.
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EOPTERIA ? ORNATA. (N. sp.)

a b

Fig. 299.

Fig. 299.

—

Eopteria ? ornaia. a, side view of llie anterior extremity ;
b, anterior

extremity shewing the gape : enlarged two diameters.

Description—The specimen is the anterior extremity of a silicified indi-

vidual, which was procured by dissolving a small piece of limestone on hydro-

chloric acid. Hinge line, so far as preserved straight, projecting before

the umbones ; anterior angle about 90°, not rounded but angular ; most

projectingpointof anterior extremity narrowly rounded, and situated about

one-third the height below the angle ; below this broadly rounded with an

oblique and gentle curve -until a point nearly beneath the umbones on the

ventral margin is attained : all behind this not preserved. Both valves are

rather strongly convex. The anterior angle in front of the beaks is com-

pressed and the dorsal edges of the hinge are transversely corrugated. On

an anterior view the shell is seen to be gaping, the edges within the fissure

crenulated as shewn in fig. h, above. Surface with strong, sharp, concen-

tric ridges, from eisiht to ten in one line.

The specimen when perfect was probably about 8 lines in length.

This species is placed in the genus Eopteria provisionally until more

shall become known about its affinities.

Locality and Formation.—Point Levis. In the upper part of limestone

No. 2, Quebec group.

Collector.—Sir W. E. Logan.

GASTEROPODA.

MURCHISONIA MiSSISQUOI. (N. Sp.)

Description.—Shell large, elongate, acutely conical, tapering at the

rate of about one inch in a length of three inches. Whorls narrow, strongly

convex, with three or four carinas on each, the spaces between concave.

Surface unknown.
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Length about 4 inches. The largest whorl seen appears to be about 1^

inches across.

This species is closely allied to 31. Adelina, {ante, p. 231, fig. 217,) but

is not so nearly cylindrical, and is a larger species.

It is only known by three fragments, and an entire individual obscurely

seen in section.

Locality and Formation.—Stanbridge, range 6, lot 20
;
Quebec group.

Collector.—T. C. Weston.

Metoptoma Quebecensis. (N. sp.)

Fig. 300.

Fig. 300.

—

Mctoploma Quebecensis. View of the upper side of an imperfect specimen.

Description.—Shell with the base elliptical, length from one-eighth to one-

sixth greater than the width ; conical, or, rather, campanulate, the

margins showing a tendency to spread out horizontally ; apex eccentric,

situated about one-sixth the whole length from the centre. The height

appears to be from one-third to one-half the length. Surface with a few

wide shallow concave undulations of growth. It also appears to be finely

striated, but no specimens with it perfectly preserved have been collected.

31. melissa (jinte, p. 8G,) has the cone more acute, and proportionately

more elevated, besides being more narrowly rounded on the anterior, than

on the posterior aspect. It is also a smaller species.
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Length of a large specimen 3^ inches ; width 3 inches.

Locality and Formation.—Point Levis ; hmcstone of the Qnehec group.

Collectors.—T. Devine, Esq., T. C. Weston.

Helicotoma miser. (N. sp.)

M. perstriata. Greol. Can. pp. 233, 862.

Description.—Shell small, with four slender, but strongly carinated

whorls. Spire flat, the whorls on the upper side, with two strong, acutely

angular carinse of equal height, separated by a deep, concave groove,

which is visible quite to the apex. The inner carina is situated a little

more than one-third of the width of the whorl from the suture. The

outer carina rises vertically from the periphery. From the inner carina,

there is a flat slope, extending down to the bottom of the deeply excavated

suture at an angle of 45'^. From the edge of the outer carina there is a

vertical descent, one-fourth the depth of the whorl, forming a flat band at

a right angle to the plane of the spire. This band is bounded on its lower

side, by an angular carina, the upper side of Avhich forms an abrupt

projection at a right angle to the band. Below this carina, the whorl

appears to be vertical, or nearly so for one-fourth its depth, and then

rounded into the umbilicus, this lower rounded part being ornamented by

fine sharp strige following the whorls. No striiie across the whorls are

visible on this specimen, but, no doubt, they exist.

Diameter 6 lines ; width of the last whorl at the aperture If lines
;

depth about the same. The umbilicus is not visible in the specimen, but

it is probably about one third the whole diameter.

Only one specimen has been seen, and this is perfect above, but has its

base imbedded in the matrix.

I have heretofore referred this species to H. perstriata of the Calciferous

formation, but now think it may be separated as a closely allied species.

In that species the inner Avhorls of the spire are a little elevated above

the outer ; and the concave groove between the two carinse on the upper

side of the whorls, as well as the slope into the suture, are longitudinally

striated. The band below the outer carina is not quite vertical, one third

the depth of the whorl, longtitudinally striated and obscurely divided into

two bands by an elevated line along the middle. None of these characters

are possessed by IT, miser.

Locality and Formation.—Point Levis; in limestone No. 2, Quebec

group.
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OpHILETA ? BELLA. (N. Sp.)

0. uniangulata. Geol. Can., p. 860 ; aiite, p. 246.

Fig. 301.

Fig. 301.

—

Ophileta bclla. Dififerent views of a nearly perfect specimen.

Description.—From one to two inches across ; lower side flat or gently

concave ; upper side concave, with a strongly elevated narrow^ spiral band

;

whorls, four or five. On the lower side, the whorls are usually moderately

convex, but sometimes they are flattened on the inner half. The outer

side of the whorls are convex. On the upper side, the spiral band some-

times runs along the middle of the whorl, as in fig. 301, c, but its position

varies between the middle and the outer edge. The aperture has an

angular notch above with the apex at the termination of the band : on the

lower side, a flexure backwards. Surface Avith coarse, sub-squamose,

transverse lines, of growth about six in two lines.

The whorls are often somewhat larger in proportion to the width than in

the specimen above figured.

I have heretofore referred specimens belonging to this species to the

Uuomjyhalus imiangulatus (Hall), but the recent discovery of a number of

good specimens leads me to regard it as a distinct, although a closely allied

form. That species has the lower side deeply concave, forming a deep

umbilicus like Helicotoma planulata (Salter) ; while in this, it is usually

flat, and when concave, is only moderately so. The whorls in this species

are also more compactly inrollcd.

I have stated {ante, p. 236,) that the genus Opldlcta was founded on

species of Maclurea, with very slender whorls. The specimen above

figured was discovered since that page was printed. It shows very clearly

that the aperture has a sinus in the lower lip, and a notch in the upper,

characters which are not at all exhibited by perfect specimens of Maclurea

Logani. In M. crenulata {ante, p. 236,) there is a sort of spiral band,

and, also, there are indications of a sinus in the lip on the flat side, but
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they are only incipiently developed. The two genera may be thus distin-

guished :—in 3Iadurea, the aperture is entire, and the whorls usually

large ; but in Ophileta, it has a sinus below, and a notch above, while the

whorls are usually slender.

All the species of Pleurotomoria and Helicotoma, of the Low^er Silurian

rocks of Canada, of which perfect specimens have been found, have this

same form of aperture. And so have some of the Euomphali of the

Devonian and Carboniferous rocks.

It would appear also that Maclarea is a dextral shell, and that the flat

side is the umbilicus.

Locality and Formation.—This species occurs at Bedford, in Stan-

bridge, range 6, lot 20 ; in Farnham, range 5, lot 41 ; and at Cow Head,

in Newfoundland, in Division P ; Quebec group,

Collectoj's.—T. C. Weston, J. Richardson.

HETEROPODA.

Bellerophon Palinurus. (N. sp.)

. Fig. 302.

Fig. 302.

—

Bellerophon Palinurus. Side and front views. The specimen figured,

being imperfect, does not show the form of the lip.

Description.—Sub-lenticular ; dorsum acutely carinated
;

greatest

width close to the umbilicus ; vertical diameter from one inch to one inch

and a half. The outline on a side view is elongate ovate, the vertical

diameter (from the upper side of the aperture through the umbilicus)

being usually one-fourth greater than the horizontal diameter, and often

more owing to a distortion to which the species seems to be subject. The

greatest convexity is close to the umbilicus, whence the surface ascends, at

first with a convex, and then with a concave slope to the dorsal edge. The

latter is usually very acute, but in many specimens, it is minutely rounded

but always with a concavity, of variable width,just within. The umbilicus

is small, from one-sixth to one-fifth the horizontal diameter, rounded on the
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edge. Tlie aperture is ovate, indented to the extent of one-third its

height on the lower side by the penultimate whorl. Some fragmentary

specimens shew that, in the perfect aperture, the lowest lip is much
thickened next the umbilicus, and forms a thin layer, on the side of the

whorl. The surface is usually obscurely striated, and sometimes irregu-

larly undulated in the direction of the stride ; the latter radiate from the

umbilicus to the dorsum in a gently sigmoid curve.

The width, or the diameter transversely through the umbilicus, varies

from a httle less than one-third to one-half the diameter.

This species is closely allied to B. aeiitus, (Sowerby,) but is in general

not so much compressed.

Locality and Formation.—Stanbridge, range 6, lot 20
;
Quebec group.

Collectoi'S.—J. Richardson, T. C. Weston.

CEPHALOPODA.

Orthoceras Atticus. (N. sp.)

Description.— Shell short, rapidly tapering ; section circular ; septa

from six to eight to the inch ; siphuncle about one-seventh the whole

diameter, half way between the centre and the margin, not much, if at all,

inflated between the septa. Surface unknown.

The specimen is 4 inches in length ; diameter at the larger extremity,

21 lines ; and at the smaller, 7 lines. Diameter of the siphuncle about 2i
lines, where the shell is 15 lines.

'

Locality and Formation.—Corey's farm, lot 7, range 8, Stanbridge,

C, 1, section Geol. of Canada, p. 844
; Quebec group.

Collectors.—Sir W. E. Logan, E. Billings.

Orthoceras repens. (N. sp.)

Description.—Shell small, gradually tapering ; section circular, or

nearly so ; siphuncle cylindrical, in contact with the shell ; septa thin,

strongly concave, numerous, about eighteen to the inch. Surface un-

known. The shell appears to be obscurely annulated.

A specimen 5 inches in length has a diameter of 9 lines at the larger

extremity, and 4 lines at the smaller. The siphuncle is 1^ lines in diam-

eter, and perfectly cylindrical, exhibiting no trace whatever of inflation

between the septa.

Locality and Formation.—Phillipsburg, B 2, section Geol. of Can.,

p. 844
;
Quebec group.

Collector.—Sir W. E. Logan.
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Orthoceras Catulus. (N. sp.)

Description.—Shell of medium size, slender, very gradually taper-

ing, slightly curved, somewhat strongly annulated ; section apparently

circular; septa rather strongly concave, from 12 to 15 to the inch;

siphuncle cylindrical, in contact with the shell, or nearly so. Surface

unknown.

A specimen 7 inches in length is 10 lines in diameter at the larger

extremity, and 4 lines at the smaller. The siphuncle at the mid-length is

2 lines in diameter, but appears to become smaller towards the apex.

The annulations are ab^ut 3 lines distant from each other, but scarcely |

of a line in height ; the intervening spaces broadly concave.

Closely allied to 0. repens, but has more distant septa.

Locality and Formation.—Phillipsburg, B 2, section Geol. of Can.,

p. 844
;
Quebec group.

Collectors.—P. J. Farnsworth, E. Billings.

Orthoceras Perseus. (N, sp.)

Description.—Shell of the medium size, elongate, very gradually taper-

ing ; septa about nine to the inch ; siphuncle small, cylindrical, in contact

with the shell.

It is possible, that the section of this species may be circular, but all the

specimens, belonging to at least four or five individuals, are compressed

laterally, giving an elliptical section, of which the diameters are in the

proportion of about three to two. In all of them the siphuncle is situ-

ated, not on one of the broaJ sides, but on one of the narrow, rounded

edges.

The species appears to have attained a length of about 18 inches, with

a diameter of about 1^ inches at 'the aperture. Diameter of the siphuncle

from H to 3 lines.

Locality and Formation.—Phillipsburg, B 5, section Geol. of Can.,

p. S44
; Quebec group.

Collectors.—Dr. P. J. Farnsworth, E. Billings.
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Ortiioceras Missisquoi. (N. sp.)

Fig. 303.

Fig. 303.—Siphuncle of 0. Missisquoi, the most common form.

Description.—No specimens of this species with the septa preserved

have been found, but the siphuncle, represented bj the above figure,

occurs in great numbers in one locality, in B 2, at Phillipsburg,. The

most common form (of the siphuncle) is three or four inches in length,

gently curved, tapering at the rate of about one line and one-third to the

inch, and marked by from nine to twelve septal rings to the inch. As
these rings are most distant from the apex on the concave side, it is

evident that the position of the siphuncle, in the fossil, is near the shell

on the dorsal side, or on the side of the concave curve.

Associated Avith this short curved form, there are numerous others,

more elongated, somewhat straighter, and not quite so rapidly tapering.

The septal rings are sometimes more rounded, or more like the annulations

on such shells as 0. arciioliratum. Similar differences are cxhiljited by

the detached siphuncles of other species. I think all the specimens

found at this locality belong to one species, variable to some extent in its

length and rate of tapering. It probably is like a large gently curved

Cyrtoceras, from six to ten inches in length, with the siphuncle on the

inner instead of the outer curve, and with a diameter at the aperture of

from one to three inches.

Locality mid Formation.—Phillipsburg, B 2, section Gcol. of Can., p.

844 ;
Quebec group.

Collectors.—Dr. P. J. Farnsworth, and E. Billings.

Orthoceras Cato. (N. sp.) •

Description.—Shell of medium size, somewhat rapidly tapering ; section

apparently circular ; septa nine to the inch ; siphuncle very slender,

cylindrical, in contact with the shell or nearly so ; chamber of habitation

deep; surface with rather strong thread-like engirdling strire, about four

in one line. The shell appears to be plain, but in one part there seems

to be some indistinct annulations.

The specimen is oi inches in length, somewhat flattened, evidently by
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pressure ; diameter at larger extremity about 10 lines, and at the smaller

about 5 lines ; the rate of tapering being thus about 1§ lines to the inch
;

siphuncle | of a line in diameter ; depth of the chamber of habitation, so

far as preserved, 2 inches.

Locality and Formation.—Phillipsburg, B 2, section Geol. of Can., p.

844
;
Quebec group.

Collector.—Dr. P. J. Farnsworth.

0. Cataline. (N. sp.)

Desoription.—Shell short, annulated, curved ; chamber of habitation

slightly narrowed towards the aperture, greatest diameter at the last

chamber ; section apparently somewhat ovate ; septa from twelve to four-

teen to the inch ; siphuncle very slender, in contact with the shell on the

side of the convex curve ; annulations broadly rounded, slightly elevated,

about two lines distant from each other ; surface with fine thread-like

engirdling strise.

The length appears to be on an average from 4 to 6 inches
;
greatest

diameter, at last septum, 9 lines ; depth of chamber of habitation about

18 lines.

Resembles 0. Cato^ but is distinctly annulated, and has more numerous

septa.

Locality arid Formation.—Phillipsburg, B 2, section Geol. of Can.,

p. 844.

Collector.—E. Billings.

Orthoceras Sati. (N. sp.)

Descri-ption.—Shell short, rapidly tapering ; section elliptical, the

diameters being in the proportions of nine to twelve ; tapering at the rate

of three lines to the inch in the lateral diameter, and about one and a half

lines in the dorsal ventral ; siphuncle cylindrical, in contact with the shell

;

septa twelve to the inch.

Surface with fine engirdling striae. The specimen is a httle curved

towards the ventral side, in Avhich respect only it differs from 0. servile^

which shows a tendency to curve in the opposite direction.

Length of the specimen 3i inches. In 2 inches of the length it tapers

in the lateral diameter from 14 lines to 8 lines.

Locality and Formation.—Phillipsburg, B- 2, section Geol. of Can.,

p. 844.

Collector.—Dr. P. J. Farnsworth.
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Orthoceras Xerxes. (N. sp.)

Description.—Shell rather large, annulated, gradually tapering ; section

apparently circular ; septa about six to the inch ; siphunc'le cylindrical

about one-third the whole diameter of the shell, and either in contact with

the shell or nearly so.

The specimen is distorted and, therefore, neither the section nor the

rate of tapering (apparently between one and two lines to the inch) can

be precisely ascertained. The annulations are broadly rounded, and the

intervening spaces broadly concave. The surface of the shell, as.well on

the annulations as in the interspaces, is ornamented with sharp sub-imbri-

cating engirdling striae, about four in one line.

Length of the specimen 8 inches ; diameter about 2 inches ; diameter

of the siphuncle 8 hnes. i

Locality and Formation.—Phillipsburg, B 5, section Geol. of Can.,

p. 844
;
Quebec group.

Collector.—Dr. P. J. Farnsworth.

Orthoceras Tityrus. (N. sp.) ?

Remarks.—In B 2 were found some fragments of a large Orthoceras,

resembhng 0. Xerxes in every respect, except that the shell is not annu-

lated. I propose the above name for it provisionally. It is closely allied

to 0. velox (^ante, p. 173).

Cyrtoceras Aristides. (N. sp.)

Description.—Shell small, slightly curved, greatest diameter at the last

septum, then slightly contracted towards the aperture, and tapering at the

rate of about four lines to the inch towards the apex ; septa thin closely

crowded, from six to eight in two hncs ; surface and siphuncle unknown.

Length of a specimen Avhich is entire but imbedded 21 lines ; diameter

at last septum 7 lines ; depth of chambet of habitation 6 Unes ; diameter

at the aperture a little less.

• Locality and Formation.—Phillipsburg, B 2, section Geol. Can,,

p. 844. Quebec group.

Collector.—E. Billincrs.
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CRUSTACEA.

Asaphus-Pelops. (N. sp.)

Fig. 304. Fig. 305.

Fig. 304.

—

Asaphus Pelops. • a, the pygidium ; b, the hypostoma.

305.

—

A 1 curiosa. The pygidium. The specimen is somewhat distorted.

Description.—Pygidium rather strongly and uniformly convex, smooth,

no marginal groove ; length two-thirds the width ; anterior angles ob-

liquely truncated for about half the width of the side lobes ; an obscure

pleural groove just behind the genal angle, and extending thence nearly

to the dorsal furrow ; axis about one-third the whole width, scarcely

elevated above the general surface ; dorsal furrows only distinguishable

near the margin. The widest part of the pygidium is on a line drawn

across it at about one-fifth the length from the middle of the front margin.

The whole margin behind this line is uniformly curved, forming very nearly

a regular semicircle. In some specimens the middle of the posterior

margin shews a tendency to become more narrowly rounded or obscurely

angular. The axis is in general, only distinguishable near the anterior

edge. On the under side the fold of the crust, or doublure, is equal to

full one-third the "y^hole width of the pygidium. It has a small pit in it

near the middle of the posterior margin.

The hypostoma is short, transversely ovate, its width about one-fifth

greater than its length, the alar expansions at the anterior angles small

and acute, the notch behind them also small and rounded ; the central

portion in the anterior half is gently convex ; the two side lobes flat ; the

notch in the posterior margin is shallow, rounded, its depth about one line

where the whole length is six lines ; the muscular impressions are rather

large, about one-third of the whole width distant from each other, and

•with their centres a little behind a line drawn across at the mid-length.

Fragments of the head shew that the posterior angles are rounded

angular. The eyes are small, and situated a little behind the mid-length

of the glabella.
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This species resembles A. platycephahis, but the form of the hypostoma

and the absence of a marginal groove on the pygidium appear sufficient to

separate it therefrom.

Locality and Formation.—East side of 'the village of Bedford in the

bed of Pike River, and upper end of the island of Orleans; Quebec group.

Collectors.—Sir W. E. Logan, E. BiUings.

ASAPHUS ? CuRiosus. (N. sp.)

Fig. 305.

Description.—Pygidium sub-pentagonal, the anterior margin some-

what rounded, the anterior angles very largely truncated on a line sub-

parallel with the longitudinal axis, a wide shallow concave groove all round
;

axis depressed convex in the anterior half, but becoming obsolete before

reaching the marginal groove. Surface apparently smooth.

No perfect specimens of this peculiar fossil have been found, but from

such fragments as have been collected it is clearly a new form. The shape

of the pygidium, is what the same part of A. platj/cephalufi would present,

were its lateral angles cut away to the depth of about half the width of

the side lobes. It has also somewhat the aspect of the tail of a Bathyu-

rellus.

It is referred to Asaphus provisionally.

Locality and Formation.—Stanbridge, range 6, lot 20 ; Quebec group.

Collector.—1^. C. Weston.

Bathyurellus expansus. (N. sp.)

Fig. 306.

Fig. 306.

—

Bathyurellus expansus. a, the glabella, with part of the fixed cheeka ; b, a

pygidium, more convex and strongly ribbed than usual.

Description.—Head moderately convex, with a wide concave border.

Glabella strongly convex, conical, sides in the posterior half, or two-thirds

straight and parallel, in some specimens slightly concave just behind the

eyes or between them, the anterior third converging to a narrow rounded
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point. The dorsal furrows extend all round, but they are not deeply

impressed. Neck furrow all across. The fixed cheeks all round the

glabella are gently convex, or, rather, the glabella seems to be a little sunk

into them. In front of the glabella there is a convex slope ending abruptly

at the inner edge of the concave border. The eyes are semi-circular,

about one-third the length of the glabella ; their anterior angles a little in

advance of a line drawn across the glabella at the mid-length ; their centres

distant from the dorsal furrow about one-third the width of the glabella.

The pygidium is semicircular, its width a little less than twice its length

and varying from moderately to depressed convex ; anterior angles

obliquely truncated for about half the width of the side lobes ; sides and

posterior margin uniformly curved into a nearly perfect semicircle. The

axis is strongly convex, conical, slightly tapering backwards, a little more

than half the whole length ; apex obtusely rounded, somewhat abruptly

terminated ; four distinctly defined depressed convex rings (besides the

half segment at the anterior margin, and a fifth terminal subtriangular

segment at the apex, which occupies twice the space of one of the others).

The proportional length of the axis varies a little, but in all the specimens

it is distinctly segmented, and well defined at the apex. It also varies in

width, being in some one-fourth, and in others one-third the greatest

breadth of the whole pygidium. The lateral lobes have a small triangular

space on each side, next the axis, which is flat or horizontal. It becomes

gradually narrower backwards, and terminates in a point at the apex of the

axis. Outside of this the whole of the pygidium is gently concave. There

are four pairs of ribs in the side lobes. The first pair, in crossing the flat

triangular space, are at right angles to the axis. They then turn back-

wards, forming an obtuse angle which varies from 120^ to about 150°.

The other ribs are more inclined backwards, and the last pair are nearly

parallel with the axis. The first three pairs have an indistinct pleural

groove extending outwards from the axis to the edge of the triangular flat

space. The main grooves between the ribs are shallow and concave.

In several of the large specimens the side lobes are more nearly flat, and

the ribs more obscure, than they are in the smaller ones.

The surface is not distinctly preserved in the specimens, but it is not

tuberculated, apparently it is smooth. One of the specimens of a large

pygidium exhibits some indications of concentric fissure-like striae.

This species appears to have attained a length of 4 inches, but the

majority of the specimens are fragments of individuals from 2 to 3 inches

in length.

This species is closely allied to several of those described in the forego-

ing pages. The differences are as follows :
•

1. B. marjinatiis.—The head of this species, in the only specimen col-
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lected, has the cheeks abruptly elevated from the bottom of the dorsal

furrow at the side of the glabella to the eye. The pygidium has a very

small axis, and the side lobes are. nearly flat.

2. B.nitidus.—The glabella and eyes are surrounded by a semicircular

groove, and the whole of the margin in front of the apex of the glabella is

concave (^ante, p. 265, fig. 249).

3. B.formosus.—Only one-third of the space in front of the glabella is

concave ; in this species the concave border is at least half the -width of

the same space.

4. B. fraternus.—The head is more convex, Avhile the front part of the

glabella is more depressed, being on a level with the general surface.

The pygidium is, also, shorter, the axis wider and not elevated at the

apex.

5. B. validus.—Head strongly convex ; front of the glabella not ele-

vated ; the whole of the side lobes of the pygidium concave, and the axis

not elevated at the apex.

Of all the above, B. nitidus and B. marginatus seem to be most closely

allied to B. expansus. They form a remarkable group, and it may yet

be found necessary to unite them all into one polymorphic species.

Locality and Formation.—Stanbridge, range 6, lot 20
; Quebec

group.

Collector.—T. C. Weston.

Other Species of Bathyurellus.

The following are named provisionally from specimens of the pygidium.

1. Bathyurellus rarus. The specimen is a flat and nearly perfectly

semicircular pygidium, nine lines in length and seventeen in width. There

are obscure indications of an axis extending one-third the length ; it is

scarcely elevated above the surface. There is a faint concave depression

all round near the margin and the central one ; half of the whole upper

surface is slightly convex. Surface apparently smooth. It was collected

in the upper part of limestone No. 2, at Point Levis, Quebec group, by

T. C. Weston.

2. Bathyurellus Utorem.—Pygidium nearly semicircular, anterior angles

obliquely truncated, sides and posterior margin rounded to the curve of a

semicircle ; axis not quite the whole length, from one-fourth to one-third

the whole width, conical, the apex moderately well defined. There is an

obscure groove close to the anterior margin on the axis and side lobes, but

otherwise the whole surface is smooth. The side lobes are nearly flat, with

a barely perceptible slope to the margin. Occurs with the former and also

in band D, on the beach at Point Levis.
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Amphion Westoni. (N. sp.)

Fig. 307,

Fig. 307.

—

Jlmphion We.itoni. a, the glabella with part of the cheeks (the specimen

is a cast of the interior, and does not shew the eye) ;
b, pygidium found associated

with it.

>

Description.—Glabella oblong, pentagonal, depressed convex, most

elevated along the middle ; sides straight and usually parallel, sometimes

sli:. htlj converging forwards ; anterior margin of glabella rounded—angular

in the middle, then straight or gently convex to the anterior corners

which are rounded. Neck furrow extending all across. Three pairs of

glabellar furrows ; the second pair a little in advance of the mid-length
;

the first pair half way between the second and the neck furrow ; the third

pair running out just in advance of the anterior corners, sloping inwards

at an angle of 45° to the longitudinal axis. The furrows all extend in-

wards about one-fourth the Avidth of the glabella. In most of the specimens

there is a small pit in the middle of the front margin. Sometimes the

first pair of furrows curve backwards and partially isolate the posterior

pair of glabellar lobes. The glabella is well separated from the cheeks

by deep dorsal furrows. The position of the eye has not been distinctly

made out, but it appears to be opposite the posterior glabellar furrow.

Length of largest glabella collected 10 lines ; width of the same 7 lines.

The pygidium above figured, although widely different from that of

an ordinary Amphion in aspect, still exhibits, in its structure some affinity

thereto. It is triangular, tapering uniformly backwards with gently

convex sides to the apex which is pointed or very narrowly rounded.

Axis cylindro-conical, about one-third the whole width, strongly elevated

and sub-angular along the median line, becoming more depressed towards

the apex where it is scarcely raised above the general surface ; about

eighteen rounded ribs, those towards the apex sometimes obscurely de-

veloped. In the side lobes there are about ten ribs. Of these, the last

four or five are very imperfectly developed, and are nearly parallel with

the axis. On a side view this pygidium is very strongly convex, the ribs
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being bent down so that only half their length is seen in a view of the

upper side as represented in the above figure.

In general there are only five segments in the axis of the pygidium of

an Amphion, but in ^. Julius figured (^ante, p. 290), there are ten, and

in this species eighteen. It is possible that all behind the fifth may be

regarded as equivalent of the long triangular terminal segment of such

species as A. Barrandei, A. Canadensis,) and others. The general form

of this pygidium is also very like that of Encrinurus, a genus which is

very closely allied to Amphion. Indeed, if the specimens had been found

associated with the head of an Encrinuriis, I would have had no hesitation

in referring them to that genus ; but there was not a vestige of anything

that could be identified as belonging thereto collected. On the other

hand the glabella and pygidium above figured were found in about equal

numbers together, and in great abundance. Out of one small piece of

rock scarcely a yard in length, there were taken twenty-seven specimens

of the glabella, and twenty-four of the pygidium. In this mass of rock

there was no other head to which the pygidium could be referred, nor any

other pygidium to which the head could possibly have belonged. Not-

withstanding, however, this remarkable association, it is with great doubt

that I classify the specimens under one name, even provisionally. Should

a separation be hereafter found necessary, I beg that the specific name

may be retained for the head.

Dedicated to Mr. T. C. Weston.

Locality and Formation.—Stanbridge, range 6, lot 20
;
Quebec group.

Collectors.—J. Richardson ; T. C. Weston..

Amphion convexus. (N. sp.)
«

Description.—Head strongly convex, apparently forming one-fourth of

a sphere. Glabella convex, oblong, uniformly rounded in front ; sides

straight and parallel ; dorsal furrows deep ; neck furrow all across ; three

pairs of glabellar furrows ; the second pair half-way between the neck

furrow and the front margin , the first pair a little nearer the neck furrow

than they are to the second pair ; the third or anterior pair cutting

the anterior margin half way between the middle and the sides, and

extending obliquely inwards at an angle of about 45°. The furrows

all extend inwards one-third the whole width. The eyes appear to

be large. A. line drawn across the glabella at the mid-length would

pass through their posterior angles, and they seem to slope inwards

from this point towards the middle of the third lobe of the glabella.

The distance of the posterior angle of the eye from the dorsal furrow

is equal to nearly half the width of the glabella. The cheeks are

somewhat coarsely pitted.
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Length of the head 3J lines ; width of the same 5 lines ; width of the

glabella, 2i lines.

The glabella of A. Westoni is nearly flat, and the eye situated not so

far forward as it is in this species.

Locality and Formation.—Stanbridge, range 6, lot 20
;
Quebec group.

Collectors.—J. Eichardson, T. C. Weston.

Cheirurus Glaucus. (N. sp.)

Fig. 308. Fig. 309.

Fig. 308.

—

Cheirurus Glaucus. a, side view of the glabella ; 6, upper side of the same

with part of the cheeks. As this view is a vertical one, the spine seems

to be further back than it is in a.

309.

—

C. Satyrus. Side view of the glabella, enlarged two diameters.

Description.—Head strongly convex with a small cylindrical spine just

behind the centre of the upper surface of the glabella. Glabella obtusely

conical ; sides gently convex, a little converging forwards ; front margin

broadly rounded ; neck furrow all across ; three pairs of glabellar furrows

;

the first pair curving backwards and inwards, making the posterior lobes

about one-third the length of the glabella from the neck furrow to the

front margin, and one-third the width ; the second pair at about the mid-

length, and the third a little in advance of the second. These two pairs

of furrows extend about half way up the sides, and have the convex curve

forwards. On a side view, the outline is strongly arched upwards to the

mid-length, just behind which rises the spine, from the base of which to

the neck furrow there is a straight slope. The front of the glabella

appears to be bordered by a very narrow rim. The surface of the

glabella seems to be smooth.

This species is allied to C. perforator, (^ante, p. 287,) but differs in

having the spine not so far forwards. C. Satyrus has a much larger

spine.

Locality and Formation.— Stanbridge, range G, lot 20
;
Quebec group.

Collector.—'I. C. Weston.
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Cheirurus Satyrus. (N. sp.)

Fig. 309.

Description.—Glabella extremely convex, so much elevated as to

become obliquely conical, gradually passing upwards into a stout spine, the

base of -which occupies the whole of the second one-fourth of the length

from behind. On a vertical view the outline is oblong, the length

two-sevenths greater than the width, the sides gently convex and

sub-parallel, the anterior corners nearly right angles, the anterior

Dcargin moderately convex, and apparently with a very narrow

rim. There are three pairs of glabellar furrows ; the posterior pair leaving

the dorsal furrows at rather more than one-third the whole length from the

posterior margin, and sloping upwards and backwards until their inner

extremities approach each other within one-third of the whole width ; the

other two pairs are situated in the anterior half, and are very short.

The neck furrow extends all across, and the neck segment appears to

have a small tubercle in the middle.

Length 2i lines ; width 1| lines.

Locality and Formation.—Chazy limestone, Montreal.

Collector.—H. C. Weston.

Cheirurus Vulcanus (^ante, p. 284).

b.

Fig. 310.

Fig. 310.

—

Cheirurus Vulcanus. a, side view of a Itirge glabella; h, upper side of

another somewhat larger: c, side view of a glabella in which the pos-

terior part is extremely convex.

Remarks.—Since the description of this species (^aiite, p. 284,) was

printed, a large number of specimens of the glabella have been collected

at Stanbridge. The form varies greatly. In some the outline is uni-

formly arched from the front margin to the neck furrow ; in others, the
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arch is depressed in the upper part, as in figure 310, a ; while some (c)

have the posterior part arising abruptly from the neck furrow, and so

extremely convex as to exhibit a tendency to become prolonged into a

spine. There is a regular gradation between these forms, and they seem,

therefore, to be all of one species.

The specimens above figured were collected in Stanbridge, range 6, lot

20 ;
Quebec group ; by T. C. Weston.

Cheirurus prolificus (ante^ p. 285)

.

Fig. 311. Fig. 312.

Fig. 311.

—

Cheirurus prolificus. Glabella from the Township of Stanbridge.

312.—A specimen from the Chazy limestone, Montreal.

Reinarks.—This species occurs at Stanbridge along with C. Vulcanus.

Fig. 312 is drawn from a gutta percha cast of the impression of the gla-

bella of a Cheirurus, in a piece of Chazy limestone. It exhibits only two

pairs of glabellar furrows, but it is evident that the whole of the glabella

is not represented in the cast, and it is almost certain that there is a third

pair. It is either C. prolificus, or a very closely allied species.

Remopleurides affinis. (N. sp.)

Fig. 313.

Fig. 313.

—

Remopleurides affinis. Glabella enlarged two diameters.

Description.—Glabella rather strongly convex ; width between the

^yes a little less than the whole length ; front abruptly elevated ; width

of the neck segment and also of the portion of the glabella in front of the

eyes a little more than half the width between the eyes. The eyes are

semi-annular, a little more than half the length of the ":labella and neck
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segments ; their posterior extremities touching the neck furrow, their

anterior a little in advance of the mid-length; neck furrow all across.

No glabellar furrows are visible.

Of this species four specimens were collected, all about 21 lines in

length each.

This species is most closely allied to B. Canadensis of the Chazy lime-

stone (a/(?e, p. 182), but is more convex, and shows no indications of

glabellar furrows.

Locality arid Formation.—Stanbridge, range 6, lot 20
;
Quebec group.

Cdlector.—H. C. Weston.

Harpes Granti. (N. sp.)

Fig, 314.

Fig. 314.

—

Harpes Granti. A perfect head, enlarged three diameters.

Description.—Head, including the border and spines, sub-elliptical;

the front uniformly rounded ; the sides also uniformly convex, but more

broadly curved. Without the border, the head is very strongly convex,

its width at the neck segment one-third greater than the length ; front

broadly rounded, sides nearly straight, slightly converging forwards.

Glabella elongate conical, cylindrical, rounded in front, with two obscure

glabellar pits at the sides ; neck furrow all across. The eyes appear to be

situated opposite the anterior extremity of the glabella, but their position

is very obscurely indicated in the specimen. The border is gently con-

cave, nearly flat, its greatest width in front of the glabella, where it is

equal to one-third the whole length of the head from the neck segment to

the front margin, a little narrower at the sides of the head, somewhat

rapidly tapering from the line of the neck segment to the points of the

spines. The length of the spines is four-sevenths of the length of the

head from the neck segment to the front margin. The distance between

the points of the spines is a little more than half the greatest width of the

whole head, including the border. The neck segment, at the posterior

margin forms an elevated plate which follows the inner edge of the spines

to their points.
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Surface of the glabella and elevated cheeks apparently smooth. The

border is beautifully marked with radiating and irregularly branching

strise. This species differs from H. Ottawaensis {ante, p. 182), in having

the glabella more elongate and parallel-sided and in having the border

striated instead of punctured.

ff. antiquatus of the Chazy limestone has the whole of the glabella

punctate, and seems to have a narrower border.

Dedicated to Dr. J. A. Grant, F.G.S., Ottawa.

Locality and Formation.—Stanbridge, range 6, lot 20 ;
Quebec group.

Collector.—T. C. Weston.

Ill^nus simulator. (N. sp.)

Fig. 315.

Fig. 315.

—

lUanus simulator, a, part of the head ; b, the pygidium.

Description.—Head very convex, broadly rounded in front, usually

uniformly arched from the posterior to the anterior margin ; sometimes

more abruptly bent downwards in the middle. 'J'he glabella is gently

convex, its width equal to about half the length of the head measured on

the curve. The dorsal furrows are strongly impressed, extending a little

more than one-third the length of the head, and usually with a sigmoid

curve. Eyes about one and a half lines in length ; about their own length

from the posterior margin, and a little more from the dorsal furrows.

Pygidium rather strongly convex, flatened in the axial region ; anterior

angles obliquely truncated, the line formed by the truncation forming an

angle of about 45'' with the longitudinal axis of the body. The length

of the straight side on the angle is about half the width of the side lobe.

The axis is gently convex and defined by the dorsal furrows for a little

more than one-third the length of the whole pygidium. The sides and

posterior margin are uniformly rounded. The length of the pygidium is

about two-thirds of the greatest width.

The whole surface is covered Avith undulating fissure-like striae, from

three to five in one line.

This species is certainly most closely allied to /. fraternus (ante, p.
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Ill^nus Americanus (Billings).

IllvE.nus Americanus (Billings). Can. Nat. and Geo., vol. iv, p. 371, October, 1859.

Fig. 316.

Fig. 316.

—

Illce7ius AmericMnus. a, upper side of the head of the original sfiecimen ;
b,

front view of the same; c, pygidium of the same; d, a specimen in the

cabinet of Dr. J. A. Grant, of Ottawa.

Description.—Oblong, distinctly tri-lobed ; length two or three inches
;

width from three-fifths to five-sixths the length.

Head large, strongly convex, its height usually a little greater than its

length measured on a straight line, sometimes abruptly bent down at less

than half the length from behind, often uniformly arched from the front to

the posterior margin, eqi^al to about one fourth of a sphere ; length from

front to posterior margin about two-thirds the width between the cheek

angles in a straight line. The glabella is moderately convex ; the dorsal

furrows extend from one-fourth to a little more than one-third the whole

length of the head, measured on the curve, and have an obscure sigmoid

curve, at first outwards and then inwards, their anterior extremities

usually turning a little outwards ; they are distant from each other not

quite one-half the whole w'idth of the head. The eyes are of moderate

size, about two lines in length, about half their length IVom the posterior

margin, and half the width of the glabella from the dorsal furrows.

w
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The cheek angles are rounded, and the posterior margin of the head

makes with the lateral lower margin, as seen in a side view, usually a

right angle, but in some specimens an obtuse angle of nearly 100*^, owing

to the variable extent to which the front part of the head is produced

downwards. In some the portion of the posterior margin outside of the

eye curves forwards, and brings the cheek angle to a position in front of

the eye. In others, it is behind the eye. The space between the eye and

the dorsal furrows is convex, and the eye itself seems to be rather strongly

protuberant or sub-conical. The movable cheek is sub-triangular, its

width at the posterior margin about one and a half the distance of the eye

from the dorsal furrow, its length along the lower margin a little greater

than its posterior width. The anterior margin of the whole head is uni-

formly rounded, with the exception of a slight concave curve just outside

of the suture. In some specimens in which the front part of the head is

most abruptly bent down the middle portion of the fi-ont margin is

depressed convex or nearly straight.

Thorax with ten segments. Axis moderately convex, from a little more

than one-third to nearly one-half the width of the whole animal, a little

wider at the anterior than at the posterior segment ; the sides sometimes

straight, and sometimes slightly curved outwards. On each side of the

axis there is a flat space between the side of the axis and the bend of the

pleurae. The width of this space is between one-third and one-half the width

of the axis. The pleurae are bent at the fulcra at an angle which varies

in diflerent individuals, from 25° to 45°, and at nearly one-half their length

from the side of the axis.

Pygidium usually a little shorter than the thorax ; varying from moder-

ately to rather strongly convex ; the posterior margin broadly and uniformly

rounded ; the anterior angles truncated nearly half the whole length of

the pygidium ; the straight sides formed by the truncation forming an

angle of from 40° to 60° with the longitudinal axis of the body. The

axis of the pygidium is well defined at the anterior margin by the dorsal

furrows, which die out at about one-third or one-half the length, converging

towards each other, and sometimes obscurely defining the apex.

The surface characters of this species are peculiar, although somewhat

variable. The specimen on which the species was originally founded has

the whole of the head and pygidium covered with short sqaumose fissure-

like striae ; one edge of each fissure, being more elevated than the other,

gives to the surface a wrinkled appearance. These striae vary in length

from half a line to two or three lines, and are from one-eighth to one-

fourth of a line distant from each other. On the tail they seem to radiate

irregularly from the axis as a centre. Near the front margin and parallel

with it, arc a number of straight continuous fissures. This latter character
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occurs in other species of this genus. In other specimens the striae are

more distinct and distant, but still are of the same character. In a

specimen hi Dr. Grant's cabinet, the middle portion of the front of the

head is nearly smooth, and in addition to the striae, is coarsely punctured.

The following are the dimensions of the original specimen (A) , and the

one represented by fig. 316, d, (B), in lines.

A. B.

Lines. Lines.

Length of the head in a straight line from the anterior

to the posterior margin, 12 10

Following the curvature, 16 14

Distance between the dorsal furrows, 7^ 6|

Width of head at the cheek angles, 18 15

Distance of the eye from the dorsal farrows, 4 3

Length of the eye, 2 2

Distance of the eye from the posterior margin, 1 1

Length of thorax, 9 1\

Width of axis at first segment, 7^ 6^

" " at last segment, 6 5

Bend of the fifth segment from side of axis, 2| 2 J

Length of the pygidium in a straight line, 1\ 7i

Following the curve, 9 9

Greatest width, 14 12J

This species is alhed to the /. crassicauda (Wahlenberg), but still is,

I think, quite distinct. In the two specimens of the latter, figured by

Dalman, the axis in one is 9 lines in length, and Si in width ; in the

others, it is 10 lines in length, and 7i in width. In the specimen figured

by Angelin, it is 1Q\ lines in length, and 7i in width. The axis appears

thus to be proportionally longer and narrower than it is in /. Americanus.

The pygidium is also larger in I. crassicauda, and the surface of the head

marked by coarse undulating lines, not short wrinkle-shaped fissures.

From /. consimilis (ante, p. 277), this species diflFers in the form of

the glabella, and in the surface characters, but more remarkably in the

shape of the posterior angles of the head, as shown in the following

fisrures

:

Fig. 317. Fig. 318.

Fig. 317.—A detached cheek of 7. consimilis.

" 318.—Side view of a head of I. .Americanus. The dotted line, a, is au outline of

the cheek of /. consimilis.
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In I. Americanus the posterior margin of the cheek outside of the eye
forms with the lateral margin, in some specimens, an angle of 90°, and in

others from 90° to 100°. In I. conmniUs the same two lines (without

regarding in either case the rounded angle) are inclined towards each

other at an angle of less than 50°
; the posterior tennination of the cheek

being produced into an auriculate projection, altogether different from

that of /. Americanus.

I. Americanus is a rare species, but I have examined three specimens

with the head, thorax and pygidium in connection, two others Avith the

head and thorax, and about thirty detached heads and portions of heads.

The comparison of these shews very conclusively that it is quite distinct

from I. consimilis.

Locality and Formation.—Most of the specimens are from Ottawa,

but we have it also from L'Orignal and Lake Huron ; Trenton limestone

only.

Ill^nus incertus. (N. sp.)

a b a b c

Fig. 319. Fier. 320.

Fig. 319.

—

Ill(P.nus incertus. a^ upper aide of a perfect head ; b, side view of the same.

Fig. 320.

—

I. consobrinus. a. upper side of the head ; 6, side view of the same
;

c, side

view of another specimen, with the posterior angles more produced.*

Description.—Closely allied to I. consobrinus. Head strongly con-

vex, width twice the length, broadly rounded in front. Glabella wide,,

depressed convex, its width equal to one-half the whole length of the head

following the curve ; dorsal furrows straight and parallel. Eyes of mode-

rate size, ovate, their length about one-third the Avidtli of the glabella,

about their own length from the posterior margin, and the same distance

from the dorsal furrow. The cheeks are subtriangular, narrowly rounded

at the angle, the lower margin a little concave between the angle and the

facial suture ; the posterior margin outside of the eye, in length, equal to

a little more than half the width of the glabella ; the lower margin some-

what longer than the posterior.

The pygidium closely resembles that of I. consimilis {ante, p. 27G),

• In the. figures of this species {ante, p. 280)^ the facial suture is represented as curv-

ing outwards from the eye. On closely examining the specimens, I cannot make out

the suture distinctly ; the line (only seen on one side) ai)pearing to be a fissure. The

figures are therefore reproduced here with the line removed, to guard against error.
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but is only one-fourth the size : its length is about half the greatest

width, the anterior angles truncated, all the rest of the margin broadly

and uniformly rounded ; axis gently convex, extending half the length,

narrowed to a point at the apex, where it is sometimes obscurely defined

all round. Surface covered with coarse undulating striae.

Length of a perfect head following the curve 8 lines ; length from the

posterior margin to a straight line erected vertically from the front maro-in

4i lines ; width in a straight line between the cheek angles 9 lines ; width

of the glabella 4 lines ; length of the posterior margin of the cheek out-

side of the eye 3 lines.

Length of the largest pygidium seen 4 lines ; width of the same 9

lines- A number of perfect heads and pygidia have been collected. The.

largest head is the one above figured ; most of the specimens are one-

third smaller.

On comparing a number of specimens of the head of both species, it is

found that this one differs remarkably from /. consohrinus in the form of

the glabella, the dorsal furrows being always straight, and either parallel

or with their anterior extremities a little more distant than the posterior

;

whereas, on the other hand, in /. consohrinus they are never straight, but

always curved inwards anteriorly. This character must give to perfect

specimens a very different aspect, and Avill be found, most probably, cor-

related with other differences in other parts. The cheek angles are

somewhat variable in both species, but they are always prolonged back-

wards in L consohrinus, sometimes extremely so, as represented in the

above Fig. 320, c. In I. incertus they are, as a general rule, only a

little less than a right angle, while in some individuals they are rather more.

Locality and Formation,—Stanbridge, range 6, lot 20
; Quebec group.

Collector.—T. C. Weston.

HaRPIDES ? DESERTUS. (N. Sp.)

Fig. 321.

^

Fig. 321.

—

Harpides? desertus. An imperfect glabella.

Description.—Glabella conical, strongly convex ; sides nearly straight

or gently convex ; front rounded" and abruptly elevated. Neck furrow

narrow, extending all across. Neck segment with a tubercle in the mid-

dle. The glabellar furrows are two deep elongate grooves extending
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from about the mid-length backwards and imvards nearly to the neck

furrow ; their posterior extremities separated by about one third the

width of the glabella. There appears to be an exterior pair represented

by a small pit on each side, but this remains still doubtful.

Length of the only specimen collected 5 lines ; width at the neck fur-

rows 3 lines. It is referred to Hm-pides provisionally.

Locality and Formation.—East side of the village of Bedford in the

bed of Pike river ; Quebec group.

Collector.—E. Billings. .

DiKELOCEPHALUS ? CORAX. (N. Sp.)

Fig. 322.

Fig. 322.

—

Dikelocephalus? corax. a, the glabella; 6, a pjgidium found associated

with a.

Description.—Glabella obtusely conical, depressed convex, well defined

all round by a linear dorsal furrow, gently narrowed from the mid-length

forwards ; front obtusely rounded, the greatest width nearly equal to the

length. Neck furrow extending all across, on each side of the middle

with a slight curve backwards ; the outer extremities curved forwards.

There are three pairs of glabellar furrows, the last pair connected across

by a straight line in the middle of the glabella ; the other two pairs not so

connected ; all inclined forwards and outwards. In front of the glabella

there appears to be a wide smooth border. On the neck segment there is

a median tubercle.

The pygidium above figured was found in the same mass of limestone.

It is not certain that it belongs to this species. It has a structure allied

to that of the pygidium of an Ampliion., and to some extent that of a

Bothynotm.

Locality and Formation.—Point L(jvis, in limestone No. 1 ; Quebec

group.

Collector.—T. C. Weston.
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LiCHAS JiiKESir (^imte, p. 282).

a h

Fig. 323.

Fig. 323.

—

Lichas Jukesii. a, perfect head from Cow Head enlarged two diameters
;

6, portion of a head from Stanbridge enlarged two diameters.

Remarks.—A number of specimens of this species having been collected

since the description on p. 282 was printed, it is found that the head

varies in a remarkable manner. In some the glabella and side lobes,

(between the glabella and the ejes) are divided bj a transverse groove, as

in fig. 323 a, above ; in others the side lobes, only, are divided ; and in

some the groove is not visible at all as in fig. 269 (ante, p. 282). I

cannot separate these different forms, as there is a perfect series from

those with smooth lobes through others with the groove becoming deeper

and deeper until the forms above figured with a deep furrow are reached.

In addition to the Cow Head locality, it is now found to occur abun-

dantly in Stanbridge, range 6, lot 20, where it was discovered by T. C.

Weston.

PROTOZOA.

CaLATHIUM ? PANNOSUM. (N. Sp.)

Fig. 324.

Description.—This specimen is a fragment of what appears to have been

a wide cup-shaped individual. In fig. 324 a, is shown the inner concave

surface of a portion of one side. The wall of the cup, so far as we can

judge from the structure of this specimen, consists of an inner poriferous

layer about three lines in thickness as shewn in the unshaded curved band

in fig. h. Outside of this there are some appearances of a tliick, rough

spongy layer without regular rows of pores, but Avith an obscure lamellar

concentric structure. On this point however there is much doubt, as the

remains of the outer layer are imperfectly preserved. The inner surface

seems to be smooth and compact. At what appears to be the bottom of
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the cup, there is a space where the pores have no definite arrangement,

but from this space they proceed up the sides in regular slightly undula-

ting rows. New rows are introduced at intervals according to the

increasing expansion of the cup. Most of the pores have a thin, sharp,

slightly elevated margin. The internal structure of the inner layer seems

to be reticulated, all the pores communicating with each other by longi-

tudinal and transverse canals of the same size as the external orifices of

the pores.

Fig. 324.

Fig. 324.

—

Citldlhiuml pannosum. a, the internal surface; b, side view of the specimen

showing the thickness of the inner poriferous layer.

From what remains of it, it is clear that the cup of this individual must

have been at least 3 inches wide, and 1} in depth. But as the edges are

all broken, we cannot say how much larger it may have been when per-

fect. The rows of pores are on an average 1 line distant from each other,

and there are about 6 pores in 3 lines of the length of each row.

The specimen is a silicified fragment, and was dissolved (by hydro-

chloric acid) out of one of the nodules of limestone, in which the species of

Brachiopoda figured on pp. 73, 75, 79,82, were found. That this species

is generically allied to Calafhiiim will appear by reference to the follow-

ing, which will be described in this place for convenience of comparison.

Localiti/ and Formation.—Point Ldvis ; in the upper part of limestone

No. 2, Quebec group.

Collectors.—Sir W. Logan, J. Richardson.
'
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Calathium Anstedi ? {ante, p. 210.)

b

Fig. 325.

Fig. 325.— Calathium Anstedi? Tivansverse and longitudinal sections of the upper

extremity of a specimen supposed to be of this species.

Remarks.—The specimen above figured, when collected, was imbedded

in a piece of limestone, the transverse section, only, being visible. Of

this, the above fig. 325, «, was first made, and then it was sawn in two

longitudinally with a lapidary's wheel. The two halves were next treated

with hydrochloric acid, and the cup was thus freed from the limestone

with which it was filled. The section made by the saw passes lengthwise
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through the cup splitting it in two, one half of which is shown in fig. 325,
b. It is evident that this specimen consists of only the upper extremity of

the fossil, and that the upper right hand sloping side of b, above, repre-

sents one-half of the margin. From the form of this part it might be
supposed, at first sight, that the fossil was obliquely terminated at the

upper end, one side of the cup being lower than the other. But it will

be observed that the narrow cylindrical cavity of the cup enters at a
right angle to the general plane of this sloping side, and that, half-way

down, it is curved so as to meet the lower straight side, also at a right

angle. This proves that the fossil, when perfect, was considerably curved.

In the transverse section at a, is shown the diameter of the cup, five

lines. Its centre is seven lines from the exterior on the lower side of the

figure, which corresponds to the outer or convexly curved side of

figure b. But it is eighteen lines from the exterior of the opposite side.

Its position, thus, in this specimen, is very eccentiic. In the specimen

figured on p. 210, it is central. In the lower part of b, the structure of a
portion of the inner wall of the cup is shown. It is perforated by small

ovate or sub-quadrate pores, most probably the apertures of a system of

radiating canals. These pores are arranged in straight longitudinal rows,

and there are from three to four pores in the length of two lines in each

row. There are four rows in the width of two lines. In the transverse

section, a, the course of the canals radiating from the centre outwards is

shown. The whole fossil appears to be composed of a number of concen-

tric laminae from one-fourth of a line to one line in thickness. Each of

these is no doubt a repetition of the inner wall of the cup, and they are

all perforated by the radiating canals. Between the concentric layers,

another set of canals ascends from the base upwards, and it is probable

that all communicate with each other, vertically, laterally, and in a radial

direction. I cannot determine from these specimens whether or not this

species had an external layer of a spongy texture, as seems to have been

the case with C. pannosutn.

Judging from the form of what remains of it, this specimen must have
been 5 or 6 inches in length when perfect. It was found in division H,
Pistolet Bay, Newfoundland, along with the specimen figured on p. 210.

I have referred it to C. Anstedi with doubt, because its structure

seems to be somewhat different, being more compact towards the exterior.

Should it turn out to be a distinct species, I propose to call it Calathium
crassum.
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8. ]Sfe2v Species of Fossils from the Calciferoiis For7nat{on, with He-

marks on some others previously described.

INCERT^ SEDES.

Genus Ribeiria. CSharpe.)

RiBEiRiA. (Sharpe.) Jour. Geo. Soc, vol. ix, p. 157, 1853.

Remarks.—Mr. Sharpe thus describes this remarkable genus. " Shell

univalve, elongated, laterally compressed into the form of a Pholas or

Lithodomus ; open at both ends and along the pedal margin, with a thick

transverse internal plate near the anterior extremity, behind -which is a

very large corrugated boss for the attachment of a muscle.

" This curious shell appears related to the family of CalyptrcddoB, but

it shows no trace of spiral growth ; as far as can be judged from the

imperfect specimens seen, it is equilateral, and both the transverse internal

plate, and the muscular attachment are placed along the middle of the

back of the shell ; the external form may be described as a Calyptraea

pressed together laterally till the sides nearly meet, leaving only a narrow

opening for the foot of the animal." (Sharpe, loc. cit.)

One species, R. pholadiforiiiis is described by Mr. Sharpe. It was

found in the lower division of the Lower Silurian formation of the Serra

de Mucela, and the Serra de Bussaco, in the neighborhood of Bussaco in

Portugal.

J. W. Salter has, I think, referred this genus to the Crustacea, but I

have not at present access to the publication containing his paper.

Our species agree, in all general characters with the description of Mr.

Sharpe, except that the internal casts do not exhibit the impression of any

large boss for the attachment of a muscle. This, however, may be due

to differences in the growth of the shell of the individuals examined. It

is not uncommon, in the Mollusca at all events, to find in the same species

individuals with the muscular scars strongly developed, and others with

it scarcely perceptible. In a fragment of a silicified specimen in our

collection, the transverse plate is perfectly preserved. Just beneath the

umbo, and in front of it, there is a small aperture, of a semicircular shape,

which appears to be the entrance to a tubular passage running backwards

over the transverse plate into the general cavity of the body. This is

visible in so many specimens that I think it scarcely possible that it can

be the result of the accidental destruction of the apex of the umbo or

beak. My present impression is that it served the function of a byssal

orifice, and that these species were anchored by a byssus passing through

the beak.
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Mr. Sharpe does not notice this character, although one of his figures

shows a perfect exterior, and it may be that our species belong to a differ-

ent genus. At present I shall place them in Riheiria provisionally ; and
should a further examination show that a separation is necessary, I propose

Ribeirina as a sub-generic name for their i-eception.

In England there appears to be one or two species of this genus in the

lower part of the Llandeilo formation. (See Siluria, 3d. edition, pp. 50,

549.)

RiBEIRIA? CALCIFERA. (N. Sp.)

a b c

Fig. 326. Fiff.

Fig. 326.

—

Ribeiria? calcifera. a, side view of a specimen witli the sbell preserved;

b, anterior extremity sliowing tlae gape and the orifice beneath the beak;

c, dorsal view.

" 32 7.

—

Rl longiuscula. Side view.

Description.—Ovate, compressed, narrowed towards the posterior

extremity, anterior broadly rounded ; ventral margin more or less convex

its whole length, sloping upwards nearly to the dorsal line from about the

mid-length backw^ards ; dorsimi from the beaks to the upper posterior

angle straight, usuallj^ a little concave in the posterior half. The beaks

are not prominent, and their position varies from one-sixth to one-fiftli the

length from the anterior angle. The portion of the dorsum in front of the

beaks is nearly straight, situated a little below the line of the portion

behind, usually sloping slightly downwards from the orifice to the angle.

The dorsum is entire, that is to say, it has no hinge, there being only

one valve ; it is very narrowly rounded or sub-carinated. The posterior

extremity is abruptly truncated at an angle of about 100°, the straight

margin formed by the truncation being in length about one-fourth or

one-third the height of the shell from the ventral margin to the beaks.

The gape of the shell extends all round both extremities and the ventral

margin ; and it is usually a little less than one line in width. Surface

characters unknown, apparently smooth.

Most of the specimens collected arc silicified, and some of them are

empty. Several casts of the interior were procured. They show the

obli(pie fissure beneath the beak occasioned by the transverse plate in a
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manner somewhat similar to that of casts Qf the interior of the genus

Cleidopliorus (Hall), but sloping- backwards instead of forwards. There

is a line also running round parallel with the ventral margin and near it,

resembling the palhal line of the lamellibranchiate shells. The form is

somewhat variable, the ventral margin not having always the same amount

of convexity. Both sides of the shell are gently convex.

Length from 8 to 16 lines ; width of the shell from the beaks to the

ventral margin, about half the length.

Locality and Formation.—Counties of Leeds and Grenville ; Calcifer-

ous formation.

Collector.—E. Billings.

KiBEIRIA ? LONGIUSCULA. (N. Sp.)

Fig. 327.

Description.—The specimen on Avhich this species is founded is oblong-

ovaj:e, the dorsal and ventral margin in the posterior two-thirds nearly

parallel, the anterior extremity uniformly rounded, the posterior third

apparently narrowed, as the ventral margin slopes upwards, as if to form

a termination like that of R. calcifera. The dorsum is straight from the

beaks backwards. The portion in front of the beaks nearly straight,

lower than the portion behind. The orifice beneath the beaks is obscurely

seen in the specimen. Both sides of the shell are gently convex, and

from the beak there is a wide shallow concavity extending backwards and

downwards to the ventral margin. The slope of the shell extends all

round. The dorsum is entire and narrowly rounded, sub-carinated.

Surface unknown.

The specimen when perfect was apparently about 16 lines in length

and 7 in width.

I have some doubts whether this species is distinct from R. calcifera,

as the two were found together in the same beds, but this one is extremely

rare.

Locality and Formation.—Counties of Leeds and Grenville ; Calcif-

erous formation.

Collector.—E. Billings.
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GASTEROPODA.

Pleurotomaria Canadensis. (N. sp.)

Fig. 328.

Fig. 328.

—

Pleurotomaria Canadensis, a, front view of a cast of the interior; b, spire of

a specimen with the shell preserved with a wide smooth marginal band
;

c, a specimen with a sharp elevated margin, and with the surface reti-

culated by transverse and spiral lines.

Description.—Shell large, lenticular ; spire varying from nearly flat to

depressed conical ; Avhorls about six, rather slender, a wide shallow con-

cave band just within the margin, the inner two thirds gently convex

;

suture distinct. The margin in some specimens is acute and turned

upwards ; in others with a rounded band sometimes one line in width.

Umbilicus wide, usually one-half or two-thirds the whole width, the mar-

gin sub-angular, and the slope of the whorls within flat or nearly so. The

under side of the whorls have usually a slight concave band just beneath

the margin ; thence to the edge of the umbilicus uniformly convex, often

strongly so. The aperture is transversely ovate or obscurely rhomboidal,

the outer and inner angles acute, the contour corresponding to the form

of the Avhorl.
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Surface ^vith fine sharp stri?e of unequal size, the smaller four or five

in one line, the larger twice the size of the smaller ; usually with shallow

undulations one or two lines wide conforming to the course of the strige
;

all curving backwards to the margin, which they reach at an acute angle.

In some the surface is reticulated with longitudinal spiral lines following

the Avhorls to the apex. Diameter from 18 to 30 lines.

Fig. 329.

The whorls vary in their width greatly. Fig. 329 represents a cast of

the spire of an individual with six whorls, and specimens have been col-

lected which have them still more slender.

P. aperta (Salter) is the species most nearly allied to this, the trans-

verse section of the whorls being precisely the same except that in the

umbilicus they are not flat but rounded, and, besides, it is a smaller form

and never has more than four whorls. The large specimen figured in the

Geol. of Canada, p. 117, fig. 28, c?, as a form of P. Laurentina, belongs

to this species. The true P. Laurentina has the umbilicus scarcely one-

fourth the whole width. (See also ante^ p. 191, 229.)

Locality and Formation.—Counties of Leeds and Granville, also Min-

gan Islands ; Calciferous formation.

Pleukotomaria Arabella. (N. sp.)

Fig. 330.

Description.—Shell small, with four or five slender whorls ; spire de-

pressed convex, with the whorls turrreted above each other for about one-

fourth their depth. On the upper side there is a deep narrow groove close

to the margin following the whorls to the apex ; all between the grooves

and the suture rather strongly convex, the greatest elevation being at
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about one-tWrd the width from the suture. The marghi outside of the

o;roove consists of an elevated rounded wire-like rim. The suture is

deeply impressed all the way to the apex. Surface with moderately fine

strine curving backwards from the suture to the margin. Under side

unknown, but evidently with a wide and deep umbilicus.

Fig. 330. Fig. 331.

Fig. 330.

—

Pleurotomaria Arabella. View of the spire.

Fig. 331.

—

Ophileta? disjuncta. a, view of the spire
;

b, the lower side.

Belongs to the same group with P. Canadensis, but is a Smaller spe-

cies with more slender whorls, a narrower marginal band, and a deeper

suture.

Locality and Formation.—Counties of Leeds and Grenville ; Calciferous

formation.

Collector.—E. Billings.

Ophileta ? disjuncta. (N. sp.)

Fig. 331.

Description.—Shell about one inch across, consisting of two or three

whorls which are usually a little separated from each other. S})ire

deeply concave Avith an acute, strongly elevated carina following the

whorls to the apex, and situated about one-third the width from the outer

margin. Within the carina there is at first a shallow concave band, and

then a concave slope into the suture. Outside of the carina there is a

similar but barely perceptible concavity, below which the periphery is

uniformly convex. On the under side the whorls vary from uniformly

convex to very* depressed convex, and sometimes flat along the median

line on approaching the aperture. The edge of the suture is usually at

first rounded and then angular. Surface with rather strong sub-squa-

mose strire. The Avliorls are sometimes separated two lines from each

other, but usually not so distant, and often almost in contact. The depth
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of the whorls is about equal to their width. It is difficult to say whether
this species should be called an Opldleta, a Helicotoma, or an Ecculiom-
phaliis. These genera seem all to run into each other.

Locality and Formation.—Counties of Leeds and Grenville • Calcifer-

ous formation.

Collector.—E. Billin'ji;s.

MURCHISONIA ArTEMESIA. (N. Sp.)

Fig. 332.

Fig. Z32.—Murclmonia.irtemcsia. a, cast of the interior of a fragment of this species

;

b, a specimen partly restored.

Description.— ^\xe\\ elongate, slender with from ten to twelve depressed
convex whorls and a strong rounded spiral band. The whorls, in the
cast are depressed ventricose, flattened in the middle and abruptly
rounded into the deep sutul-e. The casts of the exterior show a strong
rounded band along the median line of the Avhorls : it is about one Hne
wide on the large whorls. Surface with fine sharp striae curving back-
wards to the band.

Length from 2i to 3 inches ; apical angle about 15°.

Resembles M. gracilis, but is always more elongate and with flatter

whorls, in which respects also it difiers from M. simulatrix (ante, p. 231,
fig. 218). Jf. affilis (ante, p. 235) has the suture not so oblique.
M. vesta (ante, p. 32) is a shorter and more abruptly tapering form.

Locality and Formation.—QoxxnixQs of Leeds and Grenville ; Calcif-

erous formation.

Collector.—E. Billings.

X
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MuRCHisoNiA Ada. (N. sp.)

Fig. 333.

Fig. 333.

—

Murchisonia Ada. A gutta percha cast of the exterior.

Description.—Shell small slender with twelve or more whorls. Apical

angle between 15° and 20°. The whorls are short, there being twelve in

a length of nine lines of the apical portion. Thej are modei-atelj and

uniformly convex in the lower two-thirds of their width ; in the upper

third with a shallow concave band ; close to the suture an obscure

rounded carina which forms the sutural edge. Surface unknown ; but on

one of the whorls there appears to be a thread-like spiral carina about the

middle of the most convex part.

Closely aUied to M. acrea (^ante, p. 231, fig. 216) ; but in that species

the lower portion of the whorls is flat. M. Anna is a larger species, with

a distinct band just below the middle, and not concave in the upper third.

Locality and Formation.—Counties of Leeds and Grenville ; Calcif-

erous formation.

Collector.—E. Billings.

Metoptoma simplex. (N. sp.)

Fig 334.

Fig. 334.

—

Metoptoma simplex.

Fig 335.

Fig. 335.

—

Bellerophon macer.

Description.—Shell small, varying from broad-oval to nearly circular
;

height, from one-half to five-sixths of the width ; apex acute, incurved,

the point is sometimes nearly over, but usually a little behind, the anterior

margin. The most elevated part is just behind the extreme point of the

apex, thence to the posterior margin the outline descends with a gently

convex slope. The outline beneath the apex is, on a side view, distinctly

concave. Length 4 to 7 lines ; width a little less than the length.

Locality and Formation.—Near Mirrickville ; Calciferous formation.

Collector.—E. Billini>;s.
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Bellerophon macer. (N. sp.)

Fig. 335.

Description.—Shell lenticular, with three or four slender whorls ; dorsum

acute
;
greatest width close to the umbilicus ; vertical diameter from nine

to twelve lines ; umbilicus large, exposing all the whorls, its width from

one-third to one-half the whole diameter ; the whorls enveloping apparently

to the depth of one-third. The edge of the umbilicus is narrowly rounded,

and from it to the dorsum the side of the outer Avhorl has a convex slope

becoming flat or even a little concave on approaching the periphery. The

width or thickness of the disc is about one-fourth of the diameter or a

little more. Surface unknown.

This species is smaller and more compressed than B. Palinurus (ante,

p. 311,) and has a larger umbilicus, in which latter respect it differs, also,

from B. acutus (Sowerby).

Locality and Formation.—Counties of Leeds and Grenville ; Calcifer-

ous formation.

Collector—E. Billinors.

CEPHALOPODA.

Orthoceras Lamarcki (Billings.)

Orthoceras Lamarcki (Billings). Can. Nat. and GeoL, vol. iv, p. 362,

October, 1850.

Fig. 336.

Fig. 336.

—

Orthoceras Lamarcki. Side view ;
a, section shewing llie large siphuncle.

Description.— Annulated, taperhig at the rate of from one line to one

and one-half lines to the inch ; section circular ; septa gently convex,

eight in one inch where the diameter is eight lines, more numerous towards

the apex ; sij)huncle cylindrical, a little excentric, its diameter full one-third

the diameter of the whole shell. The annulations are well defined rounded

ridges, crossing the shell at right angles to the length, distant one line and
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a-lialf from each other in specimens from six to twelve lines in diameter.

The spaces between the annulations are uniformly concave. All the

specimens yet discovered are silicified, but with the surface characters of

the shell not preserved. Several have been collected which are slightly-

curved.

The septa increase rapidly in number towards the smaller extremity of

the shell, and it would appear also that, in some individuals, the distance

between them varies in different parts. In one specimen, where the

diameter is five lines, there are five septa in half an inch; but in the next

half inch there are eight. The position of the siphuncle is also slightly

variable.

There are several American 'orthoceratites which in fragments, not

shewing the internal characters, could hardly be distinguished froni this.

0. decrescens of the Trenton tapers somewhat more rapidly, and has a

small slightly moniliform siphuncle. 0. Priamus (ante p. 253) has also

a smaller siphuncle and tapers more rapidly.

Locality and Formation.—Mingan Islands, Tow^nship of Godmanchester,

Counties of Leeds and Grenville, and Newfoundland. The specimens from

the latter locality are doubtfully referred to this species (ante, p. 255).

Calciferous formation.

Collectors.—Sir W. E. Logan, J. Richardson, E. Billings.

Orthoceras furtivum. (N. sp.)

Fig. 33Y.

Fig. 337.— Orthoceras furtivwn. a, the siphuncle.

Bescrii^tion.—Obliquely annulated, tapering at the rate of a little less

than one line to the inch ; section circular ; siphuncle cylindrical, about

one-third 'i the whole diameter, in contact with the shell or nearly so.

Septa and surface unknown.

The annulations are prominent, narrowly rounded, six or seven in the

k'ugth of one inch, and slightly obrKjue ; the intervening spaces uniformly

concave. The sii)huncle is obscurely seen in the specimen, but of its posi-
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tlon, close to the sliell, there is no doubt. Closely resembles 0. arcuoU-

ratiim (Hall) of the Trenton, but that species has a small central siphuncle.

Locality and Formation.—From a rock-cutting in the Brockville and

Ottawa Railway in the Township of Kitlej ; Calciferous formation.

Collector.—The specimen figured was procured from Mr. Francis

Ballantyne, of the Township of Kitlej.

Orthoceras indagator. (N. sp.)

Description.—This species is founded on some detached siphuncles

retaining the marks of the septa, but no other parts. The best preserved

specimen is three and a half inches in length, six lines in diameter at the

smaller extremity, and about seven lines at the larger. Thirty-one septal

rings. It appears to be flattened on one side as if by contact with the

shell.

Another specimen, three inches in length, six lines in diameter at the

larger, and four at the smaller, has twenty-seven septal rings.

This species resembles 0. Flavins (^ante, p. 255), but has the septa

somewhat more distant. The spaces between the septa are also more

concave, and, in one of the specimens, are transversely mai-ked with several

thread-like rough rings, which are not seen at all in the 0. Flavins.

Locality and Formation.—Mingan Islands ; Calciferous formation.

Collectors.—Sir W. E. Logan, J. Richardson.

Orthoceras edax. (N. sp.)

Description.—Siphuncle the same as that of 0. 3Iisnsquoi Qante,

p. 311), but with more distant septa. One specimen four inches in length

tapers from nine lines to five lines, or at the rate of one line to the inch.

Where the diameter is between six and seven lines there are four septal

rings to the inch. They are most distant from the apex on the side of the

concave curve, shewing that the position of the siphuncle is similar to that

of 0. 3Iisdsquoi. The curvature is very slight, the height of the arch

formed by it being only two lines in a length of four inches.

It is barely possible that this may be a variety of the 0. Missisquoi, but

OAving to the very great difference in the distance of the septal rings, I

think it best to give it a separate name.

Locality and Formation.—Township of Oxford ; Calciferous formation.

Collector.—E. BiUin^s.
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Orthoceras ordinatum. (N. sp.)

Description.—This species tapers about one line and a-half to the inch ;

section apparently circular ; siphuncle cylindrical, about one line in diame-

ter where the diameter of the shell is five lines, its centre distant one and

a-nalf lines from the margin. There are twelve moderately concave septa

to the inch. Surface apparently not annulated.

The specimens are very imperfect, but they show that this is an ordinary

form, probably when full grown eight or ten inches in length. It is not

quite certain whether the section is circular or ovate. At all events it

must be very nearly circular.

Locality and Formation.—St. Ann's and Township of Oxford ; Calci-

ferous formation.

Collector.—E. Billings.

Orthoceras veterator. (N. sp.)

Description.—A fragment of this species has a dorso-ventral diameter

of nine hues, and a lateral diameter of eleven lines. Septa deeply con-

cave, eight in three lines. Siphuncle cylindrical, three lines in thickness,

in contact with the shell. Another specimen is eight lines in diameter
;

siphuncle three lines ; septa nine in three lines.

This species has the septa much more concave than they are in the

figure of 0. primigenium given by Prof. Hall. Both of the specimens

are distorted, and the section may be oval.

Locality and Formation.—Township of Oxford ; Calciferous formation.

Collector.—E. Billings.

Orthoceras glaucus. (N. sp.)

Description^.—Small, slender, very gradually tapering ; section ap-

parently circular. The siphuncle is cylindrical, three lines in diameter,

and in contact with the shell. There are seventeen deeply concave septa

to the inch in one specimen, and fifteen in another. The proportional

diameter of the siphuncle to that of the shell cannot be made out with

certainty, but it appears to be one-third of the whole section. The shell

is not annulated.

This species has a larger siphuncle than has 0. deparcum. It resembles

0. repens {ante, p. 312), but has a larger siphuncle.

Locality and Formation.—Township of Oxford ; Calciferous formation.
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Nautilus ferox. (N. sp.)

Description.—Shell large, apparently eight or nine inches across;

whorls rapidly increasing, the third measuring nearly three inches in the

dorso-ventral diameter. Section apparently nearly circular. The whorls

are somewhat closely inrolled, the first three slightly indenting each .other.

In the second whorl there are six septa to the inch, and in the third whorl

four to the inch, as seen on the median line of the side. The umbilicus is

deep, exposing all the whorls to the apex. Siphuncle and surface unknown.

The specimen is a fragment consisting of a little more than three whorls,

and as there are traces of the septa visible to the extremity or where the

last whorl is broken off, it is evident that no part of the chamber of habi-

tation is preserved. In the centre of the umbilicus there is a space eight

lines in diameter, in which no indication of structure is seen, and is taken to

be the size of the first whorl. The second whorl, commencing with a dorso-

ventral diameter of five and a-half lines, enlarges to eleven lines in making

one complete turn. The third whorl, commencing with a diameter of

eleven lines, enlarges to thirty-three lines. Diameter of the whole

specimen, consisting of about three and one-eighth whorls, six inches.

This appears to be quite distinct from all those described in the preced-

ing pages. It approaches, in form, N. tyrans of the Chazy limestone,

but is more compactly inrolled.

Locality and Formation.—Mingan Islands ; Calciferous formation.

Collector.—3 . Richardson.
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CRUSTACEA.

The following are all the species of Trilobites known in the Calciferous

formation in Canada up to the present time :
—

Fig. 338. Fig. 339.

Fig. 340. Fig. 341.

Fig. 338.

—

DoHchometopus? rarus.

339.

—

Jlmphion Stdteril enlarged two diameters.

340.

—

jlsaphus canalis?

341.— rt, Bathyurus amplimarginatus ; b, B. conicus ; c, B. Cijhele.

Remarks.—The specimen of A. canalis above figured appears to me

to be perfectly identical with those that occur in Newfoundland and the

localities mentioned on p. 270. It was found in the Calciferous formation

near Mirrickville by Mr. Francis Ballantyne, of the Township of Kitley.

The pygidium above referred to Amphion Salteri, cannot be distin-

guished specifically from the original specimen on which the species Avas

founded. It was collected in the Calciferous formation in the Township

of O.xford, by T. C. Weston. This species was first discovered by J.

Xlichardson in the limestone of the Quebec group at Phillipsburgh.

DoHchometopus? rarus differs from D. convezus {ante, p. 269), in

having the axis of the pygidium somewhat shorter, and having only two

simple grooves in the side lobes. D. gihherulus (p. 269) has a shorter

axis, which is smooth. These three species are certainly very closely
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allied to each other, and future discoveries may prove them to be identical.

It occurs at Oxford with A. Salteri.

Batiiyurus ampUmarf/inatus (fig. 241, a) has been found only at the

Min^an Islands in the Calciferous.

B. conicus (fig. 241, h) was originally discovered at St. Timothy, on

the Beauharnois' Canal, in the upper part of the Calciferous. It occurs

also at Comstock's Landing, in the State of New York, in the same forma-

tion. A specimen, only distinguishable from this species by having the

surface smooth instead of tuberculated, was collected in the Quebec group

at Cow Head, Newfoundland, in Division P. In all these three localities

it occurs associated with Gam.erilla calcifera, the most characteristic

brachiopod of the Point Levis limestone.

B. Cyhele occurs at the Mingan Islands, Beauharnois, and in the

Counties of Leeds and Grenville. It has been found also at Orwell, in

the State of Vermont, and at Comstock's Landing, in New York.

Bathturus Minganensis.

Description.—Glabella rather strongly convex, sub-conical, sides in the

posterior two-thirds of the length straight and nearly parallel, the anterior

third converging so as to form a rather narrowly rounded apex. Neck

segment large; neck furrow all across. Fixed cheeks moderately promi-

nent. The eye appears to be semicircular ; the posterior angle on a line cross-

ing the glabella at almost the mid-length and three lines from the dorsal

furrow. From the posterior angle the eye seems to curve forwards and

inwards, so that its anterior angle is close to the side of the glabella. The

pygidium, of which only a fragment has been collected, has at least four

wide rings on the axis. It has also four, and perhaps more segments, in

the side lobes. These segments, in the side lobes, are wide and flat,

with an obscure groove along the middle. The margin of the pygidium is

unknown.

Length of the glabella 9 lines ; width at the mid-length 7 lines. The

pygidium is apparently about 15 lines in length.

This species is founded on an imperfect glabella and part of a pygidium,

of which however sufficient is preserved to show that it is distinct from

any described form. It is most nearly related to B. ampUmarginatus,

but has the glabella broader and the ribs of the side lobes divided by a

furrow along the middle.

Locality and Formation.—Mingan Islands ; Calciferous formation.

Collector.—J. llichardson.
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PROTOZOA.

Although the zoological rank of Areheoeyatlms Calaihium and Rhah-

daria is not positively established, I shall retain them among the Protozoa

for the present, provisionally.

Genus Archeocyathus. {Ante, p. 3.)

Fig. 342.

Fig. 342.

—

Archeocyathus Minganends. a, fragment of the cylindrical portion of a

silicilied specimen of this species
; 6, end view of the same specimen.

Remarks.—The following are some additional details of the structure of

this remarkable genus. The general form, as exhibited by the three

species at present known, is that of an elongated hollow cone, or, rather,

a hollow cylinder, Avith one end narrowed to a point, the smaller extremity

being closed and more or less curved ; the larger end open. They thus

resemble certain large species of Zaphrentia or Ct/athophi/Uum, and, in

fact, from their form and septate structure were at first thought to be

corals. Some of the individuals appear to have attained a length of two

or three feet, with a diameter of three or four inches. All of the species

are transversely and more or less deeply marked by irregular annulations.

The structure consists of an inner, thin wall, or endotheca, lining the great

central cavity,—an outer wall, or epitheca, forming the rough external

surface and, between these, a system of radiating septa. The outer wall,

in two of the species, A. profundus and A. Min(/anensis, is perforated
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with numerous small irregular apertures leading directly into the loculi or

empty spaces between the septa. In the third species, A. Atlaniicus, it

(the outer wall) appears to have a compact smooth surface, with only a

few perforations. The inner wall is very thin, with numerous pores lead-

ing from the loculi into the great central cavity. The septa consist of

thin flat plates, arranged longtitudinally exactly as in the genus Za-

IJhrentis. They extend from the outer to the inner wall, and are

perforated with numerous small circular pores, so that the interseptal

loculi all communicate with each other as well as with the central

cavity and the exterior. The loculi are subdivided by very thin dissepi-

ments resembling those of a Cyathcijhyllum, but they are irregularly

distributed, being in some parts entirely absent, and in other places so

numerous that they completely fill the loculi with small cells constituting

the " iwriferous or cellular tissue " mentioned in the original description

of the genus (ante, p. 3). The central cavity extends nearly the whole

length, and constitutes a large proportion of the bulk of the fossil. Below
it there is a portion of the smaller extremity or base, which is composed

only of the outer wall, the septa and the dissepiments. The section

across this part shows that the new septa, which are introduced from time to

time, as the diameter increases, do not at first extend to the centre, and
it would appear from this that they were developed on the inner surface

of the outer wall, and gradually widened as in the genus Zaphrentis.

Fig. 343.

J^

r
^^

y
Fig. 344.

Fig. 343.—Restoration of the \0\7eT ]^&rt of Jrcheoajathus Minganensis ; a, the pores of
the inner wall.

344.—Spicula found imbedded in the walls of the same species or associated in

the same rock-specimens. Enlarged 50 diameters.
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Close to the extreme point of the base the septa and dissepiments have an

irregular arrangement, and the loculi sometimes here appear to be mere

circular perforations.

The small branching spicula, above figured, are seen imbedded in and

forming a part of the substance of the outer wall of A. 3Iinganensis. The

fusiform and cylindrical varieties are also seen, but rarely, either adhering

to or partially imbedded in the same specimens. As they were obtained

m thousands in the sediment left after dissolving pieces of the limestone

holding fragments of this species, they were at first thought to belong to it.

But I have recently, while treating other pieces of limestone from the same

bed, also holding fragments of A. 3Iinganensis, found that another large

species, Trichospongia sericea, occurs in this rock, portions of which are

crowded with, and seem to be almost altogether composed of, these spicula.

It should therefore remain an open question whether or not these fusiform

and cylindrical spicula actually form a part of the structure of Ay'cheo-

cyathus, or are those of T. sericea. There can scarcely be any doubt

about the branched spicula, as they can be seen not only projecting from

the surface of the silicified specimens, but also in the thin slices prepared

for the microscope. No spicula have been detected in A. profundus.

In A. Atlanticus there are several objects visible, in the only specimen of

that species that has been collected, which resemble branched spicula. No
silicified specimens of these two latter species have been procured, and I

think it probable that if such could be examined spicula would be found in

them.

As to the zoological rank of this genus there yet remains some doubt.

The general structure is such that it may possibly be a sponge. The

apertures in the external wall may be the homologues of the inhalent pores

of the ordinary sponge, Avhile those of the inner wall may represent the

exhalent orifices. The great internal cavity, in that case, would have the

same function as the large central cloaca of the fistulose genera of sponges.

A radiated and more or less perfectly septate structure occurs in many

undoubted sponges. In this genus, however, the substance of the septa is

almost as compact as that of the true corals. The perforated character of

the outer wall, and also of the septa, suggest a comparison with corals

of the division Zoantliaria perforata. The Favosites have also their walls

perforated. Dr. J. W. Dawson, Avho has examined a number of the slices

of ^. Atlanticus and A. profundus, which have been prepared for the

microscope, is of opinion that the structure of these two species is similar

to that of the Foraminifera.* My own opinion is that all three species

•Can. Nat. and Geol. April, 1865.
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belong to one generic group closely related to CalatJiium. This latter

passes into Eos])ongia, which, in its turn, gradually merges into other

genera that occur in more recent formations, such as Bhysospongia,

Scyphia, SipJionia, and others. The resemblance between the whole

structure and that of the pali^zoic corals seems also to shew that in the

Lower Silurian seas organic forms existed combining the characters of the

Protozoa and the Coelenterata.

Genus Trichospongia. (N. gen.)

Generic Characters.—This genus occurs in rudely hemispheric masses

from one to five inches across. The skeleton appears to be minutely

fibrous, and is full of elongate cylindrical or acerate spicula just visible to

the naked eye. In silicified specimens that have been treated with acid

there are seen numerous irregular branching canals from one to six lines

in diameter.

Trichospongia sericea. (N. sp.)

Description.—The form appears to be rudely hemispherical, and from

one to five inches in diameter. In one specimen an imperfect concentric

structure is obscurely indicated. In a very small individual there is a

deep concavity in one side, which may be the cup.

The specimens are very imperfect, consisting, in general, of portions

which were suificiently silicified to resist the acid, and very little can be

determined with certainty as to the form. All the fragments that have

been observed appear to belong to one species.

Locality and Formation.—Mingan Islands ; Calciferous formation.

Collectors.-—Sir W. E. Logan and J. Richardson.

Genus Rhabdaria. (N. gen.)

Generic Characters.—This genus is proposed for the reception of

certain small cyhndrical bodies which were found in the residue left after

dissolving pieces of the magnesian limestone from the Mingan Islands in

acid. They are from one to four lines in diameter, with a rough surface,

and have a small perforation along the centre. There are two species

which I propose to name provisionally as follows :

—

1. RhabdariafrayHis.—Small cylindrical stems, Avith a rough exterior,

and a central perforation or canal. At first these were thought to be

silicified specimens of Stenopora fibrosa, but when others were procured

shewing the central canal, it became evident that they could not be thus
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referred. They have the form of crinoidal columns, but are not jointed.

No structure can be made out in thin slices under the microscope.

2. Rhabdaria /areata.—A single specimen of this species only has

been collected. The principal stem is three lines in thickness, and it

sends off a number of branches at angles varying from 15° to 30°. The
branches seem to be connected in one place by lateral processes as in

Syriyigopora.

CaLATHIUM ? PARADOXICUM. (N. Sp.)

Fig. 345.

Fig. 345.

—

Calalfiiuin? paradoxicum. Side Tiew of the upper extremity of a large

specimen.

Description.—The specimen above figured is a fragment of the upper

extremity of an individual which, when perfect, was probably six inches or

more in length, and three inches across at the top. It is perfectly sepa-

rated from the matrix, but split in two longitudinally, giving a vertical

section on the side opposite that figured, but showing no structure except

an obscure concentric lamellar arrangement near the outside. It is com-

posed of compact chert or quartz. The lower half is cylindrical, slightly

tapering. The upper half suddenly expands, and has two projecting lobes

at a and 6, each of which appears to be the base of a branch. On the

surface of the lower half there are a number of somewhat prominent

rounded longitudinal ridges.
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Another specimen is four inches in length, and broken off at both

extremities. Its diameter in the middle is about twenty lines, and at the

upper extremity three inches. It appears to be lobed at the upper end

as is the one above figured. The exterior to the depth of three lines has

an obscurely concentric lamellar structure. The interior, as exhibited in

the fracture of the large end, is a poriferous mass two inches across.

The pores are rudely circular, from one-fourth of a line to one line in

•width, and about the same distances apart from each other. The fossil

itself is composed of a whitish chert, and it is imbedded in dark-brown

magnesian limestone. This dark-brown rock is injected into the pores,

and defines them very distinctly. The external lamellar portion is per-

forated in a radial directioa by small canals about half-a-line in diameter,

as shown in one place ; but in another place they seem to be much

smaller. The central poriferous mass seems to be irregularly reticulated

by the canals.

Judging from these two specimens this species appears to be a sub-

turbinate form, which at the height of several inches produced several

others by a budding process. It is referred to the genus Calatliium

provisionally.

Locality and Formation.—Mingan Islands ; Calciferous formation.

Collectors.— Sir W. E. Logan, J. Richardson.

Receptaculites calciferus. (N. sp.)

Fig. 346. Fig. 347.

Fig. 3A6.—Receptaculites calciferun. A fragment of the inner surface of the ectorhin.
" 347.

—

R. ? elegantulus. A cast of the inside.

Description.—The specimen (fig. .346) is a fragment of the lower side,

showing the inner surface of the ectorhin with the radial and cyclical

stolons preserved. It resembles E. occidentalis (Salter), but differs in

having the stolons of a somewhat greater length. This perhaps would not

be sufficient to separate the species, but as the one is only known in the

Calciferous, and the other in the Black River limestone, the whole of the

Chazy intervening, it is most probable that they are distinct.
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The squares formed by the stolons are on an average H Unes on the

side. The largest sized squares that can be made out in 11. occidentalis

arc 1 line on an average, and in general they are somewhat less.

Locality cind Formation.—Mingan Islands ; calciferous formation.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

ReCEPTACULITES ? ELEGANTULUS. (N. Sp.)

Fig. 34Y.

Description.—This appears to be an elongate sub- cylindrical species,

several inches in length, about one inch in diameter and probably taper-

ing or more or less rounded at each end. The best specimen is a frag-

ment of nearly half of the cylinder split in two longitudinally and empty.

The drawing is made from a gutta-percha cast of the interior, and is too

straight, the original being slightly undulated. The whole of the inner

surface is covered with obscurely rhomboidal elevations arranged in oblique

rows crossing each other at an angle of about 45°. These elevations leave

corresponding rhomboidal pits in the gutta-percha cast represented above.

There are on an average four or five pits in the length of two

lines. The fossil is imbedded in a finely granular magnesian limestone,

and, although the thickness of the wall can be very clearly made out, yet

the tubes which ought to be apparent, if it be a true Hecejytaculites, are

not visible. Supposing them to exist, they would be, in this species, very

slender, and in this kind of rock all delicate structure is usually destroyed.

The thickness of the wall is only two lines, and therefore, the tubes would

be less than tAvo lines ; while their diameter, if in proportion to other species,

would be one-eighth of a line or thereabout.

It is referred to MeceptacuUtes provisionally.

Locality and Formation.—Mingan Islands ; Calciferous formation.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

Genus Euchasma. (N. gen.)

Generic Characters.—The only species of this genus known to me is

strongly convex triangular, inequilateral, equivalve, subcordiform. The

posterior ? extremity is flat and gaping the whole length. The anterior ?

extremity is rounded-angular, and seems to be gaping also ; but no speci-

mens have been procured with this part perfect, and, therefore, this point

remains doubtful. The hinge line is short, and seems to have an external

ligament. When the flat side is ground down gradually, it is found that

just below the umbones the shell of both valves has a large rounded pro-

tuberance on the inside. These leave an impression in the cast of the

interior just behind the umbone.
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E. BlumenhacMa has been heretofore referred bj me to the o-enus

Conocardium, but that genus has not the two Uirge iDosterior teeth ? pos-

sessed by this shell. It must be closely allied to Eopteria (^ante, p. 221,

306, 307), but differs externally in having one extremity flat. This may
not be sufficient to separate the genera, and should it hereafter turn out

that the internal structure is the same in all the species, I beo- that the

Euchasma be retained for the group, and Eopteria withdrawn from science.

In the above description I have called the flat side the posterior with

doubt, as the specimens are not sufficiently perfect to enable me to deter-

mine which is posterior or anterior.

I may explain here, also, that this genus would have been described on

p. 220, only that I had then hopes of procuring better specimens, and thus

delayed.

Fig. 343.

Fig. 348.

—

Euchasma Blummhacliia. a, side view of a small specimen
; b, the flat, pos-

terior? extremity, shewing the long narrow gape.

9. N'etv species of Fossils from the Quebec Group in the Northern
part of Newfoundland^ with a few from the Potsdam Group.

{Continued from -p. 300.)

GRAPTOLITID^.

A number of species of graptolites were collected at Table Head, Bay
St. Paul, Pistolet Bay, and Cow Head. Most of them are identical with
those that occur at Point Levis, but there are a few which may be new
species. It would require a larger collection of more perfect specimens
to decide.

Table Head.—Two species, in a bad state of preservation, were found
at this locality in the black bituminous slates forming the upper part of
Division N. One of them resembles G. jyristis. The other, of which a
single specimen only was collected, consists of twenty or thirty stipes.

Y
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radiating from a central point, but so imperfect and distorted that it can-

not be determined whether it is a compound species or a number of indivi-

duals of one of the simple forms accidentally congregated together.

Cow Head.—In the black slates of Division P, the following were col-

lected, all of which occur at Point Levis, and are described by Prof. Hall

:

Phijllograptus typus, Cr. hryonoides, Gr. denticulatus, Gr.fruticosus, Cr.

Headi, Calloc/raptus elegans and Ptilograptus jjlumosus.

Bay St. Paul.—From the black slates of this locality, belonging to

Division P., we have G. hryonoides, Gr. denticulatus, Gr.fruticosus, Pti-

loyraptus plumosiis and C. elegans.

PiSTOLET Bay.—The graptolites collected here are very imperfectly

preserved. The most common is a slender filiform species like (r. facci-

dus, but straighter ; a species closely allied to, if not identical with Gr.

eiliatus (Emmons) and a smo.ll Phyllograptus about three lines in length.

The slates and black dolomite of this locality, in which these species

occur, are undoubtedly of the same age as the black slates of the upper

part of Division N at Table Head.

Other Fossils.

3IurcTiisonia Anna, Pleurotomaria Laure7itiana, and P. caleifera occur

in Division Gr, at Port au Choix. At Cow Head in Division P, a trilo-

bite was collected, only distinguishable from Bathyurus conicus by having

the glabella smooth instead of tuberculated. Asaphus Pelops (^ante,

p. 317) also occurs at Cow Head. Lingida acuminata occurs in D, at

Bay Ste. Barbe.

ObOLUS ? MURRAYI. (N. Sp.)

Description.—The specimen is very nearly circular, broad ovate, width

a little greater than the length, uniformly and moderately convex ; the

shell black and corneous and covered with fine concentric striae. Length

7 lines ; width about 8 lines.

Of this species only a single valve was found in a loose piece of grey

argillaceous limestone by Mr. Murray at Maiden Arm, Hare Bay, on the

east side of the northern point of Newfoundland. It belongs probably to

the Quebec group.

Dedicated to Alex. Murray, Esq., who discovered it.

Bathyurus solitarius. (N. sp.)

Description.—Pygidium semicircular, length a little less than half the

width, uniformly romidcd behind, gently convex ; the side lobes smooth
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with a flat border all round and a furrow close to the anterior margin
;

axis depressed convex, extending three-fourths the whole length, termi-

nating at the edge of the marginal flat border, not elevated at the apex,

distinctly defined at the sides bj the dorsal furrows, about twelve narrow

but well defined rings.

Length 5 lines ; width 9 lines ; width of marginal border 1 line ; width

of axis at the anterior margin 2| lines.

This species is certainly closely allied to B. Saffordi (ante, p. 259), but

differs from it in having the border wider and flat instead of convex, and

in the axis having twelve instead of nine rings. These differences, although

slight, give to the specimen an aspect distinct from that of any variety of

B. Saffordi.

Locality and Formation.—Found loose at Hare Bay along with 0.

3Iurrayi.

Collector.—Alexander Murray, Esq.

Bathyurus gregarius. (N. sp.)

Fig. 349.

—

Bathyurus gre^arius. Part of bead and thorax, drawn from a cast in plaster.

Description.—Ovate, from one to two inches in length. Head semi-

circular, broadly rounded in front and with an elevated rounded margin.

Glabella strongly convex ; sides nearly straight, apex rounded, separated

from the cheeks by deep dorsal furrows, a deep and wide groove in front

of it ; length including the neck segment full three-fourths the whole

length of the head ; neck segment rather large, rounded : neck furrow

well defined all across. Cheeks strongly convex. The eye is situated on

a line drawn across the head at one-tliird the length from the front margin,

distant from the dorsal furrow rather more than one-half the width of the

glabella. It appears to be a little more than one line in length where the

length of the head is six lines. Thorax with at least nine segments, the

precise number not known ; axis narrow, less than one-third • the whole
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width strongly convex sides straight, gradually tapering backwards
;

pleurae with a very wide groove. Pygidiuni and moveable cheeks un-

known.

The cheeks and glabella are very convex ; the glabella separated from

the cheeks by a deep groove ; the margin in front of the glabella is ele-

vated into a strong rounded cord-like rim between which and the apex of

the glabella there is a wide and deep groove. These characters shew

that it is closely allied to both B. conicus and B. Corded. On compari-

son with these, it is seen that B. conicus diiTers in having the glabella

more narrowed for^^ards and in the form of the space between the apex

and marginal rim, that is to say, convex next to the glabella and concave

close to the margin. B, Corded has the glabella proportionally more elon-

gated. The eye also in B. gregarius seems to be further forwards and

more distant from the glabella than it is in the other two.

The surface characters cannot be made out from the casts.

Locality and Formation.—In the primordial slates holding Paradoxides

Bennetti (Salter) at St. Mary's Bay in the south part of Newfoundland.

Collectors.—The specimens were procured by Mr. D. R. McKay of

IMontreal, who furnished me with a cast holding four individuals in a space

of three inches square.

Bathyurus peeplexus. (N. sp.)

Fig. 350.— Pygidiuni of B. j^crplcxus.

Description.—Pygidium semi-elliptical or sub-triangular, strongly con-

vex; .anterior margin gently convex, nearly straight ; sides gently convex

and converging to form a somewhat narrowly rounded apex ; axis cylindro-

conical, strongly convex, extending the whole length very nearly, rounded

and rather abruptly elevated at the apex, with three distinct segments in

the anterior half (besides the half-segment at the anterior margin), the

posterior half apparently smooth. Side lobes Avith a narrow smooth

border all round, and three depressed convex segments each, separated

by narrow grooves. The anterior segment has a pleural groove close to

the margin. Those three pairs of segments occupy, with their inner

extremities, the length of the anterior half of the axis being separated

therefrom by the linear dorsal farrows. Behind the third pair there

appears to be a fourth alongside of the posterior half of the axis, and con-
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sisting of two obscurelj developed triangular or sub-ovate lobes. The
specimen, however, is not well preserved in this part. Surface, appar-

ently smooth.

Length of the only specimen collected 8 lines ; Avidth at the anterior

margin 11 lines ; width of the axis at the anterior margin 3 lines.

It is scarcely possible to separate this species from B. extans of the

Black River limestone. The axis is more distinctly segmented, and this

is the only difiference exhibited by the specimen.

It may be that this is the pygidium of a species of Olenellus or Dikelo-

cephalus, both of which genera are evidently allied to Bathijurus.

Locality and Formation.—B, east arm of Bonne Bay, Newfoundland •

Potsdam group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

Bathyukus vetulus. (]Sr. sp.)

Description.—Pygidium semi-circular, obtusely rounded behind, len"-th

about half the width, rather strongly convex. Axis cylindrical, strongly

convex, with three segments (besides the half segment), in the anterior

two-thirds, the posterior third, smooth. Side lobes with three broad con-

vex segments (besides the half-segment at the margin), a narrow smooth

border all round. Surface apparently with fine tubercles.

This species differs from the last in its more obtuse form and more con-

vex segments. <

Length 6 lines ; width at the anterior margin 12 lines.

Locality atid Formation.—B, east arm of Bonne Bay, Newfoundland •

Potsdam group.

Collector.—J. Richardson.

Besides the species of trilobites above noticed there are fragments of a,

number of other species probably all new.

In the Potsdam group, in B and C, Olenellus TJwmpsoni occms in vast

abundance, but no entire specimens were collected. In C ConcccphaliUs

Teucer, and C. Adamsii (ante p. 11), were also found.

In the following catalogue, there are several species, such as,

—

Scoli-

thus linearis, PalceopJiycus incipiens, and some others, which Avere col-

lected on the north shore of the Straits of Belleisle ; on the east side, and
also in the southern part of Newfoundland, in rocks which have not yet

been strictly identified with any of the divisions. Their position is, there-

fore, not indicated in the columns :

—
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Distribution of the Species.

The distribution of the species in the foregoing catalogue, may be dis-

cussed in the following order.

Potsdam Group.

In this group, consisting of Divisions A, B, and C, vfe have nineteen

species, none of which are found in the Potsdam sandstone in Canada.

But in that part of the group, which is usually known, in the State of

Vermont, under the designations of the Red Sand Rock, and the Georgia

slates, the following occur :

—

Scoliilius linearis, Palceoijliycus incipiens,

Oholus Labradoriciis, Oholella (^Kutorgina') cingulata, Olenellus Thomp-

soni, 0. Vermontana, Conocephalites Adanisi and C, Teucer. As these

are the most abundant species in the formation, both in Vermont and

Newfoundland, there can be little doubt, but that the rocks in which they

occur, in these two widely separated localities, are of the same age. None

of these species have been found in the Potsdam sandstone of Wisconsin, and

other parts of the Western States as described by Owen, Plall, Shumard, and

Meek. We have, therefore, no palreontological evidence that the Potsdam

of the West is precisely of the same age as that of Newfoundland and

Vermont. The general affinities and aspect of the fossils and the physical

relations of the rocks, however, prove that there can be no great difference.

In the next overlying strata Division D, Lingula acuminata was found

at Bay St. Barbes. I have compared the specimens from this locality

with those that occur so abundantly in the upper jmrt of the Potsdam, in

the Township of Beverley in Canada West, and believe them to be per-

fectly identical.

Calciferous Formation.

The Calciferous formation is represented in Newfoundland, by all the

Divisions from D to H inclusive. In this series of strata, there are sixty-

three species, of which the following fourteen are found in Canada and

New York ; Stenopora fibrosa, Stromatopora rugosa ?, Lingula acumi-

nata, Eachasma Blumenhachia, Pleurotomaria Calphuryiia, P. calci-

fera, P. Laurentina, Murcliisoiiia Anna, EccuUomphalus Atlantieus,

Orthoceras Lamarcki, Piloceras Canadensis, Bathyurus Cordai, AsajyJius

canalis, and Leperdiiia turgida,—excepting S. fibrosa and B. Cordai, all of

these occur in the true Calciferous in Canada. B. Cordai abounds in the

same formation in New York. S. rugosa is doubtfully determined, and

is probably distinct from the Black River species of that name. The beds

in which L. acuminata occurs in Canada, are placed in the top of the

Potsdam ; but as Pleurotmaria Canadensis, and an orthoceratite, are asso-
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ciatecl with it, perhaps these particular strata should be more properly

referred to the base of the Calciferous, and they -would then correspond

to Division D. Most of the species are found in Divisions G and H, the

upper part of the formation in Newfoundland. Two of the species

{S. fibrosa and A. canaliis) range upwards into the Chazy, the former con-

tinuing to the Upper Silurian. The general aspect of the fauna is pecu-

liarly that of the Calciferous, the most striking features being the great

numbers of small Maclurce and species of Piloceras, the latter a genus

which seems to have culminated in this particular period.

Divisions I, K, L, M.

These four divisions consist of 235 feet of magnesian limestones at the

base, above which we have 84-i feet of light bluish grey limestones, mak-

ing in all a thickness of 1084 feet. Only thirty-seven species of fossils

have been collected in this series of beds ; and of these, nine species are

found in division H below, while ten of them pass upwards into Division N
next above. Three of the species (^Stromatopora compacta, Ortlioceras

AUumeftense and Asaphus cajialis^ occur in Canada, the first two in tl\e

Cliazy and Black River, and the last in the Calciferous and Chazy. The

following are closely alhed to Black River and Trenton species.

Ctenodonta Angela, allied to, C. contracta, B. R.

Siihulites Daphne, " "
>S'. jjarvidus, B. R.

Murcldsonia simulatrix, " " 31. gracdis, B. R. & Tr.

" Cicelia, " " 31. perangulata, B. R.

" sororcula, " " " " B. R.

" Augusiina, '• " 31. belUcincta, Tr.

Ortlioceras Jioesitans,
" '^ 0. Big^hyi, B. R.

The occurrence of great numbers of individuals of these species, in a sili-

cified condition, and weathered out in bold relief, gives to the slabs of

limestone an aspect so remarkably like that of the Avell-known specimens

from Pauquctte's Rajuds, that at first sight one might be well led to say,

this is surely the Black River limestone. But on careful comparison of

perfect specimens, it is seen that notwithstanding the resemblance, none of

the species are strictly identical. All present such differences that after

a study of collections from both localities, they can be separated if mixed

up together without their labels. Even 0. Allumettense, which I have

identified, differs by being much larger than any specimens that have been

seen in the original localities.

If the succession were the same here as it is in Canada and New York,

we ought to have the Chazy formation represented in these four Divisions.
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But no one acquainted witli the peculiar and strongly featured fauna of

that Ibrmation could recognize it in this collection. Three of the species

are, indeed, Chazy fossils, but then they are not characteristic forms. The

typical and leading species which always go together in great numbers

and in one compact army, as it were, in every exposure of the true Chazy,

are totally absent.

The Lamellibranchiata, Gasteropoda and Cephalopoda of these beds

have, so far as the genera Ctenodonta, SubuUtes, Pleurotoynaria, and

Orthoceras are concerned, an aspect very like that presented by the same

genera in the Black River and Trenton formations. But species similar

to most of those above compared have a great range, and are found in all

the different groups of rocks up to the Devonian. Their occurrence here

is not, in my opinion, sufficient to counterbalance the negative fact that

(excepting those in question) not a vestige of any one of the species of

the vast fauna of the Black River and Trenton has been detected.

Tetradium fibration, Columnaria alveolata, Leptcena sericea, Stropho-

mera alternately Ortlus testadinaria, Calymene Blnmenhacld and Asaphus
platyceplialus are sure to be found in every collection of any considerable

extent from these two, formations. If they occurred here as abundantly

and persistently as they do in Canada and New York, it would be difficult

to give any reason why these four Divisions should not be regarded as the

equivalents of the Black River and Trenton. But not one fragment of

anything which could by any possibihty be referred to any one of these

species can be seen in this collection. A piece of red limestone was found

at Bay St. Paul Avhich is full of L. sericea, but it was a loose and worn
fragment, lithologically different from any of the strata in question. Judg-

ing from this specimen I should say that the Trenton may possibly occur

somewhere near, but we cannot refer, on any paloeontological ground, the

series of strata constituting Divisions I, K, L, BI, to that formation.

Divisions N, 0, P.

The rocks of these divisions, in ascending order, consist of 277 feet of

black, bituminous limestone, with some black shales, very fossiliferous
;

next 700 feet of sandstones, in which no fossils were collected or observed

;

and at the summit 700 feet of black shales, holding grey and white lime-

stone conglomerates, abounding in fossils, although there are not a great

many species. There appear to be, in this series of strata, two forma-

tions, distinguishable from each other, both by lithological and palteonto-

logical characters. The first includes the black, bituminous limestones

and shales, forming the upper 277 feet at Table Head, and those of Pis-

tolet Bay, and 4 miles N. E. from Portland Creek. The rocks at the
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latter locality appear to lie above the 700 feet of sandstone constituting

Division 0, and are, therefore, in the foregoing descriptions of species,

referred to Division P. Taking these three localities to be on the same,

or nearly the same, horizon, we have from them, in addition to a few not

yet described, the following 48 species :

—

Lingula Nympha
" lole

" Cyane

Acrotreta gemma
Ortbis delicatula

* Strophomena Aurora
*' imbecilis

" decipiens (?)

Camerella parva

" variaas *

Rhyncbonella Corintbia

Pleurotomaria sponsa

* Murcbisonia simulatrix

* " Augustina

* Maclurea crenulata

* " acuminata

Ecculiompbalus superbus

* Ortboceras piscator

* " Allumettense

* Batbyurus Nero
" breviceps

Asaphus Huttoni

" Morrisii

" quadraticaudatus

Nileus macrops
" scrutator

Illaenus fraternus

" consimilis

Endymionia Meeki

Holometopus Angelini •

Harpides Atlanticus

" concentricus

Sbumardia glacialis

Cbeirurus Polydorus
" perforator
'= Sol

Ampbion Barrandei *

Triartbrus Fiscberi

Telepbus Americanus

Encrinurus mirus

IJemopleurides Panderi
" Scblotbcimi

Ampyx Ireviusculus

" normalis

" Rutilius

" semicostatus

Agnostus galba

" Fabius

In the above list those with an asterisk before them are found in some

one or more of the Divisions beloAv N ; those with an asterisk after them

occur in the grey and white limestones of Division P, at Cow Head.

Camerella varians is a Chazy species. Orthocej'as Allumettense is both

Chazy and Black River. Holometopus Angelini, Endi/niionia Meeki, and

Cheirurus Sol occur in the Quebec group of Canada East. We find here,

for the first time, among American trilobitcs the peculiar type of Cheiru-

rus, with a spine upon the glabella

—

. 2^erforator (ante, p. 287). Another

of the same structure, C. glauciis, was discovered in the Quebec group,

in the township of Stanbridge ; and a third, C. Satyrus, in the Chazy, at

Montreal, by T. C. Weston, last year, 18G4 (ante, p. 323). This type

has been known for several years among the Russian trilobites by SjjJice-

rexochus cephaloeeros (Nieskowski) :=: Ze</ms triplicatus (Eichwald),

which occurs in the Pleta limestone. The genus Triarthrus has not

heretofore been found below the Trenton in America. Rcmopleurides

occurs in the Chazy, and Amj^hion in both Chazy and Calciferous ; but
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neither of these genera have yet been reported as occurring above the

Chazy in Canada or New York. The general aspect of the trilobitic

fauna of this series of strata seems to me to be more hke that of the

Pleta Hmestone of Russia, and Angelin's two Swedish groups, B C and

C, than it is to that of any of the American Lower Silurian formations

heretofore illustrated.

The second formation, above mentioned, consists of the 700 feet of

black shales with grey and white limestone conglomerates, at Cow Head.

In no other part of Newfoundland do we meet with the remarkable fauna

which characterizes the Levis formation. It undoubtedly occurs here in

full force. The following list contains the species collected at that local-

ity, and also shows how many of them occur in Canada :

Stenopora fibrosa (Chazy to Devonian)

Graptolithus bryonoides
" denticulatus
" fruticosus

" Headi

Phyllograptus typus

Ptilograptus plumosus

Callograptus elegans

Ortliis Hippoly te

Camerella varians (Chazy)

" calcifera, (Calciferous). . .

.

" costata

Lingula Quebecensis

Maclurea ponderosa

Ophileta bella

Ecculiomphalus distans

Asaphus Pelops

Bathyurus Cordai (Calciferous)
" conicus (Calciferous). .....

.

« Saffordi

Bathyurellus uitidus

" formosus
" fraternus. ,

Nileus affinis

Il]?enus tumidifrons ,

" arcuatus ,

" consobrinus ,

* Holometopus Angelini. ,

Lichas Jukesii

Cheirurus Vulcanus

" Mercurius

" prolificus (Chaey)

* Amphion Barrandei

" Julius

C. H. C. E.
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In tlic above list those found at Cow Head are yjlaced in the cokimn

C. H., and those which 03cur in Canada East (as well as Cow Head)

C. E. The seven species of graptolites, with Lingula Quehecensia, occur

only in the black slates ; all the others in the grey and white limestones.

The three species with an asterisk before them are found in the next

group of strata below. No one could compare the collections from Cow

Head with those of Point Levis and Phillipsburgh without some feeling of

astonishment, that in localities nearly a thousand miles distant from each

other, there should be such a perfect identity, not only in the fossils, but

also in the character of the rock. The specimens, if mixed together,

without their labels, could never be separated. Only a small collection

was made at Cow Head ; and there can scarcely be a doubt that further

examination will bring to light a greater number of species common to the

two countries.

This fauna, although, upon the whole, specifically distinct from the one

next below, consists of the same types of trilobites, with the exception of

Bathyunis Cordai and B. coiiicus, which are Calciferous species, as is

also the brachiopod Camerella caldfera. There are. two species, ArnpMon

Sol sa\^ Endymionia Meeki, which are found in Division N, in Newfound-

land, and not at Cow Head ; but they occur in the limestones of Point

Levis, which are of the same age as those of Cow Head. There are thus

five common species, instead of three, as would appear by the above list.

From Cow Head, Point L^vis, St. Antoine, Stanbridge, Bedford, and

Phillipsburgh Ave have in all 219 described species. Of these, the fifty-one

species of graptolites described by Prof. Hall, and also Lingida Quehec-

ensis, L. Irene, Obolella desiderata and Sliumardia granulosa have been

found only in the slates and thin-l3edded limestones interstratified in the

slates. The other 102 species occur in the white and grey conglomerate

limestones. That the slates and these peculiar limestones belong to the

same group, is proved by their occurring together in widely separated

localities ; although as yet we are unable to shew that any of the species

are common to both. At Cow Head (?. Headi was found in a loose piece

of grey limestone ; but it is not quite certain that the specimen belongs to

the conglomerates.

The evidence that the rocks at Cow Head in Newfoundland are of the

same age as those of the Ldvis formation in Canada East amounts to this

—

1, they are precisely the same in lithological characters, and—2, out of

the 34 species collected at Cow Head 23 are perfectly identical with those

collected at Point L6vis, ]kdford, P]iillipsl)urgh, and other typical locali-

ties of the formation. There is, however, in Newfoundland an important

series of strata, consisting of all the Divisions from I to inclusive, hav-

ing a thickness of 2061 feet, lying below the Levis formation and above
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the Calciferous, which has not been recognized in Canada. It thus appears

that the L^vis formation not only lies above the Calciferous, but more than

2000 feet above it. Yet it holds a large number of trilobites of the Pots-

dam type, and several species, such as Lingida Mantelli^ Camerella eal-

cifej-a, Bathyurus Cordai, B. conicus, and Asaphus canalis, which cer-

tainly do occur in the Calciferous.

In the foregoing general catalogue (ante pp. 366-370) there are 62
species placed in Division P. But if we exclude from that Division all the

species, except those collected at Cow Head, only those on the list on p.

375 properly belong to it. The others should be placed in Division N.

10. Fossilsfrom various Formations in the Sihirian and Devonian Sys-

tems.

PROTOZOA.

Calathium Canadense.

Fig. 351. Fig. 352.

Fig. 351.

—

Calathium Canadense. A vertical section of a small specimen, showing the

interior of the cup and the apertures of the radiating canals.

Fig. 352.

—

istylosyongia pramorsa. Vertical section of a specimen, copied from Roemer.

Description.—Elongate, turbinate, expanding to the diameter of about

one inch in a height of one and a half inches at the base, then becoming

more nearly cylindrical. The cup is about one-third the whole diameter,

and extends nearly to the base. The pores or canal-apertures are ovate,

about eight in six lines of the length of each vertical row, and two in one

line in the transverse rows.

The specimen above figured has the cup empty, but does not show the

structure of the walls, even in a polished section. Another specimen, a

fragment three inches in length, shows, in a longitudinal fracture, that the

radiating canals curve downwards, in proceeding to the exterior.

This species probably attained a length of four or five inches, but only

two fragments have been found. It differs from C. Fittoni {ante, p. 211)
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in having the pores, in general, one-fourth smaller, and from C Anstedi

{ante, pp. 210, 337) in having them larger.

The above figure, 352, is copied from Roemer, who gives it to illustrate

the internal structure of Astylospongia prcemorsa, a fossil sponge which

occurs in the Lower Silurian rocks of northern Europe, and also, accord-

ing to him, in rocks of the same age in Tennessee.* The structure of

the inner wall of the cup is very much the same in both of the species

above represented, but still I think they belong to different genera. In

our species the walls are as completely reticulated to the depth of six

lines, as in the inner surface of the cup itself. This is clearly shown by

the fragment above mentioned. There is a great difference also in the

general form of the two groups, the species of Calathium being elongate-

turbinate like the corals Zaphrentis and Ci/athojyhyUum, while those

figured by Dr. Roemer are more nearly globular. The genus Aidoco-

pium, also illustrated by iloemer, has some turbinated species, but the

figures of the inside of the cup (of which several are given) do not show

any perforations : their absence, however, in the figures may be owing to

the imperfection of the specimens.

Locality and Formation.—Mingan Islands ; Chazy limestone.

Collectors.—J. Richardson, Sir W. E. Logan.

Genus Receptaculites, Defrance.

a

Fig. 353.

Fig. 353.—Diagram of the structure of Rcceploculites, as it would be shown in a vertical

section through a sub-conical species, a, the a;ierture in the summit;

b, the endorhin or inner integument lining the central cavity; r, the

ectorhin or external integument ; n, the usual position of the nucleus
;

V, the great internal cavity. The unshaded bands running from the

ectorhin to the endorhin represent the tubes.

• Dr. Ferdinand Roemer, Die fossile Fauna der Silurischen Diluvial-Geschiebe von

Sadewitz bei Oels, in Nieder-Schlemn, p. 10, pi. II, fig. 6.
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Tlie structure and zoological position of Beceptaculites have been more

or less elaborately investigated by Goldfuss, Eiehwald, Roemer, Salter,

Hall, and other eminent observers, and yet, owing to the imperfection of

the materials, a great deal remains to be done before the various ques-

tions involved in the relations of this curious genus can be regarded as

positively settled. Since the publication of Salter's paper in the first

Decade of our Geological Survey, numerous specimens of several distinct

species have been collected in the Silurian rocks of Canada, and I am,

by the study of these, now enabled to furnish a few additional details.

The principal new points are, the perforated structure of the internal inte-

gument, the existence (in most, if not in all, of the species) of a great

central cavity and an orifice in the upper side. The flat watch-shaped

specimens which are usually figured as constituting the whole of the body,

are probably only the basal portion of the body-wall of the discoid species.

The genus may be described as consisting of organisms, which, when
full grown and perfect, are of a discoid, cylindrical, ovate, or globular

shape, hollow within, and usually, if not ahvays, with an aperture in the

upper side. In or near the centre of the lower side there is generally to

be seen a small rounded protuberance, indicating, most probably, the posi-

tion of the pi'imitive cell or nucleus from which the animal commenced

its growth. In some species the lower side is more or less concave, and

often the nucleus is not at all elevated above the surface adjacent thereto.

Its place, however, in the absence of any other guide, may generally be

found by observing the point towards w*hich the spiral lines or rows of

plates on the outer surface converge. The body-wall is of a somewhat

complex structure. It consists of three parts,—an external and an

internal integument, and, between these, the peculiar tubular or spicular

skeleton presently to be described. The external integument may be

called ' the ectorhin,' and the internal ' the endorhin.'

The ectorhin is usually composed of numerous small rhomboidal plates

closely fitting together, and arranged in curved rows which radiate in all

directions from the nucleus outwards to the peripheral margin of the base,

and thence, ascending upwards, converge to the edge of the aperture in

the upper side. Two or three of those rows of plates (the precise num-

ber is not yet determined) originate in the nucleus, and, as they diverge

from each other, new rows are introduced between them. The rows

diminish, in number, again on the upper side according as they converge

towards the apex of the fossil. The plates at and immediately around

the nucleus, and also towards the centre of the upper side, are somewhat

smaller than they are at the widest part or middle region of the body. It

seems probable that, in some of the species, this integument was of a flex-

ible, coriaceous consistence. In others the plates were solid. In Ji.
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occidentalis (Salter), when silicified specimens are treated with acid the

plates are easily separable, and, therefore, although in close contact, they

were not anchylosed together.

The endorhin is also composed of small rhomboidal plates arranged in

curving rows ; but it differs from the ectorhin in being perforated by

numerous small circular orifices, one of which is situated at each point

where the angles of four plates meet. From the centre of each of the

plates of this integument there radiate four small canals, one proceeding

straight to the middle of each of the sides of the plate, where it communi-

cates with a similar canal in the adjoining plates. Each one of these

plates is, therefore, connected by these canals with the four plates in con-

tact with it. The canals are excavated in the substance of the plates, and

communicate with the central canal of the transverse tubes. The canals

are not always perfectly circular, but are often flattened or irregularly

circular. The endorhin varies greatly in the extent to which it is deve-

loped. In some specimens the plates are well-defined and rhomboidal,

with perfectly circular pores at the angles. In others the plates are not

at all defined, the ectorhin being one continuous integument without

sutures, but always with the full complement of pores. The latter in

such specimens are not all circular, but are variously shaped orifices

sometimes with rough edges. There are also specimens in which the

endorhin consists of only a thin film, capping, as it were, the tubes and

inclosing the canals, the pores being proportionally larger than they are

in those with well-developed plates. The end of each tube, in these spe-

cimens, forms an irregular, rounded tubercle instead of a rhomboidal

plate.

The tubular skeleton above alluded to consists of numerous small,

straitdit, rarely curved, cylindrical tubes or hollow spicula, placed parallel

to each other and at right angles to the planes of the body-wall of which

they form the greater portion. They connect, and at the same time keep

asunder, the ectorhin and the endorhin. One of these tubes springs from

the centre of each plate of the ectorhin : it is, at its base, or next to the

ectorhin, very slender, but enlarges so as to attain its full thickness at

about one-fourth of its length, and then remains at the same diameter

throu'rhout until it reaches the endorhin, by a single plate of which its

inner extremity is, as it were, capped. The outer extremity of each tube

has four small slender stolons, one proceeding to each of the four angles

of that particular plate of the ectorhin from the centre of which it (the

tube) springs. It there seems to form a connection with the stolons of

the three adjacent plates whose angles meet at that point. The stolons

are so arranged that one of them always points inwards towards the

nucleus, and another on the opposite side of the tube outwards or upwards.
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It is proposed to call these the radial stolons ; they form continuous lines

radiating in all directions away from the nucleus. The other two stolons

of each tube project at right angles to the direction of the radial stolons

;

they form circles round the nucleus, and may therefore be called the

cyclical stolons. The connection of all these different parts may be better

understood by studying the following figures.

Fig. 354.

Fig. 356.

Fig. 354.—A small portion of R. occidentalis showing the tubes.

Fig. 355.—A part of the lower side of the same species showing the nucleus and ector-

hin.

Fig. 356.—A fragment of the same, showing the endorhin, the pores at the angles of

the plates, and the nucleus, which, on this side, is usually deeply con-

cave.

At the lower side of fig. 354, is shown the ectorhln and the apertures

in the hollow stolons, broken off in the specimen. The apertures are

slightly enlarged in the figure. In fig. 355, the usual aspect of the cen-

tral portion of the lower side of this species is given. It will be seen that

the greater number of the plates are not truly rhomboidal, but approach

the form of a spherical triangle with two of the sides concave. This form

of the plates frequently occurs. The conve.^: side of such plates is always

outwards towards the periphery of the fossil, and the acute angle formed

by the two concave sides always directed towards the nucleus. . This

shows that the consolidation of the plates commenced at the nucleus and

gradually extended outwards. In many specimens the plates are all per-

fectly rhomboidal, and in such they may have solidified simultaneously all

over the body. One corner of the specimen at a is represented as denuded

of the ectorhin, showing the various markings beneath, which will be here-
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after explained by other figures. By fig. 356 is represented the ordinary

appearance of the endorhin of silicified specimens when cleared of the

limestone matrix by treatment with acid. Although the pores have been

seen in this species only, yet it seems quite probable that they occur in

all others of the genus.

In the diagram fig. 357 the tubes are placed proportionately much
farther apart than they are in any known species, in order to exhibit the

structure with the greater clearness. The endorhin is drawn as if it were

transparent to show the position of the tubes beneath it. The dotted lines

give the outhnes of the upper portions of the tubes, and also define the

course of the eudorhinal canals,—four radiating from the top of each tube.

The endorhinal pores—one situated at each of the points where the

angles of four plates meet—penetrate through the endorhin into the space

between the tubes, and not into the tubes themselves, as might be sup-

posed from a superficial examination. In the ectorhin the rough lines h

represent the sutures between the plates ; and it will be observed that

they have the same direction as the endorhinal sutures in the upper part

of the figure. The stolons have not the same direction as the endorhinal

Fig. 357.

Fig. 357.—Diagram to explain the structure of the body-wall of Rcccptaculilcs; b, the

endorhin
;

c, the ectorhin ; d, suture between the plates of the endorhin
;

e, endorhinal pore
; /, endorhinal canal

; g, radial stolon ; A, cyclical

stolon
;

/c, suture between the plates of the ectorhin.

canals, but are, as it Avere, turned one-eighth round, so that the two direc-

tions are inclined to each other at an angle of 45°. The stolons run along

the inner surface of the ectorhin, but the endorhinal canals are excavated

in the substance of the endorhin. The space between the tubes is almost
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always filled with the rock of the same kind as that in which the fossil is

imbedded. In perfect specimens, the rock, while it was still in the con-

dition of soft mud, must have found its way through the aperture in the

upper side into the great central cavity, and thence through the endorhi-

nal pores into the spaces between the tubes. In general the upper side or

vault, as it may be called, over the central cavity is not preserved, and

the specimens then consist of the whole or a portion of the base with the

nucleus, as in fig. 355. These are also filled with matrix ; the soft ooze

having entered not only through the pores, but also through the broken

margin. It is probable that the animal lived with its base partly buried,

a portion of the vault with the aperture projecting above the surface of

the mud. During the life the central cavity was perhaps kept free from

sediment by currents of water which the animal had the power of exciting.

But as soon as the currents ceased (with vitality), the mud would enter

freely. The vault would also soon fall to pieces, and the fragments of all

those individuals of which it (the vault) projected above the surface of

the sediment Avould be soon scattered, while the partly buried base would

be preserved.

The specimen represented by fig. 358 is a fragment of the ectorhin of

R. calciferus, from the Calciferous formation, Mingan Islands. It shows

only the inner surface on which the stolons are still preserved, but the

tubes are worn nearly to their bases. It is rare to find specimens in that

condition ; and this one was not suspected to be a Receptaculites for several

years after its discovery, until a large portion of the base of an individual

of R. occidentalis was found, which, by having been slowly weathered

down from the upper side, retains the tubes over an area of several

square inches, while a considerable space around the nucleus is covered

with the squares formed by the stolons, precisely as in this example.

Fig. 359 is a cast of the inner surface of the ectorhin of R. Oweni (Hall),

from the Lower Silurian rocks of IlHnois. The integument itself is totally

removed. The vertical lines are the impressions of the radial stolons,

while the more irregular and slightly curved transverse lines are the

imprints of the cyclical stolons. The dark points are the apertures of the

cylindrical perforations in the rock once occupied by the tubes now entirely

removed. On following any one of the lines, it will be seen that there is,

betAveen every two of the orifices, a point where two of the lines cross

without an orifice at their intersection. Each one of these marks the

point where the angles of four plates met. Four stolons also met at each

of these points. This will be readily understood by comparing fig. 357.

In specimens in this state of preservation we see no traces of the sutures

between the plates, as the whole substance of the ectorhin—plates, sutures,

and all—is destroyed.
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Fig. 358. Pig. 360.

Fig. 359. Fig. 361.

Fig. 358.—Fragment of R. calciferus, showing the inner surface of the ectorhin with the

stolons remaining, but all other parts worn away.

Fig. 359.

—

A cast of R. Oweni, showing the impression of the inner surface of the ector-

hin.

Fig. 360.— Tetragonis Murchisonii (Eichwald) reduced.

Fig. 361.—A portion of 360, natural size.

Fig. 360 is a reduced outline of Tetragonis MurcMsonii, from Eich-

wald's ' Urwelt Russlands,' pi. iii. fig. 18. It does not show all the lines

given in the original figure, as they could not well be represented on so

small a scale. Fig. 361 is the upper part of the same figure, of the size

of the original. The vertical fines are the impressions of the radial sto-

lons, and the finer transverse lines the grooves of the cyclical stolons.

By comparing fig. 359, it will be seen that the grooves in both figures

have precisely the same arrangement ; that is to say, the dark points,

representing the openings of the cylindrical cavities, once occupied by

the tubes, occur at each alternate crossing of the grooves. It would

appear, therefore, that Eichwald's genus Tetragonis was founded on a

species of Mecejjtaculites, with the ectorhin removed. The genus Ischa-

dites also exhibits very similar markings, as may be seen by comparing

the figures of/. Kccnigii (Murch.), on pi. 12, ' Siluria,' and the follow-

ing of It. Canadensis.

The specimen represented by fig. 362 has been figured by me in the

Geology of Canada, p. 309, under the name of Ischadites Canadensis.

It is the cast of the inner surface of the ectorhin, and differs remarkably
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from the similar specimen of R. Oiveni (^ante, fig. 359). It is deeply

pitted all over with sub-quadrangular or rhomboidal depressions, the form

of each cavity being such as would be made by the impression of a small

four-sided pyramid. In the bottom of each is a small rounded orifice,

from which radiate three grooves to three of the angles of the square.

Fig. 363.

Fig. 362. Fig. 364.

Fig. 362.

—

R. Canadensis (Billings), a cast of the inner surface of tlie ectorhin.

Fig- 363.

—

R. Jonesi, a polished section through a nearly perfect specimen, showing

the central cavity and the aperture at the top.

Fig. 364.

—

R. lowensis (Owen), a weathered section through a specimen, showing the

aperture and the central cavity imperfectly.

These, I have not the least doubt, are the grooves of three of the stolons.

The absence of the fourth stolon may be accounted for in this way.

Among the detached silicified tubes of Ji. occidentalis which are found in

the sediment left at the bottom of the vessel, after dissolving specimens of

limestone holding these fossils in acid, numerous specimens have been col-

lected with only three stolons in contact with the plate or at the end of

the tube, but with the fourth a small distance from the end. It is evident

that in casts of the inner surface of the ectorhin of specimens with all the

tubes thus constructed, there would be only the three grooves of the ter-

minal stolons visible on the surface, the fourth being buried beneath the

surface. I have also ascertained that this fourth stolon is in li. occiden-

talis, one of the radials, and always when it can be seen in situ, the one

pointing outwards away from the nucleus.

Fig. 363 is a vertical section of R. Jonesi, o. small species which occurs

in the upper part of the Lower Helderberg rocks of Gasp<^. The shaded

bell-shaped area is the central cavity. It is distinctly observed in several

others of the same species. It will be seen that the body-wall in the vault

above and on the sides of the cavity is thicker than it is in the base, but
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the tubes are much more slender. Thej here assume the form of the

elongated connecting spicula of the true sponges. Fig. 364 is a similar

section, through a specimen of R. loweiisis from the Trenton limestone at

Ottawa. At a, the central cavity is distmctlj shown, filled with the grey
limestone matrix, which has also found its way between the tubes in the

base of the fossil. The shaded portions b b are replaced by a reddish

magnesian spar. The under side of the specimen is deeply concave, and
the peripheral margin is so convex as to resemble a cylinder coiled into

a ring. The aperture in one specimen of B. Jonesi is rounded, and
resembles the umbilicus of an apple.

The figures given by different authors of foreign species show a consi-

derable range of variation in the general form, and apparently also in the

structure of the body-wall. The details given in this paper have been

made out principally by the study of numerous specimens of R. occiden-

talis, which is undoubtedly congeneric with JR,. Neptuni, the typical form

of the genus. In others, such as Tetragonis sulcata and T. jyarvijjora

(Eichwald) , there appears to be a transition to species in which the ector-

hin was a soft coriaceous integument, not distinctly plated, although con-

nected with the interior by tubes or spicula. The genus Tetragonis,

instead of becoming obsolete, might be retained for some of the species

which have a structure different from that of R. Neptuni.

As to the zoological rank of ReceptacuUtes there yet remains much
diversity of opinion. At the present time the most ably supported view

is that which places the genus in the Foraminifera near OrbitoUtes. Seen

in this light, the diagram at the head of this paper would represent the

soft and not the hard parts of the animal. If this be the true interpreta-

tion, then we must suppose that outside of the ectorhin there was a layer

of shell, and another layer covering the endorhin, or lining the great cen-

tral cavity. All the space between the tubes was also a compact mass of

shelly substance similar to that of the Foraminifera. But not a vestige of

any such shell has ever been discovered. The space between the tubes

is invariably filled with the same kind of rock as that in which the speci-

mens arc imbedded, while all that is, in this paper, described as constitu-

ting the skeleton is in the same mineral condition as are the hard parts of

the corals, crinoids and molluscs found buried in the same beds. In the

ordinary limestone, whenever the soUd portions of the other fossils are

replaced either by calcareous spar or silica, or partly by one and partly

by the other, the skeleton of ReceptacuUtes is always found connverted

into the same mineral substances. And again in the magnesian limestones,

where the hard parts of fossils are, in general, totally removed, so that

the cavities once occupied by them remain empty, we find ReceptacuUtes

in the same condition. We have not the tubes themselves, but only the
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cylindrical perforations in the rock whicli they at one time filled, while

the existence of the stolons is only indicated by grooves such as those

represented in figs. 359, 362. These facts seeem to prove clearly that

the space between the tubes was not filled with shell substance, but either

empty, or entirely, or partly full of soft matter, which was immediately

dissipated after the death of the animal, and its place occupied by the

soft mud in or on which the creature lived. Were it otherwise, we would

now find the space in question a compact mass of calcareous spar or amor-

phous silex, while the tubes (or cells as they would be in that case) might

be filled with limestone. In the magnesian specimens the ectorhin seldom,

if ever, remains ; and in species with flat plates the form (of the plates)

can rarely be made out, the only markings on the surface being the

grooves of the stolons. But where the plates were deeply concave the

position of the sutures is indicated by more or less strongly elevated ridges

enclosing rhomboidal depressed spaces with a tube cavity in the centre.

Fig. 362 represents a fragment of R. Ccmadensis in that state of pre-

servation. The rhomboids in this case are not the plates themselves, but

only their impressions. In describing such specimens, the tubes are

sometimes spoken of as having rhomboidal openings, but this is an error
;

the tubes when perfect, as can be proved by hundreds of specimens, are

not open at all, but completely closed, at one end by the ectorhin and at

the other by the endorhin. They all, however, communicate with each

other through the stolons and endorhinal canals.

Were the tubes of Receptaculltes to be closely crowded together so that

their walls would everywhere be in contact, and no space between them,

then the structure would be similar to that of OrbitoKtes, but with the

system of connecting stolons arranged on a different plan. The genus

would then also closely resemble Dactyhpora ; but I do not yet see that

the evidence is sufficient to prove clearly that the tubes are strictly the

homologues of the cells of any group of the Foraminifera. They appear

to me to be more nearly related to the connecting spicula of the Spongidge.

Each tube with its cylindrical shaft, and plate at each extremity, resembles

not remotely a birotulate spiculum. Or it might perhaps with more pro-

bability be described as consisting of two spicula united at their points.

Thus the ectorhinal plate with the four stolons may be a peculiar form of

the foliato-peltate spicula, of which many different kinds are figured by

Bowerbank. The cylindrical shaft may be a spiculum approaching the

acuate or acerate varieties with its point inserted into the nucleus of the

foliato-peltate spiculum. Most sponge spicula are hollow ; and we know

how often it happens in the structure of the animal kingdom that organs

may at one time subserve one function, and elsewhere a very difterent

function. The cylindrical cavity, which in the spicula of the ordinary
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sponges seems to be functionless, may in Beceptaculites be transformed

into a canal for the transmission of fluids. But although the cavities of

all the tubes in HeceptacuUtes communicate Avith each other through the

endorhinal canals, and perhaps through the stolons also, thej may not

constitute a canal-system. The so-called tubes are extremely slender,

and may be solid in some species.

On comparison it will be found that the general form of Meceptaculites

and structure of its body-wall are almost precisely that of the seed-like

body that plays so important a part in the development of Spongilla.

This consists of a small ovate or spherical sac with an aperture on one

side leading into the cavity within. The enclosing wall consists of a coria-

ceous membrane on the outside of which there are arranged, perpendicu-

larly to the surface, numerous small birotulate spicula, exactly as the tubes

oi HeceptacuUtes are arranged on the endorhin. The outer extremities

of these spicula give off at right angles a number of small spines corre-

sponding to the stolons above figured. These spines coalesce, and (if I

understand the figures rightly) become connected together, so that they

form by their union a plate similar to that of HeceptacuUtes, only that it

is hexagonal. The plates of all the spicula enlarge until all come into

contact, and thus an outer tesselated integument corresponding to the

ectorhin is formed. In this stage a section through the seed-like body

shews an inner integument (or endorhin), and an outer plated integument

(or ectorhin), the two being separated and at the same time connected

by the pillar-like cylindrical shafts of the spicula representing the tubes of

HeceptacuUtes. The space between the tubes is, according to some

authors, filled Avith a gelatinous silicious matter ; but Bowerbank says he

did not detect this substance in the specimens examined by him. This

little sac or cell is a HeceptacuUtes in miniature, and it is also one of the

embryonic stages of a sponge. When we consider that the full grown and

adult individuals of many of the long extinct tribes of animals never

attained in their structure a more advanced organization than that exhi-

bited by the embryos of orders living at the present day, it does not seem

surprising that Ave should find in the paljsozoic rocks a sponge Avhich

although often of large size, never became more highly developed, than is

the recent genus Spongilla, Avhen it has only advanced to the sac-like

stage above described. It is not intended to assert here positively that

HeceptacuUtes is a sponge, or to determine the question of its zoological

rank one Avay or the other, but only to direct attention to such peculiari-

ties in its structure as appear to me Avorthy of being taken into account in

the investigation.
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Receptaculites Jonesi. (N. sp.)

b

Fig. 365.

Fig. 365.

—

Receptaculites Jonesi. a, side view ; b. view of the base. Owing to the

peculiar condition of preservation, the grooves of the stolons are imper-

fectly seen in this specimen. They are well shown in the fragments of
other individuals collected in the same bed with the one here figured.

Description.—The specimens of this species that have been as yet col-

lected are small, turbinate, or depressed conical bodies, from one to two

inches across, and from six lines to one inch in height. The broadest ex-

tremity, supposed to be the base, is usually circular, sometimes ovate, gently

concave, and with an obtusely rounded margin all round, the thickness of

which is from three to five hnes. The smaller extremity, or the upper side,

is a depressed cone, with an apical angle of 110'=' to 130°, with an irregularly

rounded truncated apex. The grooves of the radial stolons, as shoAvn in

the cast of the interior of the ectorhin, radiate straight outwards to the

margin, and run upwards over tlie rounded edge. There are here (on the

peripheral edge) four or five grooves in a width of three lines. The grooves

of the cyclical stolons are closer together, there being about nine in the

width of three lines. From the margin to the apex both systems of grooves

become moi-e crowded together, and, at the apex, the ectorhin appears to

have been of a somewhat pliable, coriaceous integument. At the apex there

are indications, in all the specimens which have this part preserved, of a

small irregularly rounded aperture, which is usually depressed, in form,

somewhat like the umbilicus of an apple.

Several specimens have been collected which show the internal cavity.

It varies slightly in form in different individuals, but is, in general, bell-

shaped, as represented in fig. 363. (ante, p. 385.)

None of the specimens yet seen have the ectorhin preserved, and the

form of the plates is not, therefore, yet known. Dedicated to (the eminent

English naturahst) T. Rupert Jones.
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Locality a7id Formation.—Cape Gasp^, in the upper part of the Lower

Helderberg group, in beds holding a mixture of Upper Silurian and Devo-

nian fossils.

Collector.—VvoL R. Bell.

CLASS UNCERTAIN.

Genus Pasceolus, Billings.

Fig. 366. Fig. 3ij7.

Fig. 366.—P. Halli. From the Middle Silurian, Anticosti.

Fig. 367.

—

P. globosus, Trenton limestone, Ottawa.

The fossils of this genus are of an ovate or globular form covered with

an integument of small polygonal plates (?) and with one or more circular

apertures. Two species are at present known to occur in the Silurian

rocks of Canada, both of which are above figured.

jP. I£alU is of an ovate form, from one to two inches in length and

about one-fourth less, in width. At one end there is a narrow prolonga-

tion Avhich, most probably, constituted the pedicle by which the body was

attached to the bottom. No trace of any other point of attachment can

be seen ; and it is almost certain, therefore, that this smaller extremity is

the base. A little below the mid-height of the body there is a small cir-

cular elevation which appears to mark the place of an orifice ; but as the

integument is not preserved in this part, it cannot, at present, be posi-

tively determined whether there was an aperture here or not. All that

can be said is that there appears to have been an orifice where this eleva-

tion occurs. The specimens collected arc all casts of the interior, but of

the one figured a portion of the integument remains attached to the

matrix. It is about one-third of a line in thickness, of a translucent,

horny color, the surface covered Avith minute corrugated wrinkles just

visible to the naked eye. No sutures can be distinguished, and tlie form

of the plates can only be made out as so many obscure convexities on the
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outside. But where the integument is removed the cast shows the place

of the sutures most distinctly, and that the plates were deeply concave on

the inside. The polygonal spaces, in the above figure, represent only the

ovitlines of the casts of the inner surfaces of the plates, and, as those are

deeply concave, of course the whole surface of the cast of the fossil is

covered with small convex elevations. In some places these are so exceed-

ingly convex that they present the appearance of a mass of small globular

cells just so much pressed together as to produce the hexagonal outhne

along the boundary of contact. Many of these elevations have a small

round knob in the centre with an obscure ridge radiating to the middle of

each of the sides, where they meet similar ridges from the other convexi-

ties. These markings are very obscurely developed, and in some places

cannot be seen at all.

P. glohosus only differs from P. Halli in being larger and of a spheri-

cal shape. The specimens are sometimes three inches across, but the

common size is about two inches. They are, usually, more or less com-

pressed and distorted, in general of a hemispherical shape, the base flat-

tened as if the body had been a soft globular sac of matter which had

settled down by its own weight. They are, however, occasionally found

of a nearly spherical form. On one side (the flattened side) of a speci-

men in the cabinet of Dr. J. A. Grant, of Ottawa, there is a small eleva-

tion Avhich may have been the point of attachment. No orifices have yet

been made out, but it must be observed that no specimen has been col-

lected in which the whole of the surface can be examined. None that I

have seen have a vestige of the integument remaining. The plates (or

rather their impressions) are, in these specimens, for the greater part,

strongly convex and precisely like those of P. Halli, only larger. In

some they are partly concave and partly convex or flat.. Individuals also

occur which have them cither convex, all flat, or all concave. Yet as

these occur together in the same localities, I think them all one species.

They have, as yet, been found only at the city of Ottawa in the Trenton

limestone.

In one piece of shale scarcely a yard square, I collected about fifty indi-

viduals, but although they occur thus abundantly in certain spots, good

specimens are exceedingly rare.

This genus was first described by me in the Report of the Geological

Survey of Canada for 1857, p. 342, and placed among the fossils of uncer-

tain class. The two species above figured are also there described.

They have been on exhibition in the cases of our museum for the last ten

years, and have been examined by a great many of the naturalists of all

countries. But I do not think we yet know to what class they belong.

P. Halli and Ischadites Canadensis are figured on p. 309 of the Geology
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of Canada, as members of tlie Tanicata. The latter, however, is a true

ReceptacuUtes. It is barely possible that the former may be a tunicate,

but we have no positive evidence that it is.

Eichwald,inhis Lethaea Rossica, has described and figured two species,

Cyclocrhius Spaskii and C. exilis, which appear to me to be either con-

generic with our two, or, at least, to belong to the same family. Both of

Eichwald's species are small globular bodies covered with hexagonal or

pentagonal plates. The plates of C. Spaskii have a tubercle in the centre

and a number of obscure rounded ridges radiating to the sides. lie says

there is a small oral orifice on one side, and on the side opposite, a rudi-

mentary pedicle. One of his figured specimens is covered with a tubular

incrustation consisting of small cells which he considers to be a part of

the integument itself. It may be, however, a coral. A fragment of one

of the specimens of P. Halli from Anticosti is incrusted in precisely the

same manner with what I take to be a species of Stenopora. Eichwald

places his genus among the Cystidea ; but the more general characters,

such as a jointed crinoidal column, the ai*ms or pinnulae, and the peculiar

orifices which characterise all true Cystideans, are not forthcoming. It

is barely possible that his view may be the correct one.

The fossil called Sphceronites tesselatus (Phillips), from the English

Devonian rocks has the surface covered with hexagonal plates, and

resembles, in general aspect, a species of JPasceolus. Mr. Pengelly has

fio-ured a specimen in the Geologist, vol iv, which shows the interior,

covered with a net-work of vertical and horizontal ribs, giving the appear-

ance of the inner surface of the specimen of lieceptaculites calciferus

above noticed. He proposes a new generic name, Sphoerospoiujia, for it.

If the specimen figured by him be truly of the same species as that

described by Phillips, it would seem that an internal structure like that of

ReceptacuUtes is not inconsistent with an integument of hexagonal instead

of quadrilateral plates. I do not see, however, how the net-work figured

by Mr. Pengelly can be made to fit hexagonal plates in the way that the

squares formed by the stolons of ReceptacuUtes arc adjusted.

M. M. Edwards and Haime have referred Eichwald's genus Cyclocrinus

to the Zoantharia. Whether they are right or not with regard to the

Russian species, I can most confidently assert that Fasceolus is not a

coral. It may be allied to ReceptacuUtes, but its true zoological position

is quite undecided at present.
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ECHINODERMATA.

Petraster bellulus. (N. sp.)

Fig. 368.

Fig. 368.

—

Petraster bellulus. Under side.

Description.—Deeply stellate, about eighteen lines across ; disc five lines

wide ; width of rays, at the base, half the width of the disc, uniformly

tapering to their extremities ; ambulacral grooves, narrow and deep, with

about thirty adambulacral plates on each side. These plates are strongly

convex and nearly square. Outside of these there is a row of marginal

plates, which appear to extend to the extremities of the rays, but on this

point there is doubt, as the specimen is not perfect. There appear to be

one or two small disc plates between the marginal and adambulacral plates

just outside of the oral angles.

Locality and Formatioji.—Township of Grimsby ; in the Nia^-ara shale.

Collector.—Johnson Pettit, Esq., Grimsby, C. W.

Cyclocystoides Huronensis. (N. sp.)

Fig. 369.

Fig. 3G9.— Cyclocystoides Huronensis.

Description.—The only specimen of this species that has been collected

AA
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is SLsteen lines across, and had, when perfect, about sixty marginal plates,

of which forty-six are preserved.

It closely resembles both G. Salli and G. Davisii, but has a larger

number of marginal plates, the former having thirty-six and the latter

about fifty.

Locality and Formation.—Rabbit Island, Lake Huron ; Hudson River

group.

Collector.—ProL R. Bell.

GASTEROPODA.

Chiton Canadensis.

Fig. 370. Fig. 371.

Fig. 370.

—

Chiton Canadensis, a, vieTV of the upper side of one of the termi-

nal plates ;
b, side view of the same; c, underside.

Fig. 371.

—

Metoptoma Montrealensis,

DescrijJtion.—The terminal plates of this species are, in form, like one-

half of a hollow cone with an acute apex. The anterior margin (assuming

this to be the posterior plate) is straight in one specimen and slightly un-

dulated in another, and is so convex as to form an uniform arch equal, very

nearly, to a semicircle. The anterior angles are narrowly rounded. The

upper side in one specimen has an obscure lobe along the middle, and is

covered with fine striae parallel to the anterior margin. Just in front of

the apex, on the under side, there is a thin plate, as shown in fig. a.

Locality and Formation.—Pauquette Rapids, on the River Ottawa
;

Black River limestone.

Collector.—E. Billings.

Metoptoma Montrealensis. (N. sp.)

Fig. 371.

Description.—Acutely conical ; apex a little in advance of the centre
;

base obtusely elUptical, the antero-postcrior diameter a little the longest.

On a side view the outline is gently convex from the apex to tlie posterior,

and concave to the anterior margin. Surface, when perfect with fine ver-

tical strioe running from the apex to the margin, and with both fine en-

girdling strite and obscure undulations of growth parallel to the base. In

most of the specimens the fine striae are not perceptible.
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This species varies greatly in the elevation. In some the height is only

about one-half the width of the base, while in others the height and width

are equal, with every intermediate stage.

Locality and Formation.—Montreal ; Chazy limestone.

Collector.—Tl. C. Weston.

11.

—

Species from the Quebec G-roup, published in 1860.

In order that descriptions of all the species of trilobites of the L^vis

formation may appear in this volume, it is thought advisable to republish

those described in the Canadian Naturalist and Geologist. This will be

found to be convenient for those who may not have access to the volumes

of that journal.

{From the Canadian Naturalist and Geologist, vol. v, August I860.)

" On examining the specimens recently collected at this locality (Point

L^vis), I find some evidence of several groups of species, each occurring in

a rock somewhat different in appearance from that which contains the

others. It does not seem improbable, judging from the fact that all the

three varieties of hmestone occur in close proximity to each other, that

these species may yet be found more or less intermingled in the same beds,

but for the present it is best to keep them separate. I shall designate the

rocks simply as limestones Nos. 1, 2, 3, and 4."

The genera collected in each are as follows :

The species were collected by Sir W. E. Logan, the late John Head,

Esq., Dr. T. S. Hunt, Prof. R. Bell, and J. Richardson. To save space

I shall not repeat the locality and formation after each description.

Agnostus Americanus, (N. sp.)

Fig. 372. Fig. 373. Fig. 374.

Fig. 372.

—

Agnostus .Americanus; a, the tail ; b, the head ? Both a little magnified.

Fig. 373.

—

ignostus Orion. Natural size.

Fig. 374.

—

ignostus Canadensis; a, the tail ; b, the head? Both magnified.

Note.—Ml the figures in this article are of the natural size, unless otherwise specified.
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Description.—Head oblong semi-oval, rather strongly convex, most

elevated at the posterior one-fourth of the length, thence descending with

a depressed convex slope in all directions to the sides and front ; margin

with a very narrow projecting border. The glabella is elongate oval

;

width, one-third that of the whole head ; length, rather more than two-

thirds the length of the head. It has two transverse furrows which com-

pletely or partially divide it into three segments. The anterior furrow

extends all across at one-third, or a little more, of the length from the

front. The posterior furrow is interrupted in the middle and is only dis-

tinctly seen on each side, penetrating one-third the width, while its position

is a little in advance of the posterior third of the length of the glabella.

The space between the two inner extremities of the posterior furrows is

occupied by a low conical tubercle, with the apex directed backwards.

At each side of the glabella at the posterior extremity there is a small

triangular lobe. The glabella is defined all round by a very narrow

groove, just distinctly visible to the naked eye, and from the apex a similar

groove runs straight to the middle of the front margin. The surface is

ornamented by from fifteen to twenty irregular, shghtly impressed, radiat-

ing rugose stride.

In the pygidium the posterior segment of the median lobe is equal to

the two anterior in size ; and there are no triangular lobes at the anterior

margin. The tubercle is well developed, and its backward sloping apex

reaches nearly to the posterior furrow. It seems to divide the two anterior

seo-ments, so that each has a sub-quadrate lobe on each side. The surface

is striated like the head. Two heads and one tail have been found.

Length of the tail three lines and one-fourth ; of the largest head, three

lines, and of the other, two lines and three-fourths. The width is about

equal to, or a little less than the length.

The contour appears to be not a regular semi-oval ; the sides and termi-

nal margins being only gently convex, and the angles broadly rounded.

The structure of the tail is similar to that both of A. tardus (Barrande)

and A. glabratus (Angelin) ; but in these species the median lobe of the

head is smooth, and consists of one plate only, without furrows.

It may be that the tail above figured belongs to a different species, but

even if that should be the case, it is specifically distinct from A. tardus and

A. glabratus, for these are both smooth, while ours is striated like A. ex-

Bculptus (Angelin), and besides the proportions of the parts ai-e sufficiently

different to be of specific value, especially when the character of the sur-

face is taken into account. A. tardus and A. glabratus both belong to the

upper part of the Lower Silurian. A. exsculptus to Angelin's Region B,

which is the upper division of the Primordial Zone in Sweden,

In Limestone, No. 1.
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Agnostus Orion. (N. sp.)

Fig. 3T3.

Description.—Length and breadth about equal, sub-circular, convex, a

very narrow margin all round, glabella not quite two thirds the whole length

very convex, a transverse furrow at one third the length from the apex, a

small triangular tubercle at each side next the posterior edge ; no tubercle

visible on the top of the glabella. A fissure from the apex of the glabella

to the anterior margin. Length two lines.

This species only differs from A pisiformis as figured by Salter in the

3rd Edition of Siluria by having the glabella proportionally shorter.

Limestone, No. 1. In No. 2 there are two specimens of an Agnostus

which resemble this species, but more are required to decide whether they

are identical or not.

Agnostus Canadensis. (N. sp.)

Fig. 374, 0. b.

Description.—Head, obtusely oblong, semi-oval ; width, a little greater

than the length ; a concave border nearly as wide as the glabella all round.

Glabella in width, less than half the width of the head, and in length a little

more than two-thirds the length of the head : a triangular tubercle on

each side of the neck, and a transverse furrow a little in advance of the

mid-length ; the tubercle is obscure, and appears to be indicated by the

small indentation forward in the middle of the transverse furrow.

The specimen represented by Fig. 374 a, is provided with a tubercle, but

I cannot see in which direction the apex is directed, and consequently am
unable to say whether it is a head or a tail. It has the broad margin of

Fig. 374 b, and I think therefore it belongs to the same species. The seg-

ment next the thoracic extremity is a little less than one-third the whole

length, and about one-third the whole width. The posterior segment is large

and convex, extending quite to the concave border, where it is full one-half

wider than it is at the suture between it and the smaller segment. The tu-

bercle is situated in the transverse suture, and makes a small indentation

in the edge of the larger segment.

Length of the specimens, about two lines.

Limestone, No. 1.
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CONOCEPHALITES ZeNKERI. (N. Sp.)

Fig. 375.

Fig. 375.

—

Conocephalites Zenkeri.

Description.—Length apparently abont two inches. Head very convex

nearly semi-circular, with a strongly elevated thin sharp margin all round

the front and sides, and just within this a wide deep uniformly concave

furrow, the width of which is equal to about one third the length of the

glabella. The posterior margin is strengthened by the neck segment which

extends the whole width of the head, and becomes much elevated on ap-

proaching the outer angles. Glabella conical, very convex, most elevated at

about the mid-length, with a well defined neck furrow, the posterior lateral

furrows directed obliquely forwards at an angle of 45^ with the longitudi-

nal axis of the body, their inner extremities separated from each other by

full one third the width of the glabella ; the posterior lobes sub-triangular,

their anterior angles situated at nearly one third the length of the glabella

forward excluding the neck furrow and segment; the middle lateral fur-

rows represented by a small depression or indentation on each side situated

on a line drawn across the head passing through posterior half of the eyes

;

in front of these a much smaller indentation on each side representing the

anterior furrows. The eyes are small and conical, situated on a Ime cross-

ing the glabella at one half the whole length of the head, their distance

from the glabella equal to one-third the width of the neck segment ; ocular

ridge extending from the eye forward to a point situated a little in advance

of the anterior lateral indentation or furrow of the glabella. From the ey«

a strong ridge runs outwards to the margin of the head in two of the spe-

cimens, but in another it is not seen. Between the eye and the posterior

margin, and situated near the posterior lobe, on each side is a large sub-

semicircular tubercle. This elevation is very slight in the small specimens.

The surface of the glabella and cheeks adjacent thereto .are apparently

smooth, but the whole of the concave border around the head is ornamented

with fine rugose stria; distinctly visible to the naked eye.

Length of head in largest specimen seen eight lines ; length of glabella

six lines; width of head fifteen lines ; width of glabella four lines ; distance

between the eyes six lines.
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Thorax and pygidium unknown, I have not ascertained whether the pos-

terior angles of the head are rounded or produced into spines.

Limestone No. 1.

G-enus Dikelocephalus. Owen.

In the species which I have referred to this genus, the general form and

aspect of the glabella and pygidium and the course of the facial suture are

the same as in D. Minnesotensis the type of the genus, specimens of which

I have before me from the sandstone of the Western States. From nume-

rous fragments of JD. Oiveni exhibiting the underside of the head, I have

ascertained that the facial suture does not separate the cheeks from each

other by cutting the fold of the margin. The head is therefore composed

of three pieces only,—the glabella, hypostoma and united cheeks. This

separates the genus from Proetus, some species of which, such as P. stri-

atus (Barrande) have an expanded front margin and a spinose pygidium

very like those of D. magnificus. The head of Proetus consists of five

pieces. The hypostoma found associated with our specimens is much like

that of Proetus, and it is also not unlike that of Ogygia. According to the

figure givin in Siluria, plate III, fig. 2, representing the sub-marginal fold

of the cephalic shield, and the hypostoma attached thereto of Ogygia

Bucliii, the structure of the head of Ogygia must be the same as that of

Dikelocephalus. The affinities of the two genera are still further indicated

by the form of the glabella.

Dikelocephalus magnificus.

Description.—Eight or nine mches in length. Head large with a short

broad obtusely conical depressed convex glabella, in front of which there

is a broad flat margin with from five to eight obscure radiating ridges.

The neck furrow is represented by an obscure shallow groove which is

visible in the middle two-thirds of the width, but dies out before reaching

the sides of the glabella. In front of this there are from one to three

shallow pits or faint depressions on each side of the median line represent-

ing the glabella furrows. A line drawn across the head at one-third the

length from the posterior margin would pass through the centres of the

eyes nearly. The eyes are annular about one-sixth the whole length of

the head, situated their own length from the posterior margin and with

their centres about the same distance from the side of the glabella. The
facial suture runs from the inner anterior corner of the eye forwards and
outwards at an angle of about 45 ® to the longitudinal axis of the body
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Fig. 376.

Fig. 376.—Glabella and pygidium of D. magnificus.

until it crosses a line drawn through the eye parallel with the axis of the

body, and having gained a point situated outside of this line at a distance

from it equal to the length of the eye or thereabout, it curves inward and

reaches the front margin at a point somewhere near the line. It then ap-

pears to run round the margin. Behind the eye its course is, after a short

inward and backward curve, directly outwards nearly parallel with the

posterior furrow apparently one half the width of the cheek when it curves

back, and cuts the posterior margin before reaching the angle. On each

side of the glabella nearly opposite but a little behind the position of the

eye there is an obscure rounded elongated prominence.

Judging from several detached cheeks the posterior part of the head

must be very wide and the angles produced into moderately long triangu-

lar spines.

The pygidium is somewhat fan-shaped, the posterior margin terminating
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in six triangular points or spines, the outer ones of which are the longest

and the inner ones diminishing in length so as to produce a semicircular

emargination for the posterior outline. The greatest width of the pygi-

dium is at about one-third its total length from the front measuring to the

extremity of the longest spine. In front of a line drawn across at this

place the contour is nearly semicircular, but behind the line the sides are

straight or only gently convex, and somewhat parallel, slightly converging

towards each other. The main body of the axis is about one-fourth the

total length, convex conical and with four shallow concave transverse

grooves ; four ribs in each of the side lobes besides a rudimentary ridge

along the middle being a continuation of the axis. The surface is marked

by fine fissure-like undulating lines.

The pleurae which seem to belong to this species are broad, flat, falcate,

and with a moderately strong groove running obliquely nearly their whole

length.

Judging from the form of the three pygidia figured by Angelin on Plate

41 of the Paloeontologia Scandinavica, it appears probable that this species

connects Dikelocephalus with Centropleura, a genus which occurs in the

base of the Lower Silurian of Sweden, in Regie B and C of Angelin. It

is perhaps an extreme form, but the course of the facial suture and char-

acters of the glabella are the same as they are in Dikelocephalus. The

pygidium differs from D. Minnesotensis in having fewer ribs and a greater

number of spines, but this difference is not of itself, I think, of generic

value.

Limestone No. 1.

Dikelocephalus planifrons. (N. sp.)

Fig. 377.

Description.—Head with a broad smooth margin in front, the width of

which is about equal to the width of the glabella : the latter oblong conical,

Fig. 377. Fig. 378. Fig. 379.

Fig. 377.

—

D. planifrons.

Fig. 378.— Z). Belli.

Fig. 379,—D. Oweni.
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rather flat, most elevated along tlie median line, broadly rounded in front,

its sides nearly straight and sub-parallel, slightly converging from behind

forwards. On each side of the median line there are three or four obscure

depressions which represent the glabellar furrows. The length of the

glabella appears to be about once and a half its width at the neck segment.

Eyes, cheeks, thorax and pygidum unknown. Length of largest head

seen, twelve lines ; length of glabella, seven lines : width of glabella at

base five lines, at front margin four lines and a half.

The head of this specis differs from J), magnificus in having a more

elongated and depressed glabella with the wide border in front smooth

instead of ornamented with radiating ridges.

Limestone, No. 1.

DiKELOCEPHALUS OWENI. (N. Sp.)

Fig. 379.

JDescription.—Head with a broad punctured and striated margin in

front of the glabella ; the latter oblong conical depressed, most elevated

along the median line, and with from two to four obscure depressions on

each side, representing the glabellar furrows. The front of the glabella is

broadly rounded, the sides straight or nearly so, sub-parallel or slightly

converging from behind forwards ; the posterior margin straight in the

middle, turned forward at the sides. At the base of the glabella there is

an obscure transverse furrow, and I am not sure Avhether this should be

regarded as the posterior glabellar groove or the neck furrow. The front

of the head is strengthened by a depressed convex rim just within which

there is a curved row of punctures, four or five in ona line. From these

punctures fine somewhat flexuous striae converge towards the front of the

glabella. Eyes, cheeks, thorax and pygidium unknown.

Length of head of a specimen Avhich appears to be of the average size

ten lines ; length of glabella, seven lines ; width of glabella at neck seg-

ment five lines and a half, and at front margin four lines and a half ; width

of the marginal rim, one line and a half.

The depressions representing the glabellar furrows are sometimes obso-

lete, and sometimes only one or two are visible on each side.

One of the specimens has the anterior striated margin proportionally

one fourth narrower than the above and only five punctures in the width

of one line. The glabella is smooth and not narrowed in front. I do not

at present think, however, that these differences arc of specific importance.

In another specimen where the crust is preserved, the punctures are

scarcely visible, but where it is removed they are distinct.

Dedicated to Dr. D. D. Owen, whose extensive geological researches

in the Western States have been of such great service to science.

Limestone, No. 1.
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DiKELOCEPHALUS BeLLI. (N. Sp.)

Fig. 378.

Description.—Head semicircular, the width apparently twice the length

or a little more. Front margin surrounded by a narrow convex rim, dis-

tant about its own width from the front of the glabella. The latter is

obtusely oblong, conical, rather convex, well defined all round by the nar-

row groove of the dorsal furrows, the sides nearly parallel, straight or

nearly so, the front rounded. The neck furrow extends entirely across,

nearly straight in the middle third and directed obliquely forward at an

angle of about 45° at the outer third on each side. In front of this, two

oblique glabellar furrows on each side, their inner extremities separated

by about one-third the width of the glabella, forming three lobes of nearly

equal size. The eyes appear to be situated opposite the second pair of

furrows from the front, and to be distant from the glabella about one third

the width of the neck segment.

Length of head of medium size, six lines and a half ; length of glabella

five lines and a half ; width of the same at base four lines ; a little nar-

rower towards the front ; width of marginal rim half a line ; width of space

between the marginal rim and the front of the glabella, half a line. Sur-

face smooth.

Cheeks, eyes, thorax and pygidium unknown. Dedicated to Mr. Robert

Bell, the discoverer of the genus in the Canadian rocks.

Limestone, No. 1.

DiKELOCEPHALUS MEGALOPS. (N. Sp.)

Fiff. 380.

Fig. 382.

^^
Fig. 381. Fig. 383.

Fig. 380.—D. megalops.

Fig. 381.

—

D. cristattis.

Fig. 382, 383.

—

Pygidia common in Limestone No. 1.
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Description.—Head apparently semicircular ; "anterior margin strength-

ened by a narrow convex rim a little more than its owti -width from the

front of the glabella, just Avithin which is a curved row of punctures with

fine striae as in B. Oweni. Glabella elongate conical, depressed convex,

front rounded, sides nearly straight, slightly converging from behind forward

Neck furrow straight in the middle, turned slightly forwards towards the

ends. In front of this, two other short furrows on each side dividing the

glabella into three lobes of which the anterior is the largest ; the posterior

furrows sometimes obscurely connected on the median line their outer

extremities directed forwards at an angle of 45° with the longitudinal axis

of the body ; the anterior pair nearly at right angles, but sloping a httle

forwards, their inner extremities not connected. On the front lobe there

appear to be indications of a third pair of furrows on one of the specimens.

The eyes are semi-annular, nearly half the whole length of the head, their

anterior corners a little in advance of the outer extremities of the anterior

glabellar furrow ; their centres distant from the sides of the glabella, one-

third the width of the neck segment, their upper and lower angles, half

that distance. Surface, except the striated front margin apparently

smooth.

Cheeks, thorax and pygidium unknovrn.

Length of largest head seen five hues and a half ; of glabella four lines

and a half; width of glabella at neck segment three lines and a half

nearly, and at front furrows three lines.

Limestone, No. 1.

DiKELOCEPHALUS CRISTATUS. (N. Sp.)

Fig. 381.

Description.—Small, head apparently semi-circular; front margin with

a strong rim abruptly elevated on its posterior edge and thence descending

with a flat slope to the anterior edge, distant about its own width from the

front of the glabella, with a row of punctures as in D. Oweni. Glabella

oblong, front and sides somewhat straight, anterior angles rounded, neck

segment and furrow well defined, no glabellar furrows. The glabella just

in front of the neck furrow is abruptly elevated into a sharp rounded roof-

shaped ridge from which it descends Avith a flat or gently concave slope to

the front and lateral margins. Eyes very large, full one half the whole

length of the head, their posterior angles close to the glabella at the neck

furrow
; thence they curve outwards so that their centres are distant from

the sides of the glabella rather more than one third the width of the neck

segment, thence more gradually curving inwards they reach the sides of

the glabella (nearly) at a point a little in advance of its length.
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Length of head m largest specimen seen four lines ; of glabella about

three lines ; width of glabella at base two lines, a little narrower in front.

Surface with the exception of the striated and punctured front, apparently

smooth.

Limestone, No. 1.

Fig. 384.—The pygidium represented by Fig. 384, appears to belong to a species of

Dikelocephalus, but the small fragment of stone in which it occurs resembles

Limestone No. 2, in which no recognisable fragments of that genus have been found.

Crenera.—^Arionellus (Barrande) and Menocephalus (Owen).

These two genera seem to be closely related, and I shall therefore notice

them collectively. In Ario7iellus the glabella is cylindrical or sub-conical

with three or four lateral furrows. The facial suture proceeds from the

eye forward with a shght inward inclination to the front margin which it

cuts on a line drawn between the eye and the glabella parallel with the

axis of the body. Behind the eye it cuts the posterior margin at a point

situated on a line drawn between that organ and the outer angle of the

head. In the thorax of A. ceticejjhalus there are from 7 to 16 segments

according to the age of the individual. The pygidium is small.

The head (all that is known) of Meyiocephalus only differs from Ario'

nellus in having the glabella exceedingly convex. Owen discovered the

glabella and a portion of the cheek plate, but none of the other parts. He
describes the former as being circular, highly arched, hemispherical and

pustulated. Judging from this description and the figure given by the

author, and also from the aspect of the associated fossils, it appears to me

highly probable that the species which I have called 31. globosus is not

only congeneric with Owen's M. Minnesotensis but that it is closely allied

thereto. 31. Sedgeivicki cannot be separated generically from M. globosus,

and this latter leads us through A. subdavatus to A. cylindricus.

This latter appears to me to be an Arionellus. The specimens are too

imperfect to enable me to prove whether or not our four species belong to

two distinct genera or one only. I shall place the two most convex forms

in Menocephalus y and the other two in Arionellus.
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Arionellus CYLINDRICUS. (N. Sp.)

Fig. 385.
_

Fig. 38G.

Fig. 385.

—

Arionellus ajlindricus.

Fig. 3S6.—jli-ionellus subclavatus ; a, side view of the glabella.

Description.—Glabella sub-cylindrical slightly narrowed from behind

forwards, the sides nearly straight and separated from the very prominent

cheeks by a deep furrow ; the front obtusely rounded or nearly straight.

The neck furrow is deep and rounded and the neck segment well defined

but apparently not very prominent. The posterior glabellar furrow is

well defined all across, parallel with the neck furrow for half the width of

the glabella and then directed obliquely forward on each side at an angle of

45°
; it is about its own width distant from the neck furrow. The next

furrows forward are situated a little in advance of the mid-length of the

glabella ; they are slighty oblique and their inner extremities are separated

by about one-third the width of the glabella. In front of these are two

other furrows on each side very inconspicuous and not always visible. The
anterior margin of the head consists of a narrow elevated ridge separated

from the front of the glabella by an angular groove of about its own width.

From the summit of the terminal ridge the margin descends with an abrupt

slope so that on a front view the head appears to be bounded by a flat

nearly vertical band, the width of which is equal to rather more than one

half the elevation of the glabella. The surface appears to be smooth or

finely granular. Eyes, fixed cheeks, thorax and pygidium unknown.

Length of longest head seen three and a half lines ; width of glabella about

two lines at neck segment and a little less at the anterior extremity. The

form of the glabella of this species is almost exactly like that of Dikehce.

phalus granulosus. (Owen.) [See Geo. Rep. Wisconsin, Phi, Fig. 7.]

Limestone, No. 1, not common.

Arionellus subclavatus. (N. sp.)

Fig. 386,—a.

Description.—Glabella as long as the head, separated from the front

margin by a narrow groove only, strongly convex and elevated in the

anterior two-thirds, less convex, more depressed, and somewhat narrower
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in the posterior third ; sides gently convex, nearly straight, sub-parallel,

slightly more distant from each other towards the front than behind, front

obtusely rounded. The neck segment and furrow are rounded and well

defined all across ; the posterior glabellar furrows are rather strong,

directed forwards at an angle somewhat less than 45°, their inner extre-

mities separated by one-third the width of the glabella, and distant from

the neck furrow about the width of the neck segment. In front of these

are two obscure, nearly vertical furrows on each side, at about equal dis-

tances from each other. The fixed cheeks are strongly elevated, and

separated from the glabella by the deep, narrow dorsal furrows. The eyes

are small, and situated on a line drawn across the head, passing about

midway between the two posterior glabellar furrows. They are connected

with the front lobes of the glabella, by slender ocular ridges, as in the

genus Conocephalites. The distance of the eye from the glabella is a

little more than half the width of the neck segment. The facial suture

cuts the front margin, a httle inside of a line drawn through the eye,

parallel with the length of the body. Behind the eye it runs obHquely

outward with a gentle curve, and cuts the posterior margin at a point

between the line passing through the eye, and the posterior angles of the

head. The surface in the large specimens is finely tubercular, but in the

small ones apparently smooth. Length of largest head seen five lines and

a half ; the width of the glabella at one-third the length from the front,

is about three-fourths of its own length, excluding the neck segment and

furrow. Moveable cheeks, thorax and pygidium unknown.

Limestone, No. 1.

Menocephalus Sedgwicki. (N. sp.)

Fig. 387. Fig. 388.

Fig. 387.

—

Menocephalus Sedgwicki.

388.

—

M. globosus. a, side view of the head
; 6, upper side ; c, front view.

Description.— Glabella very convex, conical gradually tapering from
the neck segment to the front, which is obtusely rounded. Neck segment
and neck furrow well defined all across. Two glabellar furrows on each
side, which divide the glabella into three pair of lobes, the anterior pairs a
little the largest, the other two nearly equal to each other. The posterior

furrows sometimes curve so far backwards as to isolate the lobes from the

body of the glabella ; their depth, however, is inconsiderable. The gla-
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bella is separated from the cheeks and front margin by the deep, narrow

dorsal furrow which runs all round. The eyes are situated opposite the

anterior glabellar furrows, and distant from the glabella about one-fourth

the width of the neck segment. The front margin slopes from the front of

the glabella downwards, and is then turned up to form a shghtly elevated

but well defined wire-hke rim, which probably runs all round. Surface

covered with small tubercles. Cheeks, thorax and pygidium unknown.

Length of largest specimen collected, four lines ; length of glabella, in-

cluding neck segment, three lines ; width of, at neck fun-ow, two hnes.

In some specimens a third glabellar furrow is represented by an obscure

indentation close to the front.

The facial suture is evidently the same as in A. cylindricus and A. suh-

clavatus.

Limestone, No. 1.

Menocephalus globosus. (N. sp.)

Fig. 388—a, b, c.

Description.—Head globose, the posterior angles produced into small

slender spines directed outwards, at an angle of about 45° with the axis

of the body. Glabella exceedingly convex, almost hemispherical, its

leno-th slightly exceeding its width ; either totally destitute of lateral fur-

rows, or with two inconspicuous indentations on each side. Neck furrow

and segment well defined ; the margin of the head with a narrow, wire-

Uke border all round, which turns up in front of the glabella, and forms an

obtusely pointed rostrum ; cheeks moderately tumid, but drooping on each

side, so as to give a great depth to the outline of the head. Eyes about

one-fifth the total length of the head, situated opposite the mid-length of

the glabella, and about their own width from it. Facial suture as in A.

subdavatus. Surface covered with small tubercles. Width of head in

the specimen figured, five lines ; length, three lines ; length of glabella,

two lines and one-fourth.

Associated with these are very numerous glabelljB of a larger size, in

general four lines in length, which probably belong to this species.

Limestone, No. 1.

Grenus Bathyurus. Billings.

This genus was described in the " Canadian Naturalist and Geologist,"

vol. iv, p. 364, in the article on the fossils of the Calciferoua Sandrock.

It differs from Asaphus by having nine segments in the thorax, the front
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of the hypostoma not forked, and the glabella well defined by the dorsal

furrows. It somewhat resembles both Megalaspis and Niohe (Angelin),

in the form of the glabella, but the hypostoma is precisely like that of

Ogygia. I have some evidence to show that the head is composed of

three pieces only, as in DlkelocepJialus. The species heretofore described

are, B. ampUmarginatus, B. eoiiicus, and B. Cyhele, from the Calcifer-

ous Sandrock :

—

B. Angelmi, Chazy ; B. extans, (^Asaplms extans, Hall,)

as yet known only in the Black river limestone, and B. sjmiiger, (^Acid-

aspis spiniger, Hall.) This latter species occurs both in the Black River

and Trenton, in Canada.

The following species are referred to this genus provisionally. I am not

at all satisfied that they belong to the genus, but I know of no other to

which they bear so near a resemblance.

Bathyurus capas. (N. sp.)

Fig. 389.

Description.—Head convex, forming a depressed quarter of a sphere.

Glabella oblong, separated from the flat, sloping rim of the front maro-in

by a narrow angular groove ; sides gently concave, nearly straio-ht, with

a short obscure outward curve opposite the eye, slightly convero-ino- tow-

ards each other from behind, forwards. The neck furrow is represented

by an obscure transverse impression, which occupies the middle third of

the width of the glabella, but does not reach all across. The anterior and

Fig. 390.

Vl/IJIIUlULLjln1ldlJiLJ:ii'l!lMMIk

Fig, 389. Fig. 391.

Fig. ZS9.-^Bathyurus capax. The lower figure is a longitudiaal section, sliowing
the convexity of the glabella and the flat sloping rim of the front margin at a.

Fig. 390.

—

Bathyurus dubius.

Fig. 391.

—

Bathyurus bituberculatus.

BB
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posterior angles are rounded, and although distinctly defined all round, by

the dorsal furrows, (which, however, are only slightly impressed,) the

glabella in the anterior half is scarcely at all elevated above the general

convexity of the head ; it is moderately prominent behind. The eye is

situated at mid-length of the head, semi-annular ; its centre distant from

the side of the glabella, two lines, W'hen the length of the head is thirteen

lines.

The anterior margin of the head to front of the glabella is strengthened

by a flat rim, which slopes downwards and forwards at an angle of about

60°, with the horizontal plane of the body. This character is constant in

head specimens of all sizes, from a length of six lines to thirteen. The

width of this rim in the largest specimens, is one line and one-third.

Cheeks, thorax and pygidium, unknown. Surface apparently smooth.

Length of large head, thirteen lines ; width of glabella at base, nine

lines, and at two lines from the front margin, eight lines.

Limestone, No. 1.

Bathyurus dubius. (N. sp.)

Fig. 390.

Bescriiition.—This species differs from B. capax in having the glabella

more pointed and more narrowly rounded in front, and the marginal rim

not flat but of a sub-cylindrical wire-like form.

Length of the head in largest specimens seen, nine lines ; width of gla-

bella at neck furrow, six lines and a half, and at two lines from front mar-

gin, five lines.

Limestone, No. 1.

Bathyurus bituberculatus. (N. sp.)

Fig. 391.

Description. Glabella the same as in B. dubius, but more pointed in

front, and with an elongate-oval tubercule or lobe on each side of the pos-

terior half. These tubercules are of an elongate oval form, pointed at both

ends, bounded on the outside by the dorsal furrow which runs all round the

glabella, and on the inside by a shallow, rather obscure groove, but which

seems to separate them completely from the main body of tlie glabella.

The lower pointed extremity of each terminates a little below the level of

the neck furrrow, and the upper, a little behind the mid-length of the head.

Length of the largest head seen, eight lines and a half; width of gla-

bella just behind the neck furrow, six lines ; length of each tubercule two

lines and a half ; width of same in the middle one line. Surface smooth.

Limestone, No. 1.
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Batiiyurus armatus. (N. sp.)

Fig. 392.

Bescriptioyi.—Head very convex, with a strong broad-based spine pro-

jecting backwards from the neck segment. The contour of the glabella

is obscurely indicated by two faint grooves which appear to die out before

reaching the front margin. It appears to be regularly conical, but scarcely

at all elevated above the general convex surface of the head. Length of

head in the specimen figured— excluding the marginal rim, which is

unknown,—nine lines. Width of glabella at base, six lines ; at about the

middle of the head, five lines ; the length of the spine is unknown. Surface

smooth.

Limestone, No. 1.

Fig. 392. Fig. 393.

Fig. 394.

Fig. 392.

—

Bathyurus annahis.

Fig. 393.—Bathyurus Saffordi.

Fig. 394.

—

Bathyurun ohlongus.

Fig. 395.

—

Bathyurus Cordai.

Pig. 396.

—

Bathyurus quadratus.

Fig. 396.

Bathyurus Saffordi. (N. sp.)

Fig. 393.

Descrijytion.—Glabella conical convex, much elevated above the general

surface of the head, front angles rounded, sides somewhat straight in the

anterior half, below which they curve a little outwards, and become parallel

for a short distance next the posterior margin. The neck furrow in the

cast of the interior is well defined all across, but when the crust is preserved

it dies out on approaching the sides. The rim which forms the front

margin has a flat slope inwards to the anterior edge of the glabella.
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Length of the largest head seen, five lines and a half; width of glabella

at neck segment, six lines, and at two lines from the front, three lines and

a half. Surface smooth.

Dedicated to Professor J. M. Safford, State Geologist of Tennessee.

In Limestone, No. 2.

Bathyurus oblongus. (N. sp.)

Fig. 394.

Description.—The glabella of this species is oblong, convex with nearly

parallel sides, well separated from the cheeks by the deep dorsal furrow,

the front rounded, and the neck furrow rather deep all across. The eyes

are small, situated a little behind the mid-length of the glabella, and

distant from the dorsal groove a little less than one half the width of the

neck segment. The marginal rim of the head is the same as in B.

Saffordi. Surface smooth. Length of glabella four lines ; width three

lines.

Limestone, No. 2.

Bathyurus Cordai. (N. sp.)

Fig. 395.

Description.—Glabella conical, with a deep sulcus all round ; in front

an elevated rim apparently fonning a rostrum similar to that of some

species of Calymene
;
just within the rim a deep groove, between which

and the furrow that surrounds the glabella, there is a rounded ridge. Neck

furrow Avell defined all across. Eyes apparently about opposite the middle

of the glabella. Surface smooth.

The glabella in some of the specimens is more narrowed towards the front

than it is in the specimen figured.

Length of the largest head seen, seven lines ; length of glabella, five

lines; width just in front of neck furrow, three fines and two-thirds; at

one line from the front, three lines.

Limestone, No 2.

Bathyurus quadratus. (N. sp.)

Fig. 39G.

Description.—Glabella oblong, convex, only slightly rounded in front,

well defined all round by the dorsal furrows, the sides straight and

parallel, the eyes are small, and situated as in B. ohlongus, an ocular

rid^^e obscurely visible in one specimen. Neck furrow well defined all

across.

Length of glabella four lines ; width three lines and a half.

Limestone, No. 2.
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Cheirurus Apollo. (N. sp.)

Fig. 397.

DescriiJtion.—Head convex, semicircular, -width about twice the length

or a little more. Glabella depressed, convex, somewhat circular or very

broadly conical, the posterior margin convex, the sides and front rounded,

the Avidth at the posterior third equal to the length, the neck furrow in the

cast defined all across three glabellar furrows directed obliquely forwai'ds

and outwards at an angle of about 80^, with the longtitudinal axis their

inner extremities turned backwards, and distant from each other about

one-fourth the whole width. The four side lobes of the glabella are sub-

Fig. 397. Fig. 398.

Fig. 397.

—

Cheirurus Apollo.

Fig. 398.— Pi/giiMum. Limestone No. 2.

Fig. 399.— Cheirurus Er]ix.

Fig. 399.

This may be the tail of an Amphion.

equal, the posterior pair a little larger than the others. Eyes small,

opposite the second lobe from behind, distant from it about the width of

the lobe or a little less. Cheeks in the cast punctured. I have not

ascertained whether or not the posterior angles terminate in spines.

Length of head, five lines ; length and width of glabella, a little less than

five lines.

There are many European species of this type, and they range from the

Landeilo Flags upwards to the Devonian.

Limestone, No. 2.

Cheirurus Eryx. (N. sp.)

Fig. 399.

Description.—Head semicircular, depressed convex, width twice the

length or a little more, the posterior angles produced into short spines.

Glabella elongate conical, moderately convex, rounded in front, sides

* This pygidium is figured in the Geology of Canada, p. 239, provisionally under the

name of Amphion Cayley i. It may, however, possibly belong to one of the species of

Cheirurus above figured, perhaps to C. Apollo.
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nearly straight or gently convex, neck furrow "well defined all across, and

continued on the cheeks to the outer angles of the head, four lobes on each

side of which the anterior is largest, the posterior smallest, and the other

two almost equal to each other, the furrows directed obliquely forwards at

an angle of about 30°, to the longitudinal axis, their inner extremities

distant from each other a little less than one-third the width of the glabella.

Cheeks moderately convex, punctured. Eye opposite the second lobe from

the front, and distant from the glabella apparently about the Avidth of the

lobe.

Length of head nearly four lines ; of glabella, about three lines and a

half ; width of glabella two lines and a half.

Limestone, No. 2.

Closely allied to a small species which occurs in the Chazy limestone at

Caughnawaga. Another of the same size and type occurs at Phillipsburgh.

AsAPHUS Illaenoides. (N. sp.)

Description.—Head very convex, in shape like that of an Illaenus,

equal to about one-fourth of a sphere, posterior angles rounded ; width a

little less than twice the length. Glabella obscurely defined, oblong,

slightly narrowed just behind the eyes, thence a little widened both for-

wards and backwards. Eyes sub-globular, of a medium size, close to the

glabella, the distance between their centres about equal to the length of

the head. The facial suture runs from the inner anterior angle of the

eye, with a scarcely perceptible curve outwards, directly forward to the

front margin, being in this part almost parallel with the longitudinal axis

of the body. From the inner posterior angle it runs outwards and back-

wards, and cuts the margin at a point in a line drawn parallel with t\\e

axis of the body, passing outside of the eye at a distance therefrom equal

to one-half the width of that organ. The cheeks from the eye to the pos-

terior angle of the head, descend with a flat slope of about 45° to the hori-

zontal plane of the body. The surface appears to be smooth.

The pygidium is depressed, convex, semicircular, the posterior margin

regularly rounded ; the axis depressed, semi-cylindrical, sub-conical, sides

a little concave, rather prominent, the extremity very obtusely round, the

length varying from a little more than one-half to two-thirds the total

length ; its width a little less than tliat of the side lobes, five very obscure

segments, of which the last two are sometimes blended into one. The an-

terior margins of the side lobes are almost at right angles to the axis for

one-half or thereabouts of the width, then sloping backwards to the outer

corners, which they reach at an angle of about 30° to the transverse dia-

meter of the body.
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Just behind the margin there is a single groove, obscure towards the

axis but more distinct outwards. There are in some specimens, several

faintly marked ribs, but in general the side lobes, with the exception of the

anterior furrow, are smooth.

Length of head of a specimen of medium size, seven lines width, twelve

lines ; distance between centre of eyes, seven lines.

Length of a pygidium of medium size, six lines ; width, twelve lines
;

length of axis, four lines and a-half ; width of same at front margin, three

lines and a half, and at half a hne from the posterior extremity, three

lines.

I have seen the underside of the head of this species and the sub-rostral

fold is distinctly divided as in A. platycephalus. Had not this character

been observed, I would have, without much hesitation, referred the head

to the genus Illcenus.

In Limestone, No. 3.

ASAPHUS GONIURUS. (N. Sp.)

The above name is proposed for a small triangular pygidium found in

No. 3. It is evidently distinct from any described Silurian species of

this country, but allied to one that occurs in the Chazy Limestone at JVIin-

gan. The form is triangular, the length three-fifths, or thereabouts, of the

width, the axis scarcely at all elevated above the surface, and indistinctly

divided into segments in the anterior half, but towards the extremity

becoming strongly elevated, smooth and pointed. The largest specimen

seen is about half an inch in length. It resembles the tail of a small

Somalonotus.

Limestone, No, 3.
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ORGANIC REMAINS OF THE LEVIS FORMATION.

(Except where otherwise indicated, all the species of graptolites, in the

following list, were described by Prof. J. Hall; all the others by

E. Billings.)

PROTOZOA.

Calathium pannosum.

Eospongia

ZOOPHYTA.

Stenopora fibrosa, Goldfuss.

ECHINODERMATA.

Palaeocystites tenuiradiatus? Hall.

GRAPTOLITID^.

Graptolithus abnormis.
" alatus.

" arcuatus.

" bifidus.

" Bigsbyi,

" bryonoides.

" constrictus.

" crucifer.

" denticulatus.

" extensus.

" extenuatus.

" flexilis.

" fruticosus.

" Headi.

" indentus.

" Logani.
" Logani, var.

" nitidus.

" octobrachiatus.

" octonarius.

" patulus.

" pennatulus.

" quadribrachiatus.

" ramiilus.

" Ricliardsoni.

" rigidus.

" similis.

Diplograptus inutilis.

" prisliniformis.

Climacograptus antennarius.

Phyllograptus angustifolius.

" Anna.
" ilicifolius.

" typus.

Reteolites ensiformis.

Reteograptus tentaculatus.

Dendrograptus diffusus.

" divergens.

" erectus.

" flexuosus.

" fruticosus.

" gracilis.

" striatus.

Callograptus elegans.

" Salteri.

Dictyonema irregularis.

" Murray i.

" quadrangularis.

Ptilograptus Geinitzianus.

" plumosus.

Thamnograptus Anna.

Brachiopoda.

Lingula Mantelli.

" Irene.

" Iris.

" Quebecensis.

Obolella Ida.

" desiderata.

Leptaena decipiens.

" sordida.

Orthis geniniicula.

" Tritonia.

" Ortlmnibonitcs, Pander.

" Euryone.
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Orthis Electra.

'« Hippolyte.

" Evadne.

" Mycale.

" Eudocia.

" Battis.

" apicalis.

" Corinna.

" Armanda.
" Minna.

Camerella vaiians.

" calcifera.

" breviplicata.

" costata.

" polita.

Stricklandinia Arachne.
" Arethusa,

Lamellibranchiata.

Eopteria Richardsoni.

" ornata.

Gasteropoda.

Ecculiomphalus intortus.

" Canadensis.

" spiralis.

" distans.

Pleurotomaria vagrans.

" Postumia.
" Quebecensis.

" rotundispira.

'* Missisquoi.

Murchisonia Vesta.

« Hyale.

" Jessica.

" Cassandra.

« Sylvia.

" Missisquoi.

Helicotoma miser.

Ophileta beila.

" profunda.

«* abdita.

" uniangulata, Hall.

Maclurea ponderosa.

" Atlantica?
" matutina? Hall.

" sordida?

Subulites Psyche.

Holopea dilucula?

" leiosoma.

" Proseriiina.

Cyclonema Pliasdra.

Clisospira curiosa.

Bellerophon Palinurus.

Metoptoma Niobe.

«« Eubule.
" Orithya.

" Melissa.

" Hyrie.

'* Orphyne.
" Venilia.

" anomala.
" Augusta.
" supei'ba.

" Quebecensis.

Cephalopoda.

Orthoceras Autolycus
" Atticus.

" repens.

" Catulus.

" Perseus.

" Missisquoi.

«« Cato.
' Cataline.

» Sayi.

" Xer.xes.

" Tityrus.

Cyrtoceras Aristides.

" Metellus.

« Dictys.

«» Alethcs.
" Syphax.

Cyrtocerina Mereurius.

Nautilus Pomponius.

Lituites Farnsworthi.

" imperator.

Crustacea.

Agnostus Americanus.

" Orion.

'" Canadensis.

Amphion Salteri.

«' Cayleyi.

" Westoni.

" Julius.

" convexus.

Ampyx ?

Arionellus cylindrieus.

" subclavatus.

Asaphus illrenoides.

" Pelops.

" goniurus.

" curiosa.

" canalis, Conrad.

Bathyurus conicus.
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Bathyurus Cordai.

" capax.

•' dubius.

" bituberculatus.

" armatus.

" Saffordi.

" oblongus.

" quadratus.

" strenuus.

" arcuatus.

" perspicator.

Batbyurellus iiitidus.

" formosus.
" fraternus.

" expansus.

" rarus.

" litoreus.

Clieirurus Apollo.
'< Eryx.
" Solitarius.

" Vulcanus.
" Merciirius.

" prolificus.

" glaucus.

" Sol.

Conocepbalites Zenker!.

Dikelocepbalus magnificus.

" planifrons.

" Oweni.

Dikelocepbalus Belli.

" megalops.
" cristaliis.

" Devinei.

" Hisingeri.

" affinis.

" Sesostris.

" selectus.

" Wissisquoi.

" pauper.
'« Corax.

Endymionia Meeki.

Harpes Granti.

Harpides desertus.

Holometopus Angelini.

lUajnus tumidifrons.

" arcuatus.

" consobrinus.

" simulator.

" incertus.

Lichas Jukesii.

Loganellus Logani.

Menocepbalus globosus.
" Sedgwicki.
" Salteri.

Nileus affinis.

Remopleurides affinis.

Shumardia granulosa.



APPENDIX.

1. The first twenty-four pages, as noticed in the Preface, were

reprinted in 1865, with the following alterations. On page 3 the parts in

brackets in the reprint consist of new matter. On pages 4, 5, a new

species {Archeocyathus profundus) is instituted for the specimens from

Anse au Loup, originally referred to A. Minganensis. On page 8, Ku-

torgina is inserted in the name of Obolella cingulata. Page 11, Olenellus

is adopted instead of Paradoxides. The notes on pages 10, 11, 12, of the

original are withdrawn.

Pages 57 to 72 have been also reprinted, from 57 to 66 inclusive, and

part of 67 being entirely new matter.

2. Stricklandia.—As this generic name is preoccupied, I have changed

it to StricTilandinia. (See Can. Creol., vol. viii, p. 370.) The two

species {mite, p. 85) must therefore be called Stricklandinia Aracline

and StricTclandinia Aretliusa. I have still some doubts as to the generic

affinities of these fossils ; but so far as their internal structure can be made

out, they appear to be more nearly related to this genus than to any other.

They are also allied to Camerella.

3. Fossils from the Black Hills.—Meek and Hayden have re-described

the fossils from these localities (cmte, p. 58) under the name of Lingule-

pis innniforinis (Owen), Lingulepis jjrima (Conrad), Obolella nana,

Theca gregarea, Agraidos Oiveni, and Agraulos?— ? (Palasontology

of the Upper Missouri, by F. B. Meek and F. V. Hayden
;
published by

the Smithsonian Institution, April, 1865.

4. Fauna of the Levis Formation.—The number of graptolites is put

down at 53 species (^ante, p. 62), but this includes (r. 3lUesi and Cr.

secalinus, which have not yet been found in rocks clearly identified with the

Levis formation. The correct number (51 species) is given on p. 376,

and also in the foregoing list, p. 417. There are also five species of

Asaphus instead of four, as mentioned on pp. 62, 63—the total number

of trilobites being 74, of which 73 are described. There are also 29

species of Brachiopoda. As to the total number of species of all orders,

in this formation, I am satisfied that we are still far from the truth.

Every new locality furnishes several new forms. I have stated {ante, pp.

62, 376) that there are 219 described species ; but as several of these

are doubtfully identified, it would be better to say that there are between

215 and 220.
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Cyrtoceras Juvenalis. (^Ante, p. 177.)

Fig. 400,

Fig. 400.

—

Cyrtoceras Juvenalis.—a, side view of a nearly perfect specimen ;

b, ventral view of the original, showing the surface characters.

Remarks.—Since tlie description of this species was printed, Mr. J. F.

WMteaves has discovered a nearly perfect individual, in the Trenton lime-

stone near Montreal, which is figured above.

The specimen is 2h inches in length measured along the outside, and is

curved to a radius of about 11 lines. It tapers, in the lateral diameter,

from 8 lines to 3, and, in the dorso ventral, from 9 to 3 lines. Near the

mid-length a number of the septa are well preserved,—6 in 4 lines mea-

sured on the side, and 7 in 6 Hnes on the median line of the ventral aspect.

There appears to be a constriction near the aperture.

Clisospira curiosa. (^Ante, p. 186.)

Fig. 401.

Fig. 401.—A portion of the spire of C. curiosa, which retains the shell and

surface markings.

Remarks Among the specimens of this species lately collected by

T. C. Weston is one which retains a part of the shell. The surface is

beautifully reticulated by ascending and revolving lines as above repre-

sented.
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Acrotreta gemma, 216.

Agnostua Americanus, 395.

" Canadensis, 397.

" Fabius, 298,

" Galba, 297.

" Orion, 397.

Ampbion Barrandei, 288.

" Canadensis, 288.

" convexus, 322.

" Julius, 290.

«' Insularis, 290,

«' Salter!, 352.

" Westoni, 321,

Ampleaus cingulatus, 106.

Ampyx Halli, 24.

" laeviusculus, 295.

" normalis, 295.

" Rutilius, 296.

" semicostatus, 297.

Arcbeocyathus Atlanticus, 5.

" Minganensis, 354.

" profundus, 4.

Arionellus cylindricus, 406.

" subclavatus, 406.

Arthroclema pulchella, 54.

Asaphua canalis, 270, 352.

" curiosus, 318.

" goniurus, 415.

" Huttoni, 271.

" Illajnoides, 414.

" Morrisii, 272.

" Pelops, 317.

" quadraticaudatus, 272.

Ascoceras Newberryi, 164.

Astylospongia parvula, 20.

Atbyris Anticostiensis, 147.

" borealis, 147.

" Headi, 147.

" Julia, 146.

" Prinstana, 145.

" umbonata, 144,

Avicula Hermione, 40.

Bathyurus amplimarginatus, 352.

" arcuatus, 205.

" arraatus, 411.

Bathyurus bituberculatus, 410.
" brericeps, 262.

" caudatus, 261.
" capax, 409.

" conicus, 352.

" Cordai, 259, 412.

" Cybele, 352.

" dubius, 410,

" gregarius, 363.
" Minganensis, 353;
" Nero, 260.

" oblongus, 412.
" parvulus, 16.

" perplexus, 364.
" perspicator, 205.
" quadratus, 412.
" Saffordi, 259, 411.
" senectus, 15.

" Smithii, 56.

" solitarius, 362.
" strenuus, 204.
" Timon, 261.
" Tetulus, 360.

Bathyurellus abruptug, 263.
" expansus, 318.

" formosus, 266.

" fraternus, 267.

" litoreus, 320.

" raarginatus, 264.

" nitidus, 265.

" rarus, 320.

" Talidus, 268.

Bellerophon Palinurus, 311.

" macer, 347.

Beyrichia Atlantica, 300.

Calathium affine, 209.

" Ansledi, 210, 337.

" Canadense, 377.

" Fittoni, 211.

" formosum, 209.

" pannosum, 335.

" Paradoxicum, 358.

Camerella aniiquata, 10.

" breviplicata, 304.
" calcifera, 220.
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Camerella costata, 305,

" Ops, 148.

" parra, 219.

" polita, 305.

" varians, 220.

Charionella Hyale, 166.

Chiton Canadensis, 394.

Cbeirurus Apollo, 413.

" glaucus, 323.

" Eryx, 413.

" Mercurius, 285.

" perforator, 287.

" Polydorus, 286.

" Pompilius, 181.

" prolificus, 285, 325.

" Satyrus, 324.

" Sol, 288.

" solitarius, 206.

" Vulcanus, 284, 324.

Clisospira curiosa, 186, 420.

Conocardium immmaturum, 41.

Conocepbaliles Adamsii, 12.

" arenosus, 15.

" miser, 13.

" Teucer, 14.

" Vulcanus, 14.

" Zenker!, 398.

Ctenodonta abrupta, 46.

" Angela, 221.

" Ipbigenia, 152.

Cyclocystoiiles Huronensis, 393.

Cyclonema Hageri, 29.

" Montrealensis, 30.

" Phajdra, 188.

Cyathopbyllum Anticostiense, 109.

" Eripbele, HI,
" Eiiryone, 110.

" interruptum, 109.

" nympbale, 111,

" Pasithea, 112.

" Pennant!, 107.

" pelagicum, 108.

" Wablenbergii, 108.

Cyrtia myrtea, 1G5.

Cyrtoceras Aletbes, 193.

" Aristides, 316.

" Dictys, 192,

" Huronense, 176,

" Isodorus, 175.

" Juvenalis, 177, 420.

" Ligarius, 176.

" Lysander, 161.

Cyrtoceras Mercnrua, 194.

" Metellus, 191.

" Orestes, 177.

" Orodes, 162.

" Postumiiis, 178.

" Sypbax, 194.

Cyrtocerina .M<-rcnrius, 194.

" typica, 178.

Cyrtodonta Emma, 150.

" Harnetta, 149.

" Hindi, 151.

" Leucothea, 46.

" ponderosa, 150.

Cystiphyllum maritime, 112.

Discina Circe, 51.

" Pelopea, 52.

Dikelocepbalus affinis, 197.

" Belli, 403.

" Corax, 334.

" cristatus, 404.

" Devinei, 195.

" Hisingeri, 196.

" Magnificus, 399.

" megalops, 403.

" Missisquoi, 199.

" Owpni, 402.

" paui)er, 200.

" planifrons, 401.

" selectus, 199.

" Sesostris, 198.

Dolicbometopus convexus, 269.

" gibberulus, 269.

" rarus, 352.

Ecculiomphalus Atlanticus, 250.

" distans, 249.

" superbns, 250,

Endymion 3Icelci, 94.

Endymionia Meeki, 281.

Encrinurus Minis, 292.

Eopteria ornata, 307.

" Ricbardsoni, 306.

" typica, 221.

Eospongia Roemeri, 19.

" varians, 19.

Eunema ceritbioides, 35.

" Erigone, 35.

Euchasmia Blumcnbadiium, 220.

" Blumenbacbia, 361.

Harpes Dentoni, 183.

" Granti, 326.

" Ottawaensis, 182.

Ilarpides Atlanticus, 281.
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Harpides desertus, 333,

" concentricus, 282.

Helicotoma Eucharis, 249.

" Gorgonea, 248.

" Wiser, 309.

" Proserpina, 247.

" Tritonia, 247.

Holometopus Augelini, 95, 281.

Holopea Gracia, 159.

" Guelphensis, 159.

" Harmonia, 158.

" Lavinia, 28.

" leiosoma, 187.

" Nereis, 27.

" Ophelia, 222.

" Proserpina, 28.

" Pyrene, 27.

Illaenus Americanus, 329.

" arcnatus, 279.

" consimilis, 277.

" consobrinus, 280.

" fraternus, 276, 331.

" incertus, 332,

" simulator, 327.

" tumidifrons, 278.

" Vindex, 179.

Ischadites Canadensis, 385,

Kutorgina cins;ulata, 8.

Leptajna deciiiiens, 74, 219.

" sordida, 73.

Leperdita concinnula, 299.

" turgida, 299.

" yentralis, 300.

Lichas Jukesii, 282, 335.

" Minganensis, 181.

Licrophycus Hiltonensis, 101.

" Hvidsonicus. 101.

" minor, 100.

" Ottawaensis, 99.

Lingula Briseis, 48.

" Canadensis, 114.

" Cobourgensis, 50.

" Cyane, 216.

" Dai)hne, 50.

" Forbesi, 115.

" Irene, 71.

" Iris, 301.

" lole, 215.

" Kingstonensis, 48.

" Nympha, 214.

" Perryi, 20.

" Philomela, 49.

Lingula Progne, 47.
"

Quebecensis, 72, 216.

Lituites Apollo, 25.

" Farns-worthi, 21.
" imperator, 23.
" Palinurus, 25.
" Pluto, 259.

Loganellus Lognvi, 201.

Maclurea acuminata, 240,
"

affinis, 238.
" crenulata, 236.
" Emmonsi, 242.
" Oceana, 237.
" ponderosa, 239.
" Psyche, 244.
" rotundata, 245.
" speciosa, 210.
" Sylpha, 244.
" transilionis, 241.

Menocephalus globosus, 408.

" Salteri, 203.

" Sedgwicki, 407.

Metoptoma Alceste, 153.
" anomala, 89.

" Augusta, 88.

" Canadensis, 394.
" Erato, 39.

" Estella, 153.
" Eubule, 38.
" Hyrie, 87.

"
instabilis, 251.

" Melissa, 86.

" Montrealensis, 394.

" Niobe, 37.

" Nycteis, 38.

" Orithya, 38.

" Orphyne, 88.

" Quebecensis, 308.

" simplex, 346.

" superba, 172.

" Trentonensis, 40.

" Venilia, 88.

Modiolopsis Adrastia, 45.

" Gesneri, 43.

" Maia, 44.

" Meyeri, 42.

" Nais, 45.

Murchisonia Acrea, 232.

" Ada, 34G.

" Adelina, 232.

" agilis, 235.

« Alexandra, 172.
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Murchisonia Artimesia, 345.

" Augustina, 234,

" Cassandra, 189.

" Catharina, 231.

" Cicelia, 233.

" Estella, 157.

" Harmonia, 158.

" Hercyna, 158.

" Hermioae, 33.

" Hyale, 33,

" Jessica, 189,

" Missisquoi, 307.

«< Mylitta, 157.

" placida, 235.

" Procris, 34.

" simulatrix, 232.

" sororcula, 233.

" Sylvia, 190.

" Vesta, 32.

" Vitellia, 156,

" Xantliippe, 155.

Nautilus calciferus, 258.

« desertus, 258.

<' ferox, 351.

« insolens, 258.

" Pomponius, 26.

" versutus, 259.

Nileus affinis, 275.

" miicrops, 273.

" scrutator, 274.

Obolella cbromatica, 7.

" cingulata, 8.

" desiderata, 69.

" Ida, 71.

" nana, 67.

" pretiosa, 68.

Obolus Galtensis, 168.

" Labradoricus 6.

'< Murrayi, 362.

Opbileta abdita, 189.

" bella, 310,

" disjuncta, 344.

" Nerine, 245.

" profunda, 188.

" uniangulata, 246.

Olenellus Thompsoni, 11,365.

" Vermontana, 11, 366,

Olenus Logani, 201.

Orthis apicalis, 301.

" Armanda, 303.

". Battis, 185.

<' Coriana, 302.

Orthis delicatula, 217.
" Electra, 79, 217.
" Eudocia, 83.
" Euryone, 78.
" Evadne, 81.
" gemmicula, 75.

" Hippolyte, 81, 213.
" Iphigenia, 133.

" Laurentina, 138.
" Maria, 137.

" Merope, 139.
" Minna, 303.
" Mycale, 82.

" Ortbambonites, 77,

" porcata, 135.

" retrorsa, 136.

" Tritonia, 76.

Orthisina festinata, 10.

Orthoceras Allumettense, 254.

" Atticus, 312.

" Autolycus, 91.

" Cataline, 315.
" Cato, 314.
" Catulus, 313,
" Darwini, 161,
" diffidens, 174.

" Drummondi, 173,

" edax, 344.

" explorator, 253.

" Flavius, 255.

" furtivum, 348.

" Glaucus, 350.
" hffisitans, 254.

" indagator, 349.

" Lamarcki, 255, 347.
" Lysander, 161.

" Menelaus, 26.

" Missisquoi, 314.

" ordinatum, 350.

" perparvum, 27.

" Perseus, 313.
" piscator, 251.

" Piso, 168,

" Priamus, 253.

" repens, 312.

" Sayi, 315.

" Selwini, 161.

" servile, 252.

" Tityrus, 316.

" velox, 173.

" vcterator, 350.

" Xerxes, 316.
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Palaeophycus Beauharnoisensis, 98.

'• Beverlej-ensis, 97.

" congregatus, 3.

" funiculus, 98.

" iucipiens, 2.

" obscurus, 98.

Pasceolus globosus, 390.

" Halli, 390.

Petraia angulata, 103.

" aperta, 102.

" latuscula, 104.

" pjgmea, 103.

Petraster bellulus, 393.

Phrag"moceras Hector, 163.

Piloceras Canadense, 256.

" gracile, 257.

" Triton, 257.

" Wortbeni, 256.

Pleurotomania Agarista, 230.

" Agave, 170.

" Amphltrite, 32.

'' Aracbne, yl.

" Arabella, 343.

' Calpburnia, 230.

" Canadensis, 342.

" Deiopeia, 155.

" Drjope, 170.

" Elora, 154.

" Etna, 226.

" Eugenia, 30.

" Galtensis, 154.

" Harpya, 227.

" Hortensia, 227.

" Hyale, 228.

" Laurentinn, 343.

'• Missisquoi, 191.

" Normani, 228.

" Numeria, 229.

" Postumia, 191.

" Quebecensis, 190.

" rotundispira, 191.

" selecta, 224.

" sponsa, 226.

" vagrans, 90.

" Valeria, 1G9.

" Viola, 169.

" Virgo, 224.

" virguncula, 225

" Vitruvia, 171.

Porambonites Ottawaensis, 140.

Ptycbopliyllum Canadense, 107.

Receptaculites Canadensis, 385.

Receptaculites calciferus, 359, 38 t

" elegantulus, 360.

" loM-ensis, 385.

" Jonesi, 385, 389.

" Murcbisonii, 384.

" Neptuni, 386.

" occidentalis. 381.

„ Oweni, 384.

" parvipora, 386.

" sulcata, 386.

Remopleurides affiinis, 325.

" Canadensis, 182.

" Panderi, 293.

" Scblotheimi, 294.

Rhabdaria fragilis, 357.

" furcata, 358.

Rhyncbonella Anticostiensis,142

" Corintbia, 220.

" fringilla, 141.

" glacialis, 143.

Ribeiria calcifera, 340.

" longluscula, 341.

Rusophycus Grenvillensis, 101.

Salterella pulcbella, 18,

" obtusa, IS.

" rugosa, 17.

Scolitbus Canadensis, 96.

" linearis, 2.

Serpulites dissolutus, 56.

Shumardia glacialis, 283.

" granulosa, 92.

Spluerexocbus parvus, 180.

Stenaster Huxleyi, 213.

Stenopora fibrosa, 212.

" Huronensis, 185.

Straparollus Daphne, 160.

" Hippolyta, 160.

Straparollina pelagica, 223.

Stricklandia jlrachne, 85.

" Jrethusa, 85.

Stricklandinia Aracbne,

" Arethusa

Strophomena alternata, 117.

" antiquata, 129.

" Arethusa, 132.

" Aurora, 218.

" Ceres, 119.

" fluctuosa, 123.

" Hecuoa, 126.

" inibecilis, 219.

" inibre.\-, 128.

" Julia, 127

CC
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Strophomena Leda, 120.

" nitens, 118.

" Philomela, 122.

" recta, 130.

" subtenta, 132.

" Thalia, 125.

Stromotopora compacta, 55, 212.

" nigosa, 213.

Strombodes gracilis, 113.

Subulites Daphne, 223.

" parvulus, 36.

Psyche, 188.

Telephus Americanus, 291.

Trachyium cyathiforme, 211.

" rugosum, 212.

Trematis Huronensis, 53.

" Montrealensis, 52.

" Ottawaensis, 53.

Triarthrus Ficcheri, 291.

Tricbospongia sericea, 257.

Trimerella grandis, 166.

" acumiaata, 167.

Zaphrentis Cauadensis, 105.
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